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Chapitre 1 

Introduction 

En raison de la possibilité d'une influence anthropique sur le climat, l'intérêt pour les 
sciences atmosphériques a considérablement augmenté au cours de ces dernières décennies. 
Des programmes de recherche internationaux et nationaux ont été mis en place afm de mieux 
comprendre les interactions aérosols-nuages-rayonnement, par nature complexes, et d'étudier 
leur influence sur le climat terrestre. En effet, le rayonnement solaire incident, non polarisé, 
est fortement affecté par la présence des gaz et des particules atmosphériques. La diffusion de 
ce rayonnement par ces différentes particules a très clairement un impact climatique. 
L'expression «particules atmosphériques» fait référence, dans notre travail, aux particules 
aérosols et aux particules nuageuses non précipitantes. Les particules aérosols (0.01 Jl1ll à 
quelques dizaines de micromètres) et nuageuses (quelques micromètres à quelques dizaines de 
micrométres) influencent directement le climat en diffusant et en absorbant le rayonnement 
solaire incident. Le mécanisme de diffusion vers l'espace de ce rayonnement produit, 
généralement, Ùne augmentation de l'albédo planétaire et génère donc, dans la plupart des cas, 
un refroidissement de la surface en situation de ciel clair. D'autre part, les particules aérosols 
jouant le rôle de noyaux de condensation modifient les propriétés microphysiques des nuages 
en changeant la distribution en taille et la concentration des nuages en gouttelettes. Ceci a 
d'ailleurs un effet sur la durée de vie des nuages et leurs précipitations. Les aérosols 
industriels et ceux résultant de la combustion de biomasse sont des noyaux de condensation 
efficaces. Un nuage issu d'une masse d'air polluée contient davantage de gouttes plus petites 
et ces dernières sont de dimensions moindre ce qui a pour effet d'augmenter l'albédo du 
nuage. 
En retour, les nuages influencent également les aérosols en constituant un puits important 
d'aérosols par dépôt humide. Les nuages selon leur altitude, leur composition et leur 
concentration en gouttes ou cristaux agissent de manière différente sur le rayonnement. Les 
nuages bas, constitués de gouttelettes d'eau sphériques, réfléchissent fortement le 
rayonnement solaire et ont donc pour effet de refroidir la planète. A l'inverse les cirrus, 
composés de cristaux de glace, sont généralement semi-transparents et affectent peu le 
rayonnement visible mais plutôt le rayonnement infrarouge. 

La caractérisation, à 1 'échelle planétaire, des particules atmosphériques et 1' estimation de 
leur impact climatique dépendent très largement de 1' analyse du rayonnement qu'elles 
diffusent. La télédétection, cette capacité à percevoir et à étudier les objets à distance, est un 
domaine en pleine expansion depuis une trentaine d'années. A 1' exception des molécules 
atmosphériques pour lesquelles la diffusion est simple à modéliser, la très grande variabilité 
de dimension, de forme, d'orientation, de composition chimique, de durée de résidence et 
d'abondance, rend difficile l'interprétation fine des mesures passives du rayonnement diffusé 
vers les capteurs satellitaires ou basés au sol, en terme de propriétés optiques et 
microphysiques. Il est maintenant possible de faire de telles études depuis l'espace, à une 
échelle globale et de façon opérationnelle et routinière. Jusqu'à très récemment de telles 
observations, de nature essentiellement passive, étaient limitées uniquement à l'aspect 
énergétique du rayonnement électromagnétique dans le spectre solaire et tellurique, et 
réalisées par la série d'instruments AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometre), 
TOMS (Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer) et METEOSAT pour ne citer que les plus 
connus. Notons que, dans le passé, des versions satellitaires de polarimètres ont été utilisées 
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pour étudier les atmosphères planétaires, à l'exception de celle de la terre. On peut citer, 
néanmoins, l'instrument GOME en orbite sur ERS-2 depuis 1995, qui caractérise 
partiellement la polarisation du rayonnement. Ces mesures de polarisation, prévues 
initialement pour corriger les biais introduits par la polarisation instrumentale, ont cependant 
pu être exploitées pour déterminer l'altitude des nuages (Knibbe et al., 1995). 
Une part importante des recherches expérimentales et théoriques réalisées au Laboratoire 
d'Optique Atmosphérique, de l'Université des Sciences et Technologies de Lille, porte sur 
l'exploitation des mesures de la polarisation pour caractériser les aérosols et les nuages de 
l'atmosphère terrestre. Des vols ballons des radiomètres RADIBAL (Herman et al., 1986), et 
PIRAT (Deuzé et al.,1989), ainsi que l'analyse d'expériences de polarimétrie réalisées à bord 
de la Navette spatiale Américaine (Egan 1993, Roger et al, 1994 ), ont permis d'obtenir dans 
les années 1980-1990, les premières observations stratosphériques et troposphériques en 
lumière polarisée. Parallèlement, des mesures passives réalisées au sol (Devaux et al., 1998) 
permettent de restituer les propriétés microphysiques des aérosols. Très récemment, 
l'expérience française POLDER (Deschamps et al., 1994), malheureusement écourtée à la 
suite d'une avarie de la plate-forme japonaise ADEOS-1, a démontré l'intérêt des mesures de 
polarisation, à l'échelle du globe, pour la télédétection des aérosols et des nuages. Le travail 
présenté ici en illustre certains aspects. 
Ces résultats indiquent que la radio-polarimètrie peut-être considérée comme alternative et 
complémentaire à la radiométrie conventionnelle. La polarimétrie permet de connaître l'état 
de polarisation du rayonnement et fournit ainsi une information additionnelle à la mesure 
radiométrique qui est seulement sensible au flux d'énergie totale. Dans le cas de l'atmosphère, 
la mesure de polarisation fournit deux paramètres supplémentaires (composante polarisée et 
direction de polarisation) qui, de façon générale, permettent de mieux contraindre les 
procédures d'inversion restituant les propriétés optiques et microphysiques des particules 
aérosols ou des nuages. La composante polarisée du rayonnement, qui ne représente parfois 
que quelques pour cents du flux d'énergie diffusée et doit donc être mesurée avec précision, 
est très sensible aux propriétés microphysiques des particules diffusantes (propriétés 
angulaires remarquables en diffusion primaire) et également moins dégradée par les 
diffusions multiples. 

La «gestation » du concept instrumental « POLDER» a débuté dans les années 1988-
1989. En 1989, j'ai eu l'opportunité d'entrer au LOA, au tout début de cette aventure 
technique et scientifique. Dans le cadre de ma thèse (1990-1992), effectuée sous la direction 
de M Herman, j'ai développé le modèle radiométrique de l'imageur POLDER, ainsi que 
certains protocoles d'étalonnage en laboratoire et en orbite. J'ai également analysé les 
premières observations réalisées avec le simulateur aéroporté développé au LOA. Ensuite, 
dans le cadre de la préparation de la mission spatiale POLDER/ ADEOS-1 prévue pour 1996, 
j'ai participé à l'élaboration de méthodes d'étalonnage en vol de l'instrument POLDER, ce 
qui représentait un travail original dans la mesure où le capteur ne disposait d'aucun système 
d'étalonnage embarqué. L'effort a porté sur la mise au point d'un méthode d'étalonnage inter
bande sur la réflexion spéculaire ainsi que sur le suivi en vol des paramètres du modèle 
radiométrique relatifs à la polarisation. Ce travail a été réalisé en collaboration avec M. 
Herman, JL. Deuzé, T. Bailleul, B. Toubbé et en relation avec le département qualité image 
(QTIS) du CNES. Il a donné lieu à 2 publications (Hagolle et al, 1999, Toubbé, 1999). 

Durant cette période d'intense activité à caractère plutôt «technique» et qui s'est 
achevée, pour ma part, après la mis à poste de POLDER, j'ai néanmoins réussi à poursuivre 
l'analyse des mesures aéroportées au-dessus des nuages, ce qui constituait un prolongement 
logique de mon travail de thèse. J'ai poursuivi, en collaboration avec M. Herman, l'étude de 
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l'altimétrie des nuages à partir des mesures de luminance bi-spectrale (443 et 865nm) (Goloub 
et al., 1994), mais surtout l'étude de la détection de la phase thermodynamique des nuages 
(Buriez et al, 1997), à l'aide des campagnes aéroportées qui se sont succédées jusqu'en 1995 
(CLEOPATRA en 1991, ASTEX en 1992, EUCREX en 1994), méthodes mises en place dans 
la première génération d'algorithmes dans le segment sol POLDER. 

Après la mise en orbite de la plate-forme ADEOS, à l'automne 1996,je me suis davantage 
impliqué dans l'analyse des premiers résultats de la phase des nuages, au niveau de 
l'amélioration de la méthode tout d'abord (Paroi et al, 1999), (Goloub et al, 2000), puis dans 
sa validation à l'aide d'observations lidar au sol, en collaboration avec H. Chepfer du 
Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique, (Chepfer et al, 2000), à l'aide de données 
synoptiques et radar (Riedi et al., 2000) au cours du DEA puis de la thèse de J. Riedi que je 
dirige actuellement. Aujourd'hui, l'analyse géophysique des 8 mois de données POLDER 
(Riedi et al., 2000) est en cours ainsi que les comparaisons avec les climatologies pré
existantes telles que ISCCP (International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) et également 
HIRS (High Infrared Resolution Sounders) 

Dans le prolongement de ce travail, j'ai logiquement envisagé différentes applications. En, 
effet la détermination de la phase thermodynamique constitue la première étape lorsque l'on 
s'intéresse aux propriétés microphysiques des particules constituant les nuages. Concernant la 
phase «glace», toujours en collaboration avec H. Chepfer et G. Brogniez, nous avons 
observé pour la première fois, à l'échelle globale, le phénomène de réflexion spéculaire sur 
les cristaux, traduisant 1' orientation préférentielle de ces derniers. Le large champ de vue de 
POLDER (+/- 42°, +/- 51 °) et la mesure de polarisation multispectrale rendent possible la 
détection de ce phénomène et permettent l'estimation de sa fréquence d'occurrence. Les 
distributions spatiale et temporelle de ce phénomène, et donc de l'orientation des cristaux à 
l'échelle du globe, ont pu être mises en évidence pour la première fois (Chepfer et al., 1999). 
Dans un deuxième temps, dans les situations où aucune orientation préférentielle n'est 
observée (distribution aléatoire dans l'espace), nous avons cherché à déterminer la «forme 
moyenne » des cristaux à 1 'aide d'une méthode simple basée sur la comparaison à des pré
calculs de transfert radiatifs réalisés pour quelques formes de cristaux habituellement 
considérés (colonnes et plaquettes hexagonales, polycristaux). Nous avons réalisé les 
cartographies à l'échelle globale sur les 8 mois de données POLDER (Chepfer et al., 2000). 
Ces résultats indiquent que la forme des particules composant le sommet des cirrus varie. Les 
polycristaux et les colonnes hexagonales dominent aux basses latitudes alors que les 
plaquettes hexagonales apparaissent plus fréquemment aux hautes latitudes. Ces résultats 
semblent compatibles avec les quelques études locales réalisées à partir de méthodes 
différentes, notamment à l'aide des mesures de l'instrument ATSR (Baran et al., 1999, 2000). 
La prochaine étape consiste à relier l'information microphysique obtenue, à savoir la forme 
moyenne, avec la thermodynamique et la dynamique atmosphérique. 
Concernant la phase «liquide», la polarisation permet de déterminer, dans certaines 
conditions de visée, la distribution en taille des gouttelettes d'eau constituant le sommet du 
nuage. L'analyse des mesures obtenues lors des campagnes aéroportées m'avait permis de 
vérifier, compte tenu de la qualité de ces mesures, cette possibilité. Cette détermination a été 
réalisée sur les données satellitaires (Goloub et al, 1997; Bréon et Goloub, 1998). Les 
premières cartographies sont présentées dans Bréon et al., 1999. Les ordres de grandeurs 
retrouvés ainsi que les contrastes observés entre la taille des gouttes sur les océans et les 
continents sont cohérents avec les climatologies précédentes dérivées d' AVHRR (Han et al., 
1994). La taille des gouttelettes systématiquement plus petite au-dessus des continents est une 
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indication supplémentaire de l'effet indirect des aérosols sur la formation des nuages (Bréon 
et Tanré, 2000). 

La taille relativement modeste des équipes de recherche du LOA et la charge importante 
que représente la réalisation d'un projet tel que POLDER m'ont offert la possibilité d'aborder 
et de contribuer à différents sujets de recherches. Ma participation à plusieurs campagnes 
aéroportées m'a permis d'aborder l'étude des aérosols. Dans le cadre de la thèse de Thierry 
Elias (1997-2000), co-dirigée avec C. Devaux, j'ai abordé, simultanément à la mise en orbite 
de POLDER, l'analyse des observations polarimétriques depuis le sol réalisées par 
l'instrument RefPol (Reflectance-mètre Polarisé) et les photomètres automatiques du réseau 
AERONET. C'est alors, très naturellement, que je me suis impliqué dans la thématique 
«observations des aérosols » en prenant en charge la validation des résultats POLDER. 

Au-dessus des océans, j'ai analysé les résultats du premier algorithme de restitutions de 
propriétés optiques des particules aérosols (épaisseur optique 'ta, coefficients d' Angstrôm a, et 
indice de réfraction rn) des aérosols (Deuzé et al., 1999), (Goloub et al, 1999). Ce travail de 
validation directe de 'ta et a a reposé intégralement sur les données du réseau international de 
photomètres automatiques AERONET (Holben et al., 1998). Mais la faiblesse, passagère, du 
réseau (pour sa partie américaine, notamment, de fin 1996 à mi 1997) couplée à la perte 
prématurée de la plate-forme ADEOS a limité fortement le nombre de données disponibles. 
Plus de 60% des données correspondent à des aérosols désertiques. Pendant la période de 
fonctionnement opérationnel de POLDER (novembre 1996-juin 1997), les principaux 
évènements de« biomass burning »d'Amérique du sud, d'Asie et d'Indonésie n'ont pu être 
étudiés. Néanmoins, quelques sites urbains d'Europe du Nord ont fonctionné. Par contraste, 
aujourd'hui, depuis le lancement de la plate-forme américaine EOS (Earth Observing 
System), le nombre d'instruments opérationnels est de l'ordre d'une cinquantaine. 
L'analyse des résultats de l'algorithme, basé sur une approche utilisant une grille de pré
calculs de transfert radiatif a montré, à l'aide du jeu de données de validation disponible, une 
bonne restitution de l'épaisseur optique, mais une sous-estimation systématique du coefficient 
d' Angstrôm (surestimation de la taille des particules). Une analyse plus détaillée de 
l'algorithme initial et des améliorations potentielles apportées par l'introduction de modèles 
d'aérosols plus réalistes (bimodal au lieu de monomodal) est présentée dans Deuzé et al., 
2000. 

L'intérêt de la comparaison avec le photomètre réside dans la cohérence physique entre les 
grandeurs mesurées par le photomètre (épaisseur optique spectrale, luminance diffuse) et 
dérivées de la mesure satellitaire. Lorsque les coïncidences sont peu nombreuses, il peut être 
avantageux comparer différents capteurs. Une comparaison a été réalisée entre POLDER et 
TOMS. Les informations obtenues sur les aérosols procèdent de mesures indépendantes, et, 
de plus, il n'y a plus cohérence entre les grandeurs déduites, épaisseur optique et exposant 
d' Angstrôm pour POLDER et index aérosol pour TOMS. Selon plusieurs études, l'index 
aérosols TOMS déduit des mesures différentielles dans l'ultraviolet est bien corrélé à 
l'épaisseur optique (Torres et al., 1999; Hsu et al., 1999). Néanmoins, il dépend également de 
l'altitude de la couche d'aérosols qui peut donc être partiellement masquée par l'atmosphère 
moléculaire si les aérosols sont localisés dans les basses couches atmosphériques ainsi que de 
leur nature. 
On comprend alors que la différence de sensibilité des instruments soit intéressante pour 
l'étude des aérosols. Cependant, elle complique l'interprétation de la comparaison directe 
entre les deux capteurs. Cette comparaison, réalisée en collaboration avec 1. Chiapello sur 
plusieurs sites océaniques représentatifs des différents types d'aérosols, est présentée dans 
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(Chiapello et al., 2000). Les corrélations constatées sont bonnes dans la plupart des situations 
analysées. Néanmoins, POLDER témoigne d'une plus grande sensibilité à la présence 
d'aérosols dans des régions de mélange complexe en aérosols (sulfate/suie/poussière), telles 
que 1' Asie et 1 'Amérique centrale. 

Aujourd'hui, à l'exception notable de TOMS, les capteurs opérationnels (AVHRR, 
METEOSAT) permettent de dériver des informations sur les aérosols uniquement au-dessus 
des surfaces sombres, essentiellement océaniques (Stowe et al., 1992, Husar et al., 1997, 
Nakajima et al., 1998, Mishchenko et al., 1999). L'observation et la caractérisation des 
aérosols présents au-dessus des continents restent difficiles et imprécises. Au-dessus des 
continents, la contribution des aérosols à la luminance mesurée au niveau du capteur est 
généralement faible devant celle du sol. Jusqu'à présent, la caractérisation des aérosols 
(épaisseur optique) au-dessus des surfaces n'a pu se faire que dans des cas particuliers ; (i) 
surface sombre, végétation dense, (Kaufman, 1988, 1997), (ii) en présence de surfaces 
adjacentes contrastées (Dégradation de contraste, Tanré et al, 1988), ou bien encore, toujours 
par contraste, mais dans le domaine thermique cette fois par Legrand et al., 1989. Ces 
méthodes nécessitent la connaissance d'un modèle d'aérosol a priori. L'apport des mesures 
de TOMS dans le spectre UV est indéniable, mais la détection des aérosols absorbants et la 
détermination de leur épaisseur optique dépendent de l'altitude des aérosols et de leur nature. 
Dans ce contexte, POLDER offre de nouvelles possibilités, essentiellement liées à la mesure 
spectrale et directionnelle de la luminance polarisée (Leroy et al., 1997, Herman et al., 1997). 
La polarisation des surfaces tend à s'effacer devant celle de l'atmosphère. Néanmoins, la 
«lumière polarisée» générée par le sol n'est pas négligeable et doit être prise en compte 
(Nadal et al., 1999). L'index aérosols, défini dans Deuzé et al. (2000), permet de préciser 
certaines sources d'aérosols (Tanré et al, 2000). 
Là encore, la faiblesse du nombre de données photométriques et leur manque de 
représentativité rendent difficile l'estimation de la justesse de l'interprétation des produits 
POLDER. On constate, néanmoins, que POLDER est peu sensible aux aérosols désertiques 
constituées de particules de grande taille, non sphérique et générant peu de polarisation par 
diffusion. L'autre limitation, instrumentale cette fois, provient du faible écart entre les deux 
longueurs d'onde utilisées (670 et 865nm). On recherche actuellement à utiliser le canal à 443 
nm pour augmenter le domaine de longueur d'onde et ainsi remonter à un paramètre de taille, 
mais il est nécessaire de réaliser des progrès au niveau de la correction du terme moléculaire 
prépondérant aux courtes longueurs d'onde. 

Pour pallier le manque de mesures optiques depuis la surface, nous avons recherché des 
informations sur les sources principales de matière particulaire en suspension dans 
l'atmosphère. Les feux de biomasse (forêts, savanes, agriculture) émettent des quantités 
importantes de matière particulaire dans l'atmosphère. Ces points chauds de la surface 
peuvent être détectés de jour comme de nuit par des satellites équipés de détecteur moyen
infrarouge ou infrarouge. Le radiomètre ATSR-2 (Along Track Scanning Radiometer), 
embarqué sur la plate-forme européenne ERS-2, fournit depuis 1995 des mesures dans le 
visible, le proche infrarouge, le moyen infrarouge (1.6 et 3.7 J.!m) et l'infrarouge. Les mesures 
de nuit obtenues à 3.7 J.!m ont permis de réaliser la cartographie quotidienne des points chauds 
(Arino et al., 1995). A l'aide de ces cartes d'occurrence de feux de biomasse, nous avons pu 
interpréter correctement les valeurs élevées de l'index aérosols fourni par POLDER dans ces 
régions. La corrélation entre la distribution et le nombre de feux dans les zones de « biomass 
burning »et l'index POLDER est très satisfaisante (Goloub et al., 2000). 
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L'ensemble des travaux va maintenant être présenté en distinguant 3 parties. Je 
commencerai par Jaire une description de l'instrument POLDER et rappellerai brièvement son 
modèle radiométrique, ainsi que les méthodes mises en œuvre pour contrôler en orbite les 
paramètres instrumentaux (chapitre 2). Dans une seconde partie, je présenterai des résultats 
relatifs à l'observation et la caractérisation des nuages à l'aide de la polarisation (chapitre 3). 
Enfin, dans la dernière partie, je présenterai le travail de validation, concernant la 
caractérisation des aérosols troposphériques au-dessus des océans et des continents (chapitre 
4). Chacune des trois parties est précédée d'une courte introduction. 
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L'instrument POLDER 



Chapitre 2 

L'instrument POLDER 

L'instrument POLDER, imaginé au Laboratoire d'Optique Atmosphérique (LOA) est un 
instrument dédié à 1 'observation globale de la polarisation et la directionalité du rayonnement 
solaire diffusé par le système terre-atmosphère. Le concept instrumental, rappelé ici, a été 
évalué à l'aide du simulateur aéroporté développé au LOA avec le soutien du Centre National 
d'Etudes Spatiales de Toulouse. Il a ensuite franchi les différentes phases de démonstration 
qui lui ont permis d'être sélectionné sur la plate-forme japonaise ADEOS-1. POLDER 1 
1 ADEOS 1, dont la durée de vie nominale était de 3 ans, a malheureusement cessé de 
fonctionner au bout de 8 mois, à la suite d'une panne du panneau solaire d' ADEOS. 
L'originalité de POLDER, par rapport aux autres capteurs satellites, est sa capacité à 
caractériser complètement la composante électrique du rayonnement électromagnétique 
atteignant le capteur (intensité + état de polarisation linéaire) du spectre visible au spectre 
proche infrarouge, et son échantillonnage directionnel instantané rendu possible par son 
optique très large champ. POLDER restera un instrument innovant pour longtemps encore, 
car il est le premier radiomètre, en orbite autour de la terre, à caractériser complètement l'état 
de polarisation du rayonnement. La relève est en marche avec POLDER 2 en 2001 et 
PARASOL fin 2003. Le seul instrument américain polarisé est le scanner aéroporté RSP 
(Radiometer Scanning Polarimeter) développé au GISS (Goddard Institute of Space Studies) 
dont une version satellite, EOSP (Barth Observing System Polarimeter), serait prévue à 
1 'horizon 2005. 

Dans le cadre de ma thèse de 3ème cycle (1990-1992), j'ai contribué au développement du 
modèle radiométrique et caractérisé les différents paramètres de ce modèle sur la version 
aéroportée développée au laboratoire. Ce modèle a été jugé suffisamment précis pour être 
repris, dans ces grandes lignes, dans la chaîne de traitement implantée dans le segment sol du 
CNES. J'ai également participé au développement de méthodes d'étalonnage en vol. Le 
grand champ de vue de l'instrument rendant difficile l'implantation d'un système 
d'étalonnage à bord du satellite, l'étalonnage de l'instrument repose sur une approche 
alternative profitant de certaines propriétés de l'atmosphère (claire ou nuageuse) et des 
surfaces terrestres. Dans cette première partie, le principe instrumental est rappelé et les 
méthodes d'étalonnage en vol, très spécifiques à POLDER, seront également présentées dans 
les articles (Hagolle et al, 1999 et Toubbé et al., 1999) 

A) Principe instrumental 

Rappelons le principe de l'instrument. POLDER est un polarimètre imageur CCD (Charge 
Coupled Deviee) grand champ (figure 1). L'avancée technologique dans le domaine des semi
conducteurs a permis, au cours de la décennie 1980, le développement des détecteurs CCD et 
a donné le jour à de nouveaux radiomètres tels que SPOT en 1986. Ce type de capteur fournit 
le même type de mesures qu'un scanner, mais en supprimant le balayage mécanique. 
POLDER est ainsi le premier radiomètre spatial équipé d'une matrice CCD (274x242 pixels). 
Il est également équipé d'une roue porte-filtres (filtres interférentiels par construction très 
stable en passage air-vide) qui présente 16 filtres devant la matrice CCD. A certaines 
longueurs d'onde, les filtres sont doublés de polariseur et, dans ce cas, le même filtre apparaît 
3 fois avec des directions de polarisation décalées de 60°. 



Figure 1 : Schéma de 1 'instrument. 

Le système optique est composé d'un objectif télécentrique (figures 1 et 2) ce qui implique 
d'une part que les filtres sont traversés sous incidence normale et d'autre part que la pupille 
d'entrée asphérique compense la variation naturelle de la luminance en cos4 8. Cet objectif 
grand champ offre jusqu'à+/- 43° d'angle de visée le long de petit côté de la CCD, et +/-51° 
selon le grand côté. La visée maximale, sur la diagonale de la matrice est de +/- 58°, ce qui, 
compte tenu de la rotondité de la terre, correspond, au sol, à +/-70°, pour un satellite à 800km. 

Figure 2a : Vue de l'objectif de POLDER 
(version aéroportée). 

Figure 2b: POLDER (à droite) au cours d'un 
étalonnage en polarisation devant la sphère 
intégratrice (à gauche) et la boîte polarisante 
(au milieu). 

Après avoir rappelé le concept instrumental, nous allons maintenant présenter, brièvement, le 
principe de la mesure ainsi que le modèle radiométrique. 
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B) Principe physique de la mesure 

Illustrons simplement le principe de la mesure à l'aide de mesures acquises par le 
simulateur aéroporté au-dessus de la mer Méditerranée, pendant la campagne MEDIMAR en 
avril 1991. Les images de la figure 3 représentent les 3 voies polarisées à 865 nm. Elles 
correspondent respectivement à des directions du polaroïd de +60°, 0°, -60° par rapport au 
petit côté de la matrice CCD. La tache intense observée sur les 3 images correspond au 
phénomène de « glitter » ou encore réflexion spéculaire du soleil sur le dioptre air-eau. 
L'intensité de cette tache dépend principalement de l'angle solaire et de l'agitation de la 
surface (vent). Par réflexion sur la surface de l'eau, le rayonnement solaire incident non 
polarisé se polarise fortement perpendiculairement au plan d'incidence solaire. 

(T) 
0 

~ ~ Ê 

(a) +60° (b) 0° (c) -60° 

Figure 3 : Images associées aux 3 voies polarisées du canal 865 nm acquises pendant le survol de 
la Méditerranée. 

Sur la figure 3, Ë représente le vecteur champ électrique qui, dans le cas de la réflexion du 
soleil sur l'eau, est perpendiculaire au plan d'incidence (plan solaire). L'angle entre Ë et la 
direction de l'axe passant du polariseur central (P2) est noté X· Si l'on représente l'évolution 
spatiale du signal sur les 3 voies, selon la radiale (T) placée dans le plan solaire, nous 
observons les signaux reportés sur la figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Signaux mesurés sur les 3 voies polarisées du canal865 nm (radiale (T)) 
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La loi de Malus permet d'interpréter simplement les signaux observés et donne pour les 3 
voies polarisées 

L 
DN =A ( nat +L cos 2 (60-x)~ 

1 · 2 pot· 

(1) 

Lnat,L pol étant respectivement la composante naturelle et polarisée de la luminance totale L. 

Le coefficient d'étalonnage A permet de traduire la sortie instrumentale, exprimée en compte 
numérique DN, en grandeur énergétique exprimée en luminance normalisée. On observe que 
le signal est maximum dans la tache du glitter sur la voie 2 car c'est pour cette voie que la 
projection du champ électrique sur la direction de l'axe passant du polariseur est maximale. 
La projection est plus faible sur la voie 1 et devient minimum sur la voie 3 pour laquelle le 
champ électrique de l'onde réfléchie sur le dioptre air-eau est presque perpendiculaire à la 
direction du polariseur. La combinaison des signaux DN~,DN2 et DN3 et la connaissance de A 
permettent alors de déterminer la luminance polarisée Lpob la luminance totale L (Lnat + Lp0 !) 
et la direction de polarisation X· Dans la modélisation instrumentale et la modélisation du 
transfert radiatif, on préfère décrire le rayonnement par les paramètres de Stokes L,Q,U qui 
présentent l'avantage d'être des grandeurs additives ce qui n'est pas le cas deL, Lp01 et X· 

Cl Modèle radiométrigue 

Dans la pratique, on utilise le formalisme de Müller qui est mieux adapté aux paramètres 
de Stokes. Je résume, ci-après, en quelques mots le modèle radiométrique de l'imageur, en 
commençant par le cas de la mesure en lumière naturelle. 

1. Modèle en lumière naturelle. 

On montre que, pour une voie polarisé a (a=l,2,3), le signal numérique DN, fourni par 
l'instrument pour le détecteur élémentaire de coordonnées l,p et pour une luminance en entrée 
Ltp, est donné par 

(2) 

Le premier paramètre A, apparaissant dans cette modélisation et déjà cité plus haut, est le 
coefficient d'étalonnage absolu qui permet de convertir la sortie numérique DN en flux 
d'énergie incident (luminance). 

Nous allons illustrer, très qualitativement, la signification des autres paramètres. Plaçons pour 
cela le capteur devant une sphère intégrante telle que celle présentée sur la figure 2b. Les 
images obtenues dans les trois voies polarisées d'une même longueur d'onde sont 
représentées sur les figures 5a,b,c. 
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(T) 

(voie polarisée 1, +60°) (voie polarisée 2,0°) (voie polarisée 3,-60°) 

Figure 5 : Images obtenues pour 3 voies polarisées pour un éclairement incident non polarisé 
(Q=U=O) généré par la sphère intégratrice. 

Une coupe diagonale, (T), réalisée sur ces 3 images, montre que les trois voies ne se 
superposent pas, même si l'éclairement qu'elles reçoivent est identique (Figure 6a). 

Figure 6a : Coupe sur les 3 voies polarisées 

Pola riz er 
direction 

Figure 6b : Définition de 1 'angle aa 

La variation basse fréquence spatiale observée sur les 3 voies correspond à la variation de 
transmission, p(9), de l'objectif en fonction de l'inclinaison, e, du rayon incident par rapport à 
l'axe optique. Cette variation rend compte également de la polarisation intrinsèque de 
l'objectif, E(9), crée par la traversée des différentes lentilles. Le terme p(9). (1 +Tlë.cos 2aa), 
où 11 est l'efficacité des polaroïds, modélise l'ensemble de ces deux effets. L'objectif 
télécentrique n'est pas parfait et son imperfection doit être caractérisée et prise en compte 
dans les corrections radiométriques. La figure 7 représente la polarisation induite par la 
traversée de l'objectif à 865 nm. 

10 "· 
Figure 7: Image de la polarisation induite par l'objectif à 865nm 

(version aéroportée de Polder). 

Les variations de hautes fréquences spatiales, qui apparaissent également, sont liées à la 
sensibilité inter-détecteur. Chaque détecteur possède sa propre réponse qui doit également être 
mesurée. Ce terme est noté gip· 
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Au centre du champ (9=0°), les signaux des 3 voies diffèrent jusqu'à 10%. Cet écart de 
transmission moyenne au centre du champ ne peut être attribué à la polarisation induite par 
l'objectif, cette dernière étant nulle en incidence normale. Elle s'interprète par des différences 
de transmission moyenne entre les trois blocs filtre-polariseur. Les rapports entre les 
transmissions moyennes, notés Ta, sont également mesurés avec précision et pris en compte 
dans les corrections radiométriques appliquées aux images. 

Le dernier paramètre 11, correspond à l'efficacité des polaroïds. Il est souvent proche de 
l'unité. Il est mesuré par ailleurs et également introduit dans l'algorithme de correction 
radiométrique. 

2. Modèle en lumière Polarisée. 

La généralisation du modèle au cas d'un rayonnement partiellement polarisé, représenté par 
ses paramètres de Stokes (L,Q,U), s'exprime à l'aide de 3 équations (a=1,2,3) de la forme 

(3) 

avec 

Finalement, le modèle peut s'écrire, pour chaque détecteur élémentaire (l,p) de la matrice 
CCD, sous la forme matricielle suivante 

(5) 

où M est la matrice de transfert de l'instrument qui dépend des différents paramètres listés ci
dessus. Les corrections radiométriques se ramènent donc à connaître [M] en chaque détecteur 
et à l'inverser pour en déduire les paramètres de Stokes incident. L'ensemble de ces 
paramètres est caractérisé en laboratoire avant le lancement. 
Le très grand champ de vue de l'instrument rend très difficile et coûteux le développement de 
dispositifs d'étalonnage à bord du satellite. Il a donc été décidé de contrôler l'étalonnage à 
l'aide de méthodes utilisant des visées remarquables à la surface terrestre ou dans 
l'atmosphère (diffusion moléculaire, nuages, glitter océanique, sites désertiques, ... ). En ce 
sens, POLDER ouvre une nouvelle ère, car la richesse de ses observations lui offre la 
possibilité de suivre précisément en vol pratiquement tous les paramètres du modèle 
radiométrique. 

D) Etalonnage en vol 

Profitons de l'une des toutes premières images acquises par POLDER pour introduire les 
cibles remarquables utilisées pour suivre en vol les paramètres du modèle radiométrique. La 
figure 8 présente un exemple d'image obtenue à l'aide de POLDERl/ADEOS. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 8: Exemples d'images obtenues par POLDER. L'image (a) correspond à une image en 
luminance totale. L'image (b) correspond à la même scène observée en lumière polarisée. Les 
dimensions de l'image sont 2400km x 1800km, avec une résolution spatiale au sol de 6.2 km x 6.2 km. 
Les deux images résultent d'une composition colorée des canaux 443(bleu), 670 (vert) et 865nm 
(rouge). 

Sur l'image en luminance totale, on distingue clairement les terres émergées et l'océan. On 
constate, au contraire, que ce contraste s'atténue fortement sur l'image en luminance 
polarisée. Ceci indique que la polarisation est plus caractéristique de l'atmosphère que de la 
surface. Les fortes valeurs de luminance et de polarisation observées sur la Méditerranée, près 
de la Corse, correspondent à la réflexion du soleil sur l'eau (« glitter ») déjà mentionnée 
(figure 3). La couleur blanche-jaunâtre s'explique par la neutralité spectrale de la réflexion de 
Fresnel. Cette propriété remarquable est utilisée pour contrôler l'étalonnage inter-bande de 
POLDER L'étalonnage absolu, c'est-à-dire la détermination du coefficient A du modèle 
radiométrique, est réalisé, en vol, par visée océanique en conditions de ciel très pur. Dans ce 
cas, 1 'essentiel du signal provient de la diffusion moléculaire que 1 'on sait bien modéliser. 
Cependant, cet étalonnage ne peut être réalisé qu'aux courtes longueurs d'onde (À<565nm) 
pour lesquelles la diffusion moléculaire est suffisamment intense. L'étalonnage des plus 
grandes longueurs d'onde se fait, alors, par report de l'étalonnage« courte longueur d'onde» 
vers les grandes longueurs, au moyen d'un coefficient d'étalonnage inter-bande déterminé par 
une autre méthode. En l'absence d'atmosphère diffusante, la tache du glitter serait 
effectivement «blanche» dans le spectre considéré ici. Cependant, l'atténuation et la 
diffusion du rayonnement solaire par les molécules et les particules atmosphériques altèrent la 
neutralité spectrale du signal mesuré par le capteur. Afin de profiter de cette cible 
intrinsèquement blanche pour reporter 1' étalonnage, il est nécessaire de corriger les mesures 
obtenus au niveau du satellite de l'effet de ces diffusions atmosphériques. Ceci est possible, 
sans aucune mesure exogène, grâce à la capacité directionnelle de POLDER (figure 9). 
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Figure 9 : Illustration des capacités directionnelles de POLDER. Un même point au sol (nord de 
1 'Allemagne, sur la mer Baltique) est vu sous plusieurs directions de visée au cours de la même orbite. 
Son objectif grand champ permet à POLDER d'observer un même point au sol sous, au maximum, 14 
directions d'observation distinctes et de façon quasi-instantanée (20s). 

En effet, si un point particulier de la surface ou de l'atmosphère peut être observé dans les 
conditions spéculaires, quelques secondes plus tard, le même point de la surface ou la même 
colonne atmosphérique sera observé dans des conditions de visées proches de la rétrodiffusion 
pour lesquelles le signal observé est essentiellement d'origine atmosphérique. C'est à partir 
des ces visées « atmosphériques » que la contribution atmosphérique est estimée et corrigée, 
ensuite, dans la direction d'observation spéculaire afin de s'approcher, le plus possible, du 
signal spéculaire intrinsèquement« blanc» qui permettra de reporter l'étalonnage aux grandes 
longueurs d'onde (P.1.1). 

La rayonnement solaire réflechi sur l'eau est fortement polarisée (maximale dans les 
conditions de Brewster pour une surface parfaitement plane). Cette seconde propriété est 
également utilisée pour suivre l'étalonnage en polarisation pour les fortes valeurs de la 
polarisation. Dans ce cas, c'est le paramètre 11 du modèle qui peut-être déterminé en vol. Pour 
les mêmes raisons que précédemment, il importe de caractériser 1 'atmosphère en dehors des 
visées « glitter » pour en corriger l'effet dans la direction du glitter. La mise au point de la 
méthode et sa validation sur des mesures aéroportées sont présentées dans la publication P. 
1.2 et ses performances en orbite dans P. 1.1. 

Les masses nuageuses présentes au-dessus du nord-est de l'Europe polarisent également la 
lumière, mais à un niveau nettement moindre. D'autres nuages, visibles au-dessus de la mer 
Adriatique, apparaissent beaucoup plus sombres en polarisation. Dans cette géométrie, les 
nuages génèrent par diffusion un rayonnement très faiblement polarisé. Il est alors possible de 
s'en servir pour contrôler les performances de l'instrument à bas niveau de polarisation. Les 
paramètres Ta et la polarisation de l'objectif E peuvent ainsi être suivi en vol, à l'aide 
d'observation nuageuse, pour des géométries d'observations particulières. Les figures lOa et 
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lOb sont, à l'instar de la figure 8, des compositions colorées d'images acquises pendant la 
campagne ACE-2 (Aerosols and Clouds Experiment) à la fin du mois de juin 1997, au large 
des Canaries. 

2400 km 
(a) (b) 

Figure JO: Images POLDER/ADEOS du 26juin 1996. (a) luminance totale, (b) luminance polarisée. 
Orbite 843 7, séquence 44. Les lignes circulaires blanches indiquent les angles de diffusion par pas de 
10°. Le plus petit rayon correspond à un angle de diffusion de 170°. La ligne droite matérialise le plan 
principal solaire. 

La figure 11 représente un zoom des images acquises par le simulateur aéroporté POLDER 
survolant à 4.5 km d'altitude le banc de nuages délimité par le rectangle blanc sur la figure 10. 

(b) 
Figure Il : Images acquises par le simulateur POLDER aéroporté le 26 juin dans la zone ACE-2 
(Lat=29.5°N, Lon=16.9°W}. (a) image en luminance totale à 865nm, (b) image en luminance 
polarisée. L'altitude de l'avion est 4500 m. 

On distingue sur les figures 10 et 11 un anneau polarisé vers 140° (c'est l'arc-en-ciel). Dans 
1' exemple présenté, le contraste angulaire en luminance est suffisant (nuage fin) pour que 
l'anneau soit également observable. En présence de particules diffusantes de forme sphérique, 
il est, par contre, toujours observable en polarisation. En dehors de cette géométrie 
d'observation bien particulière, nous constatons que les nuages polarisent peu, voire pas du 
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tout, constituant ainsi une source intense de lumière naturelle permettant de contrôler en 
orbite les paramètres Ta et E dans les 3 canaux polarisées de POLDER. L'accumulation 
d'observations nuageuses dans la géométrie adéquate permet de déterminer en orbite les 
coefficients Ta et de re-générer à partir d'observations géophysiques une image E similaire à 
celle présentée sur la figure 7. Cependant, dans le canal à 443nm, les méthodes restent moins 
précisent à cause de la contribution parasite des molécules de l'atmosphère libre qui se trouve 
au-dessus des nuages observés. Notons que les propriétés polarisantes des nuages sont 
directement reliées à leurs propriétés microphysiques. Ce point particulier sera abordé en 
détail dans le chapitre 3 de ce document. 

Enfin, la polarisation« bleue» observée au-dessus de l'océan Atlantique indique une forte 
composante polarisée dans le canal 443nm. La diffusion par les molécules (diffusion 
«Rayleigh») polarise également le rayonnement solaire incident. Cette propriété peut 
également être utilisée pour contrôler l'étalonnage absolu et la polarisation. 

Pour terminer, un mot sur la précision de relocalisation. La relocalisation géographique est 
d'un pixel, soit prés de 6.2 km. Les écarts de localisation entre les 3 voies polarisées d'une 
même longueur d'onde et entre deux longueurs d'onde sont de l'ordre de 1110 de pixel, soit 
600m et les écarts entre les différentes directions de l'ordre de 2/10 de pixel. 
Les précisions radiométriques sont, quant à elles, présentées dans les articles qui suivent (P. 
1-1 et P. 1-2) 

Publications relatives au chapitre 2. 

P. 1.1 Hagolle 0 , P. Goloub , P.Y. Deschamps, T.Bailleul, J.L. Deuzé, M. Herman, J.C .. 
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P. 1.2 Toubbé B., T Bailleul, JL Deuzé, P Goloub, O. Hagolle and M. Herman "In-flight 
calibration of the POLDER polarized channels using the sunglint", IEEE Transactions on 
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Results of POLDER In-Flight Calibration 
Olivier Hagolle, Philippe Goloub, Pierre-Yves Deschamps, Hélène Cosnefroy, Xavier Briottet, 

Thierry Bailleul, Jean-Marc Nicolas, Frédéric Parol, Bruno Lafrance, and Maurice Herman 

Abstract-POLDER is a CNES instrument on board NASDA's 
ADEOS polar orbiting satellite, which was successfully launched 
in August 1996. On October 30, 1996, POLDER entered its 
nominal acquisition phase and worked perfectly until ADEOS's 
early end of service on June 30, 1997. POLDER is a multispectral 
imaging radiometer/polarimeter designed to collect global and 
repetitive observations of the solar radiation reftected by the 
earth/atmosphere system, with a wide field of view (2400 km) and 
a moderate geometrie resolution (6 km). The instrument concept 
is based on telecentric optics, on a rotating wheel carrying 15 
spectral filters and polarizers, and on a bidimensional charge 
coupled deviee (CCD) detector array. In addition to the classical 

, measurement and mapping characteristics of a narrow-band 
imaging radiometer, POLDER has a unique ability to measure 

, polarized reftectances using three polarizers (for three of its eight 
spectral bands, 443 to 910 nm) and to observe target reftectances 
from 13 different viewing directions during a single satellite pass. 

One of POLDER's original features is that its in-ftight radio
metrie calibration does not rely on any on-board deviee. Many 
calibration methods using well-characterized calibration targets 
have been developed to achieve a very high calibration accuracy. 
This paper presents the varions methods implemented in the 
in-ftight calibration plan and the results obtained during the 
instrument calibration phase: absolute calibration over molecular 
scattering, interband calibration over sunglint and clouds, multi
angular calibration over deserts and clouds, intercalibration with 
Ocean Color and Temperature Scanner (OCTS), and water vapor 
channels calibration over sunglint using meteorological analysis. 
A brief description of the algorithm and of the performances of 
each method is given. 

Index Terms-Atmosphere, calibration, in-ftight, optical remote 
sensing, vicarious. 

ADEOS 
ATSR2 
BRDF 
ECMWF 

ERS2 
LUT 
MISR 

ACRONYMS 

Advanced Earth Observing Satellite. 
Along Track Scanning Radiometer-2. 
Bidirectional reflectance distribution function. 
European Center for Mean-Range Weather 
Forecast. 
European Remote-Sensing Satellite 2. 
Look-up table. 
Multiangle Imaging Spectro-Radiometer. 
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MO DIS 
OCTS 
POLDER 

SeaWIFS 
SPOT 

sos 
TOA 

Moderate-Resolution Imaging Radiometer. 
Ocean Color and Temperature Scanner. 
Polarization and directionality of earth re
flectances. 
Sea-Viewing Wide Field-of-View Sensor. 
Satellite pour l'Observation de la Terre (earth 
observing satellite). 
Successive orders of scattering. 
Top of atmosphere. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

RADIOMETRie calibration accuracy is one of the major 
elements· contributing to the quality of the measure

ments obtained with optical remote sensing instruments. This 
radiometrie calibration can be obtained through preflight mea
surements in optical laboratories, but the accuracy of these 
measurements is not perfect (precise radiance calibration is 
a difficult subject, and extraterrestrial solar irradiance is not 
perfectly known). Moreover, the instruments are subject to 
degradation after launch because of the aging of the optics 
or of the outgassing which occurs when the instrument leaves 
the atmosphere. To cope with this problem, many spaceborne 
instruments are equipped with on-board calibration deviees. 
SPOT satellites [22] have an inner lamp and an optical fiber 
system to observe the sun. Actually, the inner lamp is used 
only for multitemporal monitoring of the instrument sensitivity 
and for detector normalization. The solar observations are 
affected by a difficult preflight calibration of the system 
itself and by a slow degradation of the optical fibers. SPOT 
calibration relies now mainly on natural targets. OCTS on 
board ADEOS is also equipped with inner lamps and a solar 
observation system: but the OC'fS calibration provided by 
these deviees is not very accurate because of degradation of 
the lamps after the launch and of nonuniformity in the mirror 
which allows observation of the sun. These problems lead to 
the decision of using natural targets for OCTS calibration [26]. 
ATSR2 on board ERS2 is also equipped with a visible sun
observing calibration deviee which is operationally used but 
needs to be completed by multitemporal calibration over desert 
sites to correct a drift of the solar calibration signal [34]. Many 
future instruments have also based their calibration mainly on 
on-board deviees, such as SeaWIFS, MODIS, and MISR on
board EOS AM-I, but are also developing vicarious methods 
in order to verify the on-board deviee [33]. 

The POLDER project team has decided to avoid the devel
opment of an on-board calibration system. Past experiences 
of on-board calibration deviees in CNES with SPOT satel
lites have failed to provide accurate results, and vicarious 
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TABLE 1 
SPECTRAL BAND CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE POLDER INSTRUMENT ABOARD THE ADEOS-1 SATELLITE. THIS 
TABLE DIFFERS FROM THE fiGURES PREYIOUSLY PUBLISHED IN [9], WHICH WERE BASED ON EARLY BUDGETS 

POLDER band 443 443 490 

Central Wavelength (nm) 444.5 444,9 492.2 

Band Width (nm) 20 20 20 

Polarization Y es No No 

Saturation level 1.1 0.97 0.75 

(normalized radiance) 

methods using natural targets were necessary to obtain the 
required absolute calibration. Moreover, the implementation of 
a calibration system in POLDER compact design would have 
been expensive and hazardous in case of failure, and it was 
difficult to build a deviee that could have covered the entire 
POLDER bidimensional field of view. To compensate for the 
Jack of an on-board calibrating source, lots of effort has been 
invested in the development of a very stable instrument [1], 
in an exhaustive and accurate prefiight calibration [3], and in 
the adaptation and enhancement of calibration methods over 
natural targets. 

Such methods have been intensively used to calibrate 
AVHRR/NOAA or METEOSAT and have achieved good 
results [24], [36], [38] using natural targets such as molecular 
scattering over ocean for absolute calibration, high altitude 
clouds, or ocean sunglint for interband calibration and 
desert sites. The POLDER calibration plan ~tdliP~-' aU, these 
methods to make use of the mu1tidirectional and polarization 
measurements of the instrument. New calibration methods 
have also been introduced to characterize the POLDER 
sensitivity to polarization [43]. 

Il. THE POLDER INSTRUMENT ON ADEOS 

The POLDER radiometer design consists of three principal 
components: a charge coupled deviee (CCD) matrix detector, 
a rotating wheel carrying the polarizers and spectral filters, and 
a wide field of view (FOV) telecentric optics [9], [21]. The 
optics has a focal length of 3.57 mm, opening to f/4.5 with a 
maximum FOV of 114°. 

The CCD sensor array is composed of 242 x 274 inde
pendent sensitive areas. The total array detection unit size is 
6.5 x 8.8 mm2, which corresponds to along-track and cross
track field-of-view of ±43° and ±51°, respectively, and to a 
diagonal FOV of ±57°. The spectral sensitivity of the CCD 
array extends between 400 and 1050 nm. 

The rotating wheel, which rotates steadily with a period of 
4.9 s, carries the interference filters and polarizers that select 
the spectral band and polarization direction. It carries 16 slots, 
including an opaque filter to estimate the CCD detector dark 
current. The remaining 15 slots carry six unpolarized and nine 
polarized filters (three polarization directions for three different 
wavelengths). Thus, POLDER acqui/t"!s measurements in nine 
bands, three of which are polarized. POLDER filters have 
been designed to avoid any spectral variation of the filters 
when passing from air to vacuum (filters are made with an 
ion-assisted deposition technology). This characteristic is the 

565 670 763 765 865 910 

564.5 670.2 763.3 763.1 860.8 907.7 

20 20 10 40 40 20 

No Y es No No Y es No 

0.48 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 

key for an accurate in-flight calibration, since the s 
sensitivity of the bands measured before launch is stilll 
after launch. 

A. Spectral Bands 

POLDER has nine spectral bands ranging from 443 
nm. Two of these spectral bands are centered on mo 
absorption bands: 763 (02 ) and 910 (HzO). The nine 
are defined by their central wavelength, spectral wid1 
polarization capability. The saturation levels are given 
of normalized radiance, i.e., the maximum spectral ra 
divided by the solar spectral irradiance at nadir and mu; 
by 1r. The saturation leve! in refiectance is subse< 
obtained by dividing the value given in Table I by C( 

where (} s is the solar zenith angle. Owing to the sig 
noise requirements for ocean color measurements, the 4 
channel had to be split into a polarized band (three 
443P) and an unpolarized band (one filter: 443NP). 

B. Polarization Measurements 

For three of the nine spectral bands (443, 670, an 
nm), a polarizer is added to the filters in order to asst 
degree of linear polarization and the polarization din 
These parameters are derived by combining measurf 
in three channels with the same spectral filters but wi 
polarizer axes turned by steps of 60°. The three polari 
measurements in a spectral band are successive and t 
total time lag of 0.6 s between the first and the third 
measurement. In order to compensate for spacecraft 11 

during the lag and to register the three measurements, a 
angle wedge prism is used in each polarizing assembl 
a consequence, the matrix image is translated in the 
plane to offset the satellite motion, and the three polari 
measurements are collocated. 

C. Spatial Resolution 

The ground size or resolution of a POLDER-measured 
from ADEOS is 6 x 7 km2 at nadir. Due to the earth curv 
the pixel size depends slightly on the viewing angle, le 
to an increase of 21% for an incidence angle of 60°. 

D. Data Acquisition 

The POLDER instrument is in imaging mode on the : 
part of the ADEOS orbit only. Data acquisition starts 
the solar zenith angle on the earth surface at the sat 
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ADEOS satellite motion 

Fig. 1. POLDER multidirectional viewing principle. Owing to its bidimen
sional wide field of view, POLDER has the ability of looking at the same 
point on the ground from different viewing angles during a single orbit. 

nadir is smaller than 75° and stops, in the south, when it 
is larger than 75°. The 16-filter sequence is repeated every 
19.6 s. During this interval, a given point on the surface, 
initially at nadir viewing, moves by about 9° relative to 
the satellite (Fig. 1). The point remains within the POLDER 
field of view. As the satellite passes over a target, about 
12 (up to 14) directional radiance measurements (for each 
spectral band) are performed aiming at the point. Therefore, 
POLDER successive observations allow the measurement of 
the bidirectional reftectance properties of any target within the 
instrument swath. 

ADEOS is on a sun synchronous orbit at an altitude of 797 
km. Thanks to POLDER's very wide field of view, each point 
on the earth is observed by POLDER every day, except near 
the equator where one point is only observed four days out 
of five. Combining ail the viewing directions obtained during 
a one-week period, a very complete sampling of any target's 
BRDF can be obtained. 

Ill. PREFILGHT CALIBRATION 

A. Radiometrie Mode/ 

The aim of the radiometrie model of the instrument is to give 
a synthetic but totally representative description of the physics 
of the instrument. lt characterizes completely the response 
to the incoming polarized light for each pixel of the CCD 
matrix, in each spectral band. This model has been described 
in Hagolle et al. [15], as weil as the inversion of the Stokes 
parameters. Since polarization is not the purpose of this paper, 
we present here the simplified POLDER radiometrie mode!, 
which can be used to retrieve the first Stokes parameter, once 
ali the polarization effects have been removed. Let I, the 
normalized total radiance, be defined as 

I = 1r • radiance/solar irradiance. 

The Stokes parameters are expressed in normalized radiance 
units, because accurate calibration of normalized radiances is 

1 

easier than direct calibration of radiances. A unique solar spec-
tral irradiance profile has been adopted by POLDER project 
(the solar spectrum recommended by the World Meteorological 
Organization [41]), and POLDER in-ftight absolute calibration 
is, in fact, a relative calibration to this solar irradiance profile. 

The radiometrie mode! can be written 

DNk = Ak · Rk Ik· lp lp lp (1) 

where 

l, p 
k 

DN1~ 

7) 

tine and column numbers of the CCD array; 
spectral band number; 
digital number measured by the elementary detector 
(l, p) with a quantization over 12 bits; 
normalized radiance observed by (l, p); 

absolute calibration coefficient, which accounts for 
the conversion of normalized radiance units into 
digital numbers; 
multiangular calibration coefficient: it corresponds 
to sensitivity variations within the instrument field 
of view, coming either from the elementary detec
tors or from the optics. 

This parameter is not easy to measure in-ftight and has been 
split into three terms, and a different in-ftight calibration 
method is used for each term. This is explained in Section IV
B. 

B. Prejlight Calibration 

POLDER preftight calibration [3] gives rise to two main 
difficulties: 1) the calibration of a bidimensional very wide 
field of view and 2) the characterization of the polarization 
sensitivity in the wh ole field of view. The accuracy of preftight 
calibrations relies on the following important hardware. 

• Two lntegrating Spheres: A large integrating sphere for 
the calibration measurements and a transfer integrating 
sphere in order to check the air/vacuum stability of the 
absolute calibration, to control the stability of the refer
ence radiometer and to determine the large integrating 
sphere nonuniformity. 

• A polarizing system which enables the generation of 
different polarization rates and directions. It is made up 
of two parallel glass plates which cao be oriented around 
two axes. 

• A reference radiometer fitted with filters identical to 
POLDER ones. The radiometer is used for absolute 
calibration and has been calibrated with each of the 
filters in L.C.I.E. (Laboratoire Central des Industries 
Electriques). This calibration has been operated against a 
spectrally calibrated source: a standard incandescent lamp 
and a BaS04 plate with a good uniformity, and a standard 
radiometer. The estimated accuracy of this calibration is 
±3.5%. 

• A monochromator to measure the spectral response of the 
instrument; the rotation of the grating is synchronous with 
the instrument imaging cycle, and the emission stability 
of the lamp is checked ali along the measurement. The 
stability of the response over severa! measurements is 
better than 1% and the variation of the center of the 
spectral profile is less than 0.3 nm. 

The evaluated accuracy of the preftight absolute calibration 
is 5%. The relative calibration performances are divided in 
two parts: the high spatial frequency is determined with an 
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Absolute calibration over 
Rayleigh scattering 

lnterband calibration over sunglint 

Sunglint 
+ H,O 

multiangular calibration over clouds and desen sites 

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the nominal calibration methods. 

uncertainty of 0.1 %, while the low spatial frequencies are 
obtained with an uncertainty of 1% (because of residual er
rors in integrating sphere nonuniformity correction). Absolute 
calibration and thus spectral responses of the filters did not 
vary when measurements were made in a vacuum chamber. 
Preftight calibration was also successfully compared to OCTS 
calibration through a round robin of both projects' calibrating 
radiometers [29]. However, it was foreseen that because of the 
ultraviolet irradiation of the extemal lenses, a slight decrease 
in the sensitivity of POLDER blue spectral band~ could occur 
( 10% maximum for 443 nm band after three years, but Jess 
than 1% for 670). From ali these arguments, it appears that 
POLDER calibration should only vary slightly after launch 
but needs to be monitored in-ftight to comply with its strict 
calibration requirements. 

IV. lNFLIGHT RADIOMETRICAL 

CALIBRATION: NOMINAL METHODS 

In order to ensure good in-ftight radiometrie performances, 
each calibration parameter of the radiometrie mode! can be 
measured and monitored using various in-flight calibration 
methods. Absolute calibration methods (Section IV -A) aim 
to measure the Ak parameter, while multiangular calibration 
methods (Section IV-B) measure the pk(O) and gklp parame
ters. Polarization calibration methods are presented in Goloub 
et al. [13] and Toubbé et al. [43]. 

Among the various calibration methods that were considered 
in the preliminary studies for POLDER in-ftight calibration, 
one method for each parameter was chosen as the nominal 
method (the one having the best error budget). The other 
methods are used as validation methods to control the results 
of the nominal methods. This chapter details the procedure, the 
error budget computed before launch, and the in-ftight results 
for each nominal method. A schematic view of the nominal 
calibration methods is given in Fig. 2. 

A. Absolute Calibration 

POLDER absolute calibration is achieved through an abso
lute calibration of the "blue" spectral bands (443P, 443, 490, 
565) using the well-characterized Rayleigh scattering signal 
over ocean. This absolute calibration is then transferred to 
the other wavelengths through interba"nd calibration using the 
specular reftection of the sun over the ocean. 

1) Absolute Calibration over Rayleigh Scattering: 
a) Method: The scattering of light by the air molecules 

(Rayleigh scattering) over ocean is a bright and weil-

~------------------·-------

Fig. 3. The boxes on the map are the zones with low chlorophyll 
!ration where the calibration points for the Rayleigh method are chos 

characterized target in the lower POLDER spectral 
(443P to 565 spectral bands). For given viewing and 
angles, the Rayleigh scattering can be accurately predic: 
radiative transfer codes, and the radiance observed over 
depends mainly on water-leaving radiance, foam pre 
and aerosol amount. The uncertainty that cornes from 
parameters can be reduced through a strict selection 1 

pixels used for calibration. The calibration points are se 
among POLDER data according to criteria defined to mir 
the nonmolecular contribution to the measured signal. Th 
chosen inside oligotrophic geographie areas having an a 
well-known weak and stable chlorophyll content (oligotl 
waters), with no clouds, a low wind speed, and a low at 
optical thickness. (Fig. 3 shows the geographical zones. 

Cloudy pixels are eliminated using a cloud screening 
on the 865-nm radiance, and meteorological data (EC.l\ 
are used to select zones with a low wind speed ( <5 mÇ1 

aerosol content is estimated using the channel 865 nm: 
the observations with a normalized radiance under 0.002 
subtraction of Rayleigh scattering contribution) are sel 
for calibration. · 

Our calibration method is derived from Vermote et al. 
The preftight/in-flight variation of the calibration coeffici 
obtained through the formula 

Ak MJk,oz 
~A k = in-flight _ -,-.--,-~-=----:-:--=-==---=oc;-;:;:-; 

Ak . Jk(v )+Tk.B6o.(MJ865_J865(. 
prefltght w 

where 
M Jk, oz is the normalized radiance measurec 
POLDER (leve! 1 product with preftight calibn 
in a band k among {443490565}. This radianc1 
been corrected for ozone absorption as described i 
Appendix; 

• Jk ( Vw) is the radiance that would be observed ab1 
pure molecular atmosphere. It is a fonction of geome 
conditions, chlorophyll concentration, and wind ~ 

Vw. The LUT's are obtained with the SOS code 
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TABLE Il 
MAF.INE REFLECTANCES USED FOR RAYLEIGH CALIBRATION 

Spectral Band Chlorophyll concentration : Chlorophyll concentration : 

0.17 mg/m' 0.035 mg/m' 

443 0.0212 0.0344 

490 0.0174 0.0193 

565 0.0052 0.0037 

Two "extreme" chlorophyll contents (0.035 mg·m- 3 and 
0.17 mg·m- 3 ) are systematically considered for these 
areas, and the associated water reftectance (Table II) is 
estimated using the Morel mode! [23] updated by using 
new pure water absorption coefficients [27]; 
yk. 865 is a unitless LUT, function of the viewing ge
ometry, which expresses the ratio between the aerosol 
contribution in spectral band k and aerosol contribution 
at 865 nm. This LUT is computed with SOS for two 
aerosol models [32]: a coastal mode! with 70% humidity 
(C70) and a marine mode! with 98% humidity (M98). 
These models consist of a mixture of sea-salt component 
and continental component with a log-normal distribution. 
M98 is an open-sea aerosol mode! with more sea-salt 
components than C70, and with a flatter spectral depen
dence. 

b) Error budget: The main error sources for the theoret
ical error budget are listed below. 

• TOMS measures the ozone amount with an accuracy of 10 
Dobson units. The resulting uncertainty on the calibration 
coefficient is of 0.5% on 565-nm channel, and far Jess for 
490- and 443-nm channels. 

• The wind speed modifies the sunglint geometry and the 
contribution of the photons scattered by the atmosphere 
after their reftection over the sea-surface. The uncertainty 
on wind speed (ECMWF meteorological data) is 2 mis 
and induces a 0.5 to 1.5% calibration error on the three 
channels. 

• The surface pressure (meteorological data) is accurately 
known. (lts bias is estimated under 1 hPa.) This leads to 
a 0.1% uncertainty on the three channels. 

• Aerosol amounts and properties cannot be obtained from 
extemal data, but 865 channel is used to discard turbid 
atmospheres or to estimate aerosol contribution on clear 
ones. For this error budget, simulations were performed 
with an aerosol mode! different from the one used as 
reference for computing the LUT. These simulations 
show that the impact of the aerosol mode! on calibration 
coefficients is al ways under 1%. Calibration errors in the 
865-nm band also result in sorne errors in the aerosol 
correction: a 5% error for 865-nm calibration induces a 
1% error on 565 and Jess for 443 and 490. 

• The water-leaving radiance is the main uncertainty for 
{. 

the channel 443. According to bio-optical models and if 
assumptions on phytoplankton concentrations are globally 
verified, an error of 50% on the chlorophyll concentration 
leads to an uncertainty on calibration coefficient up to 2% 
for 443 nm channel. 
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Fig. 4. Absolute calibration elementary results for Rayleigh scattering 
method as a function of the longitude (with C70 aerosol model and a 
chlorophyll concentration of 0.035 mg·m-3 ). Each grey leve! corresponds 
to a different location or date of acquisition of the calibration points. Ali 
dates are within the first week of November. For 443 nm, the dispersion of 
the results inside a given site is lower than the dispersion from one site to 
another. This fact is related to the high variability of water-leaving radiances 
as a function of chlorophyll concentration. From top to bottom, Rayleigh 
scattering is 443 nm, 490 nm, 565 nm. 

Ali these uncertainties Iead to a 4% maximal error for 443 
and 3% for 490 and 565 channels. 

c) Results: For each selected calibration point, an el
ementary calibration result D.A k is computed for channels 
443, 490, and 565: using ali the POLDER level 1 products 
obtained during one week (100 orbits), more than 200000 
elementary results are collected. It is interesting to analyze how 
the individual measurements vary with the various parameters 
of the algorithm. Fig. 4 shows that channel 443 is far more 
sensitive to the variations of chlorophyll concentration with 
the calibration sites ( 4% standard deviation for 443) than 
channels 490 and 565, because water reftectance variation 
as a function of the chlorophyll content is high at 443 nm 
and lower around 500 nm. Fig. 5 shows that the estimated 
calibration coefficients do not depend on the aerosol amount 
determined with POLDER 865 nm measurements, when the 
proper aerosol mode! is used. According to the aerosol mode! 
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Fig. 5. Absolute calibration elementary results for Rayleigh scattering 
method, as a function of the Rayleigh corrected 865 nm radiance, for two 
different aerosol models (a) C70 and (b) M98 (modeled radiances simulated 
with a chlorophyll concentration of 0.035 mg·m- 3 

). The 865-nm radiance is 
used to determine the effect of the aerosols in the calibrated band. Calibration 
coefficient and 865-nm radiance are correlated in (a) but not in (b ): M98 is 
likely the most frequent aerosol mode! in this data set. The Rayleigh method 
for both plots is 490 nm. 
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Fig. 6. Absolute calibration elementary results for Rayleigh scattering 
method as a function of the scattering angle (with C70 aerosol model and 
a chlorophyll concentration of 0.035 mg·m-3 ). Here, a correlation exists 
between the calibration elementary results and the scattering angle. This 
correlation appears also for the 443-nm spectral band and could be related 
to directional effects in water-leaving radiances (considered as Lambertian in 
the algorithm). The Rayleigh scattering is 490 nm. 

used in the simulations, the Ak values differ by 1.5% for 565 
and by less than 1% for 490 and 443. Finally, calibration 
coefficients almost linearly depend on the scattering angle 
(Fig. 6): sorne effects might not be perfectly modeled, such 
as directional variations of water-leating radiance (assumed 
to be Lambertian). Many more parameters have been studied, 
such as wind speed, ozone amount, or geometrie conditions, 
but the estimated absolute calibration is not correlated to any 
of them. 

To determine the in-ftight calibration coefficients, th 
mentary results collected during one week are averaged . 
simulations are performed using each "extreme" chlor< 
content and both aerosol models, and this is done for 
sets of one week of data, leading to 12 calibration result! 
A k(in-ftight)/ A k(preftight) ratio is the mean value of the 
results (Table III). The zero-peak dispersion of the ave 
results is 4% for 443, 2% for 490, and 3% for 565. Thel 
dispersion for 443 is related to the impact of water-le 
radiance: the thresholds imposed both on the contributi 
aerosols at 865 nm and on the wind speed (smaller 
5 m/s) prevent the effect of these parameters on calib 
coefficients from being greater than 2%. The uncertain 
oceanic water reftectance seems to be greater than exr 
in this band. 

However, the Rayleigh scattering method is an eft 
method for the absolute calibration of optical instru 
without using in-situ measurements. This method pre 
calibration coefficients with a 3-4% uncertainty for sp 
bands 490 and 565, but a better knowledge of the cartog 
of water-leaving radiance at 443 nm is required to obta 
same res~lts for 443. Of course, the use of oligotrophic ' 
is not the ideal case for the calibration of 443 channel sin' 
water-leaving radiance is high. But it is not easy to find , 
zones away from the coasts with high and stable chlore 
concentrations. Another way of enhancing the results is 1 

in-situ measurements: Fougnie et al. [ 1 1] have acquired i 
data of water-leaving radiances, using SIMBAD instrm 
quasi-simultaneously with POLDER acquisitions. 

2) lnterband Calibration over Sunglint: This method 
the specular reftection of the sun (sunglint) on the sea-st 
to transfer the calibration of 565 to the spectral bands 670 
765, 865, and 910 (Fig. 2). The sunglint is spectrally fia 
has a high radiance that limits the influence of other paran 
such as water leaving radiance or aerosols. The sm 
radiance depends mainly on the sea-surface roughness, ' 
is related to the wind speed. For a mirror-like sea-surfac1 
sunglint radiance would be very high in the exact sm 
direction and very low outside of it, whereas an agi 
sea-surface scatters a lower radiance in a wider cone. 
565-nm radiance is used to estimate the sea-surface rougi 
(via a radiative transfer code). The surface roughne 
then used to estimate the radiance for 670, 765, and 
spectral bands. The calibration of 763- and 910-nm chm 
requires ancillary information to evaluate the high atmosp 
absorption: surface pressure (for 763) and atmospheric ' 
vapor content (for 910) derived from ECMWF analysis. 
sunglint method can also be used to calibrate 443 and 
spectral bands with of a reduced accuracy, just to verify 
the results are consistent with the Rayleigh scattering res 

a) Calibration of 670-, 765-, and 865-nm spe, 
bands: 

i) Method: The radiance measured in 565, 670, 
and 865 spectral bands is first corrected for molecular ab! 
tion as described in the Appendix. Then, the sunglint radi 
observed by POLDER in each spectral band k within 
765, and 865 is estimated at the top of atmosphere (TOA) 
is compared to the real POLDER measurement. 
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TABLE Ill 
~BSOLliTE CALIBRATION RESULTS .:'l...J.k ÜBTAINED WITH THE NOMINAL !N-FLIGHT CALIBRATION METHODS. SUNGLINT CALIBRATION IS AN INTERBAND CALIBRATION 

METHOD AND THUS NEEDS A REFERENCE (565) TO BECOME AN ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION METHOD. THE .:'1..-J.l· ÜBTAINED WITH RAYLEIGH SCA"ITERING FOR 565 IS 
1 COPIED IN ITALIC IN THE SUNGLINT COLUMN. RESULTS REPORTED IN "IN-FLIGHT" COLUMN ARE ÜPERAfiONALLY USED IN POLDER LEVEL 1 PRODUCTS 

Spectral band Pre-Fiight Rayleigh Scattering Sunglint In-Fiight 

443 1.00 0.95 

490 1.00 0.99 

565 1.00 1.035 

670 1.00 

763 1.00 

765 1.00 

865 1.00 

910 1.00 

Equation (3) shows the different parameters that control the 
TOA normalized radiance 1:pe in the specular direction 

19 is the normalized radiance of the sunglint with no at-
, mosphere, I~ is the radiance of the Iight scattered by the 
molecules, 1: corresponds to aerosols scattering, T!:,. and T/: 
are the scattering transmission of the molecules and aerosols, 
and the water-leaving radiance I! and the foam radiance 
ft are modeled by Lambertian contributions [19]. (Actually, 
the scattering transmission factors are not exactly the same 
when applied to sunglint highly directional target, or to a 
quite Lambertian target Iike foam, but the equation bas been 
simplified for better clarity ). 

! 9 depends on the viewing geometry and on the surface 
roughness (related to wind speed), but not on the spectral band 
[8]. However, because I~ is not negligible in comparison to 
19 , the TOA reftectances depend on the spectral bands and this 
dependence varies with the sea-surface roughness. An estimate 
of surface roughness is thus necessary to perform the interband 
calibration. 

Equation (3) is just an approximation limited to single 
scattering. To accurately compute the sunglint radiance 1:pe 
observed by POLDER, ( 4) is used, for which ali the terms 
are obtained using LUT's obtained through radiative transfer 
simulations. 

A first LUT is used to estimate the wind speed from the 565-
nm radiance. The LUT is computed assuming the atmosphere 
is purely molecular, and using the SOS method [ 10], which 
takes into account multiple scattering in the atmosphere and 
multiple reftections on the sea-surface. The sea-surface is 
represented by a Lambertian contribution (the water-leaving 
radiance), and by the Cox and Munk model which relates the 
wind speed to the sea-surface roughness. The simulations are 
made for a dense grid of geometrical conqitions, and for 15 
different wind speeds (from l to 15 m/s). The first step of 
the methods seeks the wind speed Vw that corresponds to a 
radiance equal to the one measured at 565 nm. The obtained 
wind speed may be not very accurate and is just an indicator 
of the sea-surface roughness. 

V2.0 

0.97 

0.99 

1.035 1.035 

1.03 1.03 

1.025 1.025 

1.035 1.035 

1.05 1.05 

1.025 1.05 

Then the radiance for the bands 670, 765, and 865 1s 
estimated using (4) 

I:pe = I~MA(vw) + ~Ik (I~;.u(vw), MI~72,, MI~~!). (4) 

The first term of ( 4) is the sunglint radiance [~MA ( Vw) that 
would be observed with a pure molecular atmosphere (PMA) 
with no aerosol and a surface wind-speed Vw. A second LUT 
is used to derive the PMA radiance in spectral band k from 
the wind speed. 

The second term of ( 4) is an empirical correction of the 
first term. ~Jk accounts for the effect of atmospheric aerosols 
on the sunglint radiance, through the use of an empirical 
model obtained by mean squares minimization. This model 
depends on the POLDER measurements M I~l:?, and M ~~~~ 
in a viewing direction outside the sunglint, and on the sunglint 
radiance !~MA ( Vw). M !~~~ gives information on the optical 
depth of aerosols, and combined with MI~[.~, on the Angstrom 
coefficient n which accounts for the spectral variation of 
aerosol optical depth. 

The coefficients of the model of the aerosol effect are 
derived statistically through a mean square minimization of 
the difference between the two parts of ( 4 ). A regression is 
performed for each node of a very dense grid of viewing 
geometry (sunglint and off-sunglirit viewing and solar angles), 
and each regression is obtained from simulations with the 
SOS method, performed for a large set of aerosol models 
[six Shettle and Fenn models [32]: C70, C90, C98 (coastal 
models) and M70, M90, M98 (maritime models)] [14], [32], 
optical thickness (four values: 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1) and 
wind speeds (2, 5, 10, 15). These simulations apply not only 
to the exact specular direction, but also to a small cone around 
this direction. 

ii) Error Budget: Various error sources limit the accu
racy of the interband calibration method. The error budget 
presented below is computed with simulated data for k = 865 
nm (budget for 670 would be even better); the reported errors 
are averaged over 96 cases (six aerosol models, four aerosol 
optical thickness, and four wind speeds) for solar zenith angles 
between 20 and 40°. This error budget has been computed for 
the exact specular direction, but other simulations have shown 
that the accuracy remains stable for an angular distance to 
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the specular point lower than 3°. The residual rms error after 
regression over 96 simulation cases is about OJ %. 

Instrumental Errors: 

Noise: The effect of instrumental noise is completely negli
gible, since more than 1000 calibration points are averaged 
to compute each absolute calibration coefficient. 
Calibration errors: An error in the absolute calibration of 
the 565 channel introduces an error on the estimated surface 
roughness and therefore on the PMA estimation of the 
sunglint radiance. If we have an absolute calibration bias 
of 3% for 565, simulations show that the bias for 865 is 
also 3%, leading to no error on the interband calibration 
(this is not true if 443 is used as a reference). Errors on the 
initial calibration of 670 and 865 impact on the estimation 
of the aerosol influence. Given an error (L).A670 , L).A865)1, 

applying the interband calibration method gives a smaller 
new error ( L).A 670 , L).A 865 )2 and the process needs to be 
iterated. Final errors are below 0.5%. 

Geophysical Errors: 

Foam Contribution: To evaluate the influence of foam 
radiance, the coefficients are applied on two different data 
sets, one with foam scattering and one without. The error 
budget was made assuming that foam scattering is spectrally 
flat, and the impact on the budget is negligible. Sorne new 
studies have shown that the foam might not be spectrally 
flat, so we discarded calibration points having a wind speed 
higher than 5 rn/s. , . , . , , , 
Chlorophyll Concentration: To estimate the impact of a 
realistic error on the chlorophyll concentration, the co
efficients calculated with the radiance of sea water with 
a chlorophyll concentration of 0.05 mg/m3 (water-leaving 
normalized radiance of 0.0042 for 565), were applied to 
a simulation with a water leaving radiance associated to 
a chlorophyll concentration of 0.10 mg/m3 . The resulting 
error is 0.3%. 
Atmospheric Pressure: The coefficients are calculated for 
the standard atmospheric pressure at sea leve!. They were 
applied on simulations calculated with a higher pressure 
( 10 hPa, more than the expected rms error on the ECMWF 
meteorological data). Impact of this error is about 0.1 %. 
Gaseous Absorption: An uncertainty of 20% on water vapor 
amount has no impact on the method, but an uncertainty 
of 5% on ozone amount induces an error on the gaseous 
transmission, which leads to an error on 1:;~ of Jess than 
OJ%. 
Aerosol Mode/: The coefficients a~ obtained by fitting var
ious aerosol models were applied to simulations performed 
with a unique coastal aerosol mode!. The resulting error is 
about 0.1 %. 

The total error budget gives an interband calibration accu
racy better than 1%, and an absolute calibration error of 3.5% 
for 865 assuming 565 nm absolute calibration is accurate to 
3%. • 

b) Calibration of 763- and 9/0-nm spectral bands: 763 
and 910 channels are centered on gaseous absorption bands: 
oxygen A-Band and 910-nm water vapor absorption band, 
respectively. The absolute calibration of the 763-nm (re-

spectively, 910-nm) band cao be derived from the at 
calibration of the 765-nm (respectively, 865-nm) bam 
the sunglint, provided the atmospheric gaseou~ absorp 
known. 

i) Calibration of 763-nm band: Owing to the fa< 
0 2 proportion is constant within the atmosphere, tl 
absorption can be related to the atmospheric pressure 
level in clear sky conditions. Based on line-by-line simul 
(using the spectroscopie data from HITRAN96 databas( 
a polynomial model is derived that links the Oz transn: 
at 765 nm to the sea-surface pressure and to the ai1 
factor. The atmospheric pressure is obtained with EC 
analysis, and the 0 2 transmission derived through this m 
T5fM\'\'F, is compared to that derived from the POl 
measurements, TZ~3 . From the two equations in the A pp 
TZ~3 can be written as 

MJ763 

(1- A)MJ165 
M/76:>. 

1- A MJ765 

where M / 763 and M / 765 are the POLDER radiance 
where the other parameters are described in the Appc 
Finally, the variation of the absolute calibration coeffici 
763 nm is expressed as 

A763 T.763 
AA763 _ in-ftight 0 2 
u - 763 = ECMWF" 

Apreflight T Oz 

Since the 765-nm band is involved in the computati 
TZ~3 , it may be necessary to iterate the method in cas( 
large variation of the calibration coefficient of this band 

The error sources of this interband calibration are 
small: they mainly come from the aerosol scattering, (b1 
stiJl select only low aerosol contents using an off-sm 
measurement at 865 nm), from the accuracy of the su 
pressure (Jess than 1 hPa of bias), and from the quali 
absorption corrections. However, the main error for 76 
solute calibration results from the 765-nm absolute calibr 
error. But, as 763 nm is never used alone but always 
765-nm band to determine apparent pressure [37], POL 
data users are only interested by 7631765 interband calibr 
that should be better than 1%. 

ii) Calibration of 9 10-nm band: This band is calib 
in a sirnilar way as 763-nm band, replacing surface pre 
by vertical profiles of atrnospheric water vapor content, : 
it has been shown that total water vapor absorption doe: 
depend only on the total water vapor amount but also o 
vertical distribution. Derivation ofwater vapor absorption 
the vertical profile is described in Bouffies et al. [2]. 

These vertical profiles are obtained from ECMWF ana 
every 6 h and interpolated to the date of acquisition. Althc 
the data are known to be inaccurate over the oceans v. 
radiosoundings are very sparse, sorne studies [25] have sb 
they are globally unbiased. The corresponding error sh 
therefore be reduced to 1.5% by accumulating a large nm 
of calibration points. The 910 and 865 spectral bands art 
as close as 763 and 765, but effects of spectral variatiOI 
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the target between both wavelengths are very low thanks to 
the use of sunglint. 

Because of their high altitude (above water vapor), strato
spheric aerosols could induce sorne errors in the estimation of 

1the total water vapor absorption, but POLDER was calibrated 
in a period of very low stratospheric aerosol content. The 
amount of tropospheric aerosols is limited by using only the 
pixels which have a 865-nm radiance in an off-sunglint view
ing direction under 0.005 (after correction of the molecular 
scattering contribution). As shown in [40], 6S simulations 
show that the total impact of aerosols on the error budget 
is less than 0.3%. 

The choice of this sunglint method is arguable because of 
radiosoundings scarcity in the open ocean, but it combines 
two advantages: spectral variation of surface reflectance is far 
better known than that of any land surface, and the effects 
of aerosols are lower because selecting clear atmospheres 
is easier. Total error budget for this calibration method is 
estimated to 1.6%. Vesperini et al. [40] have carried out a 
validation of the calibration of band 910 by comparing water 
vapor content derived from POLDER to water vapor measured 
by radiosoundings. 

c) Results: The sunglint interband calibration uses the 
same kind of target as the molecular scattering method: very 
clear ocean scenes with a very low aerosol optical thickness. 
Of course, a third selection criterion bas been added: the 
viewing direction of the calibration point must be within a 
cone of 3° of radius, centered on the specular direction [0 8 = 
Ov, j = 180° (Fig. 14)]. For higher values, the dispersion of 
the results increases quickly, indicating that the geometrical 
modeling of the sunglint is less accurate. The off-sunglint 865-
nm maximal radiance threshold (0.005 in normalized radiance 
units) is a little higher than for calibration over molecular 
scattering. 

The dispersion of the elementary results (Fig. 7) is very low, 
except for 910 nm because of the dispersion of meteorological 
data. A complete analysis of the elementary measurements 
does not show any significant dependency of the elementary 
results on any of the algorithm parameters. For example, the 
correlation between the measured calibration coefficient and 
the aerosol normalized radiance (Fig. 8) is very low, indicating 
that the aerosol scattering has been properly corrected. Sorne 
correlation was found, however, between A865 and the atmo
spheric water vapor amount. The correlation disappeared when . 
we decided not to correct for the absorption by water vapor 
continuum (the existence of this continuum of absorption in 
the near infrared is questionable ). To prevent any impact of 
this parameter on calibration accuracy, only low water vapor 
contents have been selected. 

To determine the in-flight calibration coefficients, the el
ementary results collected during one week are averaged. 
Averaged results have been obtained for the five channels over 
five periods of one week distributed dur~~g the whole life 
of the instrument. The results given in Table III are obtained 
after having calibrated the 565 reference band over Rayleigh 
scattering. Fig. 8 shows that the dispersion of the averaged 
results is small and Fig. 9 shows that interband calibration 
does not evolve with time. 
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Fig. 7. Absolute calibration elementary results for sunglint interband method 
as a function of sunglint 865-nm radiance (for ali the calibration points selected 
during the first week of November 1996). Standard deviation is very low for 
670-nm calibration (0.8%) and increases slightly when spectral distance to 565 
reference band increases ( 1.5% for 865 nm). The curves show no correlation 
between calibration results and sunglint radiance at 865 nm. From top to 
bottom, the Sunglint method is 670 nm, 765 nm, and 865 nm. 
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Fig. 8. Absolute calibration elementary results for sunglint interband method 
as a function of the Rayleigh corrected 865-nm radiance in an off-sunglint 
direction (for ali the calibration points selected during the first week of 
November 1996). Correlation with the aerosol content is very small: this 
validates the aerosol effect correction. The Sunglint method is 865 nm. 

The results obtained for the 910-nm spectral band show 
a rather high dispersion (4%) which cornes from the limited 
accuracy of the water vapor information from ECMWF data. 
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Fig. 9. Absolute calibration averaged results for sunglint interband method 
as a fonction of ti me: each point is the average of ali the elementary results 
obtained with one week of POLDER data (100 orbits). The dispersion of the 
results is very low and the curve shows no drift during the whole life of 
POLDER instrument. The Sunglint method (averaged results) is 865 nm. 

The results obtained in the other spectral bands are excellent 
and a great confidence cao be given to this calibration method. 

The same calibration method cao be applied using 443P 
instead of 565 as the reference band. This Jeads to a degraded 
calibration performance because of water-Jeaving radiance un
certainty and because of the higher spectral distance between 
443P and the near infrared spectral bands. However, this 
method enabled us to check 443P/565 interband calibration 
with an independent method. Assuming D.Ak(565) = 1.035 
(as obtained with Rayleigh scattering method), the interband 
calibration gives 0.96 for 443P, very close to 0.95 obtained 
with Rayleigh scattering method (Table V). 

B. Multiangular Calibration 

Multiangular calibration is defined as the process of estimat
ing the sensitivity variations at different points of POLDER 
wide field of view. Usually, the multiangular calibration meth
ods consist in having the instrument look at a spatially uniform 
landscape, which can be an internai source (VGT/SPOT4, 
SPOT) or natural targets such as snow fields (SPOT). For 
a wide field-of-view instrument (2400 km * 1800 km), a 
continuous uniform landscape does not exist. As POLDER 
is not equipped with an on-board calibration deviee, new 
methods have been defined to simulate a spatially uniform 
landscape. 

However, no method was found able to completely calibrate 
the sensitivity differences for ali POLDER detectors. Different 
methods are used to calibrate the low spatial frequencies and 
the high spatial frequencies of the multiangular calibration 
coefficients. This explains why multiangular calibration co
efficients R~ in the radiometrie mode! have been split into 
three terms: 

(7) 

• pk(B) expresses the low-frequenc7 variations of the optic 
transmission which decreases slightly when the viewing 
angle (} increases (Fig. 1 0). Its measurement is performed 
over desert sites as described below and the targeted 
accuracy is 1 %. Desert sites are neither uniform enough 
nor frequent enough to be used for high frequoocy. 
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) 

Fig. 1 O. Typical response on a radial section of the CCD (ll· gm Jl;, · 
The smooth line represents the low-frequency variation of multi 
calibration pk. 

TABLE IV 
CENTER LOCATIONS OF THE DESERT SITES (LONGITUDE > 0 FOR EAST Lo 

Site Name Latitude (0) Longitude (0
) 

Arabial 18.88 46.76 

Arabia2 20.13 50.96 

Arabia3 28.92 43.73 

Sudanl 21.74 28.22 

Nigerl 19.67 9.81 

Niger2 21.37 10.59 

Niger3 21.57 7.96 

Egyptl 27.12 26.10 

Libyal 24.42 13.35 

Libya2 25.05 20.48 

Libya3 23.15 23.10 

Libya4 28.55 23.39 

Algerial 23.80 -0.40 

Algena2 26.09 -1.38 

Algeria3 30.32 7.66 

Algeria4 30.04 5.59 

Algeria5 31.02 2.23 

Mal il 19.12 -4.85 

Mauritanial f9.40 -9.30 

Mauritania2 20.85 -8.78 

e ghf1; refers to high-frequency variations of the sensi' 
of the elementary detectors. It is measured over cie 
Its targeted accuracy is 0.1 %. Of course clouds arc 
Lambertian targets, and their BRDF depends on the 
of cloud: the low-frequency variation of the multian: 
calibration cannot be estimated by this method. 

o gmf1; refers to low-frequency variations in the sensi1 
of the elementary detectors that cannot be modeled 
polynomial function of the viewing angle. The tar1 
accuracy is 1%. Since this parameter is mainly linkc 
heterogeneity in the CCD matrix, it is expected n 
vary after launch, and preftight calibration is used fo1 
parameter. However, calibration over desert sites c 
be used to detect an unlikely large variation. 
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TABLE V 
COMPAII.ISON OF THE NOMINAL IN-FLIGHT ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION RESULTS .:.\.-\ k WITH THE VALIDATION METHOD RESULTS. VALUES IN (TALIC INDICATE THAT 

THE CORRESPONDING BAND 15 USED AS A REFERENCE FOR AN INTERBAND METHOD. ITALIC VALUE IS COPIED FROM "(N-FLIGHT" COLUMN 

Spectral band OCTS OCTS Sunglint 
(pre-flight) (in-flight) 

443 0.96 0.955 0.96 

490 0.92 0.975 0.98 

565 1.045 1.01 1.035 

670 1.01 1.09 

765 1.01 1.12 

865 0.98 1.28 

1) Low-Frequency Multiangular Calibration over Desert 
Sites: Stable desert areas of the Sahara and Saudi Arabia can 
potentially be used as calibration test sites in the solar reflected 
spectrum. Such sites have already been used to monitor the 
calibration temporal drifts of the AVHRR [18], [30], [36], 
ATSR-2 [34], Meteosat [5], [24], and HRV/SPOT sensors 
[ 17]. They can also be used to estimate the multiangular 
calibration of wide field of view sensors equipped with CCD 
arrays such as POLDER. This requires a good characterization 
of the directional variations of their top-of-atmosphere 
reflectances, to account for the variations of the solar or 
viewing configurations between measurements. 

a) Method: A procedure has been defined to select lOO 
x lOO km2 desert areas in North Africa and Saudi Arabia [6] 
using a spatial uniformity criterion in Meteosat-4 visible data. 
Twenty such sites (Table IV) meet this criterion within 3%. 
The temporal stability of the spatially averaged reflectance 
of each selected site has been investigated at seasonal and 
hourly time scales with multitemporal series of Meteosat-
4 data. It was found that the temporal variations of an 
8-15% typical peak-to-peak amplitude (in relative value) were 
mostly controlled by directional effects. Once the directional 
effects are removed, the residual root mean square variations, 
representative of random temporal variability, are in the arder 
of 1-2% in relative values. 

Second, a field experiment [7] took place in Febru
ary-March 1993 to characterize the BRDF of four desert 
sites (Aigeria 2, Algeria 3, Algeria 4, and Algeria 5). The 
purpose of this experiment was to measure the BRDF of the 
sites to use them as a reference for multiangular calibration 
of optical sensors. Bidirectional measurements of the surface 
reflectance (and also polarization) were collected in three 
different planes (principal, perpendicular, and 45°) at four 
wavelengths: 450, 650, 850, and 1650 nm. Then, the surface 
reflectance measurements have been adjusted against an 
empirical mode! of BRDF defined as 

k k cosfJscosBv 
ProA(Os, ()"' <p) =a + BsB" (} (:} 

cos s +cos v 

· (bkcos<p+OsBv(ck+dkcos4 <p)) (8) 

where ( (:} s, B," <p) are, respectively, the solar zenith angle, the 
viewing zenith angle, and the difference of solar and viewing 
azimuth angles, and where the coefficients ak, bk, ck, and dk 
are determined by a !east square regression (more details about 

Clouds ATSR-2 In-Fiight 

(Used in leve! 1) 

1.01 0.97 

1.02 0.99 

1.06 1.035 

1.03 1.035 1.03 

1.035 

1.00 1.05 

this mode! are included in [7]). A spectral linear interpolation 
is then performed to adapt the mode! to POLDER spectral 
bands. 

The TOA surface reflectance p* in each spectral band is then 
estimated by decoupling the absorption and scattering effects 

P~urf+atmUis, Ov, <p) is computed with the SOS code [10] 
with as inputs i) the atmospheric optical thickness in the 
POLDER bands (derived from the barometric pressure for 
the Rayleigh scattering and, for the aerosols, from the extinc
tion measurements during the field campaign), ii) an aerosol 
mode! (a Junge size distribution associated with the Angstrom 
coefficient derived from the extinction measurements, and a 
standard refractive index of the aerosols chosen to be that of 
silica) and iii) the BRDF measured during the field campaign. 
The gaseous absorption Tg is derived from a climatology of 
absorbing gas concentrations for ozone, and oxygen and water 
vapor absorption are estimated using POLDER 763 and 910 
spectral bands as explained in the Appendix. 

To obtain an experimental error budget, the retrieved BRDF 
has been compared to the reflectance measurements made 
by AVHRR in channel 1 for the four desert sites (Algeria 
2, Algeria 3, Algeria 4, and Algeria 5) [7]. The AVHRR 
instrument is used as a reference, since its only detector does 
not introduce calibration variation within the field of view. 
Using the revolution symmetry of the polynomial function 
p( 0), this comparison gives a zero-peak error of 1% for 
high sun zenith angles (50-60°) that correspond to the range 
observed during the field campaign. Unfortunately, this budget 
does not apply to 443-nm band, which is not covered by 
AVHRR channel 1. 

Once the BRDF of each site is obtained for POLDER 
spectral bands, it is possible to perform POLDER multiangu
lar calibration. After discarding cloudy acquisitions, selected 
POLDER data are averaged over the site surface (15 x 
15 POLDER pixels), and an estimation of the evolution of 
calibration coefficients is performed for each viewing direction 
using the following formula: 

A~ ft. h ·Pk 11· h (B) 
~(Ap(O))k' = ~n- tg t ~n- tg t () 

Apreflight · Ppreflight ( ) 
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where M p1
' is the reftectance measured by POLDER and 

cornes from the levet 1 product obtained with preftight cali
bration, P~rettight ( H) is low frequency preftight calibration, and 
Pt,-flight ( (}) is the in-ftight calibration. Of course, during a clear 
day, up to 12 different satellite viewing angles fJ (Fig. 14) are 
obtained for a given desert site. ~(Ap((}))k is computed for 
each reference site as a function of the viewing angle and 
a polynomial fit is performed to estimate the low-frequency 
polynomial pk ( (})_ Even if absolu te calibration coefficients are 
present in the above equation, it is not possible to derive an 
accurate absolute calibration from this method, since absolute 
calibration was not the aim of the in-situ campaign. However, 
if EOS had worked longer, this method could have been used 
to verify multitemporal calibration, i.e., variations of absolute 
calibration with time. 

b) Results: The data have been acquired during four weeks 
in November 1996, and a second set during the two first weeks 
in January 1997. More than 650 images have been used on 
the 20 desert sites to perforrn the multiangular calibration. For 
each image, the areas corresponding to the reference sites are 
extracted and then automatic tests are used to discard clouds. 
Six tests were used but the most efficient are: 

• a spectral index computed between bands 865P and 443P 
(desert TOA reftectance increases with the wavelength 
whereas clouds are whiter); 

• statistics on the spatial uniformity of the measurements 
inside each desert site. 

Since only four of the 20 selected desert sites have been 
characterized with in-situ measurements, the nominal method 
was to use the four Algerian sites for calibration and those 
having a similar behavior among the others. In Fig. 11(a), 
the results obtained on one of the Algerian sites (Algeria 2) 
are plotted. These sites have been affected by bad weather 
during November, 1996, and on1y a small amount of cloud
free data has been collected, but moreover, the results have 
a great standard deviation. Multiangular calibration seems to 
be correct (except for 443), but the forecast accuracy of 1.5% 
cannot be achieved with this data set For 443 spectral band, 
multiangular calibration seems to be correct up to 45°. For 
higher viewing angles, the calibration seems to decrease, but 
it is difficult to prove that the error cornes from POLDER 
multiangular calibration: the data in this zone were only 
collected with two cloud-free acquisitions (one clear day gives 
12 different viewing directions). 

In Fig. Il (b ), the multiangular calibration results obtained 
for site Niger 2 are plotted. Even if this site was not among 
the sites characterized with in-situ data, the standard deviation 
of multiangular calibration results is lower than for Algeria, 
ranging from 2.3% in band 443 to 0.8% for 865 . The errors 
decrease when the wavelength increases, as do the directional 
effects of the desert site. Once again, the results indicate a good 
multiangular calibration for ali spectral bands except 443, but 
it is still difficult to conclude if it cornes from the inaccuracy of 
the BRDF mode! in this band or from multiangular calibration. 

As a conclusion, this multiangular calibration method con
firms the quality of the preftight multiangular calibration and 
the temporal stability of the instrument, except for spectral 

band 443: in this case, multiangular calibration may 1 

evolved after launch. But since confidence in 443 nm n 
is low, preftight calibration of this parameter is still 
in the leve! 1 product The BRDF's of the 20 desert 
are now being characterized using POLDER data in ordc 
use it to cross calibrate POLDER with over optical sen 
(Section V -C). 

2) High-Frequency Multiangular Calibration over ·Cto 
Changes after launch in the high-frequency multiangular 
ibration of POLDER might occur for two reasons: i) if 
elementary sensitivities of the detectors in the CCD li 
change because of temperature variation or because of 
vacuum transition or ii) if partiel es of dust are deposited or 
optics after the last preftight calibration, or if they move ir 
field-of view (POLDER pupil dimension is around 0.4 mrr 
the center of the externat lens). However, the POLDER 
array is therrnally controlled and air vacuum transition 
tested before launch without showing any significant variai 
the first cause of variation is unlikely-

In arder to determine this high-frequency multiang 
in-ftight calibration with an accuracy around 0.1 %, a 1 

method ha$' been developed using cloud observations. For e 
elementary detector of the eco array' and for each chan 
the method consists in averaging ali the cloud observati 
performed by the detector. The procedure assumes that 
very high number of cloud observations is collected for e 
elementary detector, the high-frequency variations of the 
erage of ali the measurements will characterize the sensiti· 
variations within the array, and only the low frequencies ' 
be affected by artifacts of cloud anisotropy-

This calibration method has been experimented v 
NOANAVHRR band 1 raw data using the fact that one tine 
an AVHRR product is obtained with a single detector. 30( 
!ines of AVHRR data have been used. The data have bi 
processed as if each tine was acquired with 2048 differ 
detectors having exactly the same sensitivity. The obsen 
high frequencies variations would then be only artifac 
AVHRR cloud detection is perforrned by a simple threshold 
the normalized radiance (! > 0.25), since the procedure d< 
not require a precise cloud mask. For each column numl 
of AVHRR data, ali the cloud measurements are averag/ 
and the standard deviation of the averages is computed: 1 
obtained accuracy is under 0.3%. 

The same method has been used for POLDER. In this car 
the only difficulty is related to the amount of data necessz 
for the calibration: the required number of cloud measureme1 
is 15(channels) x 66308(detectors) x 15000(measurement 
This requires the use of three entire weeks of POLDE 
data (there are only 120 measurements per orbit for a giv• 
POLDER detector in one spectral band and only one half 
them are clouds). In order to estimate the accuracy of tl 
results, two sets of three weeks have been used to obtain tv 
results with independent data sets. The difference between tl 
results of the two data sets has a standard deviation arom 
0.2%, which indicates that the results obtained from the whG 
six weeks of data have a precision better than 0.2%. Tl 
difference between preftight and in-ftight datais between 0.3 
and 0.1 %, depending on the spectral bands. A few dust partie 
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Fig. Il. Multiangular calibration of POLDER over desert sites as a function of satellite viewing angle fi: (a) Algeria 2 site: the number of cloud-fiee 
acquisitions during November, 1996, was low over this site, and dispersion of the results is rather high for the remaining points. A variation of POLDER 
multiangular calibration may be possible for 443 nm band. (b) Niger 2 site: the number of cloud-free acquisitions during November, 1996, was much higher 
than for Algeria 2, and the dispersion of the results is also lower, but the BRDF mode! was not measured on this site. A variation of POLDER multiangular 
calibration might be possible for 443-nm band, whereas the two other bands seem to be correctly calibrated. 

effects have been noticed with differences of about 1%, and 
sorne differences are linked to the disappearing of artifacts in 
the preflight calibration. 

The coefficients determined by this method are now imple
mented in POLDER levet 1 processing. 

V. lN-FLIGHT RADIOMETRICAL CALIBRATION: VALIDATION 

In this chapter are presented three additional calibration 
methods that were used to validate the results of POLDER 
in-flight calibration nominal methods. These independent cali
bration methods are based on different atmospheric models or 
different calibration sources (including on-board sources for 
POLDERJATSR2 cross calibration) in order to verify that the 
nominal methods are not biased. 

A. lnterband Calibration Using Clouds 

Starting from level 1 data calibrated with the nominal 
methods, we use the 670-nm radiance measurements as a 

reference for the estimation of 443-nm and 490-nm absolute 
calibration coefficients (565 is usually saturated over high 
reflective clouds). The calibration pixels are selected when 
their reflectance is over 0.8, when the cloud top apparent 
pressure deduced from the band ratio 7631765 [4] is under 
250 hPa, and when the clouds are uniform enough. Data are 
corrected for ozone absorption using TOMS data. 

Simulations of TOA radiances above convective clouds 
have been performed using a discrete ordinate method: they 
are arranged in look-up tables calculated for 443-, 490-, 
and 670-nm channels. They correspond to three different 
ice particles (hexagonal plates or columns with a radius 
20--{)0 {Lm, assumed to be dominant in the highest layers of 
cumulonimbus}, to a cloud top altitude of 10 or 15 km, to 
a dense grid of observation angles, and to scattering cloud 
optical thickness between 20 and 200. 

For a given altitude and ice particle model, the first step of 
the procedure finds the scattering optical thickness liest that 
corresponds to the observed radiance at 670 nm. Then the 
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LUT at 443 and 490 are used to estimate the radiances in 
these bands, assuming the cloud optical thickness does not 
vary between 443 and 670 nm. 

The new estimated calibration coefficient is obtained from 
the initial coefficient A k and from measured M Jk and esti
mated radiance C Jk ( b'est) by 

k k MJk 
Ain-flight = Apreflight X C Jk ( liest) · (11) 

The average results derived from 12 POLDER orbits in 
November 1996, are reported in Table V. The standard devia
tion is below 0.8% for the 443 and 490 channels. Changing the 
cloud top altitude from 15 to 10 km results in an increase of 
1% in the calibration coefficient, and the choice of the particle 
mode! does not introduce more than 0.5% of variation. The 
results do not depend on the cloud reftectance, meaning that 
the selected clouds are thick enough so that the radiance of 
the surface and of the atmospheric layer below the cloud does 
not impact on the calibration. The interband calibration results 
over clouds do not agree perfectly with the results obtained 
with the nominal methods: the discrepancy at 443 nm is about 
6% (only 3% at 490) and has still not been explained in spite 
of comprehensive verifications. 

B. Cross Calibration Between POLDER and OCTS 

OCTS is a NASDA radiometer which ftew on board 
ADEOS. Its nadir resolution is around 800 rn, the swath 
is 1400 km wide, and acquisitions are made with eight visible 
and near infrared bands and four thermal infrared bands. 
OCTS scanning mechanism is based on a rotating mirror 
with a maximum scanning angle of 40°, and ten detectors 
per spectral band are used to collect simultaneously ten !ines 
across-track. Since POLDER and OCTS are on the same 
platform and share six spectral bands (443, 490, 565, 670, 
765, and 865), it is possible to compare the radiance of targets 
observed at the same instant with the same viewing and solar 
angles and in nearly identical spectral bands. Simultaneous 
acquisitions of POLDER and OCTS data have been used in 
order to cross calibrate both sensors. 

In order to enhance the accuracy of the cross calibration, the 
targets are chosen so that they have a quite high normalized 
radiance (more than 0.2), a very low polarization rate (po
larization sensitivity is not corrected for OCTS), and a good 
spatial uniformity to a void possible registration errors between 
the two sensors: a POLDER pixel is used for cross calibration 
if the standard deviation of the OCTS measurements inside it 
is Jess than 1% of the radiance. The targets corresponding to 
these criteria are mostly clouds, which also have the advantage 
of being quite spectrally flat. 

Table V gives the absolute calibration derived considering 
OCTS preftight calibration as a reference (this preftight cal
ibration was still used in the OCTS leve! lB products with 
software ID 3 7). Agreement with the POLDER in-ftight 
method stays within a 7% margin. The same computation 
has been made using the in-ftight calibration of OCTS that 
is used to produce the version 3.0 ocean color products. This 
calibration is in fact called "algorithm tuning parameters" by 
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Fig. 12. Absolute calibration elementary results for clouds interband rn< 
as a function of the cloud 865-nm reflectance. The interband calibration 
clouds is 443 nm. 

the OCTS calibration team: it was obtained for ali spec 
bands by comparing in-situ chlorophyll-a data with OCTS < 

[26], and its aim was not to perfectly calibrate OCTS data 
to obtain the best ocean color products. One cao note 
the agreement is good for 443 and 490 and gets worse 
the wavelength increases (22% for 865 nm band). This 
probably be explained by OCTS in-ftight calibration of 8 
nm band with a Rayleigh method that uses very low radian 
in the near-infrared bands over ocean. 

C. Cross Calibration Between POLDER and ATSR2 

ATSR-2 is a multispectral scanner on board the ER: 
satellite launched in 1995. It is based on a conical scann 
mechanism which allows the acquisition of the same sce 
from two viewing angles during a single pass: a forward ale 
track view (viewing zenith angle around 60°) and a nadir vit 
ATSR-2 has four infrared channels and three visible/ne 
infrared channels very close to POLDER spectral bands: 5< 
660, and 870 nm. ATSR-2 is calibrated using an on-bo; 
diffuser monitored by a photodiode, and using desert sites 
measure the drift of the on-board calibration system [34]. 
successful cross-calibration between both instruments wm 
be a good validation of both sensor's absolute calibration a 
also a partial validation of POLDER multiangular calibrati< 

Since POLDER and ATSR-2-acquisitions ofthe same scer 
are not simultaneous, the cross calibration target must be stal 
with time, uniform to avoid geometrical registration problen 
and its BRDF has to be known: the desert site Sudan 1 h 
been used for this cross calibration. Thanks to its bidirectior 
capabilities, POLDER is able to obtain a dense sampling 
the viewing conditions over one site. Each month, a BRI 
mode! of the desert site is derived from ali the cloud-fr 
measurements obtained by POLDER. Each available clou 
free ATSR2 measurement is theo compared to the interpolati< 
of the BRDF mode] of the same month for ATSR2 viewi1 
conditions. Cloud detection for POLDER data is described 
Section IV-B, and for ATSR-2 in Smith et al. [32]. POLD:E 
data are corrected for gaseous absorption as described in tl 
Appendix and ATSR-2 data are corrected for ozone absorpti1 
using TOMS data. Of course, aerosols above the desert si 
can cause sorne variability in the results, but by accumulatÎI 
enough data, the results should not be biased. 
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Fig. 14. Definition of the various angles used to characterize the geometry 
of satellite acquisitions. 

The results are qui te good (Table V): the agreement between 
the radiance measured by ATSR-2 and the BRDF derived 
from POLDER is better than 6% for 565, 1% for 670, but 
degrades to 5% for 865. The agreement between the directional 
variations of POLDER BRDF and ATSR-2 reftectances is also 
very satisfactory and validates partialiy POLDER multiangular 
calibration in these spectral bands (Fig. 13). 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A new calibration approach has been developed for 
POLDER based on the design of a very stable instrument, 
on an exhaustive preftight calibration of the instrument, and 
on the development of many in-ftight operational calibration 
methods using natural targets. The result is very satisfactory 
since the in-ftight absolute calibration has shown that: 

o POLDER Instrument is Stable: Ali in-ftight absolute cal
ibration coefficients differ from prefti_ght coefficients by 
less than 5%, and multiangular calibration did not evolve 
after launch (except maybe for 443); 

• in-ftight calibration methods (except POLDERJOCTS 
cross calibration) agree within a margin of 4% for ail the 
spectral bands but 443. 

This calibration process is efficient to provide a correct 
absolute calibration within a few months (five months were 
necessary for POLDER 1, but this delay will be reduced 
with POLDER 2). lt is less expensive than developing an 
on-board calibration deviee, and more reliable than using in
situ measurement campaigns which are subject to weather 
conditions and provide very few calibration points, maxi
mizing the impact of random error sources. However, ali 
these methods are perfectly suited to POLDER measurements 
and could not be easily applied to other instruments that 
do not provide multidirectional measurements (for aerosol 
detection in sunglint calibration method) or Oz pressure (for 
cloud altitude determination in interband calibration using 
clouds). Such accuracy also could not be achieved without a 
good characterization and correction of POLDER polarization 
sensitivity, since our calibration targets (Rayleigh scattering 
and sunglint) have a high polarization rate. 

Still, sorne uncertainty exists in the calibration of the 443-
nm channels, with a discrepancy of 6% between the Rayleigh 
and the cloud methods that has not yet been explained in spite 
of intensive v~rifications. 

APPENDIX 

CORRECTIONS FOR GASEOUS ABSORPTION 

Ozone absorption is removed by computing the transmis
sions Tfh as functions of m · Uo3 , where m is the air mass 
factor and Uo3 is the column amount of ozone measured 
by TOMS. The water vapor transmission T~20 is modeled 
as a function of the ratio of 910- and 865-nm normalized 
radiances (M ! 910 / M / 865 ). The parameterizations of ozone 
and water vapor transmissions are derived from simulations 
using a line-by-line mode!. 

For the oxygen absorption in the 763 and 765 spectral bands, 
the normalized radiance MI* that would be measured if there 
was no absorption is assumed to be the same in both channels 
(which is really true for sunglint targets). The normalized 
radiances measured by POLDER (M /

763 and M / 765
) can be 

expressed as a function of MI* as foliows: 

(Al) 

MJ765 =A. MJ763 + (l _A). MI*. r,765 . T.765 
H20 ü3 (A2) 

In this formula, the constant A may be considered as the 
percentage of the 765 spectral band where oxygen !ines are 
located. Its value is derived from line-by-line simulations 
and is close to 0.3. The oxygen transmittance T6~3 and the 
normalized radiance without absorption MI* can be derived 
by combining (Al) and (A2). 
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In-Flight Calibration of the POLDER 
Polarized Channels U sing the Sun' s Glitter 

Bébé Toubbé, Thierry Bailleul, Jean Luc Deuzé, Philippe Goloub, Olivier Hagolle, and Maurice Herman 

Abstract-The spaceborne sensor Polarization and Directional
ity of the Earth Reflectances (POLDER), launched on the Japan
ese platform Advanced Earth Observation Satellite (ADEOS) on 
August 17, 1996, is a new instrument devoted to multispectral 
observations of the directionality and polarization of the solar 
radiation reflected by the earth-atmosphere system. Polarization 
measurements are performed in three channels, centered at 443, 
670, and 865 nm. As POLDER bas no onboard calibration system, 
in-ftight calibration methods have been developed. We address 
in this paper the calibration of the polarization measurements. 
The method uses the sunlight reftected within the sun's glitter. 
While the radiance of the sun's glitter depends strongly on the 

' sea surface roughness, its intrinsic degree of polarization depends 
only on the observation geometry, which is specially convenient 
for calibration purposes. However, the degree of polarization 
measured at the satellite leve! is atTected by the atmosphere. 
The proposed calibration scheme allows us to take into account 
the influence of the atmosphere on the degree of polarization 
measured in sorne viewing direction within the glitter pattern by 
using the radiance measured in the same viewing direction and 
in another direction far from the glitter. The expected accuracy 
is about 0.5% in the near-infrared channel 865 nm and about 
2% in the visible channels, in terms of percent polarization. The 
method bas been applied successfully to measurements achieved 
over ocean areas with the airborne version of the POLDER 
instrument. 

Index Terms-Atmospheric correction, polarization of the sun 
glint, polarized light, remote sensing. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T HE SPACEBORNE sensor Polarization and Direction
ality of the Earth Reflectances (POLDER) is a new 

instrument devoted to the earth observation by providing mul
tispectral observations of the directionality and polarization of 
the solar radiation reflected by the earth-atmosphere system. 
The instrument concept and the objectives of the experiment 
are described in [3). 

The POLDER instrument is based on a charge coupled 
deviee (CCD) matrix array detector, a rotating filter wheel, and 
a wide field of view optics, for both along-track and cross-track 
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Fig. 1. Bidimensional ground areas imaged on the POLDER CCD matrix, 
for successive POLDER positions, overlap. As a result, convenient ground 
pixels may be viewed successively within the glitter pattern and out from 
the glitter. 

viewing dirëctions, with a maximum 114° field of view. The 
POLDER sensor possesses the original capability of observing 
the same terrestrial target from different viewing angles during 
the same orbit (see Fig. 1). Within sorne viewing directions, 
the radiance is measured in nine channels, ranging from 443 
to 910 nm, and the polarized radiance is measured in three 
channels, centered at 443, 670, and 865 nm. 

The objectives of the POLDER mission consist mainly 
in mapping atmospheric aerosol and water vapor, assessing 
cloud properties, improving earth radiation budget estimates, 
characterizing land surface properties and vegetation cover, 
and estimating ocean col or and- its role in the carbon cycle. 
Conceming the contribution of the polarization measurements, 
they are expected to provide better characterization of the 
terrestrial aerosols over cloud-free areas because the small 
aerosol particles are known to generate significant polarized 
light when scattering solar radiation [5]. Over cloudy areas, 
the polarized light should allow us to estimate the cloud top 
pressure and differentiate cirrus clouds from liquid clouds, 
from the ir different polarization signatures [ 6]. 

The success of the POLDER mission will depend strongly 
on the reliability of the calibration. As there is no internai 
system for onboard calibration of POLDER after launch, 
methods have to be developed to calibrate the instrument while 
in ffight. We describe here the in-ffight calibration method 
of the polarization measurements. The polarization data are 
assessed by using the polarization of the sun' s glitter. The 
main characteristics of the glitter are weil known (see, e.g., (2], 

0 196-2892/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE 
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[11].[10], [15]). As shown by [2], the radiance is govemed 
by the amount of wave facets that mirror the incident sun 
direction within the viewing direction. As a result, the radiance 
within the glitter pattern is very sensitive to the sea surface 
roughness that is controlled by the wind speed. The degree 
of polarization of the light reflected by sorne wave facet, 
however, depends only on the reflection angle according to 
the corresponding Fresnel' s coefficients, so that the intrinsic 
degree of polarization of the glitter depends only on the 
viewing geometry. This is especially interesting for calibration 
purposes: measurements performed within the sun's glitter 
will exhibit known polarization ratios to be compared with 
the retrieved ones. Of course, when seen from the top of 
the atmosphere, the characteristics of the sun' s glitter are 
perturbed by the influence of the atmosphere. The method 
consists in correcting this perturbing effect by using other 
POLDER measurements. 

In Section II, we first describe the atmosphere-ocean mode! 
used to develop the calibration method. Theo Section III 
presents how the POLDER measurements are used for per
forming the needed correction. The validation of the method 
is carried out in Section IV by using measurements obtained 
in the spring of 1991 over the Mediterranean Sea with the 
airbome simulator of POLDER. Finally, the error budget of 
the method is discussed in Section V. 

II. ATMOSPHERE-ûCEAN SYSTEM MODELING . 

Let us consider the atmosphere-ocean system consisting in 
a plane parallel atmosphere with inhomogeneous mixing of 
aerosols and molecules, bounded by the rough1sea suif~ce. The 
foam reflectance and the water-leaving radiance are accounted 
for by the way of Lambertian diffuse reflection at the bottom 
of the system. 

To determine the upwelling radiance and its degree of 
polarization at top of the atmosphere (TOA), the Stokes' vector 
equation of radiative transfer [1] is solved according to the 
successive orders of scattering (SOS) scheme described by 
[ 4] . This code decomposes in Fourier series the radiative field, 
the atmosphere phase matrix, and the sea surface reflection 
matrix corresponding to the lower boundary condition. The 
forthcoming numerical simulations have been achieved by 
using exponential vertical density profiles for molecules and 
aerosols, with respective scale heights of 8 and 2 km; the 
resulting inhomogeneous atmosphere was subdivided in 26 
homogeneous sublayers. 

Numerical simulations of the radiation field in the coupled 
atmosphere-ocean system show that the resulting polarized 
radiance is nearly linearly polarized, which means Stokes ' 
parameter V = 0, with the direction of the polarized vibra
tion nearly parallel or perpendicular to the sun-target-satellite 
plane. Therefore, in what follows, we will no more consider the 
direction of the polarized vibration and the polarized radiance 
L = (I , Q, U, V) , will be characterlzed by the radiance 
L = I and the polarized radiance LP01 = JQ2 + U2, or, 
equivalently, by the corresponding reflectance p, and polarized 
reflectance ppol , according to 

(l) 

where E is the irradiance of the sun bearn and () s is the so 
zenith angle. 

To account for the sea surface roughness, we use 1 

isotropie form of the mode! of Cox and Munk. The slo 
distribution of the wave facets is simulated by an isotro1 
Gaussian law whose width depends on the wind speed. 1 
resulting total reflectance and polarized reflectance p9 and p 

are [2] 

Pg(O. , cj>. , Ov , cf>v) = 411'Œ2 cos0
8

cos0vcos4 0n 

. exp (- tg;~n) (: 
and 

RPo'(n) 
p~ol(()., cf>s, Ov, cf>v) = 471'Œ2 cos0

5 
cosOv cos4 On 

· exp (- tg;~n). G 

In these equations, ( () s, cf>s) are the solar zenith and azim1 
angles, respectively-we will put 4>. = 0, with the so 
azimuth as the origin-(Ov, cf>v) are the viewing zenith 2 

azimuth angles, respectively, On is the slope of the wave fac 
that mirror the incident direction (08 , cf>s) into the reflected c 
(Ov, cf>v ), n is the corresponding angle of incidence of the ~ 
bearn on the wave facets, and 

1( 
CJ

2 · ~ · 0.003+ 0.0512v2 

where v is the wind speed at the sea surface, in rn· s-1 ; R( 
and RP01 (ü) are the Fresnel's reflection coefficient and pol
ized reflection coefficient, i.e., 

with 

and 

m cosn- cos n' 
r t(rl) = m cos n + cos n' 

m cos n'- cos n 
r r ( n) = ---=-:-----:::-

m eps n' + cos n 
where m is the refractive index of the sea water (he 
m = 1.33) and n' is the refraction angle for the angle 
incidence n. 

The estimates of the water-leaving radiance here correspo 
to waters classified as "Morel's case I" [9], consisting 
oceanic waters without terrigenous influx and resuspended st 
iment from the continental shelf. The water-leaving radiar 
is modeled by a Larnbertian diffuse reflection Pw that deper: 
on the assumed mean pigment concentration according to 1 

mode! of [9]. Pw is nearly null at 670 nm and complett 
null in the near-infrared channel at 865 nm. It contribu\ 
significantly to the signal only in the visible channel at 443 n: 

Final! y, the contribution of the ocean whitecaps is mc 
eled as weil by an isotropie Larnbertian reflectance p f . T 
foam intrinsic reflectance is modeled as 0.22 independent 
wavelength and, according to [8], 

P! = 0.22W with W = 2.95 10- 6v3·
52 
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where W is the fraction of the sea surface covered by 
whitecaps. 

Let L and LP01 stand for the radiance and polarized radiance 
at TOA in sorne viewing direction within the glitter pattern; 
p and pP01 stand for the corresponding reflectances, according 
to (1). They are approximately in the form 

,..., ( ) -Mo+ P= Pg+Pw+PJ e Pm+Pa (7) 

and 

(8) 

with 

(9) 

for the degree of polarization at TOA. In these equations, Pm 
and p~1 correspond to the molecular scattering, Pa and p~01 to 
the aerosol scattering, Pw to the water-leaving radiance, and p f 

to the foam; M is the air mass factor, and ti is the total optical 
thickness of the atmosphere. In (8), it is assumed that the foam 
and sea water contributions have no polarized components. 
The linearly polarized components from the glitter and the 
atmosphere are nearly either parallel or perpendicular to the 
scattering plane (i.e., the sun-target-satellite plane) and are 
considered as, respectively, negative or positive. Of course, 
different coupling terms between these contributions exist. 
They are taken into account by exact calculations, as provided 
by the SOS code. 

Further, Fig. 12 displays a typical example of the directional 
patterns of the reftectance and degree of polarization of the 
atmosphere-ocean system, as observed by POLDER from 
an aircraft. Note that each image pixel corresponds to a 
different observation geometry. Pixels viewed under sorne 
given viewing angle Bv are along a circle centered on the 
POLDER matrix center, and pixels viewed under sorne given 
azimuth cf>v are along a straight line through the POLDER 
matrix center. The observation wavelength is À = 850 nm, 
the solar zenith angle and the wind speed are, respectively, 
about () s = 40° and v = 4 rn/s. Satellite measurements 
exhibit very similar patterns, except for slight changes in the 
relation between the image pixel and the corresponding solar 
and viewing zenith angles at ground leve!, due to the earth 
curvature. 

The reftected light is mainly localized around the specular 
direction, that is, the direction where ail light would be 
reftected by a perfectly flat oceanic surface. The glitter appears 
as an oval blob, with a decreasing intensity from the core 
to the rims, with a large degree of polarization, because 
the corresponding angles of incidence are not far from the 
Brèwster's angle. We plan to select polarization measurements 
within the glitter blob, with leading contributions of the glitter 
terms in (7) and (8). The degree of polarization P of the 
incoming light in these directions must be near from the 
intrinsic degree of polarization of the glitter P9 , i.e., p~01 / p9 • 

As P9 may be predicted from the observation geometry, 
by assuming that the departure ( P - P9 ) due to the other 
terms of (7) and (8) may be estimated from other POLDER 
measurements, we will obtain the degree of polarization to be 
compared with the measured one for calibration purposes. 
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III. CALIBRATION METHOD 

A. Principle 

As shown by (7)-(9), the degree of polarization measured 
at the TOA within the glitter pattern depends partly on surface 
and atmospheric effects. By selecting images acquired with 
wind speeds lower than about 10 m/s, the foam contribution 
should be negligible, with PJ < 0.001 according to (6), 
compared with typical glitter reftectances p9 ~ 0.20-0.60. 
Similarly, the water-leaving radiance is quite small at 670 and 
865 nm, so that in these POLDER channels the degree of 
polarization at TOA is approximately 

p S:: p9P9e-Mo + PmPm +PaPa 
p9 e-Mo +Pm +Pa 

(10) 

where the molecular terms are known. Equation (10) shows 
that the estimate of the degree of polarization at TOA needs 
sorne knowledge of the sun glitter magnitude and of the aerosol 
properties. The 443-nm channel will require further study 
conceming tqe sea water contribution. 

Clearly, given the large radiance of the sun's glitter, p9 is 
the leading term in (7). Therefore, the radiance p measured in 
the same direction as P, say, the calibration direction, should 
give sorne insight about the p9 terrns in (10). Conceming the 
aerosols, it is known that the path radiance measured above 
dark surfaces, as waters at 865 nm, is strongly correlated to 
the aerosol loading (see, e.g., [7]). Let Patm stand for the 
radiance measured in sorne viewing direction outside from the 
glitter pattern, say, the atmospheric direction; we will look 
for using Patm as an indicator of the aerosol contribution 
in ( 1 0). As POLDER enables us to see the same target in 
13 different directions, the radiance will be measured nearly 
simultaneously in the glitter and far from the glitter region, 
and these measurements will be used to account, respectively, 
for the surface and aerosol influences in the measured degree 
of polarization. 

B. Feasibility 

To illustrate this possibility, le_t us consider numerical sim
ulations of POLDER observations over oceanic targets. The 
calculations are carried out at 443 and 865 nm for different 
solar zenith angles ranging from 20 to 60° , four different 
surface wind speeds, v = 2, 5, 10, and 15 m/s, and four 
different aerosol loadings characterized by the aerosol optical 
thickness ba at 865 nm, 8a = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20. For 
simplicity, the water-leaving radiance and the foam reftectance 
are neglected. The calculations are conducted for different 
aerosol models, consisting in spherical particles with real 
refractive index m and with size distribution in the forrn 

n(r) _ 1 ( ln
2
(r/f)) (Il) - v'2ifar exp - 2a2 • 

For a first guess, we consider seven aerosol models: three 
models with m = 1.33 corresponding to large maritime 
aerosols and four models with m = 1.50 to change the physi
cal properties of the particles. The model parameters are given 
in Table I. They were adjusted to provide Angstr~~Sm coefficient 
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TABLE 1 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SEVEN AEROSOL MODELS USED AS DATABASE FOR 

THE FAISABILITY STUDY OF THE METHOD. f AND U ARE THE MODAL 

RADIUS AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE AEROSOL DISTRIBUTION 

(11), RESPECTIVELY; a !S THE RESULTING ANGSTR0M COEFFICIENT 

Refractive index 1.33 1.50 

model number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

r (}.un) 0.5 0.33 0.25 0.45 0.3 0.2 0.27 

(J 1.52 1.5 1.5 1.47 1.47 1.5 1.36 

a 0 0.52 1 0 0.5 1 1.5 

100 
: Â.=850 nm .... !>' ... mod1 

......... mod2 

= .... A .... mod3 
0 ·e 10 = tE 

oooo()ooo• mod4 
.... K .... mod5 

~ 

"' o:s ..c:: 1 -: o. 
0 
"' ] 

0.1 

0 30 60 90 120 1 50 1 80 
Scattering angle (deg.) 

Fig. 2. Phase functions of the aerosol models described in Table l, for 
À = 865 nm. 

o:, ranging from zero to 1.5 (o: = ln( 8( >.) /8( >.'))/ln(>.'/>.), 
with >. = 670 mn and >.' = 865 mn). 

The phase function and the degree of linear polarization 
for single scattering of the models, at >. = 865 nm, are 
shawn in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Note that the polarization 
characteristics of the models differ largely, which allows us to 
test whether this aerosol property has a small influence on the 
retrieval of the glitter polarization. 

For simplicity, let us res tri ct to just observations in the 
exact specular direction that are representative of the prob
lem. The degree of polarization calculated in this calibration 
direction for the different conditions ( 08 , Da, v, aerosol mode!) 
is reported in Figs. 4 and 5, for >. = 865 nm and 443 nm, 
respective! y, as a function of P9 in the sarne direction. As P9 
depends only on the viewing geometry, it depends only on () s 

in these simulations. 
Figs. 4 and 5 show that P may depart largely from P9 • The 

discrepancies are larger at 443 nm, where the larger influence 
of the molecular scattering reduces t,be glitter contribution 
in the measurements. We intend to predict from radiance 
measurements of POLDER the departure 

b..P = P-P9 . (12) 

Let us consider measurements at >. = 865 nm. 
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Fig. 3. Degree of polarization for single scattering of the aerosol mo 
described in Table l, for À = 865 nm. 
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Fig. 4. Degree of polarization at TOA in the specular direction P is c' 
pared with the intrinsic degree of polarization of the glitter in the same vie\\ 
direction P9 . Numerical simulations. The discrepancy ( P-P9 ) illustrates 
atmospheric influence. Different surface wind speeds, aerosolloadings, aen 
models, and solar zenith angles are considered. The observation waveler 
is À = 865 nm. 

First, let us examine how b..P varies as a function of 
sea surface condition, with the aerosol component unchang 
When reporting (10) in (12), it cornes after transformation 

~p ~ _Pa ( 1 - ~) + Pm ( 1 - i) ~ _ K 

P9 pge-Mli +Pm +Pa - P 

where p is the reflectance in the considered calibration dii 
ti on. Fig. 6 shows sorne exarnples of ~P/ P9 as a functior 
the reflectance p in the specular direction, for the same cor 
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Fig. 5. Same legend as Fig. 4, but for À = 443 nm. 
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Fig. 6. Discrepancy ( P- Pg) between the polarization raùo at TOA and the 
intrinsic glitter one, in the specular direction, as a function of the reflectance at 
TOA in the same direction p: À = 865 nm. Here, the solar zenith angle and the 
aerosol mode! are fixed and the wind speed and the aerosolloading are varied. 
The reflectance depends mainly on the sea surface wind speed, white the 
polarization ratio at TOA depends on the aerosol component. Similar figures, 
for other aerosol models, solar zenith angles, and observaùon wavelengths 
show that ((P- Pg) ~ Pgfp). 

tions. The results are qualitatively consistent with (13). Within 
the ranges of aerosol characteristics and solar zenith angles, the 
calculations provide approximately t:l.P f P9 2::' - K pf3, where 
j3 = -1.10 ± 0.10. 

Let us put j3 = -1.10, that is 

t:l.P 
- 2::' -Kpf3 with j3 = -1.10 
Pg 

(l4a) 

and, theo, examine whether the aerosol influence on K is 
correlated with the atmospheric reflectance at TOA, say, Patm, 
in directions outside the glitter pattern. 

According to (13), K is approximately in the form 
Pa(1-Pa/P9 )+Pm(1-Pm/P9 ), so that the correlation 
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Fig. 7. Correlation between the normalized discrepancy p1.1°(P- Pg )/ Pg 
and the reflectance in sorne viewing direction outside the glitter pattern, 
corrected from the molecular contribuùon P:tm· The correlation depends on 
the solar zenith angle, which is fixed in the figure, but it is nearly independent 
on the sea surfa~\! wind speed (four values), aerosol mode! (seven models) or 
aerosol loading (four optical thicknesses). 

between Patm and K clearly depends on the calibration 
direction within the glitter, say, ( Ogiitt, </>glitt), on the 
atmospheric direction, say, (Batm, </>atm), and on the solar 
zenith angle at the observed point ()s. Whatever () s, let us again 
restrict to just the specular direction as the calibration one, 
and, for siniplicity, let us choose arbitrarily the atmospheric 
direction within the antispecular half-plane with Batm = 21°, 
which is nearly always obtained within the 14 simultaneous 
directions of POLDER. Moreover, for better linearity, let 
us correct the atmospheric reflectance for the molecular 
contribution according to P;tm = Pat rn - P~m, where P~m 
is obtained by neglecting the aerosol component in the 
calculations. 

For Os 47.3° as an example, Fig. 7 shows how 
puo t:l.P / P9 varies as a function of P:tm. Similar results are 
obtained for other solar zenith angles, but the correlation is 
better when () s is close to the Brewster angle. This is consistent 
with ( 13) sin ce the expected influence of the aerosols on K, 
i.e, Pa(1 - Pa/ P9 ), must be reduced when P9 is large. ln 
any case, Fig. 7 suggests that, given the sea surface condition, 
we may look for a linear relationship between the corrected 
atmospheric path radiance p;tm and the departure t:l.P due to 
the aerosol influence. 

At À = 670 and 443 nm, t:l.P exhibits similar behaviors. 
Whatever the polarized channel, however, the best information 
on the aerosols and the sea surface condition are expected from 
the measurements at 865 nm, where the water-leaving radiance 
is null and the influence of molecular scattering is minimum. 
Therefore, according to the previous analysis, we will search to 
derive the degree of polarization P at TOA, in sorne viewing 
direction of the glitter pattern, from 

t:l.P = p- Pg = Pg(ao + al(PB65)f3 + a2(P865)p:~!s), 
j3 = -1.10 (14b) 
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Fig. 8. Direct calculaùons of the degree of polarization at TOA in the Fig. 9. Same legend as Fig. 8, but for À = 443 nm. 
specular direction are compared with their retrieval according to (14b) from 
the reflectances in the calibration and atmospheric directions. Different solar 
zenith angles, sea surface wind speeds (4), aerosol models (7), and aerosol systematically to a set of calibrations directions such th 
loadings (4) are considered. The calculations are for À= 865 nm. 

where p865 and p:~!5 stand, respectively, for the reftectance 
in the calibration direction and the corrected reftectance in the 
atmospheric direction at 865 nm. In (14b), given the wave
length, ao,a1,a2 depend only on Os,Oglitt,4Jgtitt,Oatm,4Jatm 

and have to be adjusted through numerical simulations of the 
radiances and degree of polarization for a set of experimental 
conditions and aerosol models. A more general polynomial 
formula will be looked for later. 

C. Results 

Given Bs, considering the specular direction as the cali
bration one and by using the atmospheric direction indicated 
previously, the reftectances and polarization ratios at 443 and 
865 nm were calculated for the previous set of conditions 
(four wind speeds, four aerosol optical thicknesses, and seven 
aerosol models). Then, the coefficients a0, a 1 , a 2 were adjusted 
to minimize the standard deviation between the 4 x 4 x 7 
direct calculations of P and their estimates from p865 and 
p:~!5 according to (14b); a0 , a 1 , a2 depend only on Bs and no 
more on the surface conditions and aerosol properties. Finally, 
the degrees of polarization retrieved from ( 14b) are compared 
with their direct calculations in Figs. 8 and 9, for 865 and 
443 nm, respectively. Comparison ofthese figures with Figs. 4 
and 5 shows the efficiency of the correction scheme. 

In Fig. 8, the standard deviation is D.P ~ ±0.5%; the 
largest errors, which correspond to large wind speeds and/or 
to large aerosol contents, are no more than D.P ~ ±2%. The 
!east-squares fit to the relationship between the retrieved and 
calculated degrees of polarization, say, Pretr = aPcalc + b, 
gives a = 0.9995, b = 0.02 with,. correlation coefficient 
r = 0.9997; note that the leading term in (l4a) is the a2 

term (about 95% of the P estimate). 
Let us now consider the case of calibration directions 

different from the specular one. ln arder to determine the 
glitter area convenient for calibration, the method was applied 

Whatever Bs and Ogtit, 4Jgtit• we used the same atmos1 
direction as previously. For each direction Oglit, 4Jgti1 

coefficients were adjusted and the resulting standard dev 
was estimated. An example of result is shawn in Fig. 
the format of the POLDER images. Retrieval of P ' 
D.P ~ ± 1% is possible for a large set of points arour 
specular point. Examination of these points shows thal 
correspond grossly, in the Cox and Munk mode!, to 
facets with inclination On < 6°, which provides a s 
geometrical test for selecting the image pixels to be use 

As an example, for the case of v = 5 mis, () s = 40° ; 
specular point, with an optical thickness Da = 0.14 at 86 
of the aerosol mode! l of Table 1, the method was appli 
ail the image pixels corresponding to Bn < 6°. The re 
compare weil, in Fig. 11, with the direct calculations c 
degree of polarization withia the glitter pattern. 

IV. VALIDATION OF THE METHOD 

A. Data 

To test the method on experimental data, we used ; 
images acquired by the airborne simulator of POLDER 
sea surfaces during the French Mediterranean campaign 1\J 

IMAR, organized by INSU (Institut National des Scit 
de l'Univers) in March and April 1991. Oceanographi1 
periments conducted during this campaign were perfo 
aboard the oceanic vesse! SUROIT. The airborne simulat 
POLDER was ftown five times over the Mediterranean 
from March 28 to April4, 1991, aboard the ARAT (Avi< 
Recherches Atmospheriques et de Télédétection), at a 1 

altitude of 4500 m. During these flights, the simulator 
equipped only with five filters, centered at 450, 500, 
670, and 850 nm, with polarization measurements perfo 
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Fig. 1 O. Error in the retrieval of the polarization ratio at TOA, as a function of the viewing direction within the glitter pattern. Results are presented in 
the format of a POLDER image. Given the image pixel, the mean quadratic error corresponding to the different wind speeds. aerosol models, and aerosol 
loadings considered is reported. in terms of percent polarization. The calculations are for À = 865 nm and 8 • = 43.6°. Concentric circles indicate the 
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/. 

in the 450- and 850-nm channels. In parallel with the flights of 
POLDER, ground-based measurements of the aerosol spectral 
optical thickness were performed with instruments located on 
the SUROIT. Moreover, the surface wind speed was measured 
when the ARAT overpassed the SUROIT. 

TABLE II 
CHARACŒRISTICS OF 111E POLDER Fl.IGHTS OF THE MEDIMAR 

CAMPAIGN U SED FOR THE VALIDATION OF THE METHOD: (J s ls THE 
SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE, v ls THE WIND SPEED, AND Oa ls THE 

AEROSOL 0PTICAL THICKNESS AT 850 nm, MEASURED ABOARD THE 
ÜCEANOGRAPHIC VESSEL SUROIT AT THE POLDER ÜVERPASS 

March 31 April 1 April2 

v(m/s) 7 14.5 4 

8.(850 nm) 0.14 0.11 0.14 

8s (0
) 46 38 40 

We have selected three POLDER flights that were performed 
with small cloud amounts: on March 31, April 1, and April 
2, 1991. The prevai1ing surface wind speed, solar zenith 
angle, and aerosol optical thickness at 850 nm when POLDER 
overpassed the SUROIT have been reported in Table II. Note 
that two of these flights offer the advantage of low wind speed 
and, thus, negligible whitecaps and high glitter reftectance. 

B. Results 

Examination of the results shows that, for our present 
study, the POLDER images acquired ali along a ftight ex
hibit negligible differences. Therefore, for each ftight, we 
will restrict to typical measurement sequences acquired in 
the vicinity of the SUROIT. We will present the results 
obtained for the 850-nm channelonly. In the 450-nm channel, 
the measurements are very noisy. Moreover, because of the 
uncertainty on the prevailing water-leaving reftectance over 
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Radiance 

Degree ofpolarization 

Fig. 12. Upper left and lower left: bidirectional measurements of the radiance and degree of polarization performed by the airborne version of PO 
over the Mediterranean sea, at 4500-m altitude at >. = 850 nm, on April 2, 1991; the sol ar zenith angle is 40°. The glitter pattern is localized 
lower left corner of the POLDER image, exhibiting large radiance and degree of polarization. Upper right and lower right: numerical simulatic 
the POLDER observations. The sea surface wind speed and aerosol optical thickness used in the calculations correspond to ground-based measure1 
Better fit could be obtained by adjusting these parameters and the aerosol mode!. 

this nearly coastal area, the agreement between the simulated 
and measured degree of polarization depends partly on the 
assumed figure for Pw, so that the validation is not convincing. 
On account of the aircraft altitude, calculations related to these 
measurements will be conducted with 57% of the molecular 
atmosphere under and 43% above the sensor. By considering 
that tropospheric aerosols are generally encountered within the 
very first kilometers of the atmosphere, ali of the aerosol layer 
will be assumed to be under the sensor, with homogeneous 
mixing of aerosol and molecules in this lower layer. 

For the tlight of April 2, 1991, Fig. 12 shows the radiance 
and degree of polarization measured in the 850-nm channel. 
The experimental data have been smpothed on 3 x 3 pixel 
areas to reduce the radiometrie noise. The measurements are 
compared with numerical simulations based on the in-situ 
measurements of the wind speed and aerosol optical thickness. 
The aerosol mode! was determined by simply adjusting the pa
rameters of a log-normal distribution of spherical partiel es with 

refractive index 1.33 to fit th~ measured Angstn'im coeffic 
Fig. 12 shows that measurements and numerical simula 
exhibit very similar patterns. Of course, because the POL 
simulator was calibrated in the laboratory just before 
after the campaign, we are confident in the polarization 
and the validation here consists in controlling that the de 
of polarization retrieved by the algorithm agrees with 
measured one. 

Then, to apply the calibration scheme to these images 
ao, a 1, a 2 coefficients were adjusted from numerical sirr 
tions. The calculations were conducted for the same ' 
speeds and aerosol optical thicknesses as previously, but fe 
aerosol models. According to the ground-based measuremt 
the Angstrjijm coefficient of the aerosol particles obse! 
during the MEDIMAR campaign was about 1.5, whic 
larger than typical Angstrjijm coefficients of maritime aero: 
As the measurements were carried out no farther than ai 
l 00 km from the coast, a component of smaller contint 
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Fig. 13. Measurements of the degree of polarization in different directions within the gliner pattern, at the aircraft levet, are compared with their retrieval 
according to ( 15) from the reflectances in the calibration and atmospheric directions. Measurements are selected according to different thresholds on the 
reflectance in the calibration direction: 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20 in Fig. 13(aHd), respectively. The last two thresholds correspond approximately to 
Bn < go and Bn < Ï 0

• April 2, 1991, flight; À = 8.50 nm. 

aerosols probably prevailed. Therefore, the database of Table I 
was enlarged by four supplementary aerosol models with 
Angstr!1)m coefficients ranging from 1.2 to two. As () s does 
not vary through a POLDER image for aircraft observations, 
the calculations were conducted only for the solar zenith 
angles of Table IL Finally, the atmospheric direction was 
fixed arbitrarily as previously; we assumed that the aerosol 
properties did not change within a POLDER image (about 

1· 

9 km at sea level), and, whatever the considered calibration 
direction within the POLDER image, we used the atmospheric 
direction corresponding to Oatm = 21 a in the antispecular half 
plane. To summarize, for each fl.ight, 4 x 4 x Il calculations 
of the corrected refl.ectance in the fixed direction (Oatm, <!>atm) 

and of the refl.ectance and degree of polarization in a set 
of directions ( Bglitt, </>giitt) within the glitter pattern were 
performed, for À = 850 nm, from which the coefficients were 
adjusted; given B5 ,ao,a1.a2 depend only on (Oglitt.cPgiitt)-

In Section ill, we proposed to limit the calibration area 
from geometrie considerations. Another possibility consists in 
selecting the pixels to be used by sorne convenient threshold 
on their radiance to eliminate pixels for which the direct 
glitter contribution is too small. Let us consider the April 2 
flight, the observations of which compare weil with numerical 
simulations based on the correlative measurements of the 
aerosol optical thickness and wind speed. For one image of 
this ftight, Fig. 13(a)-(d) compare the degree of polarization 
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Fig. 14. Typical comparison between measurements and retrieval of the 
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Fig. 15. Same legendas Fig. 14, but for a picture acquired on April 1, 1991. 

retrieved from (15) with the measurements, for four different 
thresholds on p: 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2. The 0.15 and 0.20 
thresholds seem correct. By neglecting the small atmospheric 
effect, which is small at this wavelength, according to (2), 
these thresholds correspond approximately to Bn < 9° and 
() n < 7° , which confirms the selectivity of the proposed test. 

Finally, Figs. 14-16 present results obtained for POLDER 
images acquired during the flights of March 31, April 1, and 
April 2, respectively. On March 31 and April 2, the results 
are quite good and agree within about 1% polarization. On 
account of the large wind speed prevailing on April 1, the 
results are more scattered in Fig. 15, which shows that, for 
calibration purposes, images acquired with wind speeds lower 
than about 10 mis are preferred. 

100 
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80 

70 
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Fig. 16. Same legendas Fig. 14, but for a picture acquired on April 2, l' 

TABLE ill 
CHARACŒRISTICS OF TiiE SIX AEROSOL MODELS USED AS DATABASE FOR 1 

SATELLITE VERSION OF TiiE METHOD. r AND u ARE TilE MODAL RADIUS A 

STANDARD DEVIATION, REsPECI1VELY, OFTiiE AEROSOL SIZE DISTRIBUTION ( 

Relative Tropospheric mode! Maritime mode! 

humidity 

(1 r (J.lm) (1 

70% 0.806 0.02846 0.921 

90% 0.806 0.03884 0.921 

98% 0.806 0.04751 0.921 

V. ERROR BUDGET OF THE 
SATELLITE VERSION OF THE METIIOD 

A. Satellite Version of the Method 

r(J.lm) 

0.2041 

0.3803 

0.6024 

The calibration method that will be applied to the satellii 
measurements corresponds to the main previous consider. 
tions, except for sorne minor points. 

To improve the accuracy of the method, the polynomü 
development of D..P has been taken into the form 

t1P =P-P9 

= P9 [ao + / 3 
( a1 + a2P:tm + a3p + a4P:tmP 

+ asp:~m + a6p
2

)] (16 

where f3 = -1.10; whatever the calibrated channel, p an< 
P:tm correspond to measurements in the near-infrared channe 
865 nm. 

Because the aerosol properties may vary within the glitte; 
area, as seen from the Japanese platform Advanced Eartl 
Observation Satellite (ADEOS) orbit, the calibration will ~ 
performed by using for p and P:tm the measurements cor· 
responding to the same ground pixel, so that (Batm, cf>atm; 
will depend on (Bglitt, c/>giitt) and on the POLDER positior 
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TABLE IV 

ERROR BUDGET OF TIIE CALIBRATION MEn!OD, IN TERMS OF PERCENT POLARIZATION, FOR TIIE THREE POLDER POLARIZED 

CHANNELS AS A FUNCI10N OF SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE. THE REsULTING ERROR ls THE QUADRATIC SUM OF THE FlVE ERROR SOURCES 

443nm 670 nm 865 nm 

9, 40° 

Method error 0.56 

Calibration error (at 865nm) 0.10 

Foam reflectance error 0.10 

Water-leaving radiance error 0.90 

Atmospheric pressure error 0.02 

Mean quadratic error 1.07 

on its orbit. The coefficients of (16), therefore, have been 
calculated for different values of the fi.ve geometrie parameters, 
i.e., ai(Bs, Bglitt, if>glitt, Batm 1 <l>atm)- Note that numerical tests 
show that, given Bs and (Bglitt, if>glitt), the accuracy of the 
method does not vary with (Batm,if>atm), provided that the 
atmospheric direction is weil outside the glitter. We will use for 
(Bat m' <l>atm) the viewing direction furthest from the calibration 
one. 

The numerical simulations of P, p, and P:tm from which 
the coefficients in (16) have been adjusted correspond again 
to four different wind speeds, four different aerosol loading, 
and a set of aerosol models, as follows. 

1) For the surface wind speed, we have used as previously 
v = 2, 5, 10, and 15 m/s in the model of Cox 
and Munk, but, given v, we have taken into account 
the corresponding foam contribution by the way of its 
Lambertian reftectance, according to the model of [8], 
that is, p f = 0.0, 0.19, 10-3 , 2.15, 10-3 , and 8.95, 
10-3 , respectively, for v= 2, 5, 10, and 15 rn/s. 

2) As the aerosol optical thickness is generally quite low 
over the open ocean [12], we considered only Da = 
0.025, 0.050, 0.075, and 0.100 at 865 nm. To assess that 
the POLDER images used for calibration correspond ef
fectively to low aerosol loading, a convenient threshold, 
P;tm cos Bs < 0.005, will be used. 

3) The aerosol database used for the simulations consists 
in six aerosol models retained from the models of [13] 
and [14]. We retained the tropospheric model and a 
mixture of 99% of the tropospheric model and 1% of 
the maritime model, for 70, 90, and 98% of relative 
hurnidity; the refractive indexes of the tropospheric and 
maritime models as a function of the hurnidity level are 
given in [14], and their standard deviation and mode 
radii are given in Table III. 

4) Finally, we have taken into account the sea water 
contribution by the way of the Lambertian reflectance Pw 
corresponding to a chlorophyll pigment concentration 
of 0.05 mg/m3 , according to the model of [9], that 
is, Pw = 0.00, 0.00048, and 0.026, respectively, at 
À = 865, 670, and 443 nm. 

The test for selecting pixels to be used for the calibration 
is Bn < 6°, as shown previously. 

60° 400 60° 400 60° 

0.70 0.36 0.86 0.16 0.72 

0.15 0.10 0.15 0.10 0.15 

0.00 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.04 0.001 0.009 0.017 0.014 

0.72 0.37 0.87 0.19 0.73 

B. Error Budget 

The error budget of the calibration has been estirnated 
by using the previous satellite version of the method. We 
identifi.ed the following as the main error sources: 

1) method error, due to the different approximations; 
2) errors on p and P:tm, due to the radiometrie calibration 

of POLDER; 
3) errors on Pw and PJ, that are derived from models; 
4) error on the molecular contribution; the numerical sim

ulations from which ai(Bs, Bglitt 1 1/>giitt, <l>atm 1 <l>atm) are 
derived are performed for a standard 1013-hPa pressure 
at sea level. 

The metliod error is defined by the mean standard deviation 
between the calculated and retrieved degrees of polarization 
for the different situations. It results principally from the 
differences between the exact discrepancies tlP, depending 
on the considered aerosol model, and the standard calculation 
of D..P by the way of (16). 

Conceming the accuracy on the POLDER radiometrie 
calibration, we have considered 3% error according to the 

-POLDER project estirnate [3]. The influence of this error has 
been estimated by calculating tlP from ( 16) with the correct 
coefficients but with reflectances p and p;tm both differing by 
±3% from the calculated figures. 

Sirnilarly, to estimate the influences of the uncertainties 
on Pw, p f, and the molecular optical thickness, we have 
calculated tlP from ( 16) with the correct coefficients but with 
reflectances p and P;tm calculated by assurning, respectively, 
0.10 mg/m3 (instead of 0.05 mg/m3 ) for the chlorophyll pig
ment concentration, ±50% variation of the nominal whitecap 
reflectance, and ±2% variation of Om. 

Table IV adds the error budget for the three POLDER 
polarized channels, for es = 40° and 60°' which is the 
range in which the method should be applied. For too small 
values of B s, the accuracy of the method decreases, as in
dicated previously, and for too large values, because the 
sea surface reftection coefficient increases, saturation of the 
POLDER channels may appear at low wind speeds. Table IV 
gives the mean result of the estimates corresponding to the 
(4 x 4 x 11) different cases. At 443 nm, the uncertainty on 
the water refiectance is important; it seems useful to control 
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the results of the ocean color algorithm when processing 
the polarization calibration. The uncertainty on the foam 
reflectance is not negligible; it seems better to process the 
calibration with images acquired with low wind speeds, say, 
v < 5 to 7 m/s. The principal source of error is the method 
itself. Note that, to control the validity of this estimate, (16) 
was used also with retlectances p and P:tm calculated for a 
lot of aerosol models different from those of the database; the 
mean discrepancies are similar to the figures of Table IV. 

Finally, the accuracy of the calibration is about 1%, in terms 
of degree of polarization. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The previous study indicates that the sun's glitter provides 
a valuable target for in-tlight calibration of polarization mea
surements. The method is especially convenient for POLDER, 
whose multidirectional capability allows us to characterize the 
aerosol component prevailing on the ground pixel precisely 
used for the calibration. 

The calibration method suggested and presented in this 
paper is mainly suited for sorne favorable conditions. To expect 
good accuracy on the calibration, the solar elevation should be 
preferably about 45°, corresponding to large intrinsic glitter 
degree of polarization. For these large values of the glitter 
contribution, the aerosol particle type effect is minor compared 
to the wind speed and the aerosol optical thickness effects. 

The setting-up of a suitable algorithm requires caution 
about the composition of the reference aerosol database. The 
optical and physical properties of the aerosol particle types 
should be close to those of particle types really present in 
the atmosphere. As measurements will be achieved over the 
ocean, it is reasonable to · choose marine aerosol parti cie 
types. Measurements obtained far from ocean coasts should 
be chosen for the calibration, so that problems related to dust 
carrying would be avoided. Moreover, in the upper ocean, 
diffusely reftected water is generally stable, so this area will 
be favorable for 443-nm calibration. Finally, the bias corning 
from whitecap reflectance should be sorted out by restricting 
the wind speed at 7 rn/s. 

The expected accuracy of the calibration is about 1%, in 
terms of degree of polarization. To improve the accuracy, the 
aerosol polarization should probably be taken into account, 
which should need a more elaborate iterative process. 
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Chapitre 3 

Observation et caractérisation des nuages en lumière polarisée 

Les nuages ont une part importante dans le cycle de 1' eau dans 1' atmosphère. On peut 
dire qu'ils concrétisent et révèlent certaines propriétés de l'atmosphère où ils se développent. 
Il existe une très grande variabilité dans les types de nuages. Certains sont composés de 
gouttelettes d'eau à l'état liquide (dimension effective< 50 J..Lm), d'autres de cristaux de glace 
(quelques centaines de micromètres). Selon les quantités de vapeur d'eau, de noyaux de 
condensation ou de congélation disponibles et les propriétés thermodynamiques de 
l'atmosphère, les caractéristiques des nuages (altitude, phase de l'eau, concentration et 
distribution en taille des gouttelettes ou des cristaux, forme et orientation pour les cristaux) 
varient, ainsi que leur impact radiatif. Le suivi continu depuis l'espace de leur couverture, de 
leurs propriétés optiques et microphysiques est indispensable et constitue l'un des objectifs de 
nombreuses missions d'observation spatiale. 

Lorsque l'on cherche à étudier les nuages, la première difficulté consiste à les détecter 
correctement, notamment au-dessus des continents où les surfaces peuvent être tout aussi 
réfléchissantes. Différentes techniques opérationnelles ont été développées pour le traitement 
des données d'imageurs tels que AVHRR et METEOSAT. Elles sont basées sur des 
algorithmes de seuillage des radiométries visible et infrarouge. Notons, cependant, que la 
détection des nuages fin semi-transparents reste difficile à l'aide des informations recueillies 
par ces instruments (Rossow et al., 1985). Jusqu'à ce jour, seul le sondeur infrarouge haute 
résolution HIRS (Wylie et al., 1994, Jin et al., 1996) est sensible aux nuages élevés de très 
faible épaisseur. 

En supposant la détection nuageuse réalisée, on cherche ensuite à déterminer les propriétés 
microphysiques des particules nuageuses. Cela implique dans une première étape la détection 
de la phase de l'eau (liquide ou solide) constituant ces particules. La phase de l'eau est un 
paramètre important du bilan énergétique terrestre. Les techniques classiques et 
opérationnelles de détection de phase reposent sur un seuillage en température appliqué sur la 
température de brillance déduite des mesures infrarouge (Rossow et al, 1989; 1991; 1993). 
Dans le cas du seuillage en température, le choix de la valeur du seuil est délicat. La 
température ne constitue pas un critère fiable pour déterminer la phase de l'eau. Par exemple, 
le phénomène de surfusion (Curran et al., 1982, Heymsfield, 1991) existe et permet à l'eau, si 
l'air n'est pas pollué, de se maintenir à l'état liquide jusqu'à des températures très basses de 
l'ordre de -35°C voire -40°C. Des mesures réalisées en laboratoire indiquent qu'à des 
températures inférieures à -40°C 1' eau existe uniquement sous forme solide. 

D'autres techniques, n'utilisant pas directement un seuil en température, ont également été 
développées. Elles reposent sur une classification à partir de l'imagerie multispectrale 
infrarouge utilisant 2 canaux à 11 et 12 J..Lm (Inoue, 1987 ;1989), et plus récemment 3 canaux 
8, 11 et 12 microns pour MODIS (Baum et al., 2000) ou encore 3.7, 11 et 12J..Lm (Hutchinson 
et al., 1997, Key et al., 2000). Ces techniques, utilisables de nuit comme de jour, peuvent être 
complétées, de jour, par des mesures de réflectance dans le visible et moyen infrarouge (1.6 
J..Lm) (King et al., 1992). Elles sont toutes basées sur des différences d'absorption entre l'eau 
liquide et la glace, comme l'illustre la figure 1 qui montre la partie imaginaire de l'indice de 
réfraction pour la glace et pour l'eau dans les domaines spectraux mentionnés ci-dessus. 
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Figure 1: Indice de réfraction (partie imaginaire) de l'eau en phase liquide et solide. 

On constate que les nuages de glace et liquide réagissent différemment au rayonnement 
solaire et tellurique. Par exemple, entre 10 et 11 !lm, l'absorption du rayonnement est plus 
importante dans un nuage de glace que dans un nuage liquide de même contenu en eau. 

Dans le moyen infrarouge, des différences d'absorption apparaissent également (figure la). Si 
l'on dispose d'une résolution spectrale suffisante, il est possible de préciser la phase de l'eau 
en utilisant par exemple deux canaux à 1.5 et 1.6 !lm. En effet, dans cette petite plage 
spectrale, les comportements spectraux de l'eau et de la glace sont très différents. Cette 
méthode est utilisée pour le spectromètre Schiamachy, (Knapp et aL, 2000). 
Dans le spectre visible et proche infrarouge (À.< 0.865!-Lm), la différence d'indice entre l'eau 
et la glace est trop faible pour pouvoir être utilisable. Néanmoins, une autre approche est 
possible à condition, tout d'abord, de pouvoir observer le nuage sous plusieurs visées. 
Qui n'a jamais vu un arc-en-ciel (figure 2a) ou un halo (figure 2b)? 

Figure 2a : Arc-en-ciel observé à Lille, le 13 
juin 1998. Ce phénomène optique traduit la 
présence de gouttelettes d'eau (pluie) dans 
l'atmosphère. (Photof!raphie P. Goloub). 

Figure 2b : Halo à 22° observé à Lille, le 8 juin 
2000. Ce phénomène optique traduit la présence 
de cristaux de forme hexagonale dans 
l'atmosphère. (Photographie P. Goloub). 
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L'observation visuelle (optique) directe de ces phénomènes renseigne sur la forme cristalline 
des particules nuageuse et par la même sur 1' état thermodynamique de 1 'eau. 
L'observation satellitaire considérée ici ne permet pas, bien évidemment, d'observer le 
phénomène du halo, caractéristique de certains types de cristaux de glace de forme 
hexagonale plate, car il est trop proche du soleil. Le phénomène de l'arc-en-ciel lui, peut 
l'être, à condition de pouvoir regarder à environ 140° de la direction du soleil, mais ne 
présente pas toujours un contraste angulaire suffisant pour être observé en luminance. 
La seconde condition suppose que l'on mesure également l'état de polarisation de la lumière 
diffusée. En présence de nuages en phase liquide, l'observation en lumière polarisée, montre 
systématiquement le phénomène de l'arc-en-ciel spécifique aux gouttelettes d'eau de forme 
sphérique. Ce phénomène correspond à l'accumulation de lumière, par réflexion interne dans 
la goutte d'eau de forme sphérique, dans une direction bien particulière. C'est justement ce 
phénomène de réflexion sur le dioptre eau-air qui polarise partiellement la lumière solaire se 
réfractant dans la goutte. Dès que la forme du diffusant s'écarte de la sphère, l'arc-en-ciel 
disparaît et l'indicatrice de diffusion en lumière naturelle comme en lumière polarisée se 
modifie dans son ensemble, ce qui permet de séparer « optiquement » les diffusants de forme 
sphérique de tous les autres. Pour résumer, la détection de phase est équivalente à une 
détection de forme. En effet, au cours du changement d'état l'eau cristallise dans un réseau 
cubique, puis des directions privilégiées de croissance apparaissent suivant les conditions de 
température et d'humidité. La phase glace correspond donc à des particules dont la forme 
diffère de la forme sphérique. 

Les toutes premières mesures de polarisation ont été réalisées à 1' aide d'un polarimètre 
embarqué sur un avion et fonctionnant dans le moyen infrarouge par Coffeen et Hansen 1971, 
1979. Des exemples sont présentés sur la figure 3. On y a représenté le taux de polarisation 
( 100 x Lp 1 L) en fonction de 1 'angle de phase qui est 1' angle supplémentaire de 1' angle de 
diffusion. 
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Figure 3: Taux de polarisation mesurés par Coffeen et Hansen au début des années 1970 au-dessus 
d'un AltoCumulus (a) et d'un cirrus (b) à 2.25 pm. 

Plus tard, en 1985, l'expérience ballon PIRAT réalisée par M. Herman et JL Deuzé a 
permis également d'obtenir des mesures de polarisation en atmosphère claire et nuageuse au
dessus de l'océan et des terres. 
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Signalons également, qu'au cours de la décennie 80, des mesures en lumière polarisée ont été 
réalisées à bord de la navette spatiale (Egan et al., 1985 ; Roger et al., 1994). Elles ont fourni 
des mesures de polarisation, mais sans échantillonnage angulaire. 

Un peu plus tard, dans les années 1990-1991, la première version aéroportée de POLDER a 
permis d'obtenir les premières images en lumière polarisée au-dessus de zones partiellement 
nuageuses, comme l'illustrent les images présentées ci-dessous. 

Figure 4: Images en luminance totale (a) et polarisée (b) dans le proche infrarouge (865nm) 
acquises pendant la campagne MEDIMAR en mars 1991. L'altitude de vol est d'environ 4000m. 

Cette scène présente un nuage hétérogène (un strato-cumulus) dans une partie du champ de 
l'instrument. Sur l'image en lumière polarisée (figure 4b), la présence d'un demi-arc de 
polarisation plus importante traduit la présence de gouttelettes nuageuses sphériques (phase 
liquide). Nous avons représenté, pour les pixels nuageux, les luminances polarisées obtenues 
en fonction de l'angle de diffusion sur la figure 5. 

Rpol 

Angle de diffusion Angle de diffusion 

Figure 5: Diagramme de luminance polarisée en fonction de l'angle de diffusion pour les longueurs 
d'onde 443 nm (a) et 865 nm (b) pour les images de la figure 4. 

Le maximum de polarisation observé vers 140°, à 443 nm comme à 865 nm, correspond au 
phénomène d'arc-en-ciel caractéristique des diffusants sphériques d'indice de réfraction 1.33 
(eau liquide). On observe dans les deux canaux une forte dispersion des mesures. Cette 
dispersion est liée à l'hétérogénéité du couvert nuageux qui, compte contenu des erreurs de 
recalage des voies polarisées sur le simulateur aéroporté (voir chapitre 2), introduit une 
polarisation apparente qui s'ajoute à la polarisation des nuages. Cette effet est plus important 
à 865 nm car le niveau de polarisation propre du système (atmosphère+nuage) y est plus 
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faible qu'à 443nm. En effet, à 865nm c'est essentiellement le nuage qui contribue à la 
polarisation, alors qu'à 443 nm, la diffusion due aux molécules situées au-dessus du nuage 
contribuant largement à des angles de diffusion proches de 90°, s'ajoute à celle du nuage. 
Cette contribution moléculaire, observable sur la figure 5a est d'ailleurs utilisée pour estimer 
l'altitude des nuages (Goloub et al., 1994, P. 2.1). 

Ces premiers résultats qualitatifs issus de la version aéroportée, illustrent la capacité de 
POLDER à mesurer le rayonnement solaire diffusé par les nuages dans le visible et le proche 
infrarouge dans différentes géométries de visée. Sa capacité d'analyse angulaire lui permet de 
sonder les «indicatrices de diffusion» des nuages observés dans une gamme d'angle de 
diffusion variable et pouvant couvrir l'intervalle 60°- 180° avec, pour la version satellitale, un 
pas angulaire moyen de 1' ordre de 3 à 4 o. De plus, il réalise ces observations en lumière 
polarisée. La fraction de lumière polarisée ne représente que quelques pour cents de 1 'énergie 
totale arrivant au niveau du satellite (figure 6). La théorie et l'expérience ont montré que ces 
indicatrices de diffusion en polarisation étaient très sensibles à la forme des particules, 
notamment entre les diffusants de forme sphérique associés aux gouttes d'eau donc à la phase 
liquide, et les particules non sphériques associées aux cristaux et donc à la phase glace 
(Goloub et al., 1994, P. 2.1). Elles indiquent également que les indicatrices de diffusion en 
polarisation se déforment beaucoup moins, sous 1 'effet des diffusions multiples, que les 
indicatrices de diffusion en lumière naturelle. 
La méthode de détection de la phase à l'aide des mesures de polarisation, illustrée par les 
figures 3 à 5, est décrite dans les publications P. 2.2 et P. 2.3. 
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Figure 6 : Exemple d'échantillonage angulaire des luminances totale et polarisée réalisé par 
POLDER dans le cas d'un pixel appartenant à une scène nuageuse. 

Notre travail a consisté ensuite à estimer la fiabilité de la détection de phase réalisée par 
POLDER. La première piste de validation envisagée a consisté à comparer la phase et la 
classification nuageuse déduite des canaux visible et infrarouge de METEOSAT. La méthode 
de classification par nuées dynamiques appliquée aux données METEO SA T est basée sur la 
radiométrie visible et infrarouge. Il s'agit d'une technique de classification par seuillage dans 
un espace à 4 dimensions composé des luminances des canaux visible et infrarouge ainsi que 
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des variances spatiales associées (Sèze et Desbois, 1987). Elle permet de classifier les nuages 
en classe d'altitude. Les résultats sont présentés dans la publication P. 2.3. On notera que 95 
% des nuages appartenant au type «nuage bas » sont bien déclarés « liquide» par POLDER. 
Les classes de nuages «haut» sont plus délicates à interpréter car POLDER détecte pour 
certaines classes beaucoup de nuages liquides. Pour les nuages hauts, nous avons donc 
recherché d'autres moyens de valider la phase. Nous avons utilisé les mesures lidar conjointes 
à des radiosondages afin de préciser la température thermodynamique des cirrus sélectionnés 
pour cette étude. Cette étude indique que plus de 95% des nuages dont la température est 
inférieure à -40° sont correctement identifiés comme nuages de glace par POLDER (P. 2.4). 
Cette étude étant limitée au cas de cirrus peu épais et seuls dans l'atmosphère, nous avons 
cherché ensuite à tirer profit des mesures radar réalisées sur le site d' ARM aux USA (P. 2.5). 
Le radar 350Hz utilisé est, a priori, moins sensible aux nuages peu denses, mais il permet 
d'envisager des situations de nuages multicouches avec des nuages de glace coiffant des 
nuages bas ou moyens en phase liquide. Comme pour les lidars, 1' association de 
radiosondages permet de déterminer la température thermodynamique du sommet du nuage. 
Là encore, le taux de reconnaissance de la phase glace est très bon. 
Enfin, nous avons utilisé les relevés synoptiques disponibles au-dessus des continents pendant 
la vie de POLDER. Les résultats indiquent une cohérence de 96% entre la phase glace et 
1' observation de nuages élevés. 
Une première comparaison « climatologique » entre les distributions zonales des nuages 
«hauts» selon ISCCP et en phase glace selon POLDER a été réalisée et est présentée dans 
Riedi et al., 2000 (P. 2.6). 

La phase déterminée, on peut alors s'intéresser aux propriétés microphysiques des nuages, 
plus précisément des particules constituant le sommet des nuages. 
Commençons par les nuages composés de cristaux de glace. Les cristaux sont caractérisés, par 
leur taille, par leur forme ainsi que leur orientation dans l'espace. En 1998, Chepfer et 
collègues ont observé, sur les images du simulateur aéroporté POLDER, le phénomène de 
réflexion spéculaire sur les cirrus. Ce phénomène traduit l'orientation préférentielle des 
cristaux dans un plan. Angulairement très localisé et, par nature, polarisé, il est détectable à 
l'aide des observations en lumière polarisée. La détection et la quantification de ce 
phénomène ont été réalisées à l'échelle globale sur les 8 mois de données. La démarche et les 
résultats sont présentés dans la publication P. 2.7. 
Dans une seconde étape, nous avons réalisé une « cartographie » des formes des cristaux 
orientés aléatoirement dans l'espace et estimé leurs fréquences d'occurrence. Pour cela, nous 
avons considéré 3 modèles microphysiques distincts (polycristaux, colonnes hexagonales, 
plaquettes hexagonales) et pour chaque observation POLDER correspondant à un nuage en 
phase glace ne présentant pas de pic spéculaire, nous avons recherché le modèle restituant le 
plus fidèlement l'observation en terme de luminance polarisée. Ces tests sont effectués pour 
certaines géométries de visée et d'azimut présentant le maximum de sensibilité à la forme. 
Les résultats présentés dans la publication P. 2.8 indiquent que la forme varie beaucoup 
spatialement. Néanmoins, les polycristaux et les colonnes à base hexagonale sont observés 
plus fréquemment aux basses latitudes, alors que les plaquettes hexagonales le sont aux hautes 
latitudes. La prochaine étape consistera à interpréter ces distributions au regard de l'état 
dynamique et thermodynamique de l'atmosphère. 

Parallèlement à ces travaux, nous avons cherché à déterminer les propriétés microphysiques 
(rayon ou diamètre effectif) des gouttelettes d'eau. Nous présentons, tout d'abord, des 
résultats obtenus à l'aide des mesures du simulateur aéroporté pendant la campagne EUCREX 
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en 1994. La figure 7 montre le diagramme directionnelle de la lumière polarisée mesurée au 
cours du survol d'un banc de strato-cumulus. 
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Figure 7 : Signature polarisée obtenue (en point noir) à 865 nm durant l'expérience EUCREX'94. La 
modélisation est représentée par la ligne continue. 

La distribution dimensionnelle des gouttelettes (définie ici par le diamètre effectif et la 
variance effective), restituant au mieux la position du point neutre, des arcs et leur amplitude, 
à l'exception de l'arc primaire, correspond à une distribution en taille de diamètre effectif 
l3Jlm avec une variance de 0.01. Ceci indique que le sommet du nuage est constitué de 
gouttelettes très "monodispersées". Une validation de ce résultat est apportée par des mesures 
in-situ réalisées à l'aide d'un "Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe" (Brenguier et al., 
1996; Pawlowska et al., 1996). La figure 8 illustre la variation verticale du diamètre effectif 
des gouttelettes nuageuses déduite du FSSP. 
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Figure 8 : Diamètre effectif des gouttelettes nuageuses mesuré in-situ par le FSSP pendant 
EUCREX'94. 
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Au sommet du nuage le diamètre effectif est de l'ordre de 12 !lm, ce qui est compatible avec 
le diamètre déduit de la mesure de polarisation. 

Dés la réception des premières données POLDER! ADEOS, nous avons développé un 
algorithme assez simple de détermination du rayon effectif des gouttelettes nuageuses 
(Goloub et al., 1997). Les images présentées sur les figures 9a et 9b correspondent 
respectivement à la réflectance à 865 nm mesurée par POLDER au-dessus de la France un 
jour de Novembre 1996 et au rayon effectif des gouttes déduit de la mesure de polarisation. 

20J..Lm 

Figure 9: Image en luminance à 865 nm au-dessus de la France (a) et image correspondante en rayon effectif 
des particules au sommet des nuages (b), d'après Goloub et al., 1997. 

On a représenté, sur la figure 10, les luminances polarisées relatives aux pixels contenus 
dans une zone carrée de 100 km x 100 km repérée sur la figure 9b. 
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Figure 10 : Polarisation mesurée à 865 nm pour un ensemble de pixels contenus dans une zone 
d'environ 100 x 100 km. Le calcul pour une distribution de gouttes de rayon effectif 5pm est 
superposé. L'épaisseur optique du nuage utilisée pour le calcul est égale à 10. 
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La prise en compte d'un ensemble suffisant de pixels vo1sms permet d'améliorer 
1' échantillonnage angulaire de la luminance polarisée de la scène nuageuse considérée et, par 
conséquent, de mieux ajuster la distribution en taille des gouttelettes. 
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effective radius (micron) 

Figure 11 : Histogramme du rayon effectif retrouvé sur une zone plus large contenant la zone 
précédente. Le rayon effectif moyen des gouttes est de /'ordre de 6 Jlm. 

La méthodologie a ensuite été améliorée en utilisant comme contrainte le respect de la 
positions des arcs aux trois longueurs d'onde polarisées (Bréon et Goloub, 1998, P. 2.9), et 
appliquée à l'échelle globale. Nous présentons sur la figure 12 une carte globale du rayon 
effectif des gouttelettes déduite à l'aide de cet algorithme. 

6 a 10 12 14 

Figure 12: Moyenne sur trois mois (mars-avril-mai) du rayon effectif des gouttes (d'après Bréon et 
al., 1999). 
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Les ordres de grandeurs trouvés sont compatibles avec les résultats obtenus à partir 
d'AVHRR et publiés par Han et collègues en 1994. La taille effective des gouttelettes d'eau 
apparaît plus petite au-dessus des régions moins continentales moins humides et plus polluées 
qu'au-dessus des océans. Le contraste entre l'hémisphère nord où se trouvent l'essentiel des 
sources de pollution atmosphérique et l'hémisphère sud est également très net. 

L'ensemble de ces travaux est présenté dans les publications dont la liste est donnée ci-après. 

P. 2.1 Goloub P, JL Deuzé, M Herman and Y Fouquart "Analysis of the POLDER Airbome 
Polarization Measurements Performed over Clouds Covers", IEEE Transactions on 
Geoscience and Remote Sensing, Vol32, N 1, January 1994, p78-87. 

P. 2. 2 Goloub P., M. Herman, H. Chepfer, J. Riedi, G. Brogniez' P. Couvert, G. Séze, Cloud 
Thermodynamical Phase Classification from the POLDER Spacebome intrument, Journal of 
Geophysical Research, VOL 105., NO. D11, Pages 14747-14759, 2000. 

P. 2.3 Paroi F., J.C Buriez, C. Vanbauce, P. Couvert, G. Sèze, P. Goloub, and S. Cheinet, 
"First Results of the POLDER « Earth Radiative Budget and Clouds » Operational 
Algorithms. POLDER-ADEOS ", IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, 
vol. 37, pp. 1597-1612, 1999. 

P. 2.4 Chepfer H., P. Goloub, J. Spinhime, P. H. Flamant, M Lavorato, L. Sauvage, 
Brogniez, and J. Pelon, "Cirrus Cloud properties deived from POLDER-1/ADEOS Polarized 
Radiances: First Validation using a Ground based Lidar Network", J. Applied. Meteor, VOL 
39,Pages 154-168,2000. 

P. 2.5 Riedi J., P., Goloub, R. Marchand, 2000, « Comparison of POLDER phase to radar 
measurements », submitted to Geophys. Res. Lett. 2000. 

P. 2.6 Riedi J., M. Doutriaux-Boucher, P. Goloub, P., Couvert, 1999, «Global distribution 
of cloud top phase from POLDERIADEOS 1 », Geophys. Res. Lett., VOL 27, N 12, Pages 
1707-1710,2000. 

P. 2.7 Chepfer H., G. Brogniez, P. Goloub, F. M. Bréon, P. H. Flamant, "Observation of 
Horizontally Oriented lee Crystals in Cirrus Clouds with POLDER/ADEOS ", J. Quant. Spec. 
Rad. Transfer, Special Issue, Light Scattering by nonspherical particles'98, Vol. 63, 521-543, 
Sept/Dec 1999. 

P. 2.8 Chepfer H., P. Goloub, J. Riedi, J.F. De Haan, J.W. Hovenier, P.H Flamant, lee crystal 
shapes in cirrus clouds derived from POLDER-1/ADEOS-1, to appear in Journal of 
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Analysis of the POLDER Polarization 
Measurements Performed Over Cloud Covers 

Phillippe Goloub, Jean Luc Deuzé, Maurice Herman, and Yves Fouquart 

Abstract- The POLDER instrument is designed to provide 
wide field of view bidimensional images in polarized light. During 
campaigns of the airborne version of the instrument, images 
of homogeneous cloud fields were acquired in polarized bands 
centered at 450 and 850 nm. The polarization of these images 
is analyzed. The bidirectional polarization distribution fonction 
measured in the 850 nm band is shown to make evident the 
liquid phase of the cloud droplets, by the large characteristic 
polarization of the cloudbows detected in backward scattering 
directions. The sensitivity of this feature to cloud parameters is 
discussed. On the contrary, for observation directions at about 
90° -lOOo from the Sun, the cloud polarization is negligible. 
In these directions, the polarized light observed in the 450 nm 
band is characteristic of the molecular scattering about the cloud 
which allows to derive the cloud top altitude. The feasibility of 
the method is analyzed and is tested on cloud pictures acquired 
at different altitudes above cloud fields. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

THE POLDER instrument is a radiometer designed to 
measure the directionality and polarization of the sunlight 

scattered by the ground-atmosphere system [1]. The instrument 
concept consists of imaging bidimensional pictures of the site 
on a CCD detector matrix, through a wide field of view 
telecentric optics. A given ground pixel thus may be observed 
with different viewing angles in consecutive pictures acquired 
while the sensor overflys the experimental site. The spectral 
analysis of the radiance is provided by a filter wheel. In sorne 
spectral bands, 3 filters are equipped with analyzers rotated 
by 60° and the polarization is deduced from combination of 
the 3 images. POLDER, that has been selected to fly on the 
Japanese ADEOS payload, is now in phase C study by the 
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES). 

The long-term scientific objectives of the experiment con
cern remote sensing of aerosols, ocean color, and vegetation, 
and the estimation of the cloud impact on the terrestrial short
wave radiative budget [2]. Conceming clouds, the POLDER 
observations should be useful in two respects. Observation 
of the cloud bidirectional reftectance distribution function 
(BRDF) should provide better estimate of their radiative 
impact and better understanding of their radiative properties 
as a function of their morphology. The cloud bidirectional 
polarization distribution function (BPDF) is expected to be 
useful for cloud altimetry, by the way of the molecular 
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scattering as the barometric signal, and for determination of 
the cloud phase, ice, or liquid by the way of the cloud particle 
polarization signature. We will restrict here to the polarization 
aspects of cloud observations. 

The interest of polarized measurements for cloud studies 
has been outlines long ago (see e.g. [3]). First, polarization 
measurements from space should be able to provide cloud 
altimetry by the way of molecular scattering. For this purpose, 
measurements have to be performed at short wavelengths (say, 
À < 500 nm) and for observation geometries corresponding to 
scattering angles near from 8 = 90°. In these conditions, 
molecules are very efficient for scattering polarized light. 
Then, by cgnsidering that the ground and most of the aerosols 
are screened by the cloud and by neglecting or correcting the 
cloud contribution, the amount of polarized light should yield 
the optical thickness of the atmosphere above the cloud, i.e., 
the cloud top altitude. 

On the other hand, the angular polarization signature of 
clouds, as measured at near infrared wavelengths, could help 
for discriminating between liquid and solid phases of the cloud 
particles. Liquid cloud droplets should be evidenced by the 
characteristic polarization feature of the rainbow, exhibited 
by spherical particles for scattering angles near from 140°. 
Conversely, theoretical studies of scattering by cristalline par
ticles with different geometries (prisms, cylinders, hexagonal 
crystals, spheroids; see e.g., [4]-[7]) ali show that the rainbow 
characteristic disappears as soon as the scattering particles 
depart from spherical geometry. The Jack of this characteristic 
feature in cloud polarization signature, therefore, should be 
indicative of the presence of ice crystals. More generally, 
cirrus clouds could exhibit their own characteristic signature. 
As shown by Masuda and T*ashima [8], for example, the 
degrees of linear polarization calculated for randomly oriented 
hexagonal ice crystals are very similar for column and plate 
shaped crystals, as are quite similar to the degrees of linear 
polarization calculated by Mishchenko and Travis, [9] for 
randomly oriented prolate and oblate spheroids. This point, 
however, has to be ascertained from observations because the 
actual ice crystal geometries are probably very variable. 

Il. PRINCIPLE 

The investigation of the interest of polarized measurements 
for cloud studies, airbome or balloon-bome experiments were 
ftown long ago (see e.g., [3] and [10]). As outlined previously, 
however, polarization is really informative when obtained for 
different viewing conditions. Because these previous experi-
ments consisted in cloud scannings by narrow field of view 
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polarimeters, they were not easy and practically valid only 
when performed over horizontally homogeneous cloud fields. 

Conversely, for preparatory studies of the POLDER ex
periment, an airborne simulator of the instrument has been 
developed and experimental campaigns have been conducted. 
Cloud fields were observed occasionally and polarization 
measurements were performed in spectral bands centered at 
450 and 850 nm. These bidimensional POLDER pictures 
benefit from the ability to observe any cloud pixel with 
different viewing conditions, according to the sensor dis
placement during the successive acquisitions, or to acquire 
the entire BRDF and BPDF from one single picture, when 
overflying homogeneous cloud fields. The purpose of this 
paper is to describe these measurements and to investigate the 
possibility of cloud altitude retrieval from Rayleigh scattering 
barometry. 

No cirrus clouds were present during these flights, or 
detectable because of the aircraft maximum altitude, but ali the 
observations exhibited the characteristic cloudbow polarization 
in backward scattering directions. This supports the possibility 
to identify liquid cloud droplets from this feature, whose the 
sensitivity to cloud parameters is discussed. 

On the contrary, for directions at about 90°-100 o from the 
Sun, the observed polarization was negligible in the 850 nrn 
channel but not in the 450 nm one. Mie theory calculations 
confirm that the cloud po1arization (as observed at 850 nm 
because of the À - 4 dependence of the Rayleigh scattering) is 
fairly low in this range of scattering angles. The polarized light 
in the 450 nm band is therefore characteristic of the molecular 
scattering above the cloud. A simple scheme to derive the 
cloud top pressure from the polarization measurements in 
the two channels is proposed. The results are compared with 
observations and of the sensitivity of the method to different 
error sources is analyzed. 

Ill. DESCRIPTION OF TI1E DATA 

A. Experimental Campaigns 

The present cloud observations were obtained occasion
ally during the various campaigns of the POLDER airbome 
simulator. 

POLDER was first flow aboard the French Avion de 
Recherches Atmospheriques (ARAT) for campaigns dèvoted 
to land surfaces observations, in the Southem of France during 
the Summer of 1990 (La CRAU and LANDES 90 campaigns) 
and for a campaign devoted to the ocean color, over the 
Mediterranean Sea in the Summer of 1991 (MEDIMAR 
campaign). Then, it was ftown aboard the Falcon of DLR 
for a campaign specifically designed to cloud observations, 
over the Alps in late 1991 (CLEOPATRA campaign). Finally, 
POLDER was ftown again aboard the ARAT, over the Atlantic 
Ocean, during the ASTEX-SOFlA campaign in the Summer of 
1992. Table I sums up sorne characteristic points conceming 
these different acquisitions. 

B. Flight Conditions-BRDF Acquisitions 

The POLDER instrument includes a matrix array CCD of 
288 x 384 detectors with dimensions 23 x 23 p,m; in the 
focal plane of a wide . field of view optics with 3.565 mm 

TABLE I 
SOME CHARACfERISTICS OF THE PRINCIPAL POLDER C AMPAIGNS 

FOR POLARIZED BAND AND NP FOR NoN-Pi'OLARIZED BAND 

Campai go Spectral band Aire raft Flight Lei 
(km) 

CRAU 90 550P, 650P, ARAT 6km 
850P 

MEDIMAR 91 450P, 500NP, ARAT 4.5 km 
570NP, 670NP, 
850P 

CLEOPATRA 450P, 500NP, FALCON Variable: 1 

91 570NP,670NP, llkm 
850P 

SOPHIA- 450P, 763NP, ARAT 3.5 km 
ASTE X 765NP, 850P, 
92 910NP 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. 

focal length. This provides an angular coverage with vi• 
angles Bv of ±42° in the along track direction and ±~ 
the crosstrack direction, or inversely depending of the r 
orientation with respect to the aircraft (Fig. l(a)). For a 
altitude of 5000 m above the ground or the cloud to 
example, the foot print is approximately 9.3 x 12.3 km ru 
resulting image is partitioned in 288 x 384 identical g 
or cloud pixels with 32 x 32 rn dimensions. 

During the aircraft displacement, the radiance from a 
ground or cloud pixel is mea~ured for different viewing ru 
For land observations, the ftight plans consisted in succt 
parallel runs (Fig. l(b)), which allowed to sample the I 
and BPDF of each ground pixel. For the cloud observ~ 
here reported, because of the expected changes in the · 
structure between successive runs, we only flew simple 
over the cloud cover, at nearly constant altitudes (from 
to 6000 rn with the ARAT, until 11000 rn for the Fal 
These results are reported in Table I. On one occasion, d 
CLEOPATRA, the same extended cloud was ovèrftown b 
Falcon at different altitudes. 

Given these conditions, we have restricted our analy1 
the average gross features of the BPDF of cloud scene1 
looked rather homogeneous within the POLDER foot 
The average BPDF, then, will be derived from one s 
picture. The different pictures acquired along the ftight ru1 
be used for testing the cloud homogeneity and/or for aver; 
the cloud properties. 
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C. Polarization and Spectral Analysis 

The filter wheel of the airbome simulator has 10 filter po
sitions. One blind position is used for the measurement of the 
darkness current. The system therefore allows measurements in 
3 polarized spectral bands, or in 2 polarized and 3 unpolarized 
bands, etc. For cloud studies in polarized light, the best seems 
to measure polarization in the shortest and largest POLDER 
wavelength bands, 450 and 850 nm, as it was retained for the 
CLEOPATRA campaign. The spectral bands and polarization 
configurations used for the different campaigns are indicated 
in Table 1. 

A measurement sequence consists of these 9 spectral polar
ized images. They are acquired in 3.7 s, which is the period 
of the filter wheel. The time interval between two consecutive 
sequences is 11 s. During a sequence acquisition, the aircraft 
displacement is about 370 rn, or about 120 rn between the 
images of a polarized band. Within the sequence time interval, 
variations in the cloud structure are assumed to be negligible. 
Theo, by processing the 9 images, the spectral and polarization 
properties of the cloud cover may be retrieved. 

D. Data Processing 

Recause most clouds exhibit significant structure variations 
at 100 rn scale, lengths, polarization, and multispectral mea
surements necessitate correct image registration. 

For land observations, the processing of the POLDER data 
has been elaborated [11]. However, registration of the data 
within a 1 pixel accuracy requires that the POLDER attitude 
with respect to the aircraft inertial system should be estimated, 
from known landmarks selected in the pictures. As this is not 
possible over cloud fields, the data processing of cloud y scenes 
was simplified as follows. 

Step 1: The raw data in the 9 channels of each sequence 
were first corrected from dark current and from the optics 
transfer function. For unpolarized spectral bands, within the 
appropriate calibration factor, this correction step provides 
directly the radiance or the reflectance in entrance of the 
instrument. 

Step 2: In the polarized bands, the 3 images were then 
corrected for the aircraft translation. Change in the aircraft 
attitude was neglected and the images were just translated, 
within 1 pixel, in order to minimize the contrasts between the 
3 images. 

Step 3: To smooth the residual registration errors, the re
sults were averaged with a 5 x 5 pixel window. 

Step 4: Finally, the entrance radiance and polarization were 
deduced from the averaged data. 

As confirmed simulations and observations over terrestrial 
targets, we considered that the light linearly polarized. The 
entrance radiance is theo given by (L1 + L2 + L3)/3 where 
Li(i = 1, 2, 3) are the 3 polarized measurements calculated 
from (2), and the entrance polarized radiance (i.e., the polar
ized part of the radiance), from (L-;2(L;- L; + 1)2 /9) 112 ; the 
direction of the polarized vibration (say, the angle Ç between 
the polarized vibration and sorne convenient reference) may be 
deduced too from the Li. The calibration factor is such that 
the results reported here are expressed in terms of normalized 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 2. POLDER pictures obtained during CLEOPATRA, on October 18, 
1991, over an extended homogeneous cloud field. (a) Shown is the obser
vations with full POLDER resolution, in one filter of the 850 nm spectral 
band. (b) Shown is the reflectance derived from the 3 component images of 
the 850 nm band, with smoothing processing (see text). The 256 gray levels 
correspond to reftectances ranging from 0.5 to 1.3. (c) and (d) shown are the 
polarized reftectances, derived in the 850 a+nd 450 nm bands, respectively. (e) 
and (f) shown are synthetic images of (c) and (d), respectively, corresponding 
to plane parallel clouds underlying the molecular atmosphere. 

radiances, p, and normalized polarized radiances, pp, as 

(1) 

where L is the radiance, B. the solar zenith angle, andE. the 
so1ar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere. The degree of 
linear polarization is defined as 

P=ppjp. 

Note that the characterization of the polarized light is pro
vided by (p, pp, Ç), or, equivalently, by its Stokes parameters 
(p, PQ, PU), with 

PQ = PP· cos 2Ç; Pu = PP · sin 2Ç_ (2) 

As an example, Fig. 2 shows a cloud picture acquired on 
October 18, 1991 during the CLEOPATRA campaign, with 
the aircraft at about 8000 rn above the cloud top. Image (a) 
shows the measurements in one of the polarized channels of 
the 850 nm band, i.e., with the best resolution of POLDER, just 
corrected from the optics transfer function (Step 1). Image (b) 
shows the total reflectance in the 850 nm band as derived when 
processing the 3 polarized images as explained previously. We 
see that the cloud structure is weil preserved by the 5 x 5 pixel 
smoothing process. The other features are discussed below. 

The POLDER calibration was performed in laboratory. 
The calibration in absolute reflectance, p, was derived from 
secondary standards. The estimated accuracy is about 5%. The 
NEDp corresponding to the radiometrie noise is about 0.003. 
The calibration in polarization was checked by illuminating 
POLDER with a plane-parallel-glasses transmission calibrator, 
providing entrance polarization ratios P ranging from 0 to 
0.30 with l:lP = ±0.002. The accuracy on P, however, is 
generally limited by the radiometrie noise. The corresponding 
NEDP varies with P and p. When reducing the radiometrie 
noise by the averaging 5 x 5 pixel window, and for the typical 
reflectances of the clouds here examined, the inaccuracy on P 
is about 6.P = ±0.005, for the case of entrance unpolarized 
light. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (t) 

Fig. 3. POLDER observations over a thin stratocumulus, during ASTEX 
((a), (b), (c)) and over a heterogeneous cloud, during MEDIMAR ((d), (e), 
(t)). Processed images of polarized bands (see text). (a) and (d) display the 
reflectance in the 850 nm bands; (b) and (e) the polarized reflectance in the 
850 nm band; (c) and (t) the polarized reflectance in the 450 nm band. 

IV. CLOUD POLARIZATION FEATURES 

A. Qualitative Results 

Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) show the polarized refiectances measured 
above the cloud field in the 850 nm and 450 nm bands, 
respectively. We look at the polarized reflectance rather than 
at the polarization ratio because the polarized reflectance is 
known to be formed in the upper cloud layer [12] and to be 
few sensitive to the cloud optical thickness or to the properties 
of the underlying ground. 

The most significant feature in these images are the highly 
polarized arches. The flight direction here was nearly parallel 
to the sun incident plane, with the antispecular direction (i.e., 
scattering angle 180°, or zero phase angle) near the top of 
the pictures, and these highly polarized features correspond 
to viewing directions ( Ov, c/Jv) such that the scattering an
gle e is near from 140° (i.e.,cos e = cos o., cos Ov + 
sin 08 sin Ov cos c/Jv). This is the angular position of the 
primary rainbow of large spherical particles, which confirms 
that the cloud particles are large cloud droplets. The same 
feature was repeatedly observed over ali the cloud fields 
encountered during the campaigns. As examples, Fig. 3 shows 
cloud pictures obtained, respectively, over a thin stratocumu
lus, during ASTEX (Figs. 3(a), (b), (c)) and over a much more 
heterogeneous cloud, during MEDIMAR (Figs. 3(d), (e), (f)); 
Figs. 3(b) and 3(e) display the polarized reftectances in the 
850 nm band, Figs. 3(c) and 3(f), in the 450 nm one. The 
rainbow signature was a permanent characteristic of these low, 
very probably liquid clouds, and in the case of thin clouds as 
for Fig. 3(f), secondary cloudbows were even discernable for 
scattering angles larger than 140°. 
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Fig. 4. Data points: polarized reflectances measured in the 850 nr 
over the cloud of Fig. 2; pp is reported only for viewing directiom 
the solar incident plane, as a function of the scattering angle 0. Cor 
curve: polarized reflectances calculated, for the same geometry, for 
parallel cloud with optical thickness 6 = 15 and with Deirmendjian': 
C 1 for the drop let size distribution. 

In other viewing directions, the po1arized reflectai 
rather low. Let us restrict for the moment to the 85 
band that is more convenient for observing the in1 
cloud polarization since mo1ecular scattering is negligibll 
second characteristic observation is that cloud polarizat 
..\ = 850 nm tends to vanish for scattering angles near 
100°. To make it clearer, for the case of Fig. 2( c ), the pol; 
reftectance pp (here defined as a positive quantity, accc 
to (1)) and the angle ~ between the polarized vibrati01 
the scattering plane (i.e., the plane formed by the Sm 
the viewing directions) have been reported in Figs. < 

5, respectively, as a function of 8. For clarity, we 
considered pixels corresponding to viewing directions v 
the solar incident plane (i.e., nearly the central column o 
2(c)). Because of the radiometrie noise and the regist:J 
errors (see later), zero polarization is not attained, bu 
is minimum near 8 = 90°- 110°. In Fig. 5, the agree 
between the observed and measured polarization direc 
is rather bad for e = 100"" -130°. Cl earl y, it is di ffi ct 
measure ~ near from zero-polarization points because 1 
polarized measurements, then, are very close and the 
6.Ç resulting from the radiometrie noise quite large. Fi 
however, shows that the polarized vibration is perpendi 
to the scattering plane in backward scattering directions 
parallel to the scattering plane in forward scattering direct 
and this change in the direction of the electric field d 
goes through zero by continuity. 

B. Polarization Modeling 

Quantitative analysis of these results needs numerical 
ulations of the cloud polarization. In a first approxima 
for cloud pictures like that of Fig. 2, it seems reasonab 
investigate the mean BPDF over the whole POLDER foot{ 
regardless of small scale features and assuming plane p 
lei geometry. We therefore simulated POLDER polariz: 
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Fig. 5. Same legend as Fig. 4, but for the angle Ç between the polarized 
vibration and the scattering plane (i.e., here, the solar incident plane). 

TABLE II 
SIZE DISTRIBliTION PARAMETERS WITH THE SIZE DISTR!BliTION 

GIVENBY n(r) =ar"' exp(-br"Y). 

a b 1 a 

Cl 6.0 1.5 1.0 2.37 

C2 8.0 0.0415 3.0 1.08 w·-z 
C3 8.0 0.333 3.0 5.55 

Cumulus 3.0 0.5 1.0 2.604 

Altostratus 5.0 1.11 1.0 6.28 

Stratocumulus 5.0 0.8 1.0 0.437 

Stratus 3.0 0.667 1.0 8.24 

measurements above plane parallel clouds. Calculations were 
performed with a code, provided by C. E. Siewert [13], of 
the Generalized Spherical Harmonies Solution (GSHS) of the 
radiative transfer problem in polarized light [14]. 

The polarized reflectance was calculated for different cloud 
optical thicknesses 8, and for different size distribution func
tions of the cloud droplets n(r). Table II indicates the models 
used in the calculations and the corresponding cloud type, 
according to Deirmendjian' s classification [ 15]. The corre
sponding size distributions are shown in Fig. 6. Calculations 
were performed by neg1ecting molecular scattering above and 
within the cloud and by assuming zero reflectance of the 
underlying ground. 

The calculations confirm that the polarized light bas negligi
ble ellipticity and may be considered as linearly polarized, with 
direction along the major axis of the ellipse. To state how the 
polarized reflectance varies according to the cloud properties: 
i) Fig. 7 shows how pp varies as a function of the cloud 
optical thickness 8, for the case of the cloud model Cl (for 
comparison, Fig. 8 shows the behavi+or of the corresponding 
total reflectance), ii) and Fig. 9 sho~ how pp varies as a 
function of the cloud model, for a constant cloud optical 
thickness 8 = 15. The solar zenith angle is 60°. For simplicity, 
the results are shown for viewing directions within the solar 
incident plane. They are reported versus e. Because of the 
symmetry exhibited by the solar incident plane, Ç is exactly 
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Fig. 8. Same legend as Fig. 7, but for the total reftectance. 

either 0° or 90°, and we reported here the algebraic polarized 
reflectance, say pP*, that is Pv as negative for Ç = 0° and as 
positive for Ç = 90°. 

As suggested previously, Fig. 7 shows that because the 
polarized light is formed in the very upper cloud layer the 
polarized light scattered by the cloud no more depends on the 
cloud thickness as soon as the optical thickness is larger than 
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Table Il). 

1. Clearly, the total reflectance, and therefore the polarization 
ratio, are much more dependent on 8. The polarized light 
reflected by cloud fields, when located above land surfaces, 
should no more depend on the underlying ground properties 
because the polarized light reflected by most terrestrial sur
faces (bare soils, vegetative canopies, etc.) and by clouds, 
when illuminated by the direct sunbeam, are of the same order 
of magnitude; their contribution should therefore be negligible 
when overlayed by a rather thin cloud. The same is probably 
not true for oceanic observations. In this case, the sea surface 
reflection may give a large amount of polarized light, and, 
as shown by Masuda and Takashima [8], cloud thicknesses 
much larger than 1 then may be needed to mask the "ground" 
contribution. 

Fig. 9 shows that the primary rainbow near 8 = 140° and 
the less intense cloudbow near 175° are features that are nearly 
insensitive to the cloud droplet dimensions. Similarly, ali cloud 
models exhibit zero polarization for scattering angle near from 
100°. Only very small size spectrum as corresponding to 
models C2 and C3 show departures from these characteristics. 

C. Comparison 

From such calculations, given the solar zenith angle and 
the flight direction, polarized POLDER pictures over plane 
parallel clouds may be simulated. 

For the geometrie conditions of Fig. 2, (e) shows the 
synthetic POLDER picture in polarized light obtained by 
this way, when assuming a cloud mode! Cl with an optical 
thickness 8 = 15. The corresponding values of pp and Ç 
for viewing directions in the solar incident plane have been 
reported as continuous curves in Figs. 4 and 5. Finally, to 
compare the results over the entire POLDER picture, we just 
plotted, in Figs. 10 and 11, respectivel'y, the observed and the 
simulated polarized reflectances for ail the pixels of the image, 
as a function of the corresponding scattering angle e. 

Fig. 11 shows that the representation is specially convenient. 
Moreover, we reported in Fig. 11 calculations of pp for 
the same cloud, but for different solar zenith angles. It is 
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noteworthy that the entire bidirectional polarized reftecu 
distribution function of a plane parallel cloud may practic 
be displayed by a simple bidimensional plot, as a functio1 
the scattering angle e. This cornes from the fact that polar 
light is mainly formed by the single scattering process. In 
approximation, for sufficient optical thickness of the layer, 
have 

p(8)P(8) 
pp=~~--~~--~ 

4( COS 08 + COS Ov) 

where p( e) and P( e) are the phase function and polariza 
ratio for single scattering of the cloud particles, which sb 
that the polarized light is mainly govemed by e. The ll 
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influence of single scattering explains also that calculated 
values of Ç (not presented here) are always near from 0° 
or 90°, since single scattering by spherical particles gives 
polarization either parallel or perpendicular to the scattering 
plane. 

The reasonable agreement between Figs. 10 and Il confirms 
that polarimetric measurements indicate average particle sizes 
with dimensions typical of known magnitudes for liquid cloud 
droplets. In sorne conditions, the measurements displayed 
clearly secondary cloudbows that could correspond to smaller 
cloud drop lets in the uppermost entrainment layer of the cloud. 
Despite the large dispersion of the results, the observations 
confirm also that most clouds exhibit, near 90°-100° scattering 
angle, negligible polarization, which may be useful for the 
purpose of estimating the cloud top pressure as will be seen 
now. 

V. CLOUD ALTIMETRY FROM RAYLEIGH SCATIERING 

A. Multiband Polarization Observations 

Let us then consider the spectral aspect of polarization 
measurements over cloud fields. We willlimit our discussion to 
data acquired during the CLEOPATRA campaign, because of 
the reasonable altitude above the clouds allowed by the Falcon 
of DLR, thus providing sufficient effect of the molecular 
scattering layer between the cloud and the aircraft. 

As shown previously (Fig. 2(c) and 2(d), for example) the 
rainbow features are very similar in the 450 and 850 nm 
spectral bands of POLDER, but in other viewing directions, 
specially around e = 90°' the polarized reflectance is clearly 
larger at 450 nm than 850 nm. This effect is present in ail 
sequences of ail flights. It results from the increasing influence 
of the intervening molecular layer at shorter wavelengths. Of 
course, nothing similar do appear in the reftectance images 
where the spectral effect varies largely as a function of the 
underlying ground properties. 

On October 21, 1991, because of the large extension of 
the cloud field, the Falcon was able to overfty the cloud at 
different altitudes, including a first run near the top, at about 
3.5 km. Fig. 12 shows pp versus e in the 450 nm channel, 
derived from 3 pictures obtained at about 3.5 km (cloud top), 
7.3 km and 11.3 km, with mean solar zenith angle B 8 = 60°. 
For clarity, the pp measurements have been reported only for 
pixels near from the solar incident plane. Within the range of 
scattering angles 80°-100°, where population by molecular 
scattering is large, the polarized reftectance increases with 
the aircraft altitude, i.e., with the thickness of the intervening 
molecular atrnosphere. By contrast, the polarized reflectance at 
850 nm is practically unchanged, in accordance with the À - 4 

dependence of the molecular scattering efficiency. These ob
servations confirm that differences in the polarized reflectance 
observed at 450 and 850 nm above clouds mainly correspond 
to molecular scattering, from which the cloud top altitude 
could be estimated. 

To test this possibility, let us consider that the polarized 
light measured at 450 nm around e = 90° corresponds only to 
light scattered by the molecular layer, since cloud contribution 
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Fig. 12. Pol:vïzed reflectance pp, in the 450 channel, vs the scattering angle 
8. Cloud observations conducted during CLEOPATRA, on October 21, 1991, 
with mean solar zenith angle 68 = 60°. For clarity, only pixels near from 
the solar incident plane have been reported. The different labels correspond 
to measurements performed at about 3.5 km (cloud top), 7.3 km and 11.3 km. 

is negligible in this direction. Let ~8m(À) be the optical 
thickness of the molecular layer; because b.8m(À) is small, 
single scattering approximation of pp, or Pm,P· is valid and 
therefore 

Pm p(À) = ~8m(À) Pm(8)Pm(8) 
' 4cosBvcosB8 

3~8m(À) (1- cos2 8). (4) 
16 COS Bs COS Bv 

When calculating Pm,P. the mean polarized reflectances mea
sured around e = 90° from Fig. 12, the derived estimates 
of ~8m are, respectively, ~8m = 0.071 for ZA = 7.3 km 
and ~8m = 0.098 for ZA = 11.3 km. Given the altitude of 
the aircraft ZA, the altitude of t}le cloud top zc, derived from 
these measurements according to 

~8m = 8o,m(exp(-zc/H)- exp(-za/H)) (5) 

where 8o,m is the total Rayleigh optical thickness and H the 
atmospheric scale height, are, respectively, 2.5 km and 2.9 km 
(with 8o,m = 0.216 at À = 450 nm and H = 8 km), that 
is, respectively, 1 km and 0.6 km lower than the observed 
altitude zc = 3.5 km. 

To extend the method to observation directions other than 
90°-which is important for enlarging the applicability of the 
method in satellite pictures-we must account for the cloud 
contribution to the polarized light. Let us assume that the 
polarized light reflected by the cloud does not depend on 
the wavelength because of the large dimension of the cloud 
droplets and that the light resulting from multiple interactions 
between the cloud and the molecular layer ex.hibits negligible 
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polarization. The expected polarized reftectance will be then 

, , ( Dm(À) 6Dm(À)) , 
pp(À) ~ Pm,P(À) +exp --()-- () Pc,P (6) 

cos s cos v 

where Dm is the optical thickness of ali molecules above the 
cloud and Pc,P stands for the polarized light at the top of 
the cloud when directly illuminated by the solar bearn; the 
exponential term accounts for the attenuation by the overlying 
molecular layer. Note that (6) is written in terms of the reduced 
2 terms Stokes' matrix p = (PQ, Pu) which are addictive, 
while the simple absolute polarized reftectances may not be, 
when for example the molecular and cloud components are 
polarized at right angles. 

To simplify (6), as Dm and Pm,P are negligible at À = 850 
nm, let us consider that pp(À = 850) provides directly Pc,P. 
and let us neglect the transmission effect. Then, (6) reduces to 

pp(À = 450 nm)- pp(À = 850 nm) 

~ Pm,P(À = 450 nm). (7) 

We note that molecular scattering gives polarization perpen
dicular to the scattering plane, i.e., Çm = 90° or Pm,U = 0 (cf. 
(2)). The PQ term of (7), therefore, has only to be considered; 
it provides ail the polarized reftectance pp, so that according 
to (4) it cornes 

6 Dm(À= 450nm) = 16cosB8 cosBv 
3(1- cos2 8) 

{[cos 2Ç · PP](.-\=450nm) - [cos 2Ç · PP](.-\=850 nm)} 

(8) 

from which 6Dm and the cloud-top altitude may be derived. 
To assess the validity of these approximations, the POLDER 

measurements at 450 and 850 nm were simulated by the 
GSHS code, taking into account the molecular scattering at 
850 nm, the multiple scattering within the free atmosphere 
and within the cloud and the spectral variation of the cloud 
droplet scattering, derived from Mie theory. We only neglected 
the influence of molecules mixed with cloud droplets, i.e., 
we considered a homogeneous cloud. These assumptions is 
reasonable since the effective cloud optical depth which the 
polarized light cornes from 8 ~ 2 should correspond only to 
40 rn for a typical cloud scattering coefficient 50 km -l. 

The calculations were made for different cloud models 
and for different pressures of the cloud top within a stan
dard atmosphere. We considered satellite measurements (i.e., 
68m = Dm). The cloud optical thickness and the solar zenith 
angle were fixed (D = 15 at 850 nm, (}s = 60°) and the 
measurements were simulated for viewing directions within 
the whole POLDER pictures. They were reported in (8) and 
the derived Dm were converted in cloud top pressures. 

The results are shown in Fig. 13 as a function of the 
scattering angle; we restricted 8 range of 80° to 100° where 
the molecular. polarization is large enough compared to that of 
the cloud. Sorne improvements (systematic correction of Pm,P 
for multiple molecular scattering and iteration between (6) and 
(8) to take into account transmission effect) could reduce the 
dispersion, but the principal limitation is probably the spectral 
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Fig. 13. Simulations of the cloud top pressure derived from PC 
measurements at 450 and 850 nm, over plane parallel cloud, by us. 
proposed approximate inversion method (see text). Measurements ha' 
simulated by the GSHS code, with different assumed models of the 
droplets and pressures of the cloud top, for viewing directions will 
whole POLDER images. The assumed differences between the cio 
and the aircraft pressures, tlpthea, are indicated. The retrieved p> 
differences, pc -pA, have been plotted with different labels according 
assumed droplet mode! vs the scattering angle 0 corresponding to the v 
direction. Results are restricted to directions where molecular scatte1 
large enough. The resu!ts are nearly similar, within 20 Hpa, for ali 
models except mode! C3, for which the cloud top pressure is underesti 
by about 50 Hpa. 

variation of the cloud polarization, which introduces incre: 
errors for backward scattering directions, for ali cloud mo 
and, in the case of very small particles (C3). Fig. 13 show~ 
crude approximation (8) gives, however, correct results 
pressure errors no more than 20 hPa for most cloud mo' 
the systematic error increases to 50 hPa for the very s 
particles of mode! 

The method was then applied to CLEOPATRA image: 
arder to minimize possible errors due to small scale variat 
in Pc, P. the POLDER pictures in the 2 channels were transi 
for superposition; the resulting variation of e, for the s: 
cloud pixel as seen in the two channels, is negligible. 
68m (À = 450 nm) derived from (8) were converted 
pressure differences DP between the aircraft and the cl 
top, according to 

where Po is the standard pressure at sea leve!. 
As an example, Fig. 14 shows the results for the case of 

CLEOPATRA picture of Fig. 2. The continuous curve sho 
the average result and we indicated the expected press1 
difference, according to the altitudes zc and ZA. Fig. 14 
representative of the scatter in the 6P estimates obtained 
ail the pictures that we analyzed. In the case of the cie 
picture of Fig. 12, we only reported in Fig. 15 the aver~ 
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Fig. 14. Estimates of pressure differences between the cloud top and aircraft 
levels, derived from the POLDER observations of CLEOPATRA, on October 
18, 1991. The inversion has been applied only to image pixels corresponding to 
scattering angles 0 ranging from 80° to 100° , and results have been reported 
vs 0. The continuous curve is the average result. The expected pressure 
difference ( 400 hPa) is indicated. 
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Fig. 15. Same 1egend as Fig. 14, but for CLEOPATRA observations on 
October 21, 1991, performed at 2 different altitudes above the same cloud. 
The average results only have been reported. 

estimates, as a function of e' for the 2 altitudes of the aircraft 
(zA = 7.2 and 11 km) above the cloud top (zc = 3.5 km). 

Polarization provides the correct order of magnitude and 
Figs. 14 and 15 suggest that cloud altimetry derived by this 
way could be valid. There is, however, a large dispersion in 
the estimates and sorne apparent systematic discrepancy as a 
function of the viewing direction. 

B. Discussion 

The scatter in the results of Fig. 14 cornes partly from 
the simplifying assumptions of the method, from probable 

departures from the assumed plane geometry and maybe from 
horizontal variations in the particle dimension. According to 
Fig. 13, however, the method error should be quite small, 
at !east for large enough cloud droplet dimensions. On the 
other hand, Fig. 11 shows that polarized light is not sensi
tive to variations in B. and Bv so that it is expected that 
polarized light should not be affected by small departures 
from plane parallel geometry resulting from the cloud top 
roughness. It seems therefore very likely that most of the 
scatter cornes from the quality of the measurements, as seen 
in Figs. 4 and 12. 

The measurement method of polarization by POLDER, 
using differences between successive images, entails 
reduction in the large influence of radiometrie noise 
and registration errors on the estimated polarized light. 
It may be shown that the radiometrie noise, say !:l.p, 
leads to a measured polarized reflectance, pept, in the 
form 

(10) 

The noise t<,quivalent !:l.p of the airbome instrument, however, 
is only 5.10-4 , which does not explain the observed dispersion 
nor the residual polarization, of the order of 0.005, neac zero 
polarization directions. The present principal limitation, there
fore, is probably the image superposition, which introduces 
an apparent polarization into an otherwise unpolarized scene 
if the scene exhibits reflectance variations at small scales. 
This defect out to be reduced in the satellite version of 
POLDER, whose filters will be equipped by prisms for better 
superposition of the images. This point deserves further study 
in the airborne version. lmproved processing of the data has 
to be searched for, specially by looking for image registration 
within better accuracy than the present 1 pixel. Note, however, 
that during CLEOPATRA condensation occurred on the optics 
and on the filters, which resulted in small localized defects 
that could not be corrected by post- and pre-flight calibrations . 
The pictures acquired during the ASTEX campaign prove to 
exhibit much smaller dispersion; but they were performed 
from altitudes too low to permit validation of the altimetry 
method. 

In any case, the fact that tlîe dispersion leve] of the data, 
about 100 hPa in Fig. 14, did not mask anticipated results. 
May be more serious in the second defect in Figs. 14 and 
15, where the estimated pressure increases systematically for 
observation directions corresponding to backward scattering. 
Because the residual aerosol layer, above 3.5 km, is expected 
to have negligible influence, the only explanation suggested 
by the present modeling would be the existence of very small 
cloud droplets in the upper entrainrnent cloud layer, whose 
spectral dependence should have been included (6). Indication 
of such particles rnight be the secondary cloudbows clearly 
observed in the ASTEX pictures (Fig. 3(c)), but probably 
discernable also in the CLEOPATRA measurements of Fig. 
12. Apart from the possible interest of this detection for cloud 
studies, this should require that sorne correction term in (7) 
and (8), accounting for the spectral variation of the cloud 
contribution, be derived from the bidirectional polarization 
signature at 850 nm. 
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Final! y, conceming the application of this method to satellite 
data, the influence of the stratospheric aerosols on the polarized 
light has to be considered. The influence of the background 
stratospheric aerosol layer is very probably negligible. The 
polarizing properties of these particles, as observed from 
balloon-bome experiments [16], correspond to spherical hy
drated sulfuric acid particles, with a= 1.35 and Tm = 0.3p,m 
as parameters of the lognormal size distribution convenient 
for these particles. When using these data in Mie theory cal
culations, the predicted difference t::..p p between the polarized 
reflectance of these particles in the POLDER channels 443 and 
865 nm, around e = 90°, is typically !::..pp= 0.025.8aer0020 
nm), where the optical thickness of the aerosol layer is 
estimated at À = 1020 nm, i.e., the SAGE Il aerosol channel. 
The SAGE II data show that, in the post El Chinon period 
from 1985 to 1989 for example, 8aer(1020 nm) was smaller 
than 0.005 [17]. The resulting perturbation of these aerosols 
should have been smaller than !::..pp= w-4 . corresponding to 
no more than 1 or 2 hPa as the systematic error in the derived 
cloud top pressure. 

After major volcanic events like the El Chinon or Pinatubo 
ones, however, during sorne months, the optical thickness of 
the resulting stratospheric aeroso1layer is known to be possibly 
50 to 100 times larger than the background values. Because, in 
these conditions, the particle dimensions are somewhat larger 
than in the background ones (typically, Tm = 0.45p,m, from 
balloon-bome observations performed two months after the 
Pinatubo event), the differentiai polarizing effects is somewhat 
reduced, but could entail systematic errors about 50 hPa. 
During such periods, therefore, the POLDER measurements 
would probably benefit from systematic corrections based 
on stratospheric data, as provided by SAGE II/III instru
ments or by systematic balloon soundings of the strato
sphere. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The POLDER airbome instrument was able to measure on 
different occasions the bidirectional polarization distribution 
fonction of low cloud fields. Over ali these clouds, polarized 
observations made it clear that the characteristic rainbow of 
spherical cloud droplets is very probably a good indicator 
of the presence of a liquid phase. It is noteworthy that the 
POLDER capability to provide bidimensional pictures makes 
this feature recognizable whatever the cloud field heterogene
ity. Simulations show that the BPDF of homogeneous cloud 
fields is specially simple in terms of polarized reftectances 
defined by only the scattering angle and by the polarization of 
the upper cloud droplets. 

The observations confirmed that difference in the polar
ized reftectance at 450 and 850 nm above clouds mainly 
corresponds to the residual molecular atmosphere scattering, 
that may be used as a barometer to estimate the cloud 
top pressure. Simulations indicate that because of the small 
effective cloud depth concemed by the formation of polarized 
light the method should lead to a weil defined cloud top 
pressure (typically ± 100 Hpa). The simple scheme proposed 
for the retrieval of the cloud top pressure should be efficient 

provided the upper cloud layer is formed of large 
drop lets. 

The present observations, however, suggest that ve1 
particles near the cloud top might necessitate more e 
treatment. We no more examined the case of hetero1 
cloud fields, which is clearly a much more complicate 
lem. Although, the present lack of cirrus cloud obse1 
prevents a definitive conclusion conceming the po: 
of identifying ice clouds from polarimetry, future P( 
campaigns have been planned to determine this possit 
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Abstract. 

Cloud phase recognition is important for cloud studies. lee crystals correspond to physical process and properties 
that differ from those of liquid water drops. The angular polarization signature is a good mean to discriminate 
between spherical and non-spherical particles (liquid and ice phase respectively). POLDER (POLarization and 
Directionality of the Earth Reflectance) bas been launched on the Japanese ADEOS (ADvanced Earth Observing 
System) platform in August 1996. Due toits multi-directional, multispectral and multi-polarization capabilities, this 
new radiometer gives useful information on the clouds and on their influence on the radiation in the short-wave 
range. The POLDER bi-directional observation capability provides the polarization signatures within a large range 
of scattering angles in three spectral bands centered on 0.443, 0.670 and 0.865 J..Lm with a spatial resolution of 6.2 
km x 6.2 km. These original features allow to obtain sorne information both on cloud thermodynamic phase and 
even on the cloud microphysics (size/shape). According to POLDER airbome observations, Iiquid cloud droplets 
exhibit the very specifie polarization features of the rainbow for scattering angles near 140°. Converse! y, theoretical 
studies of scattering by various crystalline particles and also airbome measurements show that the rainbow 
characteristics disappear as soon as the particles depart from the spherical shape. In .the paper, the POLDER 
algorithm for cloud phase classification is presented as weil as the physical principle of this algorithm. Results 
derived from POLDER spacebome version are also presented and compared with lidar ground-based observations 
and satellite cloud classification. This cloud phase classification method is shown to be reliable. The major 
limitation appears when thin cirrus clouds overlap liquid cloud layer. In that case, if the cirrus optical thickness is 
smaller than two, liquid phase may be retrieved. Otherwise, ice phase is correctly detected as long as cloud 
detection works. 

1. Introduction 

Clouds are a strong modulator of the shortwave and longwave component of the earth's radiation budget 
(Ramanathan, 1987; 1989). The importance of clouds and radiation in studies of the earth's climate has been 
demonstrated from both observations (Ramanathan 1989) and modeling (Cess et al., 1989). Knowledge of cloud 
properties (cloud cover, optical thickness, altitude, thermodynamical phase, water vapor, microphysics properties) 
and their variations in space and time are crucial for studies of global climate change. Thus remote sensing of the 
optical, microphysical and physical properties of clouds is important for improvement of earth's climate system 
understanding. 

POLDER (Deschamps et al., 1994) is a sensor that provides new information for improving our knowledge of 
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clouds, radiation and climate interactions. 
In this paper we intend to describe how cloud thermodynamic phase classification can be derived from POLDER. 

Cloud phase is an important property of clouds. Cirrus clouds have been recognized to have a great influence on 
weather and climate through their effect on the radiative energy budget in the atmosphere (Liou 1986). Cloud cover 
estimate over both land and ocean needs improvements. Even though cirrus clouds cover nearly 20 to 30 % of the 
terrestrial surface (Warren et al., 1988), their influence on the radiation budget is still poorly known. Moreover, the 
estimate of global coverage of cirrus cloud is still poorly known. It is ranging between 20% and 60% of the globe 
depending on the sensor used to detect ice clouds (Wylie et al, 1998). 

Usual techniques for "thermodynamical phase retrieval" are based on infrared measurements. Threshold on 
brightness temperature or bispectral methods is then used to select cold clouds that are assumed to be composed of 
ice particles (Han et al. 1994, Nakajima and Nakajima 1995). Future sensor such as MODIS will combine 1.37, 1.64 
jlm and thermal infrared channels (King et al, 1992). The potential of polarization measurements of the upward 
radiation to derive cloud information has been studied recently with the POLDER airborne simulator during several 
airbome campaigns (Goloub et al., 1994, Brogniez et al. 1995, Chepfer et al. 1997, 1998, Bréon and Goloub, 1998). 
Cloud polarimetric observations over a large range of scattering angles make possible the distinction between 
spherical (liquid) and non-spherical particles (ice). The satellite version of POLDER provided polarization 
measurements at a global sca1e from October 1996 to June 1997. POLDER data are described in section 2. The third 
section is devoted to the presentation of cloud polarization features. Then, the algorithm used to retrieve the cloud 
phase is described and comparisons with ground-based lidar measurements and cloud classifications are presented 
and discussed in section 5. Finally, examples of monthly ice and liquid occurrence frequency maps are presented 
and discussed. 

2. POLDER data 

POLDER is an optical sensor launched on the ADEOS platform in August 1996. It provided continuous 
measurements of the Earth spectral, directional and polarized signatures before the ADEOS platform unexpectedly 
failed at the end of June 1997. The same instrument will be launched on ADEOS-2 in 2001. 

Thanks toits optical design (CCD bidimensional matrix and a wide field of view lens), the POLDER instrument 
acquires up to 14 successive measurements over a given target as the satellite goes along its orbit. This allows an 
evaluation of the target directional signature. An other origina1 feature of POLDER is its capability to measure the 
polarization state of the radiance field. 

For cloud study, the main interests of the polarization measurement are in the remote sensing of thermodynamical 
phase and top pressure (Goloub et al., 1994; Buriez et al., 1997) and rnicrophysics properties (Bréon and Goloub, 
1998; Chepfer et al., 1998). POLDER bas 8 spectral bands from 0.443 jlm to 0.910 jlm. Polarization measurements 
are performed in three of these bands (0.443, 670 and 0.865 jlm). These specifie bands are equipped with three 
polarizers in order to determine completely the characteristics of the radiation field (radiance and linear polarization 
state) in term of Stokes' vector components I, Q and U (Hagolle et al., 1999). The normalized total radiance, L, and 
polarized radiance, LP, are defined as follows, 

L= n:.I 
E 

s 

where I is the radiance, JQ2 + u2 the polarized radiance andE. the solar irradiance. 

(1) 

(2) 

Here, we preferentially used the algebraic normalized polarized radiance defined by L P = d- - L1 1 where l and 

L
11 

are the normalized radiance components respectively perpendicular and parallel to the scattering plane. Positive 
polarized radiance means electric vibration perpendicular to the scattering plane and negative means vibration 
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parallel to the scattering plane. Calculations and observations are presented in terms of algebraic polarized radiance. 
The POLDER data full spatial resolution is 6.2 km x 6.2 km (Levet 1 products). However, operational cloud
products (Buriez et al., 1997, Paroi et al., 1999) are averaged on a 60 km x 60 km spatial resolution (Levet 2 
products). 

3. Cloud polarization features 

When considering the solar radiation reflected by clouds observed from a satellite, the polarized component of the 
upward radiance is mainly formed in the upper cloud layer. About 80 % of the single scattered radiation reflected 
from the cloud layer arise from the upper lOO rn layer. Calculations show that the polarized component, Lp, is 
saturated for cloud optical tkickness greater than 2 (Goloub et al., 1994). By contrast, the total normalized radiance 
Land the polarization degree (ratio of Lp over L), are more dependent on t (Hansen, 1971 ). 

The interesting quantity is therefore the polarized radiance Lp that is less sensitive than polarization degree to 
multiple scattering effect, so that the polarization features, corresponding to single scattering, are preserved in Lp. 
According to single scattering approximation, the polarized radiance can be written as follows 

1-exp[--r(Ijcose. + Ijcos8v )] (o.) 
L = qo 

P 4(cos8s +cos8J 
(3) 

In case of large enough optical thickness (t>2), the polarized radiance can be written as follows 

L = cos8s q(e) 
P 4(cos8. +cos8v) 

(4) 

where q( e) is the polarized phase function that depends on cloud microphysics properties (shape/size) and 

refractive index. The others quantities e,, ev are respectively the sun zenith angle and viewing angle and e is the 
scattering angle that is referred to the incident solar direction. Looking at (4) we immediately note that the product 

of the polarized radiance Lp by (cos 0 + cos Ov )jcos 0 will be mainly governed by the scattering angle 
s s 

e. Conservative scattering is assumed and effect of atrnospheric gaseous is neglected. 

The cloud thermodynamical phase depends of the local thermodynamic conditions and presence of impurities within 
the atmosphere. Frequently, above seven or eight km, clouds are composed of ice crystals or of mixed liquid and ice 
particles. In particular thermodynarnical conditions, supercooled water droplets may be observed (Curran et al., 
1982). lee particles are microphysically, and thus radiatively, quite different from water droplets. The intent of the 
three following sub-sections is to describe the main polarization features of water droplets (sect. 3.1), ice clouds 
(sect. 3.2) and multilayered clouds (sect.3.3). 

3.1. Water droplet clouds 

According to in-situ measurements, the radius of liquid-phase water droplets ranges from 0.5 to 50 J.Lm (Hansen 
1971, Paltridge 1974, Stephens et al., 1978). This size range bas been confirmed by lidar observation (Platt et al., 
1987), and more recently by FSSP (Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe) measurements (Pawlowska and 
Brenguier, 1996). According to global climatology of cloud top droplet size, which is based on 3.7 J.Lm AVHRR 
channel, the effective radius, reff, ranges from 5 to 25 J.lm (Han et al., 1994; Rossow et al., 1996). Global mean value 

of the effective radius is about 11 J.lm over the ocean and 8 J.lm over the continent. 

Given the cloud size-distribution, the optical properties (for example the polarized phase function q( e )) are 

derived from standard Mie theory. A convenient analytical size distribution, proportional to the droplet number 
concentration, is given by (5), 
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with 
1-3<T 

a= eff and 
<Teff 

n(r) oc ra.exp(-f3.r) 

1 

r (J 
efl eff 

(5) 

where rerr is the effective radius of the size distribution and cr,rr the effective variance distribution. Typical values of 
r.rr range from 5 !!ID to 15 !!ID and cr.rr varies from 0.01 (narrow size distribution) to 0.1 (broad size distribution). The 
refractive index for water droplet is almost constant within the POLDER spectral range. 

The radiative transfer calculations of solar radiation in a plane-parallel water clouds may be performed by 
different techniques (Hansen, 1971), given the single scattering phase matrix for the considered wavelength, 
corresponding to the assumed water droplets size distribution. Calculations have been performed with the radiative 
transfer code GHSPOL (General Spherical Harmonie with POLarization, Garcia and Siewert, 1986). To study the 
sensitivity of the polarized radiance to cloud microphysical properties, for cloud optical thickness 't= 10 and surface 
albedo equals to 0, calculations have been performed for severa! size distributions of the cloud droplets that 
correspond to three different values of the effective radius r for the same effective variance cr (Figure 1) and for 

eff eff 

the samer to different severa! values of cr (Figure 2). 
ill ill 

The 'polarization' of cloud water droplet exhibits a strong maximum at about 140° from the incoming incident 
direction. In the geometrie optic approximation, this is generated by the first internai reflection within the droplets. 
This maximum, the Primary Rainbow (PR), is highly polarized which makes it easily detectable. The position of the 
PR depends slightly on the particle effective radius, r . The intensity of the PR peak is increasing with the radius. 

eff 

Another noticeable property is the zero of polarization, the Neutra! Point (NP). Its angular position ranges from 75° 
to 130° depending on reff. Calculations have shown that the neutra! point position is sensitive to the effective radius 

and increases when the radius decreases (Figure 1). 
For narrow size distributions, severa! bows (succession of secondary polarization peaks and neutra! points) occur 
(Supernumerary Bows), beyond 150°, mainly depending on cr and r (Figure 2) On the contrary, if the size 

eff eff • 

distribution is broad no supernumerary exists. These properties can be used, in sorne cases, to retrieve water droplet 
size distribution (Bréon and Goloub, 1998). 

These theoretical features have been confirmed by measurements obtained with the POLDER airborne simulator 
used during severa! field campaigns Cleopatra'91 (Meischner, 1993), Astex'92 (Weill et al., 1995), and Eucrex '94 
(Raschke et al., 1996). 
The Astex campaign tooks place in region of the Azores in June 1992. During Astex'92 an homogeneous 
stratocumulus cloud layer above Atlantic Ocean was overflown at an altitude of 3.5 km. An example of the 
corresponding directional polarized radiance measured at 0.865 11m is shown in figure 3. A second example, from 
the Cleopatra'91, is plotted on figure 4. In that case, POLDER overflew an altostratus cloud layer over land at an 
altitude of about 10 km. Cloud top altitude was about 3.5 km. Typical spatial resolution was about 40 m. Typical 
polarization patterns, such as primary rainbow and supernumerary bows indicating narrow droplet size distribution 
are clearly observed in these airborne data. 

3. 2. lee particles. 

Unlike water clouds, cirrus clouds are composed of ice crystals with ex tremel y large variability in shape, size and 
density depending on temperature and humidity in cloud. From balloon experiment, Miloshevitch and Heymsfield 
(1996) have shown ice crystal replicas that represent the qualitative microphysical properties in a vertical profile 
through a cirrus which illustrates the diversity and complexity of ice crystals, with shape and size depending on 
temperature and humidity in cloud. More recent observations (Heymsfield et al., 1997, 1998; Lawson et al., 1998) 
based on aircraft optical probes and replicator techniques for midlatitude, tropical, and contrait cirrus, reveal that these 
clouds are largely composed of bullet rosettes, solid and hollow colurnns, plates, aggregates, with sizes ranging from a 
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few micrometers to 1000 Jlm. Sorne observations (Lawson et al., 1998) have shown that particles ranging from 50 to 
200 Jlm are mostly columns or rosettes while particles larger than 200 IJ.m are usually bullet rosettes. Heterogeneous 
nucleation via freezing of previous1y condensed supercooled water droplets could lead to spheroidal shapes. 
However, other observations providing high resolution replicas suggest that particles smaller than 20 !J.m are often 
plates and columns, combined with irregular and spheroidal shapes. More recently, a cloud particle imager (Lawson 
et al., 1998) bas provided information of ice particles within Arctic cirrus. In that case, smaller particles appear to 
have smooth edges, but depart from exact spherical shape. 
According to the present knowledge on cloud ice microphysics, the assumption that ice clouds are composed of non
spherical particles is quite credible. 

To study the sensitivity of the polarization signature to the shape of ice cloud particles, different ice crystals have 
been used. Because in nature, ice crystals growth in hexagonal structure, the hexagonal shape is commonly used to 
simulate ice crystals properties: hexagonal columnar or plated monocrystalline particles (e.g. Brogniez 1988; 
Takano and Liou 1989), and polycrystalline particles (Macke et al. 1996), both randomly oriented in space. For such 
particles, computations of optical properties are based on a ray-tracing method supplemented by calculations of the 
Fraunhofer diffraction. These hexagonal crystals are described by their aspect ratio Q = LID, where L and D are 

the length and the diameter of the crystal, respectively, and by Req, the radius of an equivalent spherical particle 

with the same volume. These calculations are valid only in the geometrical optic approximation, i.e. radius R eq 

greater than 15 IJ.m for visible wavelengths. In the present study, we consider three types of hexagonal monocrystals: 
plate ( Q = 0.05), compact ( Q = 1), and co1umnar ( Q = 2.50). Polycrystalline particles (Macke et al., 1996) have 

also been considered. For ali these crystals presented above, the radius R eq is equal to 20 f.lm . 

In the case of randomly oriented particles, the radiative transfer code used to compute polarized radiance is an 
adding-doubling code (De Hann et al. 1986), taking into account the molecular and the aerosol scattering, and the 
Earth's surface albedo. The optical properties of the ideal cirrus ice crystals are introduced in this code, and Stokes 
vectors of the upwelling radiance in the viewing direction relatively to the incident one are then computed (Figure 
5). The radiative transfer computations show that the main features, within the range of scattering angle that can be 
observed by the radiometer POLDER, are (i) positive polarization, (ii) general decrease of the polarization for 
increasing scattering angle, (iii) neutra! point for scattering angle about 160° which may shift slightly depending on 
the cloud microphysics (Masuda and Takashima, 1992). 

According to airbome observations acquired during the EUCREX (EUropean Cloud and Radiation Experiment) 
experiment in April 1994, polarized measurements allow the characterization of cirrus clouds. An homogeneous 
cirrus cloud layer above Atlantic Ocean was overflown at an altitude of 11 km. An example of directional polarized 
radiance measured at 0.865 Jlm is plotted in Figure 6. As for water droplet clouds, the observations agree weil with 
radiative transfer simulations and clearly demonstrate the difference between directional polarization features 
associated to liquid (Figures 1 to 4) and ice phase (Figures 5 and 6). 

3. 3. Multilayered cloud. 

lee clouds are often located above thick water clouds. In that case the po1arized radiance will mainly depend on the 
upper cirrus optical thickness. In order to study the sensitivity of the polarized signal to the ice cloud optical 
thickness, we have simulated an atmosphere composed of 2 layers: (i) the lower layer corresponds to a water cloud 
(spherical particles) with an optical thickness of 15, (ii) the upper layer is composed of ice hexagonal particles 
randomly oriented in space with an optical thickness ranging from 0.25 to 4. 
Figure 7, shows the resulting bi-directional polarized radiance as it could be measured with POLDER. This figure 
clearly shows that the intensity of the primary rainbow peak (E>-140°) decreases when the cirrus cloud optical 
thickness increases. Moreover the positive slope corresponding to liquid cloud for E> < 110° disappears only when the 
ice cloud optical thickness is larger than 2. 
Based on these simulations, clear discrimination between ice and liquid cloud derived from polarized observations 
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needs cirrus optical thickness higher than 2, in the case of multilayered clouds. Otherwise ice phase should be 
correctly identified. The principle of cloud phase retrieval is presented in the next section. 

4. Principle of cloud phase classification algorithm. 

In the POLDER cloud analysis, the cloud detection and the derivation ofit's properties (cloud optical thickness and 
albedo, cloud top pressures, cloud phase) are separated. Cloud detection is based on visible and near-infrared 
measurements. Sequential tests are applied to each individual pixel as described by Buriez (1997). The first one is 
based on the apparent pressure which is related to oxygen transmission that is derived from the ratio between 
radiances measured in the 0.763 and 0.765 Jlm channels (Fischer et al., 1991, Paroi et al., 1994b). The second test is 
based on the comparison of the measured reflectance with clear sky reference. The third test is a polarization test 
performed in the 0.443 Jlm band where the polarized radiance is proportional to the cloud top pressure. The last test 
makes use of polarization information in the 0.865 Jlm channel where water droplet primary rainbow can be 
detected. Combination of the 4 previous tests defines the cloud flag. If the pixel is flagged as "cloudy" then the 
cloud phase detection is applied. 

According to the previous considerations on cloud polarization characteristics (sect. 3), confirmed by airborne 
data, the polarized component of the light reflected by cloud exhibits quite different features for ice and liquid 
phases. This is illustrated on Figure 8, where both total and polarized radiance images are presented. Figure 8 is a 
three co lor composite (Blue: 0.443 J.lm; Green: 0.670 J.lm; Red: 0.865 J.lm) of the radiance measured by POLDER 

over a 1600x2200 km2 area located across the Atlantic Ocean. The black/white lines overlaid on the images indicate 
the scattering angle in 1 oo increments as well as the solar principal plane. The top figure shows the total radiance and 
is similar to what would be observed with an instrument without polarization capabilities. The bottom figure displays 
for the same area, the po larized component of the total radiance. The white band along the 140° scattering angle tine, 
corresponds to a maximum in the polarized radiance, which is characteristic of water droplets with radius larger than 
the wavelength. This feature is an unambiguous indication of liquid water droplets. For the same scattering angle, a 
darklbrown zone (low polarization) when associated to cloudy pixels, indicates the presence of ice particles alone in 
the atmosphere or overlapping low-level clouds, as can be seen here in Figure 8b near the sun principal plane. 

The algorithm consists in three tests on the polarized radiance at 865nm, using three specifie angular ranges. As 
molecular contribution is rather weak at this wavelength, it is neglected. For scattering angle e within 60°-140°, the 
angular slope is positive for water droplet and negative for ice particles (Figure 9). For scattering angle e within 140°-
1800, the angular slope is negative both for water drop let and ice partie les, but the standard deviation, a, of the least 
square fit is typically 10 times larger for liquid than for ice. Thus, the slope, a, and the standard deviation, a ( 6), of the 
least-square fit are used to make discrimination between 'ice' and 'liquid' phase. 

1 N dir ( meas ~ cr= -- 2, L 1 -a.e-b 
N . 1 po 

dzr 

(6) 

where Ndir is the number of available direction in the corresponding angles range. 

On the typical signatures presented in Figure 9, the slopes are also different within the 140°-180° range, however, the 
standard deviation appears to be a better parameter. Finally, if the particular 135°-145° range is completely 
observable, presence or lack of the primary rainbow can be detected using simple threshold on Lp. 
Thresholds on 'slope', a, and 'standard deviation', a, have been checked by comparing to Meteosat cloud 
classification derived from the "Dynamic Clustering Method", (Sèze and Desbois, 1987). Cloud classification have 
been applied to Meteosat data acquired in coïncidence with POLDER. We have selected "high-thick-and 
homogeneous" cloud in the Meteosat data for ice test and "low/rniddle-level" clouds for liquid test. For these two 
classes, we have plotted on Figures 10 and 11 the histograms for slope in the 60-140° range and for standard 
deviation in the 140-180° one. We clearly observe that the two thermodynamical phases are well separated and that 
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ice is well defmed. More than 80% of "high-thick-homogeneous" cloud cases have a negative slope and 95% of 
"low/middle" level have a positive slope. We also observe that 80% of " high-thick-homogeneous" clouds have a 
'standard deviation' smaller than 10"5 and more than 90% of "low/middle-level" clouds have a 'standard deviation' 
greater than 1 0"5

• 

Combination of the 'slope' and 'standard deviation' tests with the result of the test on the primary rainbow gives the 
cloud thermodynamical phase index. 
Note that the POLDER angular coverage, in term of available scattering angles, depends on the latitude and the 

season. The most complete POLDER angular sampling can give access to a large range of scattering angles. In sorne 
cases, only one or two of the three angular ranges are available. 

5. Accuracy of the thermodynamical phase retrieval. 

The quality of the POLDER thermodynamical phase retrieval is difficult to assess because present phase retrieval 
algorithms are mainly based on infrared measurement that can not lead unambiguously to the cloud phase. Current 
methodologies for retrieving cloud-top phase are based mainly on infrared measurements or bispectral methods 
(Inoue 1985; Saunders and Kriebel, 1988; Nakajima and King, 1990) using a threshold on the brightness 
temperature difference between AVHRR channels 4 and 5. Multispectral techniques based on near-infrared (0.75 
and 1.64 J!m) and infrared (11 J.tm) measurements have been shown to be reliable to make cloud phase 
discrimination (King et al., 1992). In this contex, polarimetric observations from which cloud-top phase is derived 
are original. In the paper, we have checked the validity of POLDER against ground-based lidar observations and 
cloud classification applied to METEOSAT data. 

5.1 Validation against ground-based lidar network. 

The comparison between POLDER and lidar ground-based observations concem only cases high-level clouds with 
temperature lower than 233 K and where no low-levelliquid cloud were present (Chepfer et al., 1998). The different 
spatial resolution of lidar and POLDER were taken into account by selecting spatially homogenous areas and 
temporally stable cloud layers. 
Within the whole available POLDER dataset matching the lidar observations, 148 cases correspond to cloudy 
observations performed at several places mainly in Paris (France), ARM sites (USA and Pacifie Ocean) and Buenos 
Aires (Argentina). When the cirrus optical thickness is not too large, cloud top altitude can be inferred from Lidar 
measurements. Then the use of simultaneous radiosounding yields the cloud top temperature. Arnoung these dataset, 
32 cases correspond to cirrus temperature lower to 233 K. The analysis shows that most of these cases (95%) are 
declared as "ice" cloud by POLDER (Chepfer et al., 1998). We assume that only ice phase is present when the 
temperature is lower than 233K which is the temperature at which water spontaneously solidify. Among the same 
dataset, 32 others cases corresponding to cloud top temperature within the range 233 to 253 K are declared 
respectively "ice" (69%), "liquid" (6%) and "mixed phase"(25%) by POLDER. Within the rest of the data, 
associated to temperature greater than 253 K, 30% are declared 'ice', 20% 'mixed' and 50% 'liquid'. Despite the 
comparatively limited number of matching data, the results indicate that when temperature is lower than 233 K, ice 
phase is clearly identified by polarimetric measurements. When the temperature is greater than 233 K, POLDER 
retrievals exhibit sometimes ice phase, but occurrence of liquid water increases when the temperature increases. 
The results of this study does not demon strate rigorously the validity of the cloud thermodynamical phase retrieval. 
Nevertheless, the thermodynamical phase inferred from POLDER is a first attempt to derive cloud phase from 
polarized observations. In the future, the POLDER-2/ADEOS-2 thermodynamical phase retrieval will be certainly 
more completely validated by comparisons with (i) the growing ground-based lidar network that will allow to 
increase the number of validation data, (ii) lidar depolarization measurements giving the particles shape, (iii) other 
passive spacebome instrument like MODIS in 1999, (iv) lidar in space (PICASSO-CENA in 2003) that will provide 
global thermodynamical phase retrieval from linear depolarization measurements. 

5.2 Comparison with cloud classification. 
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The POLDER thermodynamical phase retrieval was compared also with statistical cloud classifications resulting 
from visible (0.4-l.l!J.m) and infrared (l0-121J.m) METEOSAT measurements. The comparison is preliminary, 
because is was temporally and spatially restricted to one Meteosat image in coïncidence with three POLDER orbits, 
and only restricted to oceanic observations. "The Dynamic Clustering method" (Séze and Desbois, 1987), based on 
statistical properties of visible and infrared radiances, bas been applied to the METEOS AT data acquired the 10 
November 1996. For the main METEOSAT "cloud types", occurrence frequencies of ice-phase and liquid phase 
derived from POLDER are presented in table 1. 

The "very thin cloud" type exhibits mostly ice-phase (~70%) according to polarimetric signature. The 30% of 
liquid clouds can be explained by the fact that this cloud type includes not only very thin cirrus but also thin edges of 
liquid clouds. 

The low-level, middle-level and multilayered classes are essentially composed of liquid clouds. The occurrence 
ofice cloud in these classes is marginal and minimum for the low-level clouds (4%). This occurrence is doubled when 
considering middle-level clouds class (10%) and increases again up to 22% in the case of multilayered clouds. These 
results are understandable, when considering that the higher clouds are located in the atmosphere, the higher the 
probability for ice phase is. An other reason is that, as explained in sect 3.3, in the case of relatively thin cirrus 
overlapping low/middle-level clouds, the polarized signature of the lower layer cloud (liquid) is still observable from 
satellite and can bias the thermodynamical phase retrieval by favorising liquid phase. 

Comparison between "cirrus" class and thermodynamical phase occurrence indicates that about 62 %of this class 
are considered as ice clouds and 38% as liquid clouds. The non-negligible part of this cloud class considered as 
composed of liquid is somewhat surprising result. Three reasons may be put forward; the first one is that cirrus clouds 
may be composed of spherical ice particles, but this is not in agreement with most in-situ observations. The second 
reason is that mono-spectral infrared measurements cannot yield unambiguously the cloud thermodynamical phase. 
The presence of liquid water at low temperature (supercooled water) may also ex plain this results. When investigating 
in details the "cirrus" class, especially when focusing on "thick cirrus", we surprisingly observed that 55% of this sub
class is composed of liquid water. One possible explanation is that "thick cirrus" may correspond in sorne cases to 
multilayered systems, with ice in the upper layer. In this case and for upper cloud optical thickness smaller than two, 
as explained previously, the algorithm may retrieve liquid water. 

The last class presented is the high-level cloud class. The cloud classification method distinguishes two separate 
classes: high-level, thick and heterogeneous clouds on one band and high-level, thick and homogeneous, respectively 
on the other band. The results of the phase occurrence for these two classes are distinguished in table 1. First, let us 
consider with the "high-level, thick and homogeneous" class. In more than 80% of the cases, these clouds are 
considered as composed of ice particles according to polarimetric observations. As explained in sect. 4, this particular 
class was used to check the different thresholds in the algorithm and histograms shown in Figures 10 and 11 indicate 
unambiguous ice phase retrieval. For the second class, called "high-level thick and heterogeneous" clouds, the 
available observations exhibit a completely opposite trend. Most of these clouds are detected as composed of liquid 
water (87%) which is surprising when compared to the previous class. One possible interpretation is that this class 
corresponds to multiple cloud layers (convective cloud with relatively thin cirrus layers in the upper layer). However, 
this result requires a further investigation (more METEOSAT data and synergy with other sensors/techniques), which 
is out of the scope of the present paper. 

6. Example of geographical distribution of cloud thermodynamical phase. 

We present finally one example of geographical phase distribution as derived from POLDER. Its major features 
are briefly commented and qualitatively compared with general features previously derived from other independent 
sensors/techniques (Rossow et al., 1996, Doutriaux-Boucher et al., 1998, Wylie et al, 1997, Liao et al., 1995). 

Figures 12 and 13 are the maps of the occurrence frequency for ice and liquid phase, respectively, for February 
1997 (boreal winter). The spatial resolution for these maps is the standard POLDER leve1 2 cloud-product 
resolution, which is about 60km x 60 km. Occurrence frequency of ice (resp. liquid) cloud, is defined by the number 
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of observed ice (resp. liquid) clouds over the number of cloudy observations. The number of cloudy observations 
for the period, is presented in figures 14; sorne areas, such as Sahara, Arabia or India, are very often cloud-fiee. 
The average occurrences for February have been derived from these maps. Over land and ocean, respectively, we 
find 39% and 27% of ice phase occurrence frequency, and 61% and 73% for the liquid water cloud. The repartition 
between ice and liquid clouds at global scale is about 30 % for ice clouds and 70% for liquid water clouds. It can be 
noted that ice phase is much more frequent over land than over ocean which is in agreement with previous 
climatologies of cloud types distributions. 

Figures Il and 12, show that liquid water clouds are more frequent in the Southern Hemisphere, while ice clouds 
occur much more frequently in the Northern Hemisphere. The Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is a region 
where ice phase is frequently observed (lndonesia, Eastern Pacifie, West Africa), which is essentially due to 
cumulonimbus convection injecting water vapor and ice particles into the upper atmosphere. Contrarily, in the 
Southern Hemisphere, Eastern Pacifie off south America, Atlantic ocean off south Africa and Indian Ocean exhibit 
weak ice clouds occurrence frequencies but large occurrence of liquid water clouds. For instance, stratocumulus 
clouds are very present off Angola coasts and are generally detected as liquid water clouds according to polarimetric 
measurements. Same frequent detection occurrence of liquid water clouds is observed off West South American 
coasts. 
Other regions where, according to POLDER, ice phase is observed frequently are North Asia, Russian Federation, 
North Europe and West North America, which is also qualitatively consistent with other observations such as 
ISCCP (Rossow et al., 1996) and climatologies of SAGE data (Liao et al., 1995), HIRS data (Wylie et al., 1997) and 
synoptic reports (Hahn et al., 1998). Preliminary comparisons between 'ice' phase and ISCCP high-level clouds 
occurences are currently investigated (Riedi et al., 1999a) and show sorne differences that can be very likely attributed 
to POLDER cloud detection weakness (thin cirrus) and to the degraded spatial resolution of the phase product with 
respect to the sensor resolution. 

7. Conclusions 

Cloud thermodynarnical phase retrieval based on near-in:frared polarimetric measurements is a new method. An 
improved algorithm is described here. The algorithm takes advantage ofthe measured polarized radiance at 0.865 Jlm. 
Both theoretical and experimental studies show that polarized signatures of water droplets and ice particles are quite 
different and thus can be used to discriminate between solid and liquid phase. Satellite cloud thermodynamic phase 
retrieval is somewhat difficult to validate. Two attempts have been performed. One original approach, which is based 
on ground-based lidar network. 1t shows that such observations are very useful for the thermodynamical phase 
retrieval, even if a moderate amount of data were available and linear depolarization was not measured. This frrst but 
important result clearly indicates the direction of future works. Extension of the ground-based lidar network is, 
clearly, essential for cirrus cloud studies. Finally, future spaceborne lidar with depolarization measurements will be 
quite useful for this purpose. 

Preliminary comparisons with cloud classification derived from METEOSAT data show that liquid cloud 
("low/middle-level" classes) are correctly identified by POLDER. However, sorne disagreements occur when 
considering the "cirrus" class. A non negligible part of this class are detected as "liquid" clouds. Here may appear the 
major limitation of the polarimetric method, assuming Meteosat classification is right: thin cirrus overlapping 
low/middle-level clouds can be interpreted as liquid water cloud. Two other limitations are (i) the efficiency of the 
POLDER cloud detection itself, based on visible and near infrared charmels, which is unable to detect very thin, (ii) 
the degraded spatial resolution of the operational POLDER cloud-products. Full resolution (6.2km x 6.2 km) should 
improve cloud phase detection, which is known to depend on the sensitivity and size ofthe sensor field ofview. 
Complementary studies are going on in progress (i) comparison with synoptic weather reports over the whole 
POLDER operational period, (ii) comparison with radar observations (Riedi et al., l999b). In that case, the effect of 
multiple cloud layers could be studied. The use of multispectral-spectral method with OCTS (Ocean Color and 
Thermal Scanner) sensor also on the ADEOS satellite or other visible-thermal sensors will be also useful to better 
understand ice phase retrieval. 
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Type of cloud 
Very thin cloud 
Low-level cloud 
Middle-level cloud 
Multilayered cloud 
Cirrus 
High-Thick- Homogeneous 
cloud 
High-Thick -
Heterogeneous cloud 

lee occurrence (%) 
69 
4 
10 
22 
62 
80 

13 

Liquid occurrence(%) 
31 
96 
90 
78 
38 
20 

87 

Table 1 :Occurrence frequency ofice and liquid phase as derived from POLDER versus METEOSAT 
cloud type. 
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Figure 1 : Sirnu1ated normalized polarized radiance for water drop lets cloud (liquid phase) 
for 3 size distributions (O'etF 0.1), r err=5, 10, 15 ~rn, 8s=60°, r-10. 
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Figure 2 : Sirnulated normalized polarized radiance for water droplets cloud (liquid phase) 
for 3 size distributions (r eff = 10 ~rn), O'eff =0.01, 0.05, 0.10, for r-10. This figure shows the 
effect of the O'eff pararneter on the polarization features. 
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Figure 3 : Normalized polarized radiance measured at 0.865 J..Lm over a stratocumulus cloud 
during POLDER airbome experiment (Astex'92). The altitude of the aircraft is 3.5 km. 
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Figure 4 : Normalized polarized radiance measured at 0.865 J..Lm over an altocumulus cloud 
during POLDER airbome experiment (CLEOPATRA, 1991). The altitude of the aircraft is 11 
km 
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Figure 5 : Simulated normalized polarized radiance for cloud composed of crystals (ice 
phase) for 3 size particles shapes. Sun zenith angle, 98 , is 55°, r-2 at 0.865 j.lm. 
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Figure 6 : Normalized polarized radiance measured at 0.865 j.lm over a cirrus cloud during 
POLDER airbome experiment EUCREX'94. 
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Figure 7 : Bidirectional polarized radiance simulated for a two cloud layer system. The lower 
layer is a liquid cloud (spherical particles, and r-15). The upper layer is composed of 
hexagonal particles with various optical thicknesses ( 't =0.25 to 4). 



Figure 8 : Illustration of the cloud thermodynamical phase recognition.These images are a 
three color composite (Blue : 0.443 Jlm; Green : 0.670 Jlm; Red: 0.865 Jlm) of the radiance 

measured by the instrument CCD detector over a 1600x2200 km2 area located over Atlantic 
Ocean. The black/white lines overlaid on the figure indicate the scattering angle in 10° 
increment as well as the principal plane. The top image (a) shows the total radiance and is 
similar to what would be observed with an instrument without polarization capabilities. The 
bottom image (b) corresponds to the exact same area, but displays the perpendicular 
component of the polarized radiance. For each spectral band, the scale varies from 0 to 0.80 
in radiance, and from 0 to 0.08 in polarized radiance. 
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Figure 9 : Examples of directional polarization samples at 0.865 /-LID measured by POLDER 
over Lille (North of France), for cirrus cloud and liquid cloud. Solid lines correpond to linear 
fit ofmesurements for the two scattering angle ranges 60°-140° and 140°-180°. 
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Figure 10 : Slope histogram for the 60-140° scattering angle range ( orbit 3108, 10 Novembre 
1996). 
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First Results of the POLDER "Earth Radiation 
Budget and Clouds" Operational Algorithm 

Frédéric Paroi, Jean-Claude Buriez, Claudine Vanbauce, Pierre Couvert, 
Geneviève Sèze, Philippe Goloub, and Sylvain Cheinet 

Abstract- The POLDER instrument is devoted to global 
i observations of the solar radiation reftected by the earth
, atmosphere system. Algorithms of the "Earth Radiation Budget 
and Clouds" processing line implemented at the French Space 
Center are applied to ADEOS-POLDER data. First results on 
derived cloud properties are presented from POLDER leve! 2 
data of 10 November 1996 and level 3 products of June 1997. 

A good correlation is observed between the POLDER cloud 
detection algorithm and the Dynamical Clustering Method 
applied to METEOSAT data. The multidirectional capability 
of POLDER appears useful to check schemes of cloud optical 
thickness retrieval. As expected, a water droplet model is suitable 
for liquid water clouds and inadequate for ice clouds. That 
indirectly validates our algorithm of cloud phase recognition. An 
apparent pressure is derived from 0 2 -absorption measurements 
and a Rayleigh cloud pressure from polarization observations. 
For overcast conditions, the apparent pressure is larger (by 
more thau 100 hPa) thau the Rayleigh pressure chiefty due to 
the photon penetration effect. For partly cloudy conditions, it 
can be larger or weaker depending on the surfa~ refte.:tivity. 

Preliminary comparisons between POLDER and ISCCP 
monthly mean products outline sorne differences resulting in 
part from the original characteristics of POLDER. 

Index Terms-Clouds, polarization, remote sensing. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

H UMAN activities are increasing the atmospheric con
centrations of both greenhouse gases and anthropogenic 

aerosols, which tend, respectively, to warm and to cool the 
earth-atmosphere system [22], [Il]. Global climate models 
(GCM's) endeavor to project what the future has in store for 
the earth, but the large range of possible scenarios mainly 
cornes from the little understood in the climate sensitiv
ity to such perturbations [22]. A major uncertainty in the 
determination of this sensitivity is the misunderstanding in 
the feedbacks associated with cloudiness changes and the 
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difficulty of GCM's to correctly account for cloud-radiation
climate interactions [8], [9], [36]. Indeed, cloud-radiation 
interactions are really complex and depend on numerous 
physical parameters such as the cloud macrophysical and 
microphysical characteristics but also the atmospheric and 
terrestrial environment. Consequently, GCM' s need realistic 
representation of clouds and their effects on radiation balance 
at global scale as well as at regional scale. It is essential to 
correctly simulate the present forcing of clouds on radiation 
but especially to mode! what the future forcing of clouds 
will be. Global observations of cloud properties and global 
measurements of the effects of clouds on radiation are essential 
to achieve this objective. 

The most comprehensive way to obtain global cloud ob
servations is by means of satellite-based measurements, even 
if field experiments and ground-based measurements remain 
essential to support the satellite observations. Satellites can 
directly observe not only the spatial and temporal variabilities 
of clouds [33] but also their effects on earth's radiation budget 
(ERB) at the top of the atmosphere [30], [20]. Since the first 
satellite images were used [ 1 ], satellite observations of clouds 
and satellite derivation of cloud properties have been widely 
developed and investigated (see [32] for an almost exhaustive 
historical summary of cloud algorithms). 

POLDER (POLarization and Directionality of the Earth' s 
Reflectances) is a component of a series of new sensors that 
may provide key information for improving our knowledge 
of clouds, radiation, and climate interactions. POLDER is 
a CNES (the French Space Agency) instrument which was 
on board the Japanese ADEOS (ADvanced Earth Observing 
Satellite) polar orbi ting platform, successfully launched in 
August 1996. In November 1996, POLDER entered into 
its nominal acquisition phase and functioned perfectly until 
ADEOS early end of service in June 1997. POLDER is 
a multispectral imaging radiometer-polarimeter designed to 
provide global and repetitive observations of the solar radiation 
reflected by the earth-atmosphere system [13]. The instrument 
concept is based on a wide field of view ( rv2200 km) tele
centric optics, a rotating wheel carrying spectral filters and 
polarizers, and a charged coupled deviee (CCD) array of (242 
x 274) detectors that induces a moderate spatial resolution of 
6.2 km. As the ADEOS satellite passes over a scene, up to 14 
successive measurements are acquired in eight narrow spectral 
bands located between 443 and 910 nm. The POLDER leve! 
1 products routinely processed by CNES consist of calibrated 
radiances and Stokes parameters at full spatial resolution. The 

0 196-2892/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE 
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leve! 2 and 3 products are split into three processing !ines 
which are the "ERB, water vapor, and clouds" (hereafter noted 
as "ERB & clouds"), the "Ocean color and aerosols over the 
ocean," and the "Land surfaces and aerosols over land" !ines. 
For different reasons put forward in [7], ali of the results of the 
"ERB & clouds" processing Iine are averaged at the "super
pixel" scale that typically corresponds to (9 x 9) pixels. The 
spatial resolution of the super-pixel (0.5° x 0.5° at the equator, 
i.e., rv50 km x 50 km) appears suitable both for comparison 
with ISCCP (International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project, 
[33]) products and for use in connection with ERB instruments 
like ScaRaB (Scanner for the Earth Radiation Budget) [23] and 
CERES (Cloud and the Earth's Radiant Energy System) [45]. 

The "ERB & clouds" thematic interest takes advantage 
of the multispectral, multidirectional, and multipolarization 
capabilities of POLDER to derive useful information on clouds 
and their effects on short-wave radiation [7]. This paper deals 
with one of the main goals of the "ERB & clouds'' lint< which is 
the derivation of cloud properties, such as cloud amount, cloud 
optical thickness, cloud pressure, and cloud thermodynamic 
phase at global scale. The atmospheric water vapor content is 
presented in a companion paper in this issue [43]. Similarly to 
many "cloud algorithms" [32], the "ERB & clouds" processing 
line uses two basic steps: the cloud detection phase and the 
cloud properties derivation phase. The first step is crucial since 
it contrais further processing and it has a major impact on 
determining other products. Part~<;ll!!ll: ,,~tt~.i}:.t,~QJ,l;/ ,is, ,tlly~l-!t9,~e ... · 
given to the cloud detection algorit~~9fi:Wt?/i~~B,::)~:S1M~·W'i1 , 
line; it is a threshold method employing severa} sequential 
tests for the presence of clouds~ , :rite adjv~~'He~~~ .pf, ~~e, 
different tests involved in the algorithm are prt<S~f!.@ in the 
next section. The so-derived POLDER pixel identification is 
compared to a cloud classification applied to METEOSAT 
data and based on the Dynamical Clustering Method [37]. 
The following sections present the others cloud properties, 
cloud optical thickness, cloud pressure, and cloud phase, 
respectively. The original contribution of POLDER regarding 
these products is emphasized. The discussions are supported 
by the analysis of POLDER data acquired on November 10, 
1996, especially along three ADEOS orbits over the Atlantic 
Ocean (orbit numbers 3107-3109), i.e., in the METEOSAT 
field of view (see Fig. 1). At the end of a validation period 
foreseen in July 1998, the complete set of POLDER data will 
be processed by CNES and level2 and 3 products will be.made 
available to the scientific community. For the moment, the only 
available monthly synthesis of the "ERB & clouds" Iine is for 
June 1997. Section VI presents the global monthly means of 
POLDER-derived cloud properties and compares them to the 
ISCCP products. Finally, Section VII summarizes the results 
and concludes. 

Il. CLOUD AMOUNT: THE CLOUD DETECTION ALGORITHM 

The physical principles of the POLDER cloud detection 
algorithm are extensively developed in [7]. They were based 
on the analysis of measurements performed by the airborne 
simulator of POLDER. Since then, POLDER has flown aboard 
ADEOS, and sorne adjustments and improvements have been 

Fig. 1. Image constructed from 670 nm rellectance measured by POLI 
on November 10, 1996 along three ADEOS paths (orbit numbers 3107-3: 
over the Atlantic Ocean. Clouds appear as light shades against a darker O( 

or land background. 

brought to the algorithm. First, this section briefly covers 
different threshold tests used in the algorithm and presents 
methodology used to adjust the different threshold values. T 
consists mainly in analyzing the coherence of results from 1 

various tests involved in the algorithm'. The validation of 1 

cloud identification is emphasized through comparison w 
the results of the Dynamical Clustt<ring Method applied 
METEOSAT satellite observation [37]. 

The cloud detection algorithm of the "ERB & clouds" line 
main! y based on a series of sequential threshold tests applied 
each individual pixel (6.2 km) and for every viewing directio 
Sorne of these tests use the spectral reflectance defined 
R>. = 7rL>./(cos08 E>.), where L>. is the measured spectr 
radiance, Os is the solar zenith angle, andE>. is the spectral 
averaged solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere. F01 
tests aim at detecting clouds, and a pixel is declared cloud 
when one of these tests proves positive. 

1) An "apparent" pressure Papp is derived from the rati 
of reflectance measured in the channels centered : 
763 and 765 nm (see Section IV). The pixel is !abele 
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cloudy if Papp is markedly lower than the sea-surface 
pressure Psurface· The threshold applied to ?surface -

Papp depends on the ratio between the molecular and 
the total reflectance at 765 nm, Rmol/ R* [42]. 

2) A pixel is declared cloudy if the measured reflectance at 
wavelength À, R>. (À = 8GS nm over ocean and À = 443 
nm over land) is significantly larger than its clear-sky 
estimate R)..lear. Over ocean, a large threshold value 
( 15%) is chosen in order to a void classifying aerosols 
as clouds. The same value is chosen over land, but the 
spatial variability is taken into account. 

3) For scattering angles less than 140°, the molecular 
optical thickness T443 of the atmospheric layer above 
the observed surface (cloud or sea-surface) is directly 
derived from the polarized reflectance at 443 nm. It is 
compared to the total molecular optical thickness of the 
atmosphere T4!":tr. If the T4l':t'- T443 difference is above 
threshold, the pixel is rejected as cloud contaminated. In 
[7] the threshold was set to a constant value. In the new 
version of the algorithm, it varies as a linear function of 
the air-mass factor. 

4) The polarized radiance at 865 nm presents different fea
tures for clear-sky and for cloud conditions specifically 
in the rainbow direction (see Section V). A pixel is 
identified as cloud-contaminated if the actual polarized 
radiance is outside the expected range for clear-sky 
conditions. This range is now defined as a function of 
the scattering angle. 

If ali of the previous tests prove negative, two more tests are 
added in order to identify the clear pixels. 

5) A pixel that has not been declared cloudy is labeled 
as clear if R>-. - R)..Iear (À = 865 nm over ocean and 
À = 443 nm over land) is small enough ( <2% ). 

6) Finally, a pixel is expected to be clear if its reflectance 
exhibits a large spectral variability. Practically, follow
ing [5] the Rs65/ R443 ratio was found to be a better 
indicator than the Rsm-J R67o ratio initially considered 
in [7]. Over ocean, a pixel is declared as cloud-free if 
the Rs6o/ R443 ratio is less than 0.4. Over land surface, 
this ratio has to be more than 1.2. 

The different thresholds presented above have been adjusted 
according to the following philosophy. When adjusting the 
four first tests, the reflectance threshold test, R>.- R)..lear < 2% 

is considered as a reference test. Indeed, ali the pixels that 
satisfy this test for ali the viewing directions are expected to be 
clear. Consequent! y, the reflectance threshold test is used as an 
indicator of the relevance of the different "cloud" thresholds. 
At this stage, the philosophy of the cloud detection algorithm 
is to adjust the "cloud" thresholds in order to make sure that 
ali the four tests prove negative when the pixel is clear. When 
detecting the cloud-free pixels, a similar approach is adopted. 
Pixels are expected to be "cloudy" if the reflectance threshold 
test, R>. - R)..!ear > 15%, is satisfied whatever the direction of 
view. The spectral variability thresholds are thus adjusted in 
such a way that practically no cloudy pixel is declared as clear. 
Illustration of this methodology cao be found in [38]. 

If a POLDER pixel does not satisfy at !east one of the 
six tests described above, it remains unclassified for a given 
viewing direction. However, if this pixel is labeled as clear 
(or cloudy) in sorne viewing directions and undetermined in 
ali the other ones, theo it is labeled as clear (or cloudy) for 
ali the directions. If the pixel remains undetermined, it is theo 
relabeled as clear or cloudy depending on the classification 
of the neighboring pixels and the spatial variability of R670· 

Afterwards, when ali of the elementary pixels are identified as 
cloud-free or cloudy, the cloud cover is computed at the super
pixel scale ( ,.__,9 x 9 pixels), direction by direction. An example 
of so-derived global distribution of the monthly mean cloud 
cover retrieved from ADEOS/POLDER data is presented in 
Section VI. 

A first validation of the POLDER cloud identification al
gorithm goes through a comparison with the results of the 
Dynamical Clustering Method [37] applied to METEOSAT 
data acquired every 30 min between 7 and 14 UTC from 
October 30 to November l 0, 1996. The spatial resolution 
of the METEOSAT data is 5 km at nadir. The Dynamical 
Clustering Method uses two spectral parameters, the infrared 
and visible radiances and two structural parameters, the local 
spatial standard deviation of the visible and infrared radiances 
(computed for 3 x 3 neighboring pixels). These data are 
processed following [29] for five Iatitudinal regions over ocean 
and six regions over land. The result is a set of cloud type 
classifications valid between 7 and 14 UTC for the October 
30-November 10, 1996 period. From this set, any ADEOS
POLDER path in the METEOSAT field of view cao be 
simulated with a time !ag of ± 15 min. 

The POLDER and METEOSAT cloud covers are compared 
for the three ADEOS paths (orbit numbers 3107-3109) on 
November 10 (Fig. 1). The proportion of clear (overcast) 
pixels is 28% (49%) in the METEOSAT classification and 
34% (53%) in the POLDER one. The smaller clear pixel 
percentage in the METEOSAT classification is compensated 
by a larger percentage of partially covered pixels (small 
cumulus, cloud edges, very thin cirrus) than in the POLDER 
cloud classification. Note that "parti y" does not have the_ same 
meaning for METEOSAT and POLDER pixels. In the former, 
it is used for METEOSAT pixels that are expected to be 
partly covered by clouds. In the latter, it is used for POLDER 
pixels that are labeled as cloudy for sorne viewing directions 
and clear for the others. The co-occurrence matrix obtained 
from the pixel-to-pixel comparison of the two classifications 
(Table I) shows that 76% of the pixels belong to the same 
class and only 1.7% belong to opposite classes (clear/overcast 
or overcast/clear). The percentage of pixels declared clear by 
POLDER but declared cloud-contaminated by METEOSAT 
(9%) is larger than the opposite case (3%). Only 13% of 
these anomalous pixels are overcast in the first case, and 
17% in the second case. Tables II and III, respectively, give 
the distribution of the METEOSAT cloud types for each of 
the three POLDER classes and the distribution of the three 
POLDER classes for each of the METEOSAT cloud types. 
The overcast cloud types (low, middle, multilayer, cirrus, high 
thick clouds) have at !east 85% of their pixels belonging to 
the overcast class in the POLDER classification and Jess than 
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TABLE 1 
Co-OCCURRENCE MATRIX 0BTAINED FROM TitE PIXEL-TO-PIXEL 

COMPARISON OF METEOSAT AND POLDER IDENTIFICATION 
FOR THE 3 POLDER-ADEOS PATHS OF FIG. 1 

POLDER 

METEOSAT Clear Partly Overcast 

Clear 25.1 'Yc 2.5'Îi 0.5'k 

Parti y 7.9% 6.6'k S.O'if 

Overcast 1.2'7< 3.9'/c 44.N 

TABLE Il 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE METEOSAT CLOUD TYPES IN EACH OF TitE THREE 
POLDER CLASSES FOR TitE THREE POLDER-ADEOS PATHS OF FIG. 1 

\IETEOSAT I'OLUER classes 
Cloud types 

Cie ar Parti y Ovcrcasl 

2~.1 '!f· cl car R9'k 9'7r 2o/c 

'!.6% nearl y clear 46% 28% 26% 

7.0% thin edge' 40'7c 38% 22% 

5.9'1<-> parti y doudy 12% 21°k 6891 

'!.2'!r low clouds 2CJc-, Yi! 96'71 

7.4'Îr middle clouds 3'1< 6'k 91 o/r 

5.R(I< multi-layers N IYi! 85'/i 

-1.2'/r thin cirrus clouds ll'k ."\2'X 57''/c 

11.5'1'< cirrus c.:lout.ls 2(/r 10'1< 89'k 

11.3'11 hig.h thick clout.ls O'X ()'/, IOO'if 

3% of them are classified as clear. An exception is the thin 
cirrus class. For the partly cloudy types, the percentage of 
clear POLDER pixels decreases as the subpixel cloud cover 
is expected to increase. Study of the spatial neighboring of 
these partially covered METEOSAT pixels shows that when 
they are declared clear by POLDER, the percentage of clear 
METEOSAT pixels in the neighboring is larger than in the 
other cases. 

The cloud cover derived from POLDER compares weil 
with the METEOSAT cloud classification on an instantaneous 
basis and at the pixel scale. The percentage of full agreement 
between POLDER and METEOS AT (76%) is close to the 81% 
which is found by comparing the METEOSAT classification 
with itself by introducing a shift of one pixel. However, in this 
last case, only 0.2% of the pixels are classified in opposite 
categories against 1.7% in the POLDER-METEOSAT com
parison. This discrepancy between POLDER and METEOS AT 
classifications cornes from the differences both in the observa
tions and the algorithms. The METEOSAT algorithm is very 
sensitive to a very small spatial variability of radiance values 
close to surface ones. In the POLDER scheme, thresholds have 

been set up to avoid the inclusion of "false clouds" suc 
Saharan dust. When the apparent pressure threshold an 
the reftectance threshold is decreased, the percentage of c 
POLDER pixels declared clear by METEOSAT increases, 
the percentage of clear METEOSAT pixels declared cloud: 
POLDER increases, too. This comparison appears encouraj 
though there are sorne discrepancies especially for the p~ 
cloudy and the thin cloud cases. 

One has to keep in mind that the aim of the "ERE 
clouds" processing line is to derive cloud properties and ne 
detect surface parameters. Consequent! y, the cloud detec 
algorithm is very different from a cloud-clearing algorit 
The previous discussion highlights that broken cloudines! 
weil as thin cloud cover are sometimes classified as clear 
the POLDER pixel identification scheme. In fact, one veri 
that the different thresholds of the POLDER algorithm h 
been adjusted in such a manner that questionable cloud c< 
as weil as thick aerosol layers are rejected as clear. Gener: 
speaking, it seemed to the authors that it was preferable 
to allocate to an entire POLDER pixel sorne mean cie 
properties corresponding on! y to a small fraction of the pi: 
However, this philosophy may have sorne impact on the fi 
results, as illustrated in Section VI. 

III. CLOUD 0PTICAL THICKNESS 

Cloud optical thickness is directly related to the ice/wa 
content and is thus a key parameter in cloud modeling. It ' 
be derived from bidirectional reftectance measurements. Ho 
ever, this needs sorne assumptions both on cloud microphys 
and on cloud morphology and spatial distribution. Cloud fie~ 
are commonly viewed as a single and homogeneous plar 
parallellayer composed of prescribed partiel es despite possil 
large effects due to both cloud heterogeneities (e.g., [2. 
[ 10]) and different particles [28]. Unlike the usual scanr 
radiometers, POLDER provides up to 14 quasi-simultanee 
reftectance measurements of a geographical target. While it 
always possible to find a cloud mode! that satisfies one sin~ 
bidirectional observation of a given target, it is not so ea 
to fulfill the complete set of 14 observations. Consequent! 
POLDER not only allows the determination of cloud optic 
thickness under sorne hypotheses, but it also enables us to tf 
the validity of these hypotheses. 

A cloud water droplet mode! is used in our algorithm th 
operationally derives cloud optical thickness from ADEO: 
POLDER data [7]. The cloudy pixels are assumed fui 
covered by a plane-parallel layer composed of liquid wat• 
drop lets with an effective radius of 10 J.Lm and an effecti' 
variance of 0.15 [ 18]. In these conditions, the optical thickne1 
is the only cloud property that is allowed to vary. This mode 
is similar to the one used in the first ISCCP analysis [33]. Th 
uncertainties due to the use of this mode! have been discusse 
in [32]. 

An example of global distribution of the monthly mea 
cloud optical thickness retrieved from ADEOS-POLDER dat 
is presented in Section VI. The purpose here is to illustrat' 
the ability to test the cloud mode! used. To do that, for th• 
cloudy situations observed over ocean during three ADEO~ 
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TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION Or THE THREE POLDER CLASSES IN EAC'II OF TI1E METEOSAT CLOUD TYPES FOR THE THREE POLDER-ADEOS PArHS OF FiG. 1 

i\IETEOSAT doud t~pes 

POLDER Cie ar Ne arly Thin Part lv 

dasscs dt' ar èdg~s cloud y 

34.2',i Clcar 7Yii 1.1'/t· X'lr 2{ii 

1.1.()<;; Parti y !<J'ii 21'1(· 20'1< l)(i( 

52.xc/(, Ovcrca~t Jt;(. )% ~(Ï;' X(if1 
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Fig. 2. Differences between the "directional" values of cloud spherical 
albedo and their mean value as a function of scanering angle for (a) Iiquid 
water clouds and (b) ice clouds. The wavelength is 670 nm. The tine 
corresponds to the average difference. POLDER data corresponds to ADEOS 
orbits 3107-3109. 
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overpasses ( orbit numbers 3107-31 09), we make use of the 
N(S 14) "directional" values of cloud optical thickness, given 
in the "ERB & clouds" products. Since the retrieval is based on 
the standard cloud droplet mode!, these N values are expected 
to be close to one another in the case of liquid water clouds 
and dispersed in the case of ice clouds. By another way, 
for each cloudy pixel the thermodynamic phase is identified 
following the method described in Section V. We thus select 
the super-pixels only composed of pixels for which the phase 
is found liquid and the super-pixels for which the phase is 
ice whatever the pixel. For every superpixel observed under 
at !east seven directions, we calculate the difference between 
each of the "directional" values of optical thickness and their 
mean value. More precisely, we make use of a representa
tion, introduced in the ISCCP scheme, that is equivalent in 
radiative energy amount. Indeed, the variability of the cloud 
properties we are interested in is important according to their 
contribution to the earth radiation budget. Additionally, as 
the basic measurements are radiances, the precision of the 
calculated differences is more easily interpretable in energy 
rather than in optical thickness. Practically, the calculated 
parameter is the cloud spherical albedo ( over a black surface) 
which is a one-to-one function of the optical thickness (see 
[34, Fig. 3.13]). 

These cloud spherical albedo differences are reported as 
a function of scattering angle for the selected liquid water 
clouds in Fig. 2(a). On average, the liquid water clouds appear 
weil represented by the standard droplet mode!. The absolute 
difference of retrieved spherical albedo is typically 0.01. Only 
about ten superpixels, located near a depression off lceland, 
notably depart from this good behavior; the large spherical 
albedo differences are certainly due to shortcomings in the 
cloud phase detection for these ambiguous multilayered cloud 
systems. The spherical albedo difference averaged over the 
2278 superpixels classified as liquid water clouds remains 
very close to zero for ali the scattering angles larger than 
90°. The values of scattering angle around 80° correspond 
to large values of the solar and/or the viewing zenith angle, 
which may induce a serious weakness of the plane-parallel 
approximation [25]. However, note that the abrupt decrease 
of the spherical albedo difference near 70° corresponds to the 
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ambiguous cases mentioned above and must not be considered 
as representative of the liquid water clouds. 

The spherical albedo differences calculated for the super
pixels classified as ice clouds are reported in Fig. 2(b). As 
expected, it clearly appears that the liquid water droplet mode) 
is not suitable for ice clouds. The difference of retrieved 
spherical albedo often reaches values as large as ±0.1. The 
value of the spherical albedo difference averaged over the 1197 
superpixels varies by 0.12 when the scattering angle varies 
from 100° to about 140°. The minimum observed near 140° is 
related to the peak of the phase function of the water droplet 
mode! in the rainbow direction. A smoother phase function 
would give a better agreement in the treatment of ice clouds. 

However, the standard water droplet mode! which is used 
in the POLDER operational algorithm-a cloud droplet ra
dius of 10 J.Lm-is in good agreement with mean values 
retrieved from near-infrared radiance observations over low
level clouds: about 11-12 f.Lm in maritime clouds and 8-9 
pm in continentals clouds [ 17]. On the opposite, many studies 
have shown that the single-scattering properties of ice cloud 
particles differ substantially from those of liquid water spheres 
(see [28] and references therein). For that reason, an ice fractal 
polycrystal model, which is expected to be representative of 
irregularly shaped and randomly oriented ice particles, was 
introduced in the treatment of cold clouds in the recent ISCCP 
re-analysis [34]. On the other hand, the analysis of airborne 
POLDER data acquired during the EUCREX'94 (European 
Cloud and Radiation Experiment) campaign confirmed that the 
standard water droplet model is suitable for stratocumulus and 
the ice polycrystal mode) is more adequate for cirrus clouds 
[14]. 

Thus, the POLDER bidirectional reflectance measurements 
appear useful to check the schemes of cloud optical thickness 
retrieval. In the near future, different cloud parti cie models will 
be investigated in order to minimize the angular variability of 
the cloud spherical albedo. 

IV. CLOUD PRESSURE 

Together with cloud optical thickness, one of the most 
important cloud properties with respect to global climate 
changes is cloud height. Several techniques for deriving cloud 
altitude from satellite have already been developed, gener
ally Using radiances in the 15 J.Lm C02 band (e.g., (40], 
[27]) or in the atmospheric windows (e.g., [31], [26]). Two 
different methods were developed to retrieve cloud pressure 
from ADEOS-POLDER data [7]. Here we present the first 
comparison between these two cloud pressures, respectively, 
derived from absorption measurements in the oxygen A-band 
and from spectral polarization measurements. 

The algorithm of derivation of the "apparent pressure" Pa pp 

is extensively described in [7]. It is based on a differentiai 
absorption technique using the radiances measured in the 
POLDER narrow-band and wide-band channels centered on 
the oxygen A-band. In this algorithm, Papp is calculated 
both for clear and for cloudy conditions (cf., Section II; see 
also [42]). Here we consider only the cloudy conditions. The 
atmosphere is assumed to behave as a pure absorbing medium 

overlying a perfect reflector located at pressure Papp· Bec 
ali scattering effects are neglected, Papp is not the cloud 
pressure; it is somewhat of a mean pressure, between 
bottom and the top of a single cloud or of a multilay 
cloud system. This difference between Papp and the cloud 
pressure can be amplified when the ground influence is 
negligible. A correction for this effect, proposed in [7], is 
to be validated and is not considered here. 

Another retrieved cloud pressure is the so-called "Ray), 
cloud pressure," PRay· derived from polarization meas 
ments at 443 nm. At this wavelength, the polarized reflect< 
is mainly related to the atmospheric molecular optical th 
ness above the observed cloud, at )east for scattering an 
ranging from 80° and 120° and outside the sunglint direct 
A correction is introduced to remove the small contamina 
by the cloud layer itself as explained in [7]. The pressure f
is then directly proportional to the retrieved molecular opt 
thickness. That pressure is thus expected to be close to 
cloud top pressure, at )east when the whole signal cornes f1 
the molecules situated above the cloud, that needs oven 
conditions. 

Fig. 3 compares the Rayleigh cloud pressure to that deri 
from 0 2 absorption for the clouds observed during the th 
selected ADEOS overpasses. As expected, Papp is alm 
always larger than PRay for overcast conditions [Fig. 3, 
(b)]. The mean difference is 140 hPa for the 2776 ocea 
superpixels and 209 hPa for the 219 continental ones. 
comparable difference was observed for optically thick clot 
between Papp and the cloud top pressure derived from 
brightness temperature measured in the 11-J.Lm channel 
METEOSAT [42]. These differences are thought to be chie 
due to the photon penetration effect that strongly affects 1 

retrieval of the pressure from 0 2 absorption measuremen 
This effect is known to be more negligible as the volm 
scattering coefficient is larger [ 46]. Th at is the case of maritii 
stratocumulus clouds for which Papp is much doser to PR 

[see the range 900-1000 hPa in Fig. 3(a)]. 
The comparison between Papp and Pnay appears mo 

complex for the partly cloudy superpixels [Fig. 3(c) and (d 
The difference Papp - PR.ay remains positive over land but 
very often negative over ocean: The mean difference is 2: 
hPa for the 711 continental superpixels but -32 hPa for tl 
3462 oceanic ones. When the cloud cover tends toward zer 
the retrieved pressures do not tend necessarily to the surfac 
pressure Psurface· The Rayleigh pressure tends to Psurfa• 

only if there is no additional polarization by the surface. TI 
apparent pressure tends to Psurface only if ali of the reflecte 
light cornes from the surface. Practically, Papp is close t 

?surface for highly reflecting surfaces but can be as weak < 
500 hPa for dark surfaces such as the ocean outside the regio 
of the solar specular reflection [42]. Therefore, for parti 
cloudy pixels, PRay is generally larger than the actual clou 
top pressure and Papp is weaker or larger than the cloud mea 
pressure depending on whether the surface is dark or brigh 
That explains that Papp - Pnay is generally positive for parti 
cloudy superpixels over land [Fig. 3(d)] but is now negativ 
now positive over ocean depending on the relative contributio 
of the cloud in the observed reflectance [Fig. 3(c)]. 
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1 Fig. 3. Apparent cloud pressure derived from 02 absorption versus Rayleigh cloud pressure derived from polarization at 443 nm, for overcast conditions 
over (a) ocean and (b) land and for partly cloudy conditions over (c) ocean and (d) land. POLDER data correspond to ADEOS orbits 3107-3109. 

V. CLOUD THERMODYNAMIC PHASE 

An improved algorithm for remotely detennining the cloud
top thermodynamic phase is described hereafter. The algorithm 
utilizes near-infrared polarized reflectance over a large range 
of scattering angles in order to discriminate between ice and 
liquid water phases. Indeed, theoretical as weil as experimental 
studies have shown that polarized signatures of water droplets 
and ice particles are quite different [15], [16], [6], [35], [12]. 

Considering a cloudy system observed from satellite, the 
polarized component of the upward radiance is mainly formed 
in the upper cloud layer [15]. Around 80% of the sing1e
scattered radiation reflected by the cloud arises from the upper 
hundred meters of the layer. In studying cloud polarization, the 
physical interesting quantity is the polarized reflectance PR>., 
which is Jess sensitive to multiple scattering effects than the 
total reflectance [ 19]. Th us, the polarization features, main) y 
governed by single scattering, are preserved in P R>.. 

For a large enough optical thickness ( T > 1), the polarized 
reflectance P R).. roughly varies as the cloud polarized phase 

function, which depends on cloud microphysics properties 
(shape/size) and refractive index. 

In most cases, cloud water droplets are expected to have 
a particle effective radius ranging between 5 ttm and 15 J.Lffi. 
Fig. 4(a) and (b) presents, respectively, theoretical simulations 
and observations of the main polarization features for scat
tering angles that can be observed by POLDER. The light 
scattering by cloud water droplets exhibits a strong maximum 
about 140° from the incoming direction. This peak, the so
called primary rainbow, is highly polarized which makes it 
easily detectable. The maximum and the width of the peak 
are dependent on the droplet size distribution [15]. Another 
noticeable property is the neutra) point, which is located 
between 75° and 120° according to droplet size. For narrow 
size distributions, se veral supernumary bows appear [ 16]. On 
the contrary, if the size distribution is relative! y broad, no 
supernumary bow appears. In sorne cases these properties are 
used to retrieve the effective radius of liquid water droplets 
[4]. The last polarization feature that can be observed is the 
glory, which is centered on the backscattering peak (scattering 
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Fig. 4. Polarized rellectance at 865 nm as a function of scattering angle. 
(a) corresponds to simulation in the solar principal plane for polycrystals 
randomly oriented in space (dashed tine) and water spheres of effective radius 
of 10 l'ffi (solid tine). In both cases cloud optical thickness is two. The sun 
zenithal angle is 55°. (b) is an example of polarized rellectance measured by 
POLDER over cirrus cloud (crosses) and over liquid water cloud (full circle) 
on November 10, 1996. 

angle equal to 180° ). This is a typical characteristic of water 
spheres [ 41 ]. 

Unlike water clouds, cirrus clouds are mainly composed 
of ice crystals with extremely large variabilities in shape 
and size [21]. Diversity and complexity of ice crystal shape 
and size depend on temperature and humidity in cloud. For 
scattering angles that can be observed from space, radiative 
transfer computations [6], [12] performed for randomly ori
ented hexagonal particles [Fig. 4(a)] and observations [Fig. 4 
(b)] show different important features: i) a generally positive 
polarization (vibration perpendicular to the scattering plane), 
ii) a decreasing of the polarization for increasing scattering 

'··,··· 

angles (i.e. negative slope), and iii) a neutra! point ar< 
160°. 

Since [7], preliminary analysis of polarized reftecta 
acquired by ADEOS-POLDER has highlighted a possible 
way to recognize the cloud thermodynamic phase. The pre 
operational algorithm is described hereafter. Two spe 
angular ranges are considered. For scattering angles sm 
than Il oo, the direction of the polarization plane with res 
to the scattering plane is predominately 90° (positive polar 
component and negative slope) for ice clouds and oo (neg< 
polarization and positive slope) for liquid water clouds. 
larger scattering angles (around 140°) the two cloud t: 
positively polarize the radiation, but the polarized reftect: 
is ten times higher for liquid water clouds than for 
clouds. The POLDER angular coverage in term of avail 
scattering angles depends on the latitude and the season. 
most complete POLDER angular sampling can give acces 
these two angular ranges. In sorne cases, one or both ang 
domains can be not sampled. The phase detection is base( 
tests performed in the two scattering angle domains at 865 
At this wavelength, the molecular contribution is rather ~ 
and is corrected for by using the Rayleigh cloud top pres~ 
(see Section IV). 

The algorithmic principle and results are illustrated 
Fig. 5. First, examine the 670-nm reftectance image [Fig. 5 
acquired over France on November 10, 1996. The size of 
selected area is about 1000 km x 1000 km. Clouds co 
a large part of the scene. Now, examine the correspond 
polarized reflectance images at 865 nm for scattering an! 
around 100° [Fig. 5(b)] and for scattering angles around l' 
[Fig. 5(c)]. In Fig. 5(b) black pixels correspond to negat 
polarization near 100°. This characterizes the "liquid" ph~ 
The same pixels exhibit large polarized reftectance arot 
140° [Fig. 5(c)]. A combination of the polarization inforn 
tion in these two scattering angle domains leads to label the 
pixels as "liquid" [Fig. 5(d)]. On the other hand, gray pix 
[Fig. 5(b)] correspond to relatively high positive polarizati 
around 100° and to very small ( <0.01) polarization arou 
140° [dark pixels in Fig. 5(c)]. The corresponding pixels < 
labeled "ice" [Fig. 5(d)]. The processing of the POLDI 
leve) 1 data thus allows the determination of cloud phase 
global scale. Each cloud y "superpixel" of the leve) 2 POLDI 
product is finally identified as "liquid," "ice," "mixed" or el 
"undetermined." 

VI. MONTHLY MEAN CLOUD PROPERTIES 

The leve! 2 POLDER "ERB & clouds'' products contai 
for each orbit the retrieved cloud property parameters (clou 
cover, cloud pressures, optical thickness, ... ) with their fu 
directional properties and their angular averaging as nond 
rectional parameters [7]. In level 3 processing, most of th 
latter, coming from up to 420 orbits, are averaged on a glob~ 
coverage scale to provide monthly mean climatologies an• 
associated temporal dispersions. For each pixel, the number o 
daily POLDER observations extend from at most one betwee1 
30° N and 30° S to up to 14 close to the poles. For the Jun1 
1997 POLDER data presented here, the number of average' 
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the cloud thermodynamic phase recognition. (a) Reflectance image in the 670-nm band acquired over France on November 10, 
1996. Reflectance dynamic ranges from 0-0.9. (b) Polarized reflectance at 865 nm for scattering angles close to 100°. Black pixels indicate negative 
polarization ( -0.04 < PR < 0). Gray levels are for positive polarization up to 0.02. (c) Same as (b), but for scattering angles near 140°. Polarized 
rcflectance ranges from 0--0.07. (d) Thermodynamic phase index (black is for clear sky, light gray for liquid. and dark gray for ice). This resulting 
image is a combination of information contained in (b) and (c). 

observations used to construct these climatologies lies, in most 
cases and depending on cloud cover and latitude, from 15 up 
to more than 150 observations. 

As quoted in Section I, "ERB & clouds" products are 
averaged at a rv50 x 50 km2 scale which corresponds, except 
very near the poles, to 9 x 9 aggregates of elementary 
POLDER equal area pixels. This low-resolution grid has been 
constructed in direct relationship with the equal area ISCCP 
grid, in such a way that each ISCCP cell contains an integer 
number of these "superpixels" (namely 5 x 5, between 80° N 
and 80° S). 

As an example of the first available "ERB & clouds" 
leve! 3 monthly synthesis, we present here the June 1997 
climatology of four selected parameters (cloud cover, optical 
thickness, 0 2 apparent cloud pressure, and Rayleigh cloud 
pressure) and make a first comparison to interannual means 
of ISCCP monthly mean data. For this, we have used both 
C2 (1983-1991) [33] and D2 (1987, 1989-1993) [34] data 
interpolated at 10:30 a.m. local time, but we will concentrate 
on the latter, as the most recent reprocessing of the archives. 

More exactly, we reprocess the D2-level data from ISCCP
D 1 data by weighting the cloud optical thickness and cloud 
pressures by the cloud cover to obtain month1y means coherent 
with POLDER processing. 

In the following, ali comparisons of POLDER and ISCCP 
data are restricted to the 60° N-60° S latitude band because 
of the large snow and sea-ice occurrence near the pole. Fur
thermore, for ali statistical studies, the POLDER observations 
have been averaged at the ISCCP cell resolution. 

A. Cloud Cover 

The POLDER cloud co ver for June 1997 is presented in 
Fig. 6. Ali the large cloud structures associated with the main 
climate processes are easily identified and their location is 
coherent with what we would expect for the month of June: 
the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) along the 10° N 
parallel, large clear-sky area over the deserts of Sahara, South
West Africa, and Australia, subtropical zones of heavy cloud 
cover west of Peru, Angola, California, and over the northern 
Pacifie. We note, however, an abnormal overcast area around 
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Fig. 6. POLDER leve! 3 monthly synthesis of cloud cover for June 1997. Coverage ranges from zero (black) to one (white) over a light gray backgrour 

TABLE IV 
GLOBAL MEANS OF ISCCP C&D AND POLDER CLOUD COVERS. FoR THE D DATA SET, 
MIN AND MAX GIVE THE INTERANNUAL DISPERSION AMONG THE SIX PROCESSED YEARS 

c 

Mean Min 

Ali cells 0.63 0.65 

Overocean 0.68 0.68 

Over land 0.50 0.56 

the North Pole corresponding, as it will be confirmed later, to 
a faulty cloud detection over sea ice. 

Crude statistics of this cloud cover (Table IV) show that 
POLDER data underestimate the global cloud amount by 8% 
(5%) when compared with ISCCP D2 (C2) interannual mean 
data sets. When comparing these cloud covers at pixel scale, 
we see that POLDER is always weaker over ocean, but close 
to the C2 data set over land. 

A more detailed view of these statistics in terms of cloud 
cover distribution (Fig. 7) shows that, for POLDER and IS
CCP D2 data sets, 20% of the cells have a cloud cover 
higher than 0.8. However, 34% of POLDER cells have a cloud 
cover lower than 0.5, whereas this percentage drops to 20% 
for ISCCP-D2 climatology. A closer look at the POLDER 
(respectively, ISCCP-D2) cloud covers shows that, over ocean, 
22% (respectively, 30%) of the cells have a coverage higher 
than 0.8, wh ile 28% (15%) of cells have a coverage Jess 
than 0.5. Over land, these percentages become 8% (10%) for 
POLDER (ISCCP) cells with a coverage higher than 0.8 and 
48% (32%) for cells with a coverage lower than 0.5. 

Over land, in the 60° N-60° S latitude range, the increase 
of cloud coverage observed between the C2 data set and the D2 
reprocessing is mainly due to the lower brightness temperature 
threshold used to separate clear and cloudy cells [34]. We 
may thus presume that the POLDER underestimation of cloud 
cover over land cornes from a weaker detection of thin cirrus, 
as it is typically observed over the Saharan desert. This can 

D POLDER 

Mean Max Mean 

0.66 0.68 0.58 

0.70 0.72 0.63 

0.58 0.61 0.48 

be extended for ocean observations and is coherent with tl 
precautions included in the cloud detection algorithms to avo 
aerosol contamination (see Section II). 

Finally, we have checked the coherence between POLDE 
cloud cover and ISCCP reprocessed climatologies at the pix' 
scale by looking at the cloud cover differences (8CC) wil 
POLDER. Over ocean, 8CC is weaker than 0.1 for 62% of tt 
pixels while over land, this is observed for on1y 49% of tt. 
pixels. When the tolerance threshold is set to 8CC < 0.2, thes 
percentages reach 86% over ocean and 79% over land. Th: 
shows a good coherence at a global coverage scale despite th 
fact that i) we compare June 1997 to a six-year interannuc 
mean and ii) POLDER has a daily global coverage, whil 
ISCCP climatologies use multisensor data. 

B. Cloud Optical Thickness 

In both leve! 2 (with full directional properties) and leve 
3 processings, spatial and angular, then temporal averag 
ings of optical thickness have been performed separately ir 
terms of linear means and energy equivalent means (set 
Section III). Both sets of information are given in "ERB & 

clouds" POLDER products as in ISCCP products, but we wil 
concentrate here on the latter. 

The POLDER energy averaged optica1 thickness for Jum 
1997 is presented in Fig. 8. Besides the values much large1 
than 15 at high latitudes which are obviously due to the larg( 
reftectivity of sea-ice areas detected as overcast pixels, th( 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of POLDER (thick solid line) and JSCCP D2 (thin solid line) cloud cover distributions (a) over ocean and (b) over land. The count 
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Fig. 8. POLDER leve! 3 monthly synthesis of cloud optical thickness (energy means) for June 1997. The scale ranges from zero (black) to 15 (white) 
over a light gray background. 

observed optical thickness is coherent with the above-observed 
cloud structures and their expected regional reftectivity charac
teristics: high mean values ali along the ITCZ, over midlatitude 
depression areas and for frequent thick enough cirrus banks as 
seen over the Sahara. 

The statistical distribution of ali the retrieved optical thick
nesses between 60° N and 60° S is presented in Fig. 9 along 
with the corresponding ISCCP data. The pixel values (coded 
in equivalent energy amount) have been averaged, with cloud 
cover weighting, at the ISCCP cell scale and then converted to 
corresponding optical thickness for presentation. We observe 

a noticeable spreading of the POLDER distribution (4.66 ± 
0.64) toward higher optical thickness values, compared to 
ISCCP (3.91 ± 0.58). At this stage of a first comparison, we 
may think of different grounds for this discrepancy. First, IS
CCP and POLDER present differences in the optical thickness 
retrieval methods as weil as in the measurements. Another 
would be the effect of the POLDER cloud detection algorithm 
thresholds on thin cirrus and small or broken clouds at the 
subpixel scale, compared to the ISCCP rate of detection. Since 
optical depth averaging is only done for nonzero cloud cover, 
the statistical effect may be far from negligible, even for 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of POLDER (thick solid line) and ISCCP (thin solid 
line) optical thickness distributions. The count axis corresponds to the number 
of ISCCP equal area gtid cells in 0.5 bins. 

energy means, and would lead toward the observed spreading 
over higher optical thickness values. Given the importance of 
optical thickness as a cloud characteristic, more precise studies 
are clearly needed, in particular with June 1997 ISCCP data 
when available. 

C. Cloud Pressure 

As explained in Section IV, two different POLDER cloud 
pressures (Papp and Pnay) have been defined, using two differ
ent physical principles. We may thus expect to attain different 
characteristics of the usually complex cloud structures. 

The POLDER mean "apparent" cloud pressure Papp for 
June 1997 is presented in Fig. 10. The abnormally high values 
around the pole are in fact surface pressures of snow and sea
ice, as mentioned above. The main climatic trends of cloud top 
heights are easily recognizable: large areas of dense low cloud 
structures on subtropical west sides of main continents and the 
southern lndian Ocean, high cloud accumulation ali along the 
ITCZ and over high altitude continental zones. However, but 
not surprisingly (see Section IV), Papp appears systematically 
lower than the expected cloud "top" pressure. 

This is clearly confirmed by a global statistical comparison 
of this retrieved pressure against ISCCP pressures (Table V). 
For the latter, we have chosen to confront POLDER pressures 
to both "adjusted cloud top pressure" (noted P78, following 
ISCCP D2 notation [34]) and "nonadjusted cloud top pres
sure" (P79). When averaged, Papp appears very close to the 
uncorrected P79 pressure but significantly higher than P78. 

Pressure distributions over ali ICCP ce lis (Fig. Il) fumish 
further hints. First, Papp and P78 present a very similar 
shape of distribution which shows, more or Jess cl earl y, 
three expected structures: the concentration of large strato
cumulus decks with high pressure values, thick high-level 
clouds on the other end of the histogram, and a majority 
of middle/multilayered cloud structures in between. Second, 
there is an overall shift of 139 hPa between Papp and P78, 
the latter being expected to be close to the top cloud pressure. 

This overall value is probably a complex statistical mixing 
two main radiative processes: photon penetration inside cl< 
layers and transparency of thin upper layer to lower cl< 
layers or surface reftectivity (see Section IV and [42]). 

The POLDER mean "Rayleigh pressure" Pn.ay for Jt 
1997, presented in Fig. 12, is expected to be cl oser to 
top cloud pressure (Section IV). Indeed, ali the main clim: 
trends of known cloud top heights are enhanced when co 
pared to Papp: geographie extension of the high-level clou 
particularly over land, and clear higher mean values of 
cloud pressure. We note, however, an abnormal amount 
large (>900 hPa) pressure values which are currently u01 
investigation. 

When PRay is compared to ISCCP cloud top press1 
P78 (Table V and Fig. 13) we observe a shift of 78 h 
toward high pressure values, whereas the general trends of 1 

pressure distribution are comparable. Given the very diffen 
radiative physics involved in the retrieval of these two cio 
pressures (brightness temperature in one case and polariz 
visible reftectivity in the other), a detailed comparison is 
beyond the scope of this paper. However, when exploring t 

lower pressure end of the distribution (Fig. 3) at the pil 
scale, we observe that (22%) ( 16%) (36%) of (ali)( ocean)(lan 
ISCCP P78 pixels have a cloud top pressure weaker than 4 
hPa, wh ile the corresponding percentages drop to (5%) (4l 
(7%) for Pnay· As observed for Papp• one part of this la 
of high pressures is due to the POLDER misdetection of th 
cirrus, particularly over land; another part may be interpret' 
as a transparency effect of the polarization due to molecul 
underneath high rather thin cloud layers; further studies a 
nonetheless needed to confirm such a statement. 

At the present state of the validation, the compariso 
presented above for three of the main cloud properties a 
encouraging and Iead to rather coherent hints regarding tl 
observed discrepancies. However, this preliminary study 
limited to a single month and any conclusive statement shou 
wait until the whole eight months of leve! 3 POLDER da 
are processed. 

VII. SUMMARY AN'D CONCLUSION 

First results on the derivation of cloud properties fro1 
ADEOS-POLDER have been presented in this paper. Tl 
original contribution of POLDER has been emphasized f• 
each cloud property investigated. Particular attention w: 
given to POLDER leve! 2 data of November 10, 1996 ar 
leve! 3 products of June 1997. 

A first key result is a good correlation between the POLDE 
cloud detection algorithm and the Dynamical Clusterir 
Method [37] applied to METEOSAT data. Sorne discrepanci• 
appear for broken cloudiness and very thin cirrus cloud case 
However, we think that it is preferable to not allocate to ;; 
entire POLDER pixel (6.2 km x 6.2 km) cloud propertit 
that correspond only to a small fraction of the pixel. Th 
choice can explain why our cloud cover appears to be weak1 
(typically by 0.08) than the ISCCP climatological values. 

Cloud optical thickness was derived from bidirection 
reftectances by using the standard water droplet mode! wil 
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Fig. 10. POLDER level 3 monthly synthesis of apparent 02 pressure (.P,"'PP) for June 1997. Pressure ranges from 200 hPa (white) to 1000 hPa (black). 

TABLE V 
GLOBAL MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (hPa) OF ISCCP P78 AND P79 (SEE TEXT) AND POLDER .P,,pp AND f>Ha'" PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 

P78 1'79 I',,pp PK:n 

Ali cells 565 ± 131 670 ± 103 704 ± 108 643 ± 135 

Overocean 545 ± 132 660 ± 105 700 ± 116 668± 137 

Over land 605 ± 117 685 ± 94 717 ± 87 585 ± 136 

'{r'.: 

an effective radius of 10 ttm. The multidirectionalcapability 
of POLDER is demonstrated to be useful·to.ch~ILsëf!.l'mes 
of cloud optical thickness retrieval. As expeèted;·the standard 
water droplet mode! is suitable for liquid water clouds and 
inadequate for ice clouds. This statement indirectly validates 
our algorithm of cloud thermodynamic phase recognition, 
since it was used to select these two types of clouds. The 
next "ERB & clouds" algorithm planned for POLDER2 on 
ADEOS2 (end of 2000) should begin with the cloud phase 
detection; then the more adequate particle models should be 
used to derive the cloud optical thickness. For this purpose, 
different ice crystal models will be analyzed and validated in 
the very near future. 

Two POLDER cloud pressures are derived by two different 
ways: the 0 2-apparent pressure is derived from absorption 
measurements in the oxygen-A band, while the Rayleigh cloud 
pressure makes use of spectral polarization observations. On 
average, the apparent pressure is weaker (typically by 60 
hPa) than the Rayleigh pressure. For overcast conditions, the 
Rayleigh pressure is expected to be close to the cloud top 
pressure; the 0 2-apparent pressure is larger by more than 
100 hPa chiefly due to the photon penetration effect inside 
the cloud Iayers. For partly cloudy conditions, the difference 
between the two retrieved pressures can be now negative 
now positive depending on the importance of the stirface 
reflectivity. 

Comparisons between POLDER and ISCCP monthly mean 
products were performed for the month of June. However, they 
are still only preliminary since the ISCCP data are not yet 
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Fig. Il. Comparison of Parr (thick solid line), ISCCP P78 pressure (thin 
solid li ne) and P79 pressure ( dotted line) distributions. The cou nt axis 
corresponds to the number of ISCCP equal area grid cells in 20 hPa bins. 

available for the period of the ADEOS-POLDER acquisition 
(November 1996-June 1997). Overall, the agreement is rather 
good. Differences between POLDER and ISCCP cloud optical 
thickness and cloud pressure certainly result for a large part 
from differences in the cloud detection schemes. They also 
result from the original characteristics of the POLDER instru
ment, which is complementary to usual satellite radiometers. 

The multispectral multipolarization and multidirectional ca
pabilities of POLDER thus appear useful for cloud studies. 
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Fig. 12. As in Fig. 10 for POLDER "Rayleigh" pressure (PHo.1·). 
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Fig. 13. As in Fig. Il for PHoy (thick solid line). 
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Moreover, POLDER allows observing a large sampling of the 
BRDF (up to 14 quasi-simultaneous radiance measurements) 
of any scene. Hence, it makes possible the construction of 
angular directional models directly correlated with the re
trieved cloud properties. This item is important in view of the 
high remaining uncertainty when inverting radiances to fluxes 
in the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) project, 
which is simply due to the use of limited and sometimes 
incorrect angular directional models [3], [2]. In the recent 
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) [39] and near
future Earth Observing System (EOS) projects [44], this 
fundamental problem is expected to be improved by combining 
broadband CERES measurements [45] with the use of narrow
band moderate spatial resolution cloud imagers like Moderate 
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) [24] and Visible 
and Infrared Scanner (VIRS). 
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ABSTRACT 

Bidirectional polarized reftectances measured with the POLDER-! instrument on board Advanced Earth Ob
serving Satellite-/ have been used to infer cloud altitude and thermodynamical phase (icelliquid) at a global 
scale. This paper presents a validation of these properties for cirrus clouds. The validation presented here is 
based on comparisons between POLDER-1 retrievals and measurements collected with a ground-based Iidar 
network. The scale differences between POLDER measurements and lidar data are treated by selecting homo- · 
geneous and stable cloud layers. 

These comparisons show that the cloud altitude retrieval with POLDER is valid for optically thick cloud, and 
nonvalid for semitransparent and thin cirrus clouds. The limitations of the cloud altitude retrieval method are 
analyzed by using both comparisons between POLDER and lidar and simulations of the bidirectional polarized 
reftectances performed with a radiative transfer code to assess a threshold of validity of the POLDER retrieval 
method. The comparisons of lidar and POLDER data show that the cloud thermodynamical phase (ice/Iiquid) 
retrieval is satisfactory, and examples of cloud thermodynamical phase retrieval are presented as a function of 
cloud temperatures. 

1. Introduction 

The occurrence of cirrus clouds inferred from satellite 
data is usually larger than 50% at mid- and tropical 
latitudes. These high clouds have a major influence on 
the earth-atmosphere energy budget through a combi
nation of factors including large coverage, both in space 
and time, and low temperature. They influence the en
ergy balance through effects on incoming solar radiation 
and outgoing infrared radiation (Liou 1986). At the pres
ent time, the impact of cirrus clouds on climate change 
is accepted in a broad sense but still needs to be asserted 
more quantitatively (Hansen et al. 1984). Among the 
missing quantities are the key radiative properties, that 
is, optical depth and microphysical characteristics, as 
weil as structural parameters, for example, height, geo
metrical thickness, and geographical coverage. The ice 
crystal size in cirrus cloud is variable, and the particle 
shape can be complex. In situ measurements can be used 
to observe cirrus cloud composition, but it requires high 
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altitude aircraft because of the high altitude of cirrus 
clouds. In addition, semitransparency makes high clouds 
difficult to detect in satellite data and gives an inherent 
difficulty to discriminate between ice and liquid water. 

At the present time, cloud parameters on a global 
scale are derived from observations by space-based ra
diometers (in sun-synchronous or geostationary orbit). 
Recently, the French space agency Centre National 
d'Études Spatiales developed a new radiometer, the 
POLDER (Polarization and Directionality of the Earth's 
Reflectances; Deschamps et al. 1994). POLDER was 
launched in August 1996 on board the Japanese helio
synchronous Advanced Earth Observing Satellite-] 
(ADEOS-1) (1030 LST) orbiting at 796-km altitude. The 
inclination is 98.59°, and the orbit period is 100 min. 

POLDER-! data inversion algorithms are currently 
un der validation. As part of this ongoing effort, we foc us 
our current research on cirrus clouds, with special at
tention paid to two parameters that can be inferred from 
polarized radiances: cloud height and discrimination be
tween ice and liquid water (i.e., thermodynamical 
phase). The validation is conducted by comparison with 
contemporary lidar measurements. The current valida
tion involves a lidar network of four ground-based sta
tions distributed over different latitudes in the two hemi-
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TABLE 1. POLDER cloud products deduced from polarized measurements. 

Cloud parameter 
inferred from 
polarized data 

Height 

Inversion method 

Rayleigh pressure method (Goloub et al. 
!994) • 

POLDER-! measurements 

Bidirectional polarized reftectances at 443 and 864 nm 

Thermodynamical phase Absence or presence of rainbow 6 = 140° 
(Goloub et al. 1994) 

Bidirectional polarized reftectances at 864 nm around € 
140° 

Particle shape signature for scattering an
gles lower than 1 10° 

spheres. Lidars cao detect subvisible cirrus clouds, and 
they are well suited to retrieve cloud boundaries (height) 
with high accuracy (tens to hundred ofmeters) and prop
erties such as the optical depth and backscattering phase 
function. This latter parameter provides information on 
the cloud particle microphysics, while lidar linear de
polarization ratio (Sassen 1991) provides relevant in
formation on cloud phase. Prior to the current work, 
POLDER radiometer data have been used in conjunction 
with backscatter lidar data in the framework of an air
borne experiment (Sauvage et al. 1999; Chepfer et al. 
1999). 

Section 2 addresses the mean features and capabilities 
of POLDER-1 on ADEOS-1. Section 3 is dedicated to 
the POLDER data inversion techniques used to derive 
the cloud information to be validated. Section 4 presents 
the lidar network and lidar data. The implemented pro
cedure to conduct a reliable comparison between POL
DER-1 and lidar is discussed in section 5. Sections 6 
and 7 present the results of the comparisons for cloud 
height and cloud phase, respectively. 

2. POLDER radiometer on ADEOS-1 

The POLDER instrument was designed to collect ac
curate observations of the polarized and directional solar 
radiation reflected by the earth-atmosphere system 
(Deschamps et al. 1994 ). The data collected by POL
DER-! are currently used to address severa! key sci
entific objectives related to climate change: 1) cloud 
climatology, or description, and earth radiative budget 
(Butiez et al. 1997), 2) atmospheric aerosols and earth 
radiative budget (Herman et al. 1997), 3) atmospheric 
water vapor amount and atmospheric branch of the hy
drologica1 cycle (Vesperini et al. 1999), 4) ground re
flectances and surface cover change (Leroy et al. 1997), 
and 5) ocean color. Considering the most important 
cloud parameters relevant to the earth radiative budget, 
the polarization measurement capability of the new ra
diometer is used in the current paper to infer the height 
and thermodynamical phase of cirrus clouds. The first 
radiometer POLDER-1 was operational for 8 months, 
from 1 November 1996 to 30 June 1997. A follow-on 
POLDER-2 should be launched on ADEOS-2 in the 
summer of 2000. 

The POLDER instrument concept is based on a 

Bidirectional polarized reftectances at 864 nm for scattl 
angles Jower than 1 10° 

charged coupled deviee (CCD) matrix array dete, 
rotating filter wheel, and wide field-of-view opti 
both alongtrack and cross-track directions with a 
imum field of view of 114° (Deschamps et al. l 
The POLDER cross-track swath is about 2200 kl 
lowing for near-complete daily coverage of the 
The CCD matrix is 242 X 74 pixels, with pixel 
lution at na<jir equaling 6 km X 7 km. An atmosi 
target can be observed several times in differen 
spectives (14 at maximum). The viewing direction 
respond to scattering angles between 70° and 18( 
pending on the solar zenith angle and ADEOS 
tioning with respect t6 the target. 

The reflectance measurements are taken in eigh 
ferent wavelengths bands: 443 (20), 490 (20), 565 
670 (20), 763 (10), 765 (40), 865 (40), and 910 nn 
nm), where the first. number is the wavelength o 
band center and the second one the bandwidth. 1 
of these channels, that is, 443, 670, and 865 nm, me< 
the state of polarization of the reflected solar radia 
The potential of polarization measurements for a 
spheric applications was pointed out by Hansen ( 1 
and van de Hulst (1981), and more recently by Her 
et al. (1997). The state of polarization of the scatt 
radiation is sensitive to the shape of the scatterers 
is particularly relevant for the study of ice cloud~ 
this study we used the POLDER-1 measurements in 
two polarized channels: 443 and 865 nm. 

3. Inversion method for POLDER data 

The POLDER cloud algorithms are presented in Bu 
et al. (1997). The main output of the data inversion i 
cess are the (i) cloud-top height, (ii) cloud phase, : 
(iii) cloud optical depth (using an a priori microphys 
mode! for a given cloud type).'As stated before, the pl 
ent study focuses on the validation of the quantities 
ferred from polarized radiance measurements, that 
cloud-top height using the so-called Rayleigh press 
method, and cloud phase (Table 1; Goloub et al. 19~ 

The Rayleigh pressure method is based on an accm 
determination of the integrated air column above a cl< 
using the polarized radiances at 443 and 864 nm. It rel 
on three basic properties: (i) the intensity of the Rayle 
scattering by molecules is a significant contributior 
443 nm, but it is weak at 864 nm; (ii) the scatte 
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intensity by ice crystals is about the same in the two 
channels, and (iii) the first orders of scattering provide 
the main contribution to POLDER polarized radiances. 

Let us assume that the polarized light reflected by the 
cloud does not depend on the wavelength, because of the 
large dimension of the clot]d droplets or ice crystals, and 
that the light resulting from multiple interactions between 
the cloud and the molecular layer exhibits negligible po
larization. The expected polarized radiance LP will be 

LP = Lpm + Lpc exp[-ôm(_!_o + -
1
-)]. (1) 

· · cos • cos(}" 

where ôm is the optical thickness of ali molecules above 
the cloud, Lp.m stands for the polarized light due to mo
lecular scattering, and Lp.c stands for the polarized light 
at the top of the cloud when directly illuminated by the 
solar bearn; the exponential term accounts for the at
tenuation by the overlying molecular layer. To simplify 
( 1 ), as ôm and Lp.m are negligible at À = 864 nm, let us 
consider that LP (À = 864 nm) directly provides Lp.c• 
and let us neglect the transmission effect, which is jus
tified for high-level clouds. Then, (1) reduces to 

L 443 _ L s64 = L 443 
p p p,m· (2) 

Let ôm(A) be the op ti cal thickness of the molecular layer; 
because ôm(À) is small, single scattering approximation 
of Lp.m is valid in first approximation and therefore 

= (.!!._)35~(1 - cos28) 

Po 16 cos(}" ' 
(3) 

where a::,; is the total Rayleigh optical thickness, and 
Pm and Pm are, respectively, the molecule's phase func
tion and polarization ratio. Equation (3) shows that the 
polarized light is mainly govemed by the scattering an
gle 8. The cloud-top pressure and surface pressures are, 
respectively, p and p 0 • As a consequence, the difference 
between 443 and 864 nm will account for the molecular 
contribution above the cloud. Following (3) the cloud
top pressure is 

cos8u L 443 - V64 
p = C (1 - cos2@) ( P P ) (4) 

with the constant C equal to 2.45 X 104 hPa. 
The retrieved pressure is the average of the values 

calculated for ail scattering angles ranging between 80° 
and 120°. The single scattering approach used for the 
Rayleigh madel should be enough for high-1evel cloud 
observations since in that case the molecular layer above 
the cloud is very thin. 

Cloud thermodynamical phase is inferred from po
larized radiation measurements at 864 nm. The molec
ular contribution to the scattered radiation is weaker in 
this channel when compared with other available chan-

nels. An underlying assumption is that the polarized 
reflectance at this wavelength is mainly due to cloud 
particles. Discrimination between ice particles and water 
droplets is based on sensitivity of the normalized po
larized radiance to scatterer shape (Goloub et al. 1994; 
Mishchenko and Travis 1997; Chepfer et al. 1998) as dis
played in Fig. 1. The polarized radiance LI' is defined 
as 

L = vœ + uz + v2
• (5) 

p 

where Q, U, and V are the Stokes parameters at the top 
of the atmosphere. The normalized polarized radiance L ... p 

= TrL/E,, where E, is the incident light at the top of the 
atmosphere. The normalized polarized radiance L ... p is 
linked to the bidirectional polarized reflectance pP as pP 
= Ln./ JL,. The polarized radiance Ln.p at 864 nm reflected 
by a cloud composed of spherical particles or hexagonal 
plates randomly oriented in space has been simulated 
using an adding-doubling radiative trànsfer code (de 
Haan et al. 1986). The scattering matrices are computed 
using Mie theory for water droplets (r, = 20 JLffi) and 
a ray-tracing code accounting for the Fraunhofer dif
fraction in the forward direction for ice crystals (aspect 
ratio Q = 0.05; r, = 20 JLffi; Brogniez 1988; Chepfer 
1997). In Fig. 1, the scattering angles range from 70° to 
175°, the lirnited number of cross (ice plates) and dot 
(spheres) points represent each POLDER observation ( 11 
in the current case), the solar zenith angle ()s = 55°, and 
cloud optical depth ô = 2. 

Figure 1 shows two ranges of scattering angles suit
able to discrirninate between ice and liquid water: (i) 
between 130° and 140°, where a strong peak corresponds 
to the rainbow phenomena for liquid water cloud, and 
the normalized polarized radiance displays a smooth 
behavior for ice plates; and (ii) between 70° and 120° 
where the slopes are quite different-positive for drop
lets and negative for ice plates. The sensitivity of the 
polarized radiance to the crystal habit (hexagonal plates, 
colurnns, polycrystals, etc.) has been studied in Chepfer 
et al. (1998). In practice, the information contained in 
the two scattering angle ranges are complementary, 
since normally POLDER cannat observe the full range 
of scattering angles depending on the respective ori
entations of the sun and satellite track. In practice, the 
use of any of these two ranges of scattering angles can 
discriminate the cloud thermodynamical phase for most 
of the actual POLDER viewing geometry. 

4. Lidar network and dataset 
The current validation of cirrus cloud-top height and 

thermodynarnical phase takes advantage of lidar mea
surements conducted at different sites during the POL
DER-1 operational phase. 

a. The lidar network 

The ground-based lidar network involves four geo
graphically diverse sites: two are located in the Northern 
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Fra. !. Bidirectional polarized radiances simulated for a water cloud composed of spherical 
particles (large dot), and for an ice cloud composed of nonspherical particles (cross). The bi
directional polarized radiances are plotted as a function of the scattering angle. 

Hemisphere, and two are in the Southem Hemisphere. 
··The characteristics of the different sites and the pararn
eters of the lidar systems are presented in Table 2. Two 
of them are devoted to research activities (Palaiseau, 
Buenos Aires) and are operated at the convenience of the 
experimenters for the purpose of research work, whereas 
the other two are new rnicropulse (MP) lidar systems 
(Spinhime et al. 1995). The MP lidar systems operate 
hands-off and continuously at currently two U.S. De
partment of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement 
(ARM) sites in central Oklahoma and Manus Island, Pa-

pua New Guinea. The four lidars probe the atmosphe1 
in the visible at approximately the sarne wavelength: 
532 and 523 nm. The time resolution is better for researc 
lidar than for the MP lidar for which 1-min signal in 
tegrations are recorded. In addition, these lidars can pen 
etrate thicker clouds, and one of them has depolarizatio1 
capability to discriminate between spherical and non 
spherical particles. In most cases the lidar depolarizatior 
ratio ô = S/S, is larger than 0.2 in cirrus clouds, when 
SP and S, are the lidar signais with perpendicular anc 
parallel polarizations, respectively (Sassen 1991). 

TABLE 2 .. Lidar sites and characteristics of four ground-based lidar systems. 

Manus Island, Buenos Aires. 
Palaiseau, France Oklahoma Papua New Guinea Argen tina 

Lat 48.43°N 36.61°N 2.06°S 34.60°S 
Long 2.15°E 97.41°W 147.44°W 58.50°W 
Altitude 115 rn 315 rn 5m Om 
Environ ment Continental suburban Continental Great Plains Pacifie Ocean Coastal Urban 
Lidar type Research Micropulse lidar Micropulse lidar Research 
Wavelength 0.532 J.Lffi 0.523 J.Lffi 0.523 J.Lffi 0.532 J.Lffi 
Energy per pulse 150 ml IOJ.L] 10 J.L1 200 ml 
Divergence 0.3 mrad 0.1 mrad 0.1 mrad 0.3 mrad 
PRF 20Hz 2500Hz 2500Hz 10Hz 
Receiver diameter 60 cm 20 cm 20 cm 50 cm 
Field of view 2 mrad 0.1 mrad 0.1 mrad 2 mrad 
Depolarization capability Y es No No No 
Institution LMD ARM ARM CEILAP 
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TABLE 3. Cases selected for validation. 

Palaiseau, France 

Period of observation 
ADEOS overpass 

Feb 1997-Jun 1997 

No. of cases 
Single semitransparent cirrus layer • 
Single thick cirrus layer 
Low-level cloud 

1000-1100 UTC 
6 
2 
0 
4 

The different sites include a radiosonde capability and 
others remote sensors. In the current study the temper
ature profiles are used to complement the lidar measure
ments in order to derive the cloud phase (see section 7). 

The distribution of the four ground-based Ii dar stations 
in the two hemispheres and in different latitude bands 
allows for sorne account of the natural geographical var
iability of cirrus clouds. The optical and structural prop
erties depend on the conditions of formation and main
tenance, which in turn depend very much on key me
teorological variables, for example, temperature, humid
ity, wind shear, and seeding by icing cloud nuclei [Sassen 
et al. 1995; see the special section Subsonic Aircraft: 
Contrait and Cloud Effects Special Study (SUCCESS 2), 
in Geophysical Research Letters, 1998, Vol. 25, No. 10]. 

b. Selected cases for validation 

The entire lidar network collected 259 periods of ob
servations coinciding with POLDER-1 overpasses (see 
section 5) from 1 November 1996 until 30 June 1997. 
From this sample, final case selection for validation pur
poses was conducted according to the following criteria: 
(i) the lidar measurements were performed during at 
!east 1 h bef ore and after ( ::t 1 h) the satellite ADEOS 
overpass time, and (ii) multilayers (i.e., occurrence of 
broken low clouds and high clouds) and highly hetero
geneous cirrus clouds were not considered. 

The total number of cases selected for validation at 
each site varies in large proportion, between operational 
and research sites, with the ARM sites providing the 
bulk of the 49 cases out of 156 ultimately used. The 
cases are divided into three categories: (i) single semi
transparent cirrus cloud layer that can be penetrated by 
any lidar in order to retrieve the cloud boundaries (cloud 
base and top) at the same time (i.e., an approximate 
signal-to-noise ratio SNR > 3 at cloud top), (ii) single 
thick high layers such that only the cloud base can be 
observed by lidar, and (iii) mid- and low-level clouds. 
Table 3 summarizes the results of the selection process. 

c. Inversion methods for lidar data 

The lidar measurements collected at the different sites 
were each processed identically as follows. 

1) We develop our own algorithm to retrieve the cloud 
boundaries from the range-corrected lidar signal, that 

Oklahoma 

Oct 1996-Jun 1997 
1700-1800 UTC 

140 
21 

8 
111 

Manus Island, 
Papua New Guinea 

Apr 1997 
1900-2000 UTC 

9 
1 
1 
7 

Buenos Aires, 
Argentina 

Nov 1996-Jan 1997 
1400-1500 UTC 

1 
1 
0 
0 

is, R2S(R), where Ris t~e lidar range and S the total 
lidar signal, using thresholding sets at SNR > 3. The 
cloud-top and -base altitude uncertainty is ::t 30 rn 
for the research lidars and ::t 150 rn for the MP lidars. 
(Standard MP lidar cloud boundary data are alsc 
available from the open ARM data system but de 
not currently identify the true cloud top.) 

2) The cloud phase is assessed from cloud-height and 
temperature profiles recorded by radiosonde. We 
considered the formation of ice clouds to occur a1 
temperatures less than -40°C. In addition, we used 
the lidar depolarization ratio (Â) for measuremenH 
collected in Palaiseau. 

3) The cloud optical depth estimations are obtained in 
four steps as follow: 1) the Ii dar signais are nor
malized to the backscatter signal from molecules as
suming a scattering ratio equal to 1.1 or less in clear 
zones above and/or below the cirrus cloud deck, 2) 
a mean backscatter-to-extinction ratio k is derived 
from at least six time samples every 10 to 15 min 
(Young 1995), 3) a forward solution of the lidar 
equation allows for determination of a vertical profile 
of apparent extinction coefficient (Fernald et al. 
1972) aa and so an apparent optical depth ôa, and 
4) this apparent optical depth is corrected for mul
tiple scattering for research lidars; the true optical 
depth is ô= 2ôa (Nicolas et al. 1997). The correction 
does not apply to MP lidar data, for they operate 
with a narrow field-of-view transceiver (see Table 
2). The overall uncertainty in optical depth is on the 
order of 20%-30%. In the case of thick cirrus clouds, 
when the cloud top cannot be detected in a reliable 
way, the optical depth is given a minimum value ô 
= 1.5 for MP lidars and ô = 3 for research lidars 
(thanks to the multiple scattering effects). lt corre
spond to a minimum measurable value of P = 0.05. 

5. Implemented procedure for validation 

At present, the comparison bears on cloud-middle 
height and cloud phase for the cirrus cloud cases se
lected according to section 4. A major source of un
certainty and discrepancy may come from different foot
prints for POLDER-1 and ground-based lidars. POL
DER horizontal resolution for a single pixel is about 6 
km X 7 km at nadir whereas the lidar bearn at cirrus 
cloud level is severa! meters or tens of meters depending 
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FIG. 2. Cloud altitude for Il Nov 1996 at the Oklahoma CART site. (a) Cloud altitude deduced from lidar measurements as a func: 
of time. (b) Histogram of cloud altitude inferred from lidar measurements. (c) Histogram of cloud altitude inferred from POLDER dat: 
an area of 15 X 15 pixels around the lidar site. 

on the system. In order to account for such a difference 
in footprint we proceeded in two steps. (i) First, we talee 
the cloud-top height and cloud phase computed for a 
single POLDER pixel corresponding to lidar site and 
compare with the lidar values at the time of satellite 
overpass. (ii) Second, we compare the POLDER infor
mation in a 15 X 15 (or 125 total) pixel area (at least 
100 km X 100 km at nadir, and more in other config
uratipns) to the values derived by lidar during a 2-h time 
period (::!:: 1 h) about the time of satellite overpass. 

If the lidar time series show a strong variability or 
when the POLDER-1 histogram indicates a highly dis-

persed dataset, then the cloud case is not accounted J 
in the final result. 

6. Results for cirrus cloud altitude 

a. Selected examples 

Figure 2 shows a comparison between a lidar tin 
series recorded at the Oklahoma Cloud and Radiatic 
Testbed (CART) site on 11 November 1996 (panel • 
and lidar histogram for cloud middle height (panel b 
with a POLDER-1 histogram for cloud height (panel c 
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FIG. 3. Cloud altitude for 16 Apr 1997 at the Manus Island site. (a) Cloud altitude deduced from lidar measurements as a function of 
time. (b) Histogram of cloud altitude inferred from POLDER data in an area of 15 X 15 pixels around the lidar site. 

The time of POLDER-1 overpass, 1738 UTC, is indi
cated by a vertical arrow in Fig. 2a. The height assigned 
on the POLDER-1 pixel matching the lidar site is 3.8 
km, and it is marked by a cross in Fig. 2c. The cloud 
height derived from POLDER-1 data ma.kes use of the 
Rayleigh pressure method (see section 3). The lidar time 
series shows a single cirrus cloud layer between 11- and 
13-km altitude. The layer is stable during two hours as 
required for a reliable validation (see section 5). The 
large difference in height may be due to a small optical 
depth as indicated by lidar measurements ( 8 = 0.2 at 
1738 UTC) (see discussion in section 6c). 

Figure 3 shows a comparison from Manus Island data 
on 16 April 1997. The low-level cloud cannot fully 
transmit the lidar bearn, and the highest cloud layer seen 

is 4-km altitude (Fig. 3a). POLDER-1 overpassed Ma
nus Island at 1949 UTC. The altitude inferred from 
POLDER data using the Rayleigh pressure method (pre
sented in Fig. 3b) ranges between 2.5 and 7 km. The 
height assigned on the POLDER-1 pixel matching the 
lidar site is 4.5 km; it is marked by a cross in Fig. 3b. 
The pixels associated with the highest values of altitude 
correspond to cloud layers that cannot be detected by 
the laser bearn. From lidar analysis, the cloud optical 
depth is higher than 1.5. 

Figure 4 shows a comparison conducted for data from 
Oklahoma on 26 January 1997. The cloud bottom is 
located at 6-km altitude as measured by lidar (Fig. 4a). 
The MP lidar cannot penetrate such a thick cloud so the 
cloud top is not deterrnined. POLDER-1 overpassed 
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FIG. 4. Cloud altitude for 26 Jan 1997 at the Oklahoma CART site. (a) Cloud altitude deduced from lidar measurements as a functior 
time. (b) Histogram of cloud altitude inferred from POLDER data in an area of 15 X 15 pixels around the lidar site. 

Oklahoma at 1659 UTC. The altitude inferred from 
POLDER data using the Rayleigh pressure method is 
presented in Fig. 4b; it ranges between 10 and 12 km. 
In this case POLDER -1 pro vides a cloud altitude higher 
than the one indicated by the lidar. The difference is 
due to the presence of an optically thick low-level cloud 
through which the laser bearn cannot pass; bence, the 
lidar does not see the higher cloud layers detected with 
POLDER. 

b. Analysis of 34 cases 

A total of 34 cases of cirrus cloud have been analyzed 
following the methodology presented above. The height 

difference between the cloud-middle altitude measu 
by lidar and the cloud height inferred from the PC 
DER-1 data on the pixel corresponding to the lidar ~ 

is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of cloud optical de 
derived from lidar measurements. When the lidar can 
reach the cloud top the cloud optical depth has been 
equal to 1.5 for MP lidars. No measurements on th 
cirrus cloud taken by research lidars have been used 
far for the validation. Figure 5 clearly shows that 
lower the cloud optical depth the bigger the bias 
POLDER underestimates the cloud height for low < 

tical depth while the lidar may underestimate the hei1 
for large optical depth when POLDER makes a f 
estimate. 
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FIG. 5. Differences between cloud altitude inferred from POLDER and cloud-mean altitude 
measured with lidar as a function of the lidar cloud optical depth. Error bars correspond to the 
uncertainty on the li dar optical depth (:!: 20% ), and to the sum of uncertainties on li dar and POLDER 
cloud-top altitudes. 

c. Discussion of the results 

In order to understand the possible limitation of the 
Rayleigh pressure method used in POLDER inversion 
to infer cirrus cloud height, it was applied to simulated 
POLDER polarized radiances at 443 and 864 nm for a 
prescribed atmosphere. The polarized radiances at the 
top of the atmosphere are calculated using an adding
doubling code (de Haan et al. 1986). The atmosphere 
is composed of three layers: (i) air molecules between 
the surface and 400 hPa, (ii) air molecules and ice par
ticles between 300 and 400 hPa, and (iii) air molecules 
above 300 hPa. We considered two different types of 
ice particles: hexagonal plates and polycrystals. A ray 
tracing code accounting for Fraunhofer diffraction in 
the forward direction is used to compute the scattering 
matrix of hexagonal plates (Brogniez 1988; Chepfer 
1997), while the scattering matrix for polycrystals is 
taken from Macke et al. ( 1996). 

The simuÎations were conducted for different optical 
depths and various solar zenith angles. Figure 6a dis
plays the retrieved cloud height in pressure units as a 
function of cloud optical depth, considering a so1ar ze
nith angle e. = 30° for plates (solid line), and for poly-

crystals e. = 30° (dashed line with open circle) and e. 
= 60° (dashed line with cross). In all cases the POLDER 
polarized radiances are simulated in the principal solar 
plane for a relative azimuth angle â<l> = 0 (where ~<1> 
= <1>. - <I> tl; <I> •• and <1> tl are, respectively, the azimuth 
solar angle and the azimuth viewing angle). Figure 6a 
shows that the height is underestimated for moderate 
optical depth as the bias is nearly zero when 8 > 1.5-
3 for cloud-base height, and when 8 > 3-4 for cloud
top height, depending on the crystal types and ex peri
mental conditions. The sensitivity to ice particle shape 
is more than 100 hPa for solar zenith angle of 30°. The 
bias is larger at small solar angle for which the trans
mission is comparatively larger. 

Figures 6b and 6c display the cirrus cloud height as 
a function of â<I> with values ranging from 0° to 80°. 
The simulations are conducted for two values of the 
optical depth equal to 1 (Fig. 6b) and 4 (Fig. 6c), for 
the two ice crystal shapes used above and the same solar 
angles. Those figures show that the restitution of the 
cloud pressure using the Rayleigh pressure method is 
weakly sensitive to the azimuth viewing angle of POL
DER. Figure 6b shows that the results and bias do not 
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depend on the relative azimuth angle, but rather on the 
crystal types and solar angle. Figure 6c shows a fair 
agreement between the input and outputs of the simu
lation for thick optical depth. 

A conclusion drawn from these results is that the 
Rayleigh pressure method cannot be used for cirrus 
clouds as it stands and needs to account for actual optical 
depth. However, a threshold can be set for a reliable 
application of the method for cloud-top retrieval by con
sidering Figs. 6a and 6b. For cirrus clouds composed 
of hexagonal plates with an optical depth larger than 4 
or for cirrus cloud composed of polycrystals with an 
optical depth larger than 3, these values correspond to 
a hernispherical reflectance of 30%. At a later stage, the 
POLDER algorithm could be improved by an empirical 
correction accounting for the solar angle and herni
spherical reftectance measured by POLDER. 

7. Results for cloud phase 

The cloud phase inferred from the POLDER-1 po
larized radiances is compared with the cloud tempera-

ture assessed by radiosonde and lidar, assuming tl 
only ice parti cl es are present for temperatures lower th 
-40°C. This threshold value is considered safe for 
meteorological conditions. Clouds located at tempe1 
ture ranging between -20° and -40°C can be of mixe 
phase with liquid and ice particles. We derived the cl01 
thermodynarnical phase inferred from POLDER in a 
X 3 pixel (or 20 km X 20 km) area around the lid 
site for three ranges of cloud temperatures (i) T 
-40°C, (ii) -40°C < T < -20°C, and (iii) -20°C < 

a. Selected examples 

Figure 7 shows the cloud boundaries derived by lidê 
and the corresponding temperature range for the ca~ 
of 28 February observed at Palaiseau. The cloud is 1< 
cated between 9- and 12-km altitude as measured wit 
the lidar (Fig. 7a). ADEOS overpassed Palaiseau at 102 
UTC. The cloud temperature ranges between -45° 1 
-68°C (Fig. 7b). The cloud phase is ice as inferred fr01 
an area of 3 X 3 POLDER-1 pixels around the site 
Figure 8 shows a similar example observed at the sam 
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FIG. 7. (a) Lidar signal measured on 28 Feb 1997 at Palaiseau as a function of time. (b) Temperature profile in the atmosphere obtained 
with radiosonde. 

location on 4 June 1997. The cloud is located between 
8.5 and 11.8 km as measured with the lidar (Fig. 8a). 
ADEOS passed over Palaiseau at 1051 UTC. The cloud 
temperature ranges between -42° and -64°C (Fig. 8b) 
and the cloud phase is ice as inferred from and area of 
3 X 3 POLDER-1 pixels around the site. Figure 9 shows 
an example observed at Manus Island on 18 Aprill997. 
The cloud altitude ranges between 6 and 10 km (Fig. 
9a). ADEOS overpassed Manus Island at 2049 UTC. 
The cloud temperature varies between -5° and - 32°C, 
and the cloud phase is liquid as inferred from an area 
of 3 X 3 POLDER-1 pixels around the site. Figure 10 
presents a cloud observed on 6 December 1996 in 
Oklahoma. The cloud sample consists of two layers 

ranging from 6 to 12 km (Fig. 10a). ADEOS overpassed 
the Oklahoma site at 1807 UTC. Cloud temperatures 
range between -18° and - 65°C and cloud phase is 
mixed liquid and ice as inferred from an area of 3 X 3 
POLDER-! pixels around Oklahoma (seven pixels are 
identified as ice and two pixels as liquid phase). 

b. Analysis of 32 cases 

In order to conduct a reliable validation of cirrus 
cloud thermodynamical phase by POLDER-! we se
lected cases where no low clouds were present in the 
lidar time series, and where the temperature at the cloud 
lower boundary is lower than -40°C. Accordingly, on! y 
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Fra. 8. (a) Lidar signal measured on 4 Jun 1997 at Palaiseau as a function of time. (b) Temperature profile in the atmosphere obtained 
with radiosonde. 

32 cases out of the possible 150 are used in these study 
where 30 out of 32 are identified as ice (in all nine 
pixels) by POLDER and two as mixed clouds (ice and 
liquid water). lee or liquid water means that all nine 
pixels identify ice or liquid water, respective1y, while a 
mixed cloud is concluded when a single pixel contains 
information different from the others. The results are 
summarized in the first column of Table 4. For high 
clouds, the discrepancy is 6%. 

c. Preliminary climatology derived from POLDER-] 

The reliability of the present methodology is illus
trated by the various examples presented in Figs. 7, 8, 

9, and 10, and the results of the comparison for higl 
clouds, which give a percentage of discrepancy of 6% 
even if our dataset is limited at present. Since we an 
interested in a cloud global climatology emphasizin~ 
ice/liquid water discrimination, we derive such a cli· 
matology using ali 150 cases. The results are presentee 
in Table 4. The cloud thermodynamical phase deter
mination with POLDER concerns mainly the higher lay
ers of the cloud, whereas the cloud altitude observed 
with the lidar mainly detects the cloud base (when the 
cloud layer is thick or multiple). Nevertheless this pre
liminary climatology is consistent with other cloud ther
modynamical phase determinations inferred from lidaJ 
measurements (Sas sen et al. 1998; Sassen 1991; Sassen 
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FrG. 9. (a) Lidar signal measured on 18 Apr 1997 at the Manus Island site as a function of time. (b) Temperature profile in the atmo
sphere obtained with radiosonde. 

et al. 1979a,b) or in situ observations collected during 
intensive field experiments such as First International 
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) Regional 
Experiment (PIRE) I and II (see special issues in Month
ly Weather Review, 1990, Vol. 118, No. 11 and Journal 
of the Atmospheric Sciences, 1992, Vol. 52, No. 23) and 
SUCCESS 2. 

8. Conclusions and future work 

The main purpose of the current study was to conduct 
a validation of cirrus clouds parameters, that is, height 
and thermodynamical phase inferred from polarized 
POLDER-! data collected from 1 November 1996 until 
30 June 1997. The validation makes use of four ground-

based lidar systems geographically distributed in lati
tude. The validation calls for cloud altitude as measured 
by lidar and temperature profile by the radiosonde. The 
methodology proposed is robust and reliable because 
range measurements by lidar are accurate and reliable. 
The cloud phase has been assessed using a temperature 
cri teri on in which presence of ice is ;asserted as certain 
forT< -40°C. 

A validation of cloud height inferred from POLDER -1 
using the so-called Rayleigh method has been conducted 
for 34 cases. It is shown that POLDER underestimates 
the cloud height for low values of cloud optical depth. 
A simulation confirms this result; it has been shown that 
a fair agreement is obtained when the optical depth is 
larger than 3, depending on crystal shape and experi-
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FIG. 10. (a) Lidar signal measured on 6 Dec 1996 at the Oklahoma CART site as a function of time. (b) Temperature profile in the 
atmosphere obtained with radiosonde. 

TABLE 4. Cloud thermodynamical phase derived from POLDER-! 
as a function of cloud temperature obtained from radiosonde data and 
collocated lidar height assignment. The cloud temperature is divided 
into three bins for temperature ranging from below -40°C, between 
-40° and -20°C, and above -20°C; the cloud thermodynamical 
phase is divided into three categories as ice only, mixed phase or ice 
and liquid water, and liquid water only. A total of 150 cirrus cloud 
cases have been selected and analyzed. 

-40°C 
Cloud thermody- T< < T< T> 

namical phase -40°C -20°C -20°C Total 

lee 30 22 28 80 
Mixed phase 2 8 15 25 
Liquid water 0 3 43 45 
Total 32 32 86 !50 

mental condition (i.e., solar angle). Comparisons between 
POLDER-1 and lidar measurements, and simulations al
low us to conclude that the Rayleigh pressure method is 
satisfactory only for thick clouds. Simulations show that 
it corresponds to cloud with hemispherical retlectances 
higher than 30%. In the near future, the Rayleigh pressure 
method could be improved for thin cirrus clouds using 
an empirical correction based on radiative transfer cal
culations, accounting for actual solar angle and hemi
spherical retlectance measured directly by POLDER. The 
cloud phase inferred from POLDER-1 data bas been com
pared with the prediction of a combination of temperature 
and lidar measurements. A validation conducted on 32 
cases shows a good agreement. 

The current validation relying on a lidar network 
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could be implemented in the near future for the vali
dation of sen sors in the framework of the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration Barth Observing Sat
ellite program, and for POLDER-2 to be launched on 
the ADEOS-2 satellite in the summer of 2000. It is an
ticipated that the MP lidar network will be expanded 
and more research lidar systems could be involved. It 
is therefore realistic that a total of 20 lidar systems could 
be involved in a validation effort covering the two hemi
spheres and all latitude bands. 

Starting from the current validation for the cloud 
phase, future work could be directed to the establish
ment of a large-scale climatology of particle shape and 
preferred orientation of ice particles. The sensitivity of 
polarization measurements to the shape of scatterers will 
be investigated further to estimate the ice particle 
shapes. In addition, the bidirectional polarized reflec
tances will be used to assess a possible preferred hor
izontal orientation of ice crystals in cirrus clouds. 
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Abstract 

A method for cloud top thermodynamical phase determination has been developed using 
polarimetric data from the spaceborne instrument POLDER. The eight months of data, 
corresponding to the POLDER/ ADEOS operational period, have now been processed. In the 
present study, data from the Millimeter Wave Cloud Radar (Southern Great Plain - ARM site) 
which are available for nearly the entire operational POLDER period, are analyzed. The 
sampling capabilities of the radar (data are acquired every 10 seconds) allow one to compare 
POLDER cloud top phase with cloud top pressure and temperature, derived from the MMCR 
data combined with radiosounding measurements. 

1 

This approach shows the consistency of the POLDER phase retrieval algorithm but also lead to 
interesting results concerning (i) the microphysic of cirrus clouds, and (ii) the dependency of 
cloud phase to pressure and temperature conditions. In particular, a temperature threshold at 
240 K appears well defined and could help to predict occurrence of liquid or ice phase in models. 



INTRODUCTION 

The POLDER (POLarization and Direction
ality of the Earth Reflectances) instrument proved 
capabilities in deriving key information needed 
to improve our knowledge of clouds, radiation 
and climate interactions. Particularly, the po
tential of polarization measurements of the up
ward shortwave radiation to derive clouds infor
mation has been clearly demonstrated by space
borne data analysis [Bréon and Goloub, 1998], 
[ Chepfer et al, 1998], [ Goloub et al, 2000]. From 
November 1996 to the end of June 1997, the 
satellite version of POLDER provided polariza
tion measurements at the global scale. Thanks 
to its large field of view, the same pixel can be 
viewed under up to 14 directions. Cloud ob
servations over a large range of scattering an
gles make possible the distinction between liquid 
and ice phase [ P arol et al, 1999], [ Goloub et al, 
2000]. The eight months of data, corresponding 
to the POLDER operational period, have now 
been processed and are fully available to the sci
entist community. 

A first analysis of the POLDER phase prod
uct, and comparison with ISCCP data [ Riedi et 
al, 2000], have proven the global consistency and 
quality of the POLDER phase data set. In their 
studies, Riedi et al used a temperature thresh
old at 240K in arder to select ice clouds in the 
ISCCP dataset, instead of 260K which was cur
rently used [Rossow et al, 1996]. This value was 
retained at that time for consistency with previ
ous analysis [ Hutchison et al, 1997]. 

Our present approach consists in analyzing 
data from the Millimeter Wave Cloud Radar 
(MMCR instrument - Southern Great Plain -
ARM site) for a long period. Nearly each day, 
POLDER phase information is compared to cloud 
top pressure and temperature which are derived 
from the MMCR data combined with radiosound
ing measurements. The POLDER method of 
cloud phase determination is based on near-infrared 

cloud particles polarization signature, directl: 
linked to cloud particles shape. This metho< 
does not require any assumption about rela 
tionship between cloud temperature and phase 
Thus, it is thought that the joint analysis of rada 
and POLDER phase data could help in determin 
ing temperature and pressure criteria which ar1 
needed to establish a realistic parameterizatim 
of cloud phase in GCM's. 

DATA 

The temporal capabilities of the radar, to 
gether with the type of information it can pro 
vide, make this instrument particularly well adar 
for a precise study of the cloud phase prod 
uct. The operational POLDER phase prod 
uct is delivered at a spatial resolution of abow 
60 km x 60 km. The level1 data set has been pro 
cessed in order to get the phase index and cloue 
top pressure at full resolution (6.2 km x 6.2 km: 
to enable precise comparison to be performed. 

The Millimeter Wave Cloud Radar (MMCR) 
is a zenith-painting radar that operates at a fre
quency of 35GHz and its main purpose is to de
termine cloud boundaries (e.g., cloud bottomE 
and tops, number of cloud layers). Here, we 
used the data from the MMCR instrument op
erating at the Southern Great Plain (SGP) Cen
tral Facility (36°37' N, 97°30' W) . Data are 
acquired every lOs which enables one to match 
the time of the POLDÉR observation very pre
cisely. The data have been processed in arder 
to get the cloud top altitude profile. Combined 
with radiosounding measurements, we obtained 
the cloud top temperature and pressure profiles. 
Also the temporal variability of the cloud caver 
is evaluated by considering data acquired half an 
hour before and after ADEOS overpass. 

We have analyzed 7 months of observations 
where both MMCR and POLDER data are avail-



able. A total of 201 days of matching observa
tions are available for the SGP site, from Decem
ber 1996 to June 1997. 

The figure 2 shows an example of data avail
able for one particular day. The zone presented 
is much larger than what is effectively useful for 
the comparison to radar measurements, but this 
illustrates how the Rayleigh pressure information 
can be used for our purpose. The darker region 
corresponds to high thick clouds associated with 
low pressure of about 200 hPa. The increase of 
cloud top pressure from 400hPa up to 700hPa 
corresponds to a zone covered by thin cirrus (op
ti cal depth smaller than 2) for which Rayleigh 
pressure is known to over estimate the cloud top 
pressure. Finally, the zone located in the south 
east is covered by a mixture of cirrus clouds and 
clear sky, which explains the high pressure vari
ability in that region. 

Although the Rayleigh pressure can give use
fui information about the spatial variability of 
the cloud cover, the pressure and altitude derived 
using radar data are are thought to be more re
Hable for our present study. The figure 2 (a) 
presents the altitude and temperature temporal 
profile available for that day. These are consis
tent with the ice phase retrieved by POLDER 
over the SGP-ARM site (cross on figure 2 (b)). 

ANALYSIS 

Cloud top phase algorithm accuracy 

In order to assess the accuracy of the cloud top 
phase retrieval algorithm, we analyzed the dis
tribution of cloud phase derived from POLDER 
data against cloud top temperature provided by 
the radar/radiosoundings. 
Liquid and ice cases are mostly well separated 
by a threshold at about 240 K, but sorne of them 
remained ambiguous. We can distinguish three 
situations : 

- i - Sorne ice phase cases were associated with 
temperature greater than 260 K. They have been 
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identified as low cloud edges. Actually, polariza
tion is not saturated for small optical thickness 
so that polarization features, on which relies the 
phase retrieval, are not always well defined for 
cloud edges and very thin clouds. This is not re
ally a problem when polarization signatures are 
integrated within 3x3 or 9x9 pixels, but clouds 
edges tend to be declared as ice clouds when data 
are processed at full resolution. This is one of 
the reason why future POLDER phase product 
should not be delivered at full resolution. 

- ii - The second case concerns occurrences of liq
uid phase below 240 K. A detailed analysis of 
each case showed that they correspond to multi
layered clouds. A typical situation is shown on 
figure 3 for a case of thin cirrus overlaying low 
liquid clouds. On that day, the radar reports 
two cloud layers and the temperature associated 
is given for the top layer. Here, the smooth vari
ation of Rayleigh pressure is characteristic of a 
cirrus with varying optical depth (as mentioned 
in section 2). The figure 4 presents three typi
cal polarization signatures that can be observed 
when a cirrus overlays lower liquid clouds. If the 
cirrus optical depth is greater than 2, the po
larization is saturated and the Rayleigh pressure 
is correctly retrieved (250hPa). Also, the polar
ization signature presents characteristic features 
of ice clouds ( see figure 4c). As the cirrus op
tical depth decreases, the Rayleigh pressure in
creases (500hPa) and underestimates the cloud 
top altitude as seen by POLDER. At the same 
time the rainbow at 140°, characteristic of liquid 
phase (spherical particles), begins to appear due 
to underlying liquid clouds (Multilayer case on 
figure 4b). Finally, as the cirrus optical depth de
creases further, the polarization signature tends 
to present only the characteristics features of liq
uid clouds (4a). Clearly, POLDER sees the liq
uid clouds through the thin cirrus, but the radar 
still reports a high and cold cloud layer, hence 
this apparently surprising result of liquid phase 
below 240 K. 



- lll - The last and most surprising case was the 
occurrence of liquid phase at 210 K. These cases 
are not actually associated to liquid clouds, but 
to cirruS. clouds with a particular microphysic. 
We present on figure 5, two polarization sig
natures of ice clouds and the associated view
ing geollletry. Models of ice clouds composed 
of monocrystalline hexagonal particles (plates, 
columns) present a positive polarization decreas
ing with scattering angle, and our initial phase al
gorithm is partly based on this hypothesis. Thus, 
if a cirrus exhibits a signature with an increasing 
polarization , it could be declared as liquid cloud 
when no other information are available. Typ
ically, models of cirrus composed of polycristals 
could produce such a behavior. This problem can 
be solved using a simple threshold test, but the 
fact is that this has never been pointed out dur
ing the validation process of the POLDER phase 
algorithm. This is a clear demonstration of the 
usefulness of radar data to conduct such studies 
and outlines the fact that these data should be 
used extensively for the purpose of validation. 

Temperature dependency of cloud top 
phase 

The mean hourly cloud top altitude derived 
from the radar is used to assess the POLDER 
phase index at the SGP. We will now focus on 
days which present a rather stable and homoge
neous cloud cover so that problems due to cloud 
edges can be discarded. Also, we reprocessed 
POLDER data to take into account the micro
physic findings previously mentioned. 

We have selected cases which presented a 
cloud cover greater than 90% according to radar 
data, during a time range of one hour around the 
POLDER overpass. Then, the cloud top tem
perature and pressure were averaged during the 
same period, and the cloud phase index was eval
uated on a 3x3 level1 pixels zone above the SGP 
site. All cases presented either 100% of ice or liq
uid phase. The figure 6 shows the results of this 
analysis. Each of the 98 cases is plotted on a bi di-

mensionnal (Temperature/Pressure) diagram. 

A temperature threshold of240 K appears we 
defined on this figure. Only 3 ambiguous casE 
remain, with one ice phase case at 270 K (clou 
edge) and two liquid cases below 240 K (mult 
layered cases). 
These results, limited to the SGP site, shoul 
not be considered representative for all loc<' 
tions. However, the threshold of 240 K alread 
mentioned in literature [Hutchison et al, 1997 
seems to be justified by these results and corr 
parisons of POLDER phase product with I~ 
CCP data [Riedi et al, 2000] tend to confirr 
this findings. Also, it should be notice that lm 
and middle clouds associated with a temperatur 
lower than 260K are declared as ice clouds i 
the present ISCCP dataset [Rossow et al, 1996: 
Our present results tend to demonstrate that thi 
threshold should be revised. 

CONCLUSION 

The comparisons of POLDER phase index tc 
temperature data derived from completely inde
pendent radar measurements, show the interes 
of POLDER phase product to validate parame 
ters which could be used in GCM. Particularly 
the temperature threshold at 240 K is remark 
able. 
Of course, the studies presented in this pape1 
will be pursued as soon as more data will b( 
made available. Particularly, the analysis o 
radar data from instruments located at variom 
latitudes would be very interesting. They couk 
also be used to validate future data which will bE 
acquired and derived from the next POLDER in
struments, the first one on ADEOS II, that will 
be launched at the end of year 2001, and the 
second one on PARASOL (2003) in conjunction 
with EOS-PM and Picasso/Cena. 
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Abstract. The eight months of data acquired by the 
POLDER instrument have now been processed. This dataset 
provides daily information on the global distribution of cloud 
top phase. We present here the results of a statistical anal
ysis of ice and liquid phase occurrence frequencies at the 
global scale. Temporal variation of these frequencies above 
land and ocean are analyzed. These results are compared 
with ISCCP data and the consistency of the POLDER phase 
product is demonstrated. 

Introduction 
Clouds are weil known to be crucial modulators of the 

Earth radiation budget. Their properties (cloud cover, op
tical thickness, altitude, phase, water vapor, microphysical 
properties) and their variations in space and time, need to 
be understood if we aim to predict climate change. The 
POLDER (POLarization and Directionality of the Earth 
Refiectances) instrument has proven capabilities in deriving 
key information needed to improve our knowledge of cloud, 
radiation and climate interactions. Particularly, the poten
tial of polarization measurements of the upward shortwave 
radiation to derive cloud information has been demonstrated 
by both airborne and spaceborne data analysis [Bréon and 
Goloub, 1998]. From November 1996 to the end of June 
1997, the satellite version of POLDER provided polariza
tion measurements at the global scale. Thanks to its large 
field of view, a same location on the surface can be viewed 
from up to 14 directions. Cloud observations over a large 
range of scattering angles make possible the distinction be
tween spherical and non spherical particles, in other words, 
between liquid and ice phase. At first, we will briefiy discuss 
the principle of the cloud phase detection algorithm, and de
scribe the POLDER phase product used in our studies. In 
a second part, we will expose the results of these analyses, 
which provide information on zonal and seasonal variation 
of cloud top phase. POLDER data are then compared with 
ISCCP data from the Dl dataset. In a last part, the results 
will be discussed and the quality of POLDER phase product 
investigated. 

Method 
Considering a cloudy system observed from satellite, 

the polarized component of the upward radiance is mainly 
formed in the upper cloud layer. Around 80% of the single 
scattered radiation refiected from the cloud layer arises from 

Copyright 2000 by the American Geophysical Union. 
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the top 100 rn of the layer. Calculations have shown that 
the polarized component, Lp, is saturated for cloud optical 
depth greater than 2.0. The important quantity for deter
mining cloud phase is the polarized radiance Lp, that is Jess 
sensitive than the total radiance1 L to multiple scattering 
effects. Thus, the polarization features, which correspond 
to single scattering, are preserved in Lp. 

According to both theory and observations [ Chepfer et 
al., 1998], [Goloub et al., 1999], the polarization features 
of clouds depend strongly on the particle shape. Within 
the range of scattering angles that can be observed by 
POLDER, clouds composed of liquid spherical particles, 
present a strong maximum about 140° from the incoming 
direction (primary rainbow). Also, a zero of polarization 
(neutra! point) around 90°, and supernumary bows for an
gles greater than 145°, make possible the distinction with 
ice crystals clouds, which show an essentially positive po
larization, decreasing as the scattering angle increases (Fig
ure 1). Discrimination between ice crystals and liquid water 
droplets is made using these differences. In this way, the 
cloud top phase detection may be considered as a cloud par
ticles shape detection, even if cirrus clouds are unlikely to be 
composed of spherical ice crystals. A complete description 
of the algorithm principle has been given by [Parol et al., 
1999] and [ Goloub et al., {submitted to J. Geophys. Res., ) 
1999]. 

The data used in our present studies are the leve! 2 
POLDER phase product, at the resolution of about 60km 
x 60km which corresponds to a zone of 9x9 full resolution 
POLDER pixels. Ali frequencies are calculated using cloudy 
pixels for which phase has been retrieved successfully. This 
criteria rejects 14% of the cloudy pixels. Pixels with mixed 
phase (14%) have also been rejected from the analysis. At 
this resolution leve!, they correspond to pixels containing 
separate ice and liquid clouds, and are not representative of 
multilayered clouds nor mixed phase single cloud. Hence, 
the sum of liquid and ice occurrence frequencies is always 
equal to 1. The next section presents the analysis of eight 
months of POLDER phase data. 

Occurrence frequencies of liquid and ice 
phase 

Only results for ice clouds are presented in this paper. 
They will be compared with ISCCP high clouds amounts 
in the next section. The comparisons are limited to the 

1 Also, the polarization degree, defined as the ratio of Lp over 
L, is subject to multiple scattering effects since it depends on L. 
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Figure 1. Polarized reflectances observed by POLDER over 
liquid (black) and ice (grey) clouds at 865 nm. 

± 60°latitude zone, due to difficulties in cloud detection 
over snow covered surfaces, using visible/near infrared ra
diometers. Figure 2 shows the occurrence frequencies of ice 
clouds obtained for the period of November 1996 to June 
1997. As expected, the maximum occurrence of ice phase 
corresponds to the InterTropical Convergence Zone and its 
variation along the equator. Two minima occur in the trop
ics at ± 20°latitudes. The maximum of occurrence in the 
Northern hemisphere appears in February and the minimum 
during June, respectively associated with boreal winter and 
summer. Also, June is marked by a maximum of occurrence 
of ice phase in the Southern hemisphere. 

Table 1 summarizes the results of statistics over land and 
ocean separately. We can observe that the distribution be
tween ice and liquid clouds is rather constant at global scale, 
with about 30% of ice clouds versus 70% of liquid clouds. 

-40 

-60 

Table 1. Frequency of occurrence (in%) of liquid and ice phase 
at global scale, over land, ocean, and both. 

Liquid lee 
Land Ocean Both Land Ocean Both 

Nov 60 75 71 40 25 29 
Dec 59 75 71 41 25 29 
Jan 60 76 72 40 24 28 
Feb 61 73 70 39 27 30 
Mar 55 74 69 45 26 31 
Apr 57 72 68 43 28 32 
May 64 73 70 36 27 30 
Jun 68 72 71 32 28 29 

But if we look at repartition over land and ocean separately, 
we observe sorne differences between land and ocean, and 
also between the different months. At first, it should be 
noted that the ice phase is much more frequent over land 
than over ocean. It is also interesting to observe that liq
uid and ice phase frequencies of occurrence vary much more 
over land than over ocean (13% over land, against only 4% 
over ocean). This could be explained by the fact that ocean 
have a larger thermal capacity and that deep convection is 
easier to achieve over land. These variations are amplified in 
the Northern hemisphere over land, by the large variations 
of the atmosphere temperature, between local summer and 
winter. 

ISCCP data matching the POLDER operational period 
are not available at present time. Thus, we have considered 
the ISCCP-D1 dataset ([Rossow et al., 1996]) from April 
1990 to March 1991 which have been analyzed and docu
mented by [M. Doutriaux-Boucher and G. Sèze, 1998]. 

ISCCP high clouds are classified as clouds with associated 
pressure lower than 440 hPa. In fact, cloud thermodynamic 
phase is much more governed by temperature than pressure 
leve!. Temperature differences as important as 30K may be 
found at a given pressure leve! for different latitudes ranging 
from 60°N to 60°8. As an example, a temperature of 240 K 
can be found in June at a pressure leve! of 410hPa at 50°N, 
but one have to go down to 310 hPa to observe the same 
temperature at the equator. Frequencies of occurrence for 
clouds above 310hPa and 440hPa, have been derived from 
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Figure 2. Seasonal variation of ice clouds occurrence frequencies during the POLDER operational period" 
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ISCCP dataset. In order to select ISCCP high clouds which 
were colder than 240K (threshold recognized by [Hutchison 
et al., 1997]), we have used temperature profiles provided 
with the POLDER dataset. For each latitude Lx, the pres
sure Px associated to 240K can be retrieved (see Figure 3). 
Then, the occurrence frequency Fx of "cold" clouds is de
rived from the occurrence frequencies of the two classes of 
ISCCP high clouds(Faw,F44o), and the previously obtained 
pressure, using a linear interpolation. 

Figure 4 shows the comparisons of POLDER ice clouds 
with ISCCP "cold" clouds frequency of occurrence as a func
tion of latitude. Clouds detection problems over snow cov
ered surfaces appear clearly in the POLDER results pole
ward of 60°N for April and May. Very high frequencies occur 
in this region during winter season, and the frequency falls 
down suddenly between April and May. In fact this period 
corresponds to a rapid decrease of snow covered surfaces. 

Despite the different periods considered in our studies 
for POLDER and ISCCP data, the general features are 
the same for the two datasets. Maxima and minima of oc
currence appear at the same location except for December 
and February, for which the maxima along the equator are 
shifted. POLDER underestimates frequencies of occurrence 
in the Southern Hemisphere, particularly between 40°8 and 
the Equator, whereas it tends to overestimate them in the 
Northern Hemisphere. Once again, the differences occur on 
the magnitude of the features, but not on the globallatitudi
nal variations. May and June show a rather good agreement 
however. 

Four hypotheses may be advanced to account for these 
differences between the two datasets. The first reason which 
could explain these results is that we, unfortunately, have 
not considered simultaneous ISCCP and POLDER data. 
This analysis would have to be done again, as the ISCCP 
data are made available. 

The second one, is the different spatial resolution of in
struments used to acquire data. According to [ Wylie, 1998], 
both the sensitivity of the sensor and the size of its field of 
view, have an impact on the cloud amount retrieved using 
spaceborne radiometers. The bigger the FOV of the sen
sor is, the larger the total retrieved cloud amount. This is 
an advantage of the POLDER instrument upon ISCCP, but 
the spatial resolution of the sensor has also an impact on 
the detection of small or thin clouds. The POLDER sen
sor resolution is about 6 km against 2 km for the visible 
channels of radiometers used to produce the ISCCP cloud 
products. Preliminary comparisons performed against syn-

Latitude Latitude 

Figure 3. Schematic principle of the method used to select 
ISCCP "cold" clouds. 

November Mar ch 

December A ril 

January Ma 

-40 ·1fatl~ud~ 40 60 

Figure 4. Comparison between ISCCP "cold" clouds fraction 
(relative to total clouds fraction) and POLDER ice phase fre
quency of occurrence. 

optic weather reports have shown that the relatively low 
resolution of POLDER leve! 2 products, reduces by 10% the 
occurrence of ice clouds when compared with cloud phase 
analysis done at full resolution. 

Concerning the detection of thin cirrus, ISCCP has the 
advantage of using thermal infrared channels which are more 
sensitive to that particular type of clouds than visible/near
infrared channels used by POLDER. This could account for 
the higher occurrence frequencies found by ISCCP in sorne 
region. 

The last point to consider is the method used for produc
ing the two datasets. ISCCP cloud analysis uses both visible 
and infrared radiances in order to derive cloud pressure, op
tical thickness, temperature and cloud types. Our selection 
of "cold" clouds relies on pressure leve! and cloud tempera
ture criteria which do not ensure that we are looking at ice 
clouds only. POLDER cloud analysis is conducted, basically 
using only visible/near infrared radiances, but the phase 
retrieval algorithm is based on polarization measurements. 
This method does not require any assumption about cloud 
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temperature or pressure, and lead to informations about mi
crophysical properties of the cloud which is thought to be 
more reliable for cloud thermodynamic phase analysis. 

Conclusions 
Cloud phase derived from near-infrared photopolarimet

ric measurements is a very innovating result. Compari
son with ISCCP-D1 dataset shows the global consistency 
of POLDER phase product, whenever the frequencies of oc
currence are not always of same magnitude, very probably 
due to cloud detection weaknesses of POLDER [Parol et 
al., 1999]. The analysis of the POLDER phase product is 
also conducted using comparison against synoptic weather 
reports, radar and lidar measurements. At the same time, 
POLDER leve! 1 data are reanalyzed to produce a phase 
index at full resolution. Finally, this results will be used to 
improve and define new algorithms for cloud analysis, for 
the future instrument POLDER on ADEOS II, which will 
be launched on the end of year 2000. 

Acknowledgments. The authors are very grateful to 
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Abstract 

Optical and radiative properties of cirrus clouds need to be accurately described at global scale in arder to 
correctly estimate the radiative impact of ice clouds. The orientation of ice crystals in cirrus is capable of 
having a strong impact on their radiative budget: a cirrus cloud composed of horizontally oriented ice 
crystals has a larger plane albedo than a cirrus cloud composed of randomly oriented particles. Until 
recently, space-borne sensors were not adapted to observe ice crystal orientations. The POLDER instrument 
onboard the ADEOS platform (October 1996-June 1997) enabled us to observe bidirectional polarized 
radiances. These data are useful to determine the frequency of occurrence of ice crystals horizontally oriented 
in space within cirrus clouds. This paper describes how the POLDER bidirectional polarized radiances have 
been analyzed to determine the fraction of ice crystals preferably horizontally oriented. This preferred 
orientation is identified by observing specular reftection phenomenon above thick ice clouds. Three different 
periods (January, Marchand June 1997) often days of POLDER/ADEOS data have been processed for this 
study, and show that at least 40% of the ice pixels exhibit specular reftection peaks that indicate preferred 
orientation of ice crystals. The intensity and the distribution of specular reftection peaks are presented and 
discussed as a function of different parameters (solar zenith angle, latitude, ·cloud reftectance). © 1999 
Elsevier Science Ltd. Ali rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Cirrus clouds have a major influence on the radiative budget of the Earth. This effect is well 
recognized but still roughly quantified at global scale [1,2]. Over the last two decades intensive 

*Corresponding author. Tel.:+ 33-169-333606; fax:+ 33-169-33005 
E-mail address: chepfer@lmd.polytechnique.fr (H. Chepfer) 

0022-4073/99/$- see front matter 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. Ali rights reserved. 
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llcld cxperiments like the US program FIRE [3,4], the European programs ICE [5] and EUCRE) 
[6] and more recently CEPEX [7], have allowed to understand more precisely the parameter 
which significantly influence the radiative budget of cirrus clouds at local scale. Among thes, 
parameters, the optical properties of ice crystals composing the cirrus cloud like their size, thei 
shape and their orientation in space seem to have significant influence on the radiative effects of ic' 
clouds. The importance of ice crystal size has been pointed out and quantified by Hansen et al. [8 
and !noue [9], the influence of crystal shape has been studied by Minnis et al. [lü], Takano et al 
[Il, 12], and Baran et al. [ 13]. Furthermore, the presence of ice crystals preferentially horizontall: 
oricntcd in space has been locally observed with ground-based lidars in USA, Australia and Ul< 
[ 14-20], and with airborne measurements in the USA and Europe [20-24]. The radiative impact o 
such prefcrred orientation of ice crystals in cirrus clouds is difficult to quantify because th< 
computation of radiative transfer in an anistropic media is much more complicated than in ar 
isotropie one. Nevertheless, Takano et al. [25,26], Shanks et al. [23] and Chepfer et al. [24] havt 
estimated the short-wave radiative impact of the horizontal orientation of ice crystals in cirrw 
clouds, in developing doubling-adding code in anistropoic media, or approximated successivt 
order of scattering code for particles horizontally oriented in space. These different estimation~ 
tend to show that cirrus cloud plane albedo is increased when the ice crystals are horizontall) 
oricnted compared to the case in which they are randomly oriented in space. 

The preferred orientation of ice crystals in cirrus clouds can occur in particular dynamic con
ditions, for example when the crystal is large enough (re> 15 J..l.m) to offer a resistance to the air 
when it falls down [23]. Until recently, few instruments were used to observe horizontal orientation 
of ice crystals in the atmosphere: (i) scanning lidar pointing at the zenith for which the horizontal 
orientation can be detected by a strong backscattered signal associated with a low depolarization 
ratio [27], and (ii) the airborne bidirectional radiance measurements collected with POLDER that 
allow to identify specular reflection above thick clouds which indicates the presence of horizontal! y 
oriented ice crystals. The space-borne version of POLDER instrument onboard ADEOS platform 
offers a first opportunity to study the frequency of occurrence of such preferred horizontal orientation 
at global scale. This study is based on the detection of specular reflection phenomena above cirrus 
clouds. For this detection, it is necessary to observe a single cirrus cloud pixel in different viewing 
directions within a very short time and to get polarized observations (as discussed in Section 3). 
Among the different sensors onboard satellite platforms, POLDER is the only one which has the 
bidirectional and polarized capability. This paper presents a first analysis of ice crystal horizontal 
orientation based on measurements collected with POLDER/ADEOS. In Section 2 the POLDER 
instrument capabilities are briefly presented, Section 3 is devoted to the description of the 
successive tests applied to POLDER data to detect horizontal orientation ofice crystals, in Section 
4 the procedure is tested and checked using one day of data ( 10 November 1996), and Section 
5 presents the frequency of occurrence of ice crystal horizontally oriented deduced from the 
analysis ofmeasurements collected during 3 periods of 10 days in January, Marchand June 1997. 

2. Measurements 

The POLDER (POLarization and Directionality of Earth Reflectances [46], instrument has 
bcen designed to measure bidirectional reflectances and polarized bidirectional reflectances at the 
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top of the atmosphere. POLDER-! instrument on ADEOS-1 performed measurements for 
~ months, from 1 October 1996 to 30 June 1997, and the POLDER-2 instrument should be 
launched on ADEOS-2 in summer 2000. POLDER is a CCD matrix of 242 x 274 pixels, the pixel 
resolution in nadir direction is equal to 6.2 km x 6.2 km. Each f1xed target is scen severa! times from 
different viewing geometries by the POLDER matrix, and one target can be seen from up to 14 
different directions during ADEOS overpass (within 4 min). The viewing directions observed with 
POLDER correspond to scattering angles ranging between 60 and 180' , depending on the solar 
zenith angle and ADEOS position against the position of the target. POLDER measurcs bidirec
tional reflectanccs in eight different wavelengths and each of th ose have bcen dedicatcd to the study 
of various atmospheric components likc clouds [2~], aerosols [29,30], water vapor [3 1] or grou nd 
properties like vegetation [32] or ocean color. Three of those channels (443, 670, 865 nm) present 
the original feature to be able to measure the state of polarization of the solar light reftccted by the 
atmosphere. The interest of polarization measurements for atmospheric applications has bcen first 
pointcd out by Hansen [33] and Van de Hulst [34] and more recently from the point ofview of the 
POLDER instrument by Herman ct al. [29]. 

3. Detection of ice crystals horizontally oriented in space 

The detection of icc crystals prefcrentially horizontally oriented in cirrus clouds is based on 
successive tests on the bidirectional radiances and polarized radiances collectcd with POLDER. 
The bidirectional radiance (L) and the bidirectional normalized radiance (L 11 ) are linked to the 
bidirectional refteetance (p) as follows: 

(1) 

where Es is the incident solar light. 
The first test concerns the cloud detection, the second test concerns the cloud thermodynamical 

phase and in the present study it is used to select the ice clouds only, the third test concerns the 
viewing geometry of POLDER/ADEOS and enable us to select the pixels for which the specular 
direction is observed from one of the multiple measurements, the fourth and last test ena bles us to 
identify the specular reflection phenomenon that indicates the horizontal orientation of ice crystals. 
These different tests are summarized in Table 1 and are precisely described here below: 

(a) The first test aims at selecting the cloudy pixels located above oceans or sea surfaces and 
above land surfaces. 

The cloud detection above oceans consists in selecting pixels wlth bidirectional reflectances 
higher than a threshold value. This threshold value has to be safe enough to (i) reject clear sky 
pixels (ii) reject pixels which correspond to optically thin clouds. Actually, as our topic is to detect 
specular reflection due to ice clouds, wc have to avoid ocean sunglint that could be mistaken for 
cirrus cloud specular reflection if it is optically thin. To determine the value of the reflectance 
threshold, wc have simulated bidirectional reflectances with a radiative transfer code for different 
values of cloud optical thickness. These simulations were computed at ;, = 670 nm with a succes
sive order of scattering code [35]: the atmosphere con tains a cloud composed of spherical particles 
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Table 1 
Summary of the different tests applicd to POLDER/ADEOS measurements to dctect the specular rcflcction pheno 
enon above cirrus clouds 

Number 

2 

3 

4a 

4b 

Test purpose 

Detect clouds and 
avoid sea glitter 

Detect ice clouds 

Detect specular reftection 
direction 

Detect specular reftection peak 
due to horizontal orientation 
of ice crystals 

Detect specular reftection peak 
due to horizontal orientation 
of ice crystals 

Test 

Above sea: 
p(Î. = 650 nm) > 0.4 
Above land surfaces: 
[37] 

Absence of rainbow (0 = 140 ) 
Behavior of normalized polarizcd 
radiances (0 < 110') 

Specular reflection direction (0, = 0" 
tf>,- cp,= 180") observed with POLDER 

(L;;!c - u:;!c+ tl > 0.0025 
and 
(Lf;!, - Lf;!c + tl > 0.0025 

(Lr;!c - Lf;!c +tl > 0.005 
and 
( L;;!c - Lr;!c + 1) > 0.005 

Figs. 

1 a and t 

2 

3a 

4a and b 

4a and b 

(re = 5 Jlffi), the glitter mode! has been described as in [36] and the wind speed was taken equal t 
2 rn s- 1 so asto simulate a rather unfavorable case of intense glitter. Fig. la shows the bidirection< 
refiectances obtained for different optical thicknesses of cirrus clouds ranging between 1 and 1! 
and Fig. 1 b shows the corresponding polarized radiances. Following these simulations, th 
signature of the sunglint peak on the polarized radiance (Fig. 1 b) vanishes when the clouds optic< 
depth is larger or equal to 5. This corresponds to a minimum value of 0.3 in bidirectiom 
non-polarized refiectance (Fig. la). In order to a void the ocean glitter, the bidirectional refiectanc 
threshold has been fixed at p (A. = 0.670 J..Lm) = 0.40 for pixels Iocated above sea surfaces. Thi 
condition is not limited to the specular direction, it must be met by ali (up to 14) measurements fo 
the pixel of interest. 

For pixels located above land surfaces, the cloud detection is more complex because the groun< 
refiectance is strongly variable depending on the surface type (snow, desert, vegetation, etc.). W1 
used a cloud detection scheme which has been specially developed for POLDER measurement: 
over land surfaces. lt is based on the use of four successive tests: (i) a threshold on the 0.443 Jlll 
reftectance after atmospheric correction, (ii) a smaller value of this threshold applied only ove1 
targets with significant spectral variation, (iii) comparisons between the surface pressure and an 
estimated pressure derived from two POLDER channels centered on an oxygen absorption band. 
(iv) a detection of rainbow signature in POLDER polarization measurements due to the presence 
of liquid water cloud. This cloud detection scheme has been developed, tested, and validated by 
Bréon and Colzy [37]. Its characteristics and validation are safe enough for the study of the 
orientation of ice crystals in cirrus clouds presented in this paper, despite the fact that sorne clear 
pixels are incorrectly declared as cloudy above snow surfaces. In that case, for optically thin clouds, 
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Fig. 1. (a) Bidirectional reftectances and (b) polarized radiances, simulated at 670 nm for an atmosphere composed of 
a cloud with different values of optical depth. The wind speed is equal to 2 ms- 1. 
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somc spccular rcflcction peaks due to very flat snow surfaces could be mistaken for specuL 
rctlcction pcaks duc to ice crystals in cirrus clouds. 

(b) The second test consists in identifying the cloud thermodynamical phase (ice or liquid wate 
in order to select ice cloud pixels and reject liquid water cloud pixels (Fig. 2). This test us~; 

POLDER polarized radiances measured at 0.865 11m which enable us to observe (i) the presen1 
(or absence) of rainbow at scattering angles around 140'', and (ii) the behavior of the polariz~; 
radiances for scattering angles lower than 110". Fig. 3 illustrates normalized polarized radianc1 
simulated with an adding-doubling radiative transfer code [38] above a cirrus cloud composed 1 

hexagonal plates [39,40], and above a liquid water cloud composed of spherical particles. n 
distinction between ice and water cloud can be done in two ranges of scattcring angles (0): (i 
e around 140 and (ii) 0 < 110 . This thermodynamical cloud phase test was developed è 
Goloub et al. [41,42] and the results were compared with lidar measurements [43]. 

(c) The third test ai ms at selecting pixels for which the POLDER/ ADEOS viewing geometr 
enables us to observe specular direction. POLDER/ADEOS has observed solar light reflected b 
a target in 12-14 different directions. To detect specular reflection phenomenon, the 12-1 
directions have to include the specular reflection direction itself, which corresponds to a sola 
viewing angle Wvl equal to a solar zenith angle (Os) in the solar principal plane (4Js- 4>v = 1802 

Besides, the procedure requires that this direction is not the first or the last one in time, so tha 
a local maximum can be recognized. Fig. 3 shows a bidirectional polar diagram in whic 
examples of POLDER geometry of observations are plotted, and one of the five sequences c 
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Ss = 55° 
0.04 Cloud optical depth = 2 

003 

~ 
H 

-6 
2 0.0, 

1 
t ., 
v 0.01 

E 
0 

/ 

+-------+--+ Plates 

----- Spheres 

80 100 120 140 160 180 

Seanering angle (9) 

Fig. 2. Normalized polarized bidirectional radiances simulated for a water cloud composed of spherical particles and for 
an icc cloud composed of non-spherical crystals. 
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Bv 
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Fig. 3. Polar diagram of bidircctional radiances, the relative azimuth viewing angle (</J,;cwin"- </!",) ranges bct11ecn 
0 and 360 and the zenith viewing angle ranges bctween 0 and 90 . The solar zenith angle is cqual to 35 , and the specular 
direction is pointed with an arrow. 

POLDER measurements (plotted with circles) enable us to observe the specular direction (8, = 0" 
</J,-</J, = 180"). These geometrical constraints reduce strongly the number of pixels usable for this 
study. 

(d) The fourth test cnables us to detect the specular reflection phenomenon itself. lt consists in 
selecting pixels for which the bidirectional polarized normalized radiance shows a peak in the 
specular direction. The peak is identified when the bidirectional polarized normalized radiance in 
the specular (Lf;!J direction ( ± 2 ;) has a greater value than the bidirectional polarized normalized 
radiance in the following (L;~!c+ tl and previous (Lf;!c- tl directions measured with POLDER. 
Hence, if 

the specular reflection peak is declared. In order to study the <sensitivity of the specular 
reflection peak intensity to various parameters such as the solar zenith angle, the cloud optical 
thickness, the latitude, or the ice cloud type, we have defined two thresholds of detection for the 
specular reflection peak: (i) threshold_a = 0.0025 corresponding typically to an increase 
of 12.5% of polarized normalized radiance collected above the cirrus cloud (U01 = 0.02). (ii) 
threshold_b = 0.005 corresponding typically to an increase of 25% of the polarized radiance. 

Fig. 4a shows an example of bidirectional normalized radiance collected with POLDER and 
showing a specular reflection phenomenon. The solar zenith angle is equal to 43.4 , and the two 
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(a) 

(b) 

6s=43.4° 
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Fig. 4. Bidirectional polarized radiances collected with POLDER/ ADEOS above ice clouds (a) showing a reflection peak 
phenomenon in the direction c/Jviewing- c/Jsun = 180°, and e. = e. = 43.2°. (The values of the two thresholds used for 
a systematic detection of reftection peak are reported in the figure.) (b) Showing the absence of the specular reflection 
peak. 
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values of thresholds are reported in the same fîgure. Fig. 4b presents another example of polarized 
bidirectional radiances as measured with POLDER above an ice cloud. In that case, wc do not 
identify any specular reflection peak, and this typical behavior of polarized radiance can be 
reproduced with models of particles randomly oriented in space. The typical behavior of polarized 
radiances simulated for cirrus clouds composed of randomly oriented ice crystals has been 
presented in [24]. This paper also shows simulations of the single scattering phase function for 
particles horizontally and randomly oriented in space. These simulations clearly indicate that the 
specular reflection peak occurs only when the particles are horizontally oriented in space. 

As described earlier, the detection of specular reflection peaks is based on polarized bidirectional 
radiance rather than total bidirectional radiance measurements because: 

(i) The intensity of the specular reflection peak in total radiance decreases with multiple 
scattering effects. The signature of preferred orientation is then in the 'noise' of the total radiance 
measurements as soon as the cloud is not optically thin. 

(ii) The polarized radiance is mainly governed by single scattering (polarization generated by 
multiple scattered photons is diversely oriented and the different contributions cancel out). Hence 
the polarized radiance preserves the specular reflection peak whatever the cloud optical depth. 

Hence the polarized radiance is more suitable than the total radiance to detect the signature of 
preferred orientation. 

Fig. 5 shows an example of radiance measured by POLDER matrix on 10 November 1996, over 
an area of 1700 x 1500 km2 over the ocean in the Southern hemisphere. During this sequence of 
measurements, the solar zenith angle was 43.3°. The grid superimposed on the image indicates the 
scattering angle with 10° increments. The sm aller circle corresponds to a scattering angle E> = 170°, 
and the straight line represents the solar principal plane. Fig. 5a corresponds to the non-polarized 
radiance image and Fig. 5b to the polarized radiance. In the upper right-hand side of Fig. 5a, we 
can recognize a thick cirrus cloud for which the bidirectional reflectance measured with POLDER 
is higher than 0.5. This thick cirrus cloud clearly appears in Fig. 5b, and we can identify along the 
boundary of the cirrus cloud a wide sea glitter [44] that cannot pass through the cloud. The 
signature of this sea glitter is also present in total radiance, but it is not visible in Fig. 5a because of 
the color scale chosen. In Fig. 5b, we also observe a thin and intense reflection peak on the cirrus 
cloud itself at a scattering angle equal to 93.4°. This phenomena corresponds to a specular 
reflection peak which indicates a preferred horizontal orientation of ice crystals in the observed 
cirrus cloud. Moreover the prominent bright ring near scattering angles of 140° corresponds to the 
rainbow phenomena associated with liquid clouds as discussed in Goloub et al. [41] and Bréon 
and Goloub [ 45]. 

4. lee crystals horizontally oriented: case of 10 November 1996 

4.1. Observations during JO November 

The successive tests described in Section 3 have been applied to POLDER/ADEOS measure
ments coilected on 10 November 1996 (Figs. 6-9). 

Fig. 6 represents the POLDER/ADEOS data corresponding to thick ice clouds as identified in 
applying both tests on the cloud detection (test 1) and the cloud thermodynamical phase (test 2). 
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Fig. 5. Images of (a) radiances, (b) polarized radiances measured with POLDER above a cirrus cloud ovcr the ocean_ Th< 
superimposed gr id corresponds to the scattering angle with 10 increment, and the straight li ne reprcscnts the sola 
principal plane_ The solar zenith angle is cqual to 43.3. 

The number of pixels for which the specular reflection was capable-of being observed on 1 C 
November 1996 relied on POLDER viewing geometry and its position with respect to the solar 
zenith angle. Fig. 7a is obtained by using test 3 alone, and shows a map of pixels for which the 
specular direction could be observed. Fig. 7b corresponds to ice cloud pixels, for which the specular 
direction could be observed (tests l-3). For 10 November 1996, 2663 pixels correspond to cirrus 
clouds for which specular direction could be observed. 

Fig. 8 corresponds to the specular reflection phenomenon itself observed above cirrus clouds. 
Fig. 8a is the map of specular reflection peaks deduced from the low threshold value (tests 1-4a), 
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Fig. 6. Map of thick cirrus clouds inferred from POLDER ADEOS data on 10 November 1996 (tests 1 and 2). 

and Fig. 8b corresponds to th~s~j~~es.t value of threshold (tests l-4b). The results are quantitatively 
summarized in Table 2: 39% (1051 pixels on 2663 pixels) of the thick cirrus clouds observed in the 
viewing geometry al~owingthe obser.vation of specular reflection phenomenon do present a specu
lar reflection peak follbwlng test4a, and 30% (803 pixels on 2663) following test 4b. 

4.2. Analysis 

The results presented in Table 2 show that for 10 November 1996, the number of pixels allowing 
to observe the specular direction above ice clouds is lower over land surfaces than over oceans (we 
shall see in Section 5 that it is not systematically the case). Results summarized in Table 2 and 
presented in Fig. Sa and b show that the intensity of the specular reflection peak is variable. but 
comparing Fig. Sa and b with Fig. 7b enables us to see that specular reflection peaks can be 
detected in nearly ali the groups of pixels for which the specular directi-on can be observed, i.e. the 
occurrence of specular reflection phenomenon is not linked to the surface properties. Above 
land surfaces, the occurrence of the specular reflection peak is not particularly related to the 
surface type (i.e. snow surfaces, large rivers, desert, mountains) as it is shown in Fig. 8a and b, i.e. 
the pixels presenting specular reflection peaks are homogeneously distributed in comparison to 
Fig. 7b. 

Fig. 9 show the frequency of occurrence and the amplitude of the specular reflection as a function 
of different parameters (solar zenith angle, latitude. cloud reflectance): 
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fig. 7. (a) Map of specular directions obsen·cd with POLDER 'ADEOS on 10 Novembcr 1996. (b) Map of specular 
directions obscrved abovc thick cirrus clouds with POLDER ADEOS on 10 Novcmber 1996. 
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Fig. 8. Map of specular reftection phenomenon observed above ice clouds with POLDER/ADEOS on 10 November 
1996 using (a) threshold-a, (b) threshold-b. 
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Fig. 9. (a) Intensity of the specular reftection peak and value of the solar zenith angle (0,) as a function of the latitude. (b) 
Intensity of the specular reftection peak as a function of solar zenith angle for different classes of bidirectional reftcctanccs 
measured at a scattering angle ranging between 100 and Il 0 . 
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Tahle 2 
Summary for 10 Novemhcr 1996 tests (numhcr of pixels) 

Test numbcr Test purpose Above sea Above land Total Figure 

Detcct clouds and 
avoid sea glitter 

2 Detect ice clouds 
3 Detect specular retlection 

direction 1467 1196 2663 7h 

4a Detect specular reftcction 53'Yt, 23% 39'1,, ~a 

Threshold_a peak 779 272 1051 

4b Detect spccular rcftcction 43% 15% 30% ~b 

ThrcshoJd_b peak 626 177 g()3 

• Fig. 9a shows the solar zenith angle and the reflection peak intensity as a function of the latitude. 
The distribution between land surfaces (big dots) and oceans (crosses) is quite homogeneous. 
This figure shows that weak reflection peaks can be observed whatever the solar zenith angle is, 
whereas strong reflection peaks are mainly observed at large solar zenith angles which corres
pond to high values of latitudes. This phenomena is also consistent with the Fresnel's law: the 
peak amplitude increases strongly with the solar zenith angle, as if the top of the cirrus cloud 
be haves like a plane di opter dielectric. 

e Fig. 9b shows the intensities of the specular reflection peaks as a function of the solar zenith 
angle for different classes of cloud bidirectional reflectances. The cloud bidirectional reflectance 
values correspond to measurements collected at scattering angles ranging between 100 and llO . 
Fig. 9b was built on averaging solar zenith angles and bidirectional reflectance values over 
intervals of 1" and 0.1, respectively. The value of the bidirectional reflection collected above the 
cloud gives qualitative information on the cloud optical depth: the higher the bidirectional 
reflectance is, the optically thicker the cloud is. Due to the cloud detection used above oceans 
(test 1), only pixels corresponding to ice cloud observed above land surfaces are reported in Fig. 
9b for bidirectional reflectances lower than 0.3. Fig. 9b shows that the peak intensity is linked to 
bath values of solar zenith angle and bidirectional reflectances. The highest peak amplitudes are 
observed above optically thin clouds (i.e. low values of bidirectional reflectances) for large zenith 
angles. The peak amplitude decreases when the cloud optical depth increases. This phenomena 
can be explained by non-neglecting multiple scattering effects for thick clouds, which tends to 
remove the specular reflection peak. 

Finally, Figs. 6-9 show the self-consistency of the successive tests applied to detect specular 
reflection peaks due to cirrus cloud ice crystals preferentially horizontally oriented. The main 
sources of errors that could appear in using these tests are: (i) glitter effects due to snow surfaces or 
large rivers that may be mistaken with a specular reflection peak due to ice clouds, when the cloud 
is optically thin or when the cloud detection is incorrect, (ii) a small hale in an heterogeneous 
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cirrus cloud located abovc sea. for which the sea glittcr could appear through the holc and 
mistakcn for a specular rcllcction duc to cirrus clouds icc crystals. The variability of the rcllccti( 
peak intcnsity is inllucnccd by the solar zenith angle, but the intrinsic propcrtics of icc crystal al: 
sccm to have an impact on it, and even low-intensity pcaks can be considercd as signatures 
prcfcrred orientations. Based on this analysis, the procedure has been applicd to severa! days 
POLDER data to get the flrst statistical information on the occurrence of icc crystals horizontal 
oricntcd in spacc in cirrus clouds. 

5. Analysis of temporal evolution of horizontal ice crystals 

ln order to study the variation of occurrence of specular reflection phenomcna. wc ha 
proccsscd threc pcriods of 10 days of POLDER mcasurcments collccted in 1997. The fit 
pcriod does not include 10 successive days for technical processing reasons, it contains 1-6. 14-
and 18 January. The second period goes from 1 to 10 March, and the last period includes !
June. 

The cumulative POLDER observations for January 1997 are presented in Fig. 10. It shows tl 
specular directions observed with POLDER above cirrus clouds. Due to the ADEOS orbit, tl 
latitude area observed with POLDER moves to the North from January to June. Also, during Jlll 
the specular direction above cirrus clouds is mainly observed above land because of both tl 
important quantity of land surfaces in the Northern hemisphere, and the strongly restricti• 
threshold applied to a void glitter and detect clouds over ocean (test 1 ). 1 n June, a latitude bar 
without observations of specular direction above cirrus clouds occurs in the Northern hemispher 
and it is due to POLDER viewing geometry. In this latitude band, the cloud cover is very low, an 
the solar zenith angle is around 20", hence the specular direction is around 140'' of scattering angl 
This range of scattering angle is used for the cloud thermodynamical phase (ice/liquid) determin; 
tion, and the distinction between specular reflection above ice clouds, and rainbow due to liqui 
clouds cannot be done. Fig. lOb shows the cumulative specular reflection phenomena observe 
during the decade in January. Comparisons between Figs. IOa and b confirm what was alread 
noticed for the case of 10 November 1996 (Section 4): each ensemble of ice cloud shows speculé 
reftection phenomenon and contains horizontal ice crystals. 

Figs. Il and 12 present quantitative results and temporal variations of the specular reflectio 
occurrence. Fig. 1 1 a shows the temporal variation of specular directions observed globally wit 
POLDER above cirrus clouds, and Fig. Il band c present the variation of specular direction abov 
land and sca surfaces, respcctively. Globally, the numbcr of pixels considered to detect specula 
reflection phenomena ranged bctween 2000 and 6000 each day (Fig. Il a). As shown in Fig. lib an• 
c, the distribution between land and ocean surfaces is directly linked to tli_e hemisphere covered th 
most by ADEOS: Southern hemisphere in January (i.e. higher number of ocean pixels in January: 
and Northern hemisphere in June (i.e. higher number of land pixels in June). 

Fig. 12 show the temporal variations of specular reflection occurrence detected with thre 
shold_b: (a) globally, (b) abovc land surfaces, (c) abovc oceans. 

Considering the global coverage (Fig. 12a), the occurrence of reftection phenomenon does no; 
change strongly with the month, ncarly 50°/t) of the cirrus clouds observed contain horizontal icc 
crystals. 
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Fig. 10. Cumulative obsenations collected during 10 days in January 1997. (a) Map of specular directions observcd 
abovc icc clouds. (b) Map of spccular rcflcction phcnomenon observcd abovc icc clouds (using threshold_b). 

When wc only consider strong amplitude reflection peaks (threshold_b), we can observe 
the same variations as for low amplitude peaks (threshoJd_a), but shifted to lower values of 
occurrence. 
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Table 3 
Mean frcquency of occurrence of specular reflection ohservcd in January, March and June 

January ( 1-6, March June Total 
14-16, and 18) (12-23) (1-10) 

Ahove land (%) Threshold_a 36 49 60 49 
Threshold_b 24 36 51 40 

A bove sea ( 01.,) ThreshoJd_a 60 45 36 49 
Threshold_b 45 29 25 34 

Total ('Y.,) Threshold_a 50 47 54 50 
Threshold_b 37 33 44 37 

The mean frequencies of specular reftection occurrence are summarized in Table 3 for the thret 
time periods (January, Marchand June), and for the two thresholds used to detect the presence ol 
the specular peaks. This table shows that the global frequency of horizontally oriented ice crystal~ 
in cirrus clouds does not depend on the month. Medium intensity peaks appear in 50% of cirrus 
cloud observations, and strong peaks in 37% of cirrus cloud observations. The different peak 
intensities may be due to the amplitude of oscillations of ice crystals around the horizontal 
position, or the internai reftections of light in the crystals, i.e. the geometrical thickness of the 
crystals which produce these peaks. Moreover, Table 3 shows substantial differences between 
specular reftections detected over land and sea for a given month depending on the latitude band 
covered by ADEOS. More specular reftections are detected over sea in January (in the Southern 
hemisphere), whereas in June it is the contrary: more specular reftection is detected over land in the 
Northern hemisphere. Consequently, more specular reftection phenomena are detected at high 
latitudes than at lower ones. This latitudinal variation may be due to the low values of solar zenith 
angles associated with low latitudes that induced low peaks intensities which cannat be detected 
with the threshold values used here. But the global mean value obtained using threshold_a do not 
depend on the surface: 49% over land and over sea. The difference obtained in using threshold_b 
(34% over sea and 40% over land) may be due to the cloud detection that is different over land and 
sea: the cloud detection over sea selects only thick clouds (in order to a void the sea glitter) whercas 
the cloud detection over land selects both thick and thin clouds. 

6. Conclusion 

The study of the orientation of cirrus cloud ice crystals is an interesting topic in order to improve 
our knowledge of microphysical properties of cirrus clouds as weil as for better quantifying their 
radiative impact. Based on this statement, we have developed a method to detect horizontal 
orientation of ice crystals using bidirectional polarized radiances measured with POL
DER/ADEOS, in order to quantify the frequency of occurrence of ice crystals preferably horizon
tally oriented at global scale. 
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This method is based on the detection of specular reflection peak a hove ice clouds. This specular 
rellection is a signature of the horizontal orientation of ice crystals, and il has been detected in 
using severa! tests concerning: (i) cloud detection above land and ocean surfaces (ii) determination 
of clouds thermodynamical phase (icejliquid), (iii) POLDER viewing geometries (iv) intensity of 
specular reflection peaks. The self-consistency of these successive tests has been carefully chccked 
using data collcctcd on JO Novcmbcr 1996, and after that, the procedure bas been applied to ana
lyze three periods of POLDER/ADEOS mcasuremcnts collccted in January, Marchand June 1997. 

The analysis shows that around 4000 pixels arc sui table for the detection of spccular reflection 
pcaks cvcry day, i.e. 4000 pixels correspond to icc clouds and include the vicwing gcometry of 
spccular direction. Among these, 37-S0<1r, of the ice cloud pixels present spccular rellection 
phenomenon thal indicates the presence of horizontally oriented ice crystals. The percentage 
depends on the value of the threshold flxed to declare the presence or absence of a peak (depending 
on the peak amplitude), i.e. 50% of the pixels show a medium peak, and 37°/t, present a peak with 
amplitude higher or cqual to 0.005 in polarized normalized radiance. The occurrence of ice crystals 
horizontally oriented is distributed above land surfaces and oceans. The results obtained above 
snow surfaces may be slightly overestimated due to specular rellection of sun light over snow 
combined with optically thin ice clouds that can hardly be correctly detected. 

Considering these analyses of POLDER/ADEOS observations, ice crystals whieh are horizon
lally oriented seem to occur quite frequently, at !east in the upper layers of ice clouds. These results 
complete local observations collected with ground-based lidars in Australia, USA and UK, and 
airborne passive measurements collected in USA and Europe. Following POLDER/ADEOS 
observations, a large part of ice clouds detected does include horizontally oriented ice crystals, 
independently of their latitude or conditions of formation. 

From a microphysical point of view, ali the orientations can be included in an ice cloud, among 
these different orientations, the preferred horizontal orientation could be associated to the fall of 
large ice particles with simple shapes like hexagonal shapes larger than 15 Jlm. From a radiative 
point of view, the fact th at the horizontal orientation of the ice crystals is not a marginal event, bas 
to be further investigated. At present, the radiative impact of horizontally oriented ice crystals in 
cirrus clouds in the short-wave domain is poorly documented [24-26]. Nevertheless, these papers 
show that the short-wave plane albedo of a cirrus cloud composed of horizontally oriented 
particles can be 40% higher than in the case of randomly oriented ice crystals, depending on the 
solar zenith angle. These computations have to be conf]rmed to estimate correctly the radiative 
impact of such preferred orientation. Moreover, there is currently a Jack of radiative transfer 
models suitable for the calculation of polarization in the short-wave domain for particles horizon
lally oriented in space. A special effort is required for the development of such radiative transfer 
codes in order to fully understand and interpret polarized observations collected from POLDER 
instrument. This could lead to a larger understanding of the properties of horizontally oriented ice 
crystals in cirrus clouds. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses the retrieval of ice crystal shapes of cirrus clouds at a global scale using observations collected 
with POLDER-! (POLarization and Directionality ofthe Earth Reflectance) on board the ADEOS-1 platform. The 
retrieval is based on polarized bidirectional observations made by POLDER. First, polarized normalized radiances 
are simulated for cirrus clouds composed of ice crystals that differ in shape and are randomly oriented in space. 
Different values of cloud optical depths, viewing, geometries, and solar zenith angles are used in the simulations. 
This sensitivity study shows that the normalized polarized radiance is highly sensitive to the shape of the scatterers 
for specifie viewing geometries, and that it saturates after few scattering- events, which makes it rapidly independent 
of the optical depth of the cirrus clouds. Next, polarized normalized radiance observations obtained by POLDER 
have been selected, based on suitable viewing geometries and on the occurrence ofthick cirrus clouds composed of 
particles that are randomly oriented in space. For various ice crystal shapes these observations are compared with 
calculated values pertaining to the same geometry, in order to determine the shape that best reproduces the 
measurements. The method is tested fully for the POLDER data collected on January 12, 1997. Thereafter, it is 
applied to 6 periods of 6 clays of observations obtained in January, February, March, April, May and June 1997. 
This study shows that the particle shape is highly variable with location and season, and that polycrystals and 
hexagonal columns are dominant at low latitudes, whereas hexagonal plates occur more frequently at high latitudes. 

1. Introduction 

Cirrus clouds cover permanently more than 20% of the Earth (Warren 1986 and 1988, Liao et al. 1995), and 
their impact on the Earth-Atmosphere-Ocean radiation balance is still an open question. They affect the radiative 
budget through two opposite effects, (i) they reflect partly the solar radiation thereby cooling the atmosphere, and 
(ii) they partly block the terrestrial radiation and this greenhouse effect tends to heat the atmosphere. Currently, 
neither ofthese two effects is correctly quantified for ali regions of the Earth. Hence, the impact of cirrus clouds on 
the global radiative budget is still poorly known (Liou 1986, Stephens et al. 1990). Severa! parameters need to be 
studied to improve the radiative transfer properties of cirrus clouds in numerical models that are used for climate 
studies. These parameters are for example: global cirrus cloud cover, cloud height, temperature, geometrical 
structure, optical depth, ice water content, and microphysical properties (i.e. ice crystal size, shape, and orientation 
in space). 
During the last two decades, severa! intensive field experiments have been organized to study cirrus cloud properties 
on a local scale: FIRE I (First ISCCP Regional Experiment FIRE) and II (see the special issues Mon. Wea. Rev. 
1990, J. Atmos. Sei. 1995, Amott et al. 1991) took place in the USA in 1986 and 1991, ICE (International Cloud 
Experiment, Francis et al. 1994, Brooniez et al. 1995) and EUCREX (European Cloud Radiation Experiment, 
Raschke 1996, Raschke et al. 1998) was performed in Europe in 1991, 1993, and 1994, CEPEX (Central Equatorial 
Pacifie Experiment, McFarquar and Heymsfield 1996) was executed in the Pacifie Ocean in 1993, and SUCCES 
(SUbsonic aircraft: Contrai! and Cloud Effects Special Study, special section Geophys. Res. Let. 1998) took place 
in the USA in 1996. These experiments increased our understanding of cirrus cloud processes on a mesoscale and 
they pointed out a strong connection between the microphysical properties and the radiative impact of cirrus cloud. 

Based on the results obtained during, those intensive field programs, and work conducted in parallel, severa! 
groups have started to consider the retrieval of cirrus cloud properties from space observations. As cirrus cloud 
properties vary spatially (latitude and longitude), and temporally (!ife time, and seasons), a complete description of 
the cirrus properties on a global scale requires satellite observations. 

Minnis ( 1998) has summarized the needs and the state of the art of the retrieval of cirrus cloud parameters 
from satellite observations. Severa! authors (Inoue 1985, Paroi et al. 1991, Minnis et al. 1993, Giraud et al. 1997, 
Stubenrauch et al. 1999) have derived ice crystal size using the split window technique applied to IR channels and a 
a-priori ice crystal shape. More recently Baran et al. (1999) deduced the particle size and shape usin-a dual view 
instrument, namely ATSR observations at 3.7 f..lm and 10.8 f..lm. Moreover, Rolland and Liou (1998) have studied 
the possibilities of deriving microphysical parameters of cirrus clouds using the MODIS instrument that was 
recently launched on EOS-AM. 

In the present paper, we present results of retrieving ice crystal shapes at a global scale using POLDER
VADEOS-1 data. This work is a frrst attempt to retrieve the particle shape from polarized bidirectional observations 
in the visible domain. The POLDER instrument characteristics are presented in Sect. 2. In section 3, the ice crystal 
shapes considered in this study are discussed, as weil as the radiative transfer code used to compute the normalized 
polarized radiance. Section 4 is devoted to the defmition of criteria that will be used to select POLDER data suitable 
for the retrieval of ice crystal shape. In section 5, results of one day of observations are frrst presented as a test case, 
and then results of analyzing 6 periods of 6 days of POLDER observations are presented. Section 6 summarizes the 
results and discusses the limitations of the method used. The conclusions as weil as possible future improvements 
are given in section 7. 
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2. POLDER instrument 

The POLDER instrument (Deschamps et al. 1994) has been designed to measure total normalized radiances 
(L.,) and polarized normalized radiances (L.,,p) at the top of the atmosphere. The POLDER-! instrument on ADEOS-
1 performed measurements for 8 months, from November 1, 1996 to Jm1e 30, 1997, and the POLDER-2 instrument 
is scheduled for lam1ch on ADEOS-2 in 2001. POLDER contains a CCD matrix of 242x274 pixels. The pixel 
resolution in the nadir direction is equal to 6.2 km x 6.2 km. Each fixed target is seen severa! times in different 
viewing geometries by the POLDER matrix, and the maximum number of different directions in which one target 
can be seen during an ADEOS overpass is 14. 
The viewing, directions observed with POLDER correspond to scattering angles ranging between 60° and 180°, 
depending on the solar zenith angle and the position of ADEOS with respect to the position of the target. POLDER 
measures normalized radiances in 8 different wavelength channels, sorne of which have been dedicated to the study 
of various atmospheric constituents, such as aerosols (Herman et al. 1997, Deuzé et al. 1998), clouds (Buriez et al. 
1997), and water vapor (Vesperini et al. 2000), while others are used for studying grom1d properties like vegetation 
(Leroy et al. 1997) and ocean color. The state ofpolarization of the light reflected by the atmosphere is measured in 
three different channels (443 mn, 670 mn, and 865 nm). The accuracy of the norrnalized polarized radiance is 
0.001. 

The importance of polarization measurements for remote sensing application has been pointed out, among 
others, by Van de Hulst (1957) and Hansen (1971), and more recently, with regard to the POLDER instrument, by 
Herman et al (1997). The POLDER instrument provides not only, as do other instruments (Diner at al. 1999), multi
angle observations, but also polarized radiance data. On the other hand, the spatial resolution (6.2x6.2 km2 

) 

comparatively coarse. Figures la and lb show a POLDER image of a cirrus cloud over the ocean in radiance and 
polarized radiance, respectively. Studies of cirrus cloud properties using POLDER data started with observations 
collected with an airbome simulator during intensive field experiments. The frrst results concerned the 
discrimination between ice and liquid water clouds by Goloub et al. (1994) and the determination of ice crystal 
shape and orientation in space (Chepfer et al. 1998). More recently, these studies have been extended to a global 
scale with POLDER-VADEOS-1 observations (Goloub et al. 1999 and Chepfer et al. I 999). 

3. Simulations of bidirectional polarized reflectances 

3.a. Models 

In contrast to low level liquid clouds, ice clouds can be composed of particles with shapes much more 
complex than spheres. In situ observations, collected during intensive field experiments such as FIRE, ICE, 
EUCREX, CEPEX, SUCCESS, have shown a high variability and sometimes a high complexity of ice crystal 
shapes (see e.g. Heymsfield 1975, Krupp 1991, Miloshevich and Heymsfield 1996). They also showed that the 
shape of the crystals depends on latitude, altitude, and on the conditions during formation of the cirrus clouds. 
These ice crystal shapes are sometimes simple, like plates or columns with a hexagonal base, and sometimes very 
complicated, like bullet rosettes or dendritic particles. The hexagonal structure is regularly observed, which is 
consistent with the fact that liquid water naturally solidifies in a hexagonal structure. Based on these local 
observations, we have selected various typical ice crystal shapes to study the sensitivity ofpolarized radiance with 
respect to the particle shape. The selected shapes are: (l) simple ice crystals, like columns and plates, with a shape 
ratio Osr =L/2R (Lis the length of the crystal, and R the radius of the circumscribed hexagonal base) which ranges 
from 0.05 to 2.5 (Wendling et al. 1979, Takano and Liou 1989), and (ii) more complex polycrystalline particles 
(Macke et al. 1996) that were used for ISCCP ice cloud optical depth retrieval. 
The complete scattering matrix has been computed for randomly oriented particles having these shapes, by using a 
ray-tracing method enhanced with FraWlhofer diffraction (cf. Macke et al. 1996 for the polycrystals, Brogniez 1988 
and Chepfer 1997 for the hexagonal particles). At the wavelength used (865 nm), the absorption by ice is very low 
(Warren, 1986 and 1988), hence the single scattering albedo is close to one. The scattering matrix is employed in a 
doubling-adding radiative transfer code (De Haan et al. 1986) in order to take into accom1t multiple scattering in the 
atmosphere. These radiative transfer computations yield the Stokes parameters of the emergent light at the top of 
the plane-parallel atmosphere, (I,Q,U,V). The norrnalized polarized radiance L.,,p (9v,l!lv)is derived from these 
Stokes parameters as follows 

(1) 

where Es is the incident solar flux at 865 nm at the top of the atmosphere, 9v and 4lv are respectively the zenith and 
the azimuth viewing angles, and 4ls is the azimuth angle of the incident sunlight. According to the usual convention, 
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equals oo and 180° for forward and backward directions, respectively.The total normalized radiance (L,) is derived 
from frrst element of the Stokes vector (l) in the following manner 

rel 
Ln(ev,l/Js -l/Jv) =- (2) 

Es 

The quantities used in this study are the normalized polarized radiances (L,,p) and the total normalized radiances (L,) 
which are directly measured by POLDER. 

3.b. Simulations 

In this section, simulated values ofnormalized polarized radiances at 865 nm are presented for cirrus clouds. 
Results for various ice crystal shapes, different viewing geometries, and severa! solar zenith angles are given in 
order to describe the sensitivity of the polarized signal to these parameters. A wavelength of 865 nm is used because 
the contribution of scattering by molecules located above cirrus clouds is low at this wavelength. As an example, 
for a cirrus cloud top located at 530 hPa, the contribution of Rayleigh scattering to the normalized polarized radiance 
reaches a maximum of 0.0022 for a solar zenith angle equal to 40°. This contribution decreases with the cloud 
pressure. As we do not have reliable information on the cirrus cloud top pressure observed with POLDER, we have 
chosen to neglect the contribution of the Rayleigh scattering in our computations, and consider it as uncertainty. 

Figure 2 depicts the normalized polarized radiance (cf. Eq. 1) as a function of the scattering angle for cirrus 
clouds composed of polycrystals. Results for different values of the cloud optical depth, o, remain between 0.5 and 
4, have been plotted. Further, a constant solar zenith angle equal to 60° and a viewing direction in the solar 
principal plane (<!>s--4>v =0°), have been assumed. Figure 2 shows that the normalized polarized radiance increases 
with the cloud optical depth until it saturates for optical depths higher than 4. For thicker clouds the polarized 
radiance is independent of the optical depth. 
The normalized polarized radiance has been computed for different particle shapes in order to study the sensitivity 
of the signal to the particle type. The cloud optical depth was chosen to be five to ensure a saturated signal. Figures 
3a to 3e show polar diagrams of the saturated normalized polarized radiance (L,,p (sat)) computed for hexagonal 
compact crystals with a shape ratio Qsr =l (Fig 3a), hexagonal columns with Q.r =2.5 (Fig. 3b), polycrystalline 
particles (Fig, 3c), hexagonal plates with Q.r =0.1 (Fig. 3d), and hexagonal plates with Q,r =0.05 (Fig. 3e). 

These figures illustrate the high sensitivity of the saturated normalized polarized radiance to the ice crystal shape. 
The high sensitivity of the polarization to the particle shape was also revealed by lidar linear depolarization 
observations (Sassen 1991). That Lp is much more sensitive to particles shape than the total normalized radiance 
(L,) was also found with the airbome version of POLDER during EUCREX'94 (Chepfer et al. 1998). The space
bome version of POLDER measures normalized radiance in viewing directions for which the viewing angles (ev) 
are smaller than 60°. For these viewing angles, Figs. 3a - 3e show that L,,p (sat) is most sensitive to the particle 
shape for viewing directions comprised in the following angle boxes: 35°< ev <55° and 0°< <!>v <50° and in the 
corresponding directions that are symmetric with respect to the solar principal plane: 35°< ev <55° and 310°< <!>v 
<360°. 
Measurements of the normalized polarized radiances in these viewing directions are best suited to discriminate 
between the shapes of the ice crystals. 
Figures 4 show the variation of the saturated normalized polarized radiance with solar zenith angle for the particle 
shapes considered in this study. Figure 4a, 4b, and 4c pertain to the viewing directions (ev =50; <!>s-<!>v =30° or 
330°), (ev= 40°; <!>s-<!>v =0°), and (ev= 40°; <1>s-<1>v =50° or 310°), respectively. These three examples illustrate that 
the polarized normalized radiance can be used to discriminate between the different ice crystal shapes in cirrus 
clouds, and that this discrimination is easier for high values of solar zenith angles (ev =60°) than for low ones 
(ev=20°). Fig. 4 also shows that the distinction between polycrystalline particles and hexagonal columns (Qsr =2.5) 
is difficult when we consider the uncertainty induced by ignoring Rayleigh scattering, which yields an error 
ilL,,p=0.0022. 
In the following sections the POLDER saturated normalized polarized radiances measured above cirrus clouds are 
compared to calculated values as to infer a global map of ice crystal shapes. In comparison to the total normalized 
radiance (Ln), the saturated normalized polarized radiance (L,,p) has the advantage ofbeing independent of the cirrus 
cloud optical depth. As soon as the cloud optical depth is higher than 4, it only depends on the viewing geometry 
and the solar zenith angle. Consequently, the particle shape obtained by comparing saturated normalized polarized 
radiance observations and simulated values concems only the upper layer of the cirrus clouds (i.e. the frrst few 
orders of scattering). 
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4. Selection of POLDER observation 

The detection of ice cloud pixels weil suited for ice crystal shape determination is based on successive tests on the 
nonnalized radiances and nonnalized polarized radiances collected by POLDER. The frrst test concerns the cloud 
detection (cloudy pixels), the second test concems the cloud thermodynamical phase which in the present study is 
used to select ice clouds only, the third and fourth tests are applied to select cirrus clouds composed of ice crystals 
randomly oriented in space. These different tests are briefly described below (for more details, see Chepfer et al. 
1999). 

a) The frrst test aims at selecting cloudy pixels located above oceans or sea surfaces and above land surfaces. 
Cloud detection above ocean consists in selecting pixels with bidirectional reflectances higher than a threshold value 
equal to 40%. This threshold value is safe enough to reject clear sky pixels and pixels corresponding to optically 
thin clouds. For pixels located above land surfaces, cloud detection is more complex because the ground reflectance 
varies strongly depending on the surface type (snow, desert, vegetation, etc.). We used a cloud detection scheme that 
has been specially developed for POLDER measurements over land surfaces by Bréon et al. (1998). The use of this 
scheme for the current application is described in Chepfer et al. ( 1999). 

b) The second test consists of identifying the cloud thermodynamical phase (ice or liquid water) in order to 
select ice cloud pixels and reject liquid water cloud pixels. This test was developed by Goloub et al. (1994) who 
used POLDER polarized radiances measured at 865 nm. It is based on (i) the presence (or absence) of a peak at 
scattering angles around 140°, and (11) the behavior of the polarized normalized radiances for scattering angles 
smaller than 110°. The results of this thermodynamical cloud phase test (Goloub et al. 1994) have been compared 
with lidar measurements (Chepfer et al. 2000) for validation. Further, Goloub et al. (1999) showed that this test 
selects ice clouds for which the nonnalized polarized radiance is saturated. 

c) The third and fourth tests aim at selecting ice clouds composed of particles randomly oriented in space. 
The third test aims at selecting pixels for which the POLDER views the direction of specular reflection. POLDER 
observes a given target in 12 to 14 different directions. To detect specular reflection, these directions have to 
include. (i) the specular reflection direction itself, which corresponds to a viewing zenith angle (Sv) equal to a solar 
zenith angle (Ss) in the solar principal plane («j>s-$v=l80°), and (ii) neighboring directions to detect the presence of 
a peak. These geometrical constraints strongly reduce the number of pixels available for this study. The fourth test 
enables us to detect clouds composed of particles randomly oriented in space. It consists in removing pixels for 
which the polarized normalized radiance presents a peak in the specular direction. The peak is identified when the 
bidirectional polarized nonnalized radiance in the specular (Lo,p,spec) direction(+/- 2°) has 
a greater value than the bidirectional polarized nonnalized radiance in the following 

(lu,p,spec+l ) and previous (Ln,p,spec·l) directions measured with POLDER. Hence, if: 

(Ln,p,spec - Ln,p,spec·l) > 0 and (Ln,p,spec - Ln,p,spec+ 1 ) > 0 (2) 

a specular reflection peak is declared to be present. A previous study has been devoted to the quantity of particles 
preferentially orientated in space (Chepfer et al. 1999). In contrast, when the inequalities given in Eq. (2) are not 
satisfied, the cirrus cloud is considered to be composed of particles randomy oriented in space, and the pixel is 
selected for the particle shape determination. 
The various tests described above enable selection of pixels corresponding to thick ice clouds for which the ice 
crystals can be assumed randomly oriented. For those pixels, the saturated normalized polarized radiances measured 
with POLDER can be compared with simulated values (cf. Sect. 3) in order to characterize the shape of ice crystals. 

5. Results 

5.a. Test case 
Pixels pertaining to thick ice clouds whose ice crystals are randomly oriented in space have been selected employing 
the tests described above (Sect. 4) for January 2, 1997. Only 4082 pixels (Chepfer at al. 1999) can be used for 
crystal shape retrieval. The pixels are classified in boxes of viewing angles and solar zenith angles with 1 0' bin size 
in order to be compared with simulations corresponding to the same viewing and solar zenith angle conditions at 5° 
(Sect. 2b). Then differences between the saturated polarized radiance measured with POLDER and the 
corresponding simulated values are computed for each of the five ice crystal shapes. Finally, the pixel is flagged 
with the ice crystal shape for which the difference between the simulated and observed value is minimal. In the case 
of a minimal difference larger than 0.01, the pixel is rejected. 
When the POLDER instrument sees one pixel in 14 different viewing, directions, the shape retrieval procedure is 
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applied to each suitable direction. Next, for a given pixel, a quality indicator (a) is computed for each shape model. 
We use a=Ni!Ntot where Ni is the number oftimes for which the shape 'i' has been obtained, and Ntot is the total 
number of shape retrievals for the pixel concemed. Finally, for a given pixel, the retrieved shape is considered 
reliable ifNtot;:: 2 and a> 0.5. Usually, Ntot takes values between 2 and 5, and ais higher than 2/3. This test 
reduces the number of pixels for which the ice crystal shape is retrieved, but it pre vents non reliable shape retrievals. 
Figure 5a shows an example of comparisons between observations and simulations for one pixel observed on 
January 2, where es = 34°. The saturated normalized polarized radiance simulated for the appropriate viewing 
directions is plotted as a function of the scattering angle for the 5 different shapes. ln this case the pixel is observed 
for 3 different directions (Ntot = 3) corresponding to the big dots in Fig. 5a. Each ofthese observations is compared 
to simulations and flagged with the particle shape that agrees best. For example, Fig. Sa shows that aU three 
observations are flagged as "plates Q.r =0.1 ". Further, this retrieval is considered reliable because the quality factor 
a =3/3=1. 
Repeating these comparisons for each selected pixel yields a map ofice crystal shapes for January 2, 1997 (Fig,. 5b). 
This map shows that few pixels can be used for the shape retrieval. As shown in Fig. 5b, closely spaced pixels can 
correspond to different particle shape. The heterogeneous geographical distribution of these pixels is the result of 
the successive tests applied to the POLDER observations (Sect. 4b), namely: (i) only latitudes between 90°8 and 
40°N were covered in January (ii) only ice clouds pixels are selected (iii) only pixels corresponding to cirrus cloud 
composed of particles randomly oriented in space have been used for this study (ie. the specular direction needs to 
be observed, and the specular reflection peak has to be absent) (iv) only pixels with viewing geometries sensitive to 
the particle shape (in polarization) have been retained. 

5.b. Analyzing 6 periods of6 days. 

To obtain more information about the global distribution of ice crystal shapes, we have processed 6 period 
pertaining to 6 days collected in January, February, March, April, May and June 1997. 
Figure 6 presents the results obtained for the period 1-6 January 1997, and confrrms the latitudinal distribution of the 
pixels used for the particle shape retrieval. This distribution is mainly due to the constraints on POLDER viewing 
geometry imposed by the selection procedure. ln addition, it shows a Jack of continuity between pixels located 
above land and above ocean surfaces, which is probably due to the different cloud detection schemes used above 
land and sea. A main difference between the schemes is that the cirrus clouds retained for the shape retrieval are 
very thick above ocean in order to avoid sea glitter and to properly determine the ice crystal orientation in space. 
To obtain information about the latitude variation of the particle shape, 30° latitude intervals are considered and a 
histogram is made of the retrieved shapes in each interval. Figure 7a shows the number of pixel used for the shape 
retrieval for each latitude interval. Figures 7b to 7e show the percentage of each shape retrieved in each latitude 
interval. In January, the ITCZ (Inter Tropical Convergence Zone) is located between 0° and 30° South, and the 
columns dominate there (Fig. 7c). The two histograms corresponding to the adjacent latitude intervals (Figs. 7b and 
7d) are highly similar, showing that the dominant particle shape composing cirrus clouds is symmetrical with respect 
to the ITCZ. Figure 7e shows that at high latitudes the hexagonal plates occur more frequently compared to low 
latitudes. 
The results obtained in the period 1-6 June 1997 are presented in Figure 8 (a to e). In that period, the ITCZ is 
located in the 0-30° N interval. The dominating ice crystal shape in that interval is the hexagonal compacts (Qsr =1) 
and the column shape is the second most frequent. In contrast to January, in June the dominant ice crystal shape is 
not the same in the adjacent latitude bands (Fig. 8c and 8d). The plates are dominant in the 30° to 60° N latitude 
band, whereas the columns are dominant in the 0° to 30° S band. As in January, the dominant particle shapes at 
high latitudes (Fig. 8e) are the plates and polycrystals. 
The results obtained for 6 different periods of 6 days are presented in Table 1. The polycrystals and hexagonal 
columns are classified in one single category since their polarization signatures are nearly the same (Sect. 3b). 
Table 1 shows that the polycrystals and hexagonal columns occur most frequently globally, whereas at high latitudes 
the hexagonal plates occur more frequently. Table 2 summarizes mean occurrences of the different shapes for ali 
periods considered, and confmns the above results. 

6. Discussion 

Severa! points conceming the results mentioned above will be addressed here. 
(a) On one band, the accuracy of the polarized radiance measured with POLDER is better than 0.001, so that 
measurement inaccuracies will not affect the shape retrieval significantly. On the other band, the POLDER spatial 
resolution is 6x6 km at nadir, which means that the retrieved shape is an average shape corresponding to an area of 
at !east 6x6 km. 
b) The observations have been compared to severa! a-priori models. In this respect, two remarks are in order. 
(i) The shape retrieval concerns only cirrus clouds composed ofrandomly oriented ice crystals, because the radiative 
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trans fer code that we used assumes random orientation of the scattering particles. Selecting pixels with randomly 
oriented ice crystals strongly reduces the number of pixels available for shape retricval. In the future, a similar 
method could be used to 
retrieve the shape of ice crystals that are horizontally oriented in space, as soon as radiative transfer codes become 
available that are able to handle such oriented particles. 
(ii) Five different models for the ice crystal shape have been considered. We do not pretend to reproduce ali the 
cases encountered in nature. Nevertheless, we have noted that in most cases the polarized signature can be 
reproduced by one of the models considered. In the future, other shapes based on cloud microphysical models could 
be taken into account as soon as the complete scattering matrix becomes available) in order to obtain more realistic 
particle shapes. 
c) Severa! in-situ observations have shown that cirrus clouds are often composed of ice crystals with a mixture 
ofparticle shapes. Such cirrus clouds have not been considered in this study, as it would have added an additional 
degree of freedom to the calculations. Including a particle shape distribution would increase the number of possible 
solutions. Hence, the retrieved shape is an effective or average particle shape, except, perhaps, for particle shapes 
corresponding to the extreme curves shown in Fig. 4, i.e. hexagonal plates COsr =0.05) and hexagonal compact 
(Qsr=l). For other retrieved particle shapes, the cirrus cloud might actually consist of a mixture of various particle 
types. 
d) The particle shapes retrieved with POLDER have to be validated in the future. The field experiments 
discussed in Sect. 1 have shown a wide variability of the particle shapes in cirrus clouds, including sometimes ideal 
shapes like hexagonal plates or columns, and polycrystals. The particle shapes considered in this paper are 
plausible, as they correspond to particle types that have been observed in nature. Nevertheless, these results are 
currently difficult to validate rigorously, because no collocated in-situ observations have been done in cirrus cloud 
during the POLDER-! 1 ADEOS-1 mission. Hence, future validation is required using two approaches: (i) 
comparisons with in-situ microphysical samples collected with an aircraft in cirrus clouds during the POLDER-
2/ADEOS-2 mission, (ii) comparisons with retrieved shapes deduced from forthcoming space-bome observations, 
using retrieval techniques that are based on other physical methods. 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper, norrnalized polarized radiance observations obtained with POLDER have been used to retrieve 
the shape of ice crystals that compose cirrus clouds. The method applied in this study is completely new as it uses 
polarization to retrieve the ice crystal shape. This method has three main advantages in comparison with methods 
based on total normalized radiance (L.,) observations: (i) the normalized polarized radiance (i..n,p) is rouch more 
sensitive to a change in particle shape than the total normalized radiance, (ii) the polarized normalized radiance 
(L.,,p) allows discrimination between ice and liquid clouds, without additional information on the cloud temperature 
or altitude, and (iii) the polarized normalized radiance is saturated after a few scattering events and therefore 
independent on the cloud optical depth provided the cirrus cloud is sufficiently thick. Thus, one degree of freedom 
has been removed from the shape retrieval procedure, as compared to a method based on total normalized radiance 
(L.,) observations. The main limitation of the method is that the retrieved particle shape pertains to ice crystals 
contained in the higher sub-layers of the cloud. 

This study is based on analyzing observations collected during 6 periods of 6.days in January, February, 
March, April, May and June 1997. It is shown that the shape of ice crystals varies strongly spatially. Our anal y sis 
yielded the following conclusions: (i) the distribution of ice particle shape seems to be symmetric on both sides of 
the ITCZ (at least in January) (ii) the polycrystals and hexagonal columns seem to dominante at low latitudes, 
whereas the hexagonal plates seems to occur more frequently at high latitudes. This latitudinal distribution of ice 
particle shape may be due to the conditions during formation of the cirrus clouds: at low latitude cirrus are often (but 
not always) the result of convection, whereas at mid and high latitudes they are often associated with fronts but can 
also be generated by convection. The results obtained at low latitudes are consistent with the study of Baran et al. 
( 1999) who used ATSR observations and concluded that near the top of tropical cirrus clouds columns and 
polycrystals are most likely to occur. 

In a follow-up study the eight months of POLDER observations might be analyzed in order to obtain more 
data on the natural variability of the shape of ice crystals in cirrus cloud on a global scale. Finally, the next launch 
of ADEOS-2 and EOS-AM should provide the opportunity to derive global maps of crystal shape simultaneously 
with different instruments using independent retrieval methods, in order to validate the latitudinal shape distribution 
obtained in the present study. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure l. POLDER image (1700x 1500 km2
) of a cirrus cloud over the North Pacifie ocean (9 

May 1997) in (a) radiance (b) polarized radiance. The wavelength is 864 nm. The li ne 

corresponds to the solar principal plane and the curves denote the scattering angle with a 10° 

increment between each line. (c) Viewing geometry of the POLDER instrument. 

Figure 2 : Simulated values of the normalized polarized radiance reflected by a cirrus cloud as 

a function of the cloud optical depth, o. The cloud is composed of polycrystalline particles. 

Figure 3a to 3e : Calculated values of the saturated normalized polarized radiance for a cirrus 

cloud composed various particle shapes: (a) hexagonal compacts (Qsr=l), (b) hexagonal 

columns (Qsr=2.5), (c) polycrystalline particles, (d) hexagonal plates (Qsr=O.l), (e) hexagonal 

plates (Q5r=0.05). The solar zenith angle is 57,5°. 

Figure 4 : The saturated normalized polarized radiance as a function of the solar zenith angle 

for different ice crystal shapes, and various viewing directions: (a) 8v=.50° ; <Ps-<l>v= 30° or 

Figure 5 : (a) Comparisons between polarized radiances simulated and observed with 

POLDER over a thick cirrus cloud. (b) Map of parti cie shapes randomly oriented in space for 

January 2, 1997. 

Figure 6: Map of particle shapes for a 6 day period in January 1997. 
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Figure 7 : Latitudinal variation of the particle shape on a global scale in the period 1-6 

January 1997. (a) Number of pixels used for the shape retrieval as a function of latitude. (b) to 

(e) Histograms showing the relative occurrence (in percent) of the retrieved particle shape. 

Results for four latitude bands (width 30°) are given. 

Figure 8 : Sa me as Fig. 7, but for the period 1-6 June 1997. 

Table 2 : Same as Table l, but averaged over all periods of six days considered (January, 

February, March, April, May and June 1997) 

Latitude Number of Plates Qsr=0.05 Plate Columns Compacts 
pixels (%) Qsr=0.1 (Qsr=2.5) and Qsr=l 

(%) Polycrystals (%) 
(%) 

90-60 N 176 8 40 50 .. 2 

60-30 N 3323 4.5 42 47 7 

30-0 N 4156 5 39.5 39.5 16 

0-30 s 1710 3 18 64.5 14.5 

30-60 s 2746 3 30 61 6 

60-90 s 360 18 43 39 0 



Table l : Latitudinal variation of the frequency distribution of retrieved particle shapes. In 

each latitude band, the dominant shape is listed in bold. 

Period Latitude Number of Plates Plates Columns Compacts 
pixels Qsr=0.05 Qsr=O.l (Qsr=2.5) Qsr=1 

(%) (%) and (%) 
Polycrystals 

(%) 
January 90-60 N 0 0 0 0 0 

1-6 60-30 N 0 0 0 0 0 
30-0 N 924 1 35 55 9 
0-30 s 509 0 6 82 12 
30-60 s 1423 4 38 50 7 
60-90 s 348 19 42 37 1 

February 90-60 N 0 0 0 0 0 
7-12 60-30 N 0 0 0 0 0 

30-0 N 1614 12 61 26 1 
0-30 s 173 4 23 56 17 
30-60 s 821 2 22 72 5 
60-90 s 12 0 67 33 0 

March 90-60 N 0 0 0 0 0 
19-24 60-30 N 629 1 24 74 1 

30-0 N 323 2 41 53 4 
0-30 s 882 2 24 60 13 
30-60 s 439 2 21 74 3 
60-90 s 0 0 0 0 0 

April 90-60 N 0 0 0 0 0 
18-23 60-30 N 1008 5 47 44 15 

30-0 N 0 0 0 0 0 
0-30 s 1307 3 18 65 15 
30-60 s 63 0 8 89 3 
60-90 s 0 0 0 {) 0 

May 90-60 N 0 0 0 0 0 
60-30 N 578 5 46 44 6 
30-0 N 214 1 24 40 36 
0-30 s 774 9 21 57 14 
30-60 s 0 0 0 0 0 
60-90 s 0 0 0 0 0 

June 90-60 N 176 8 40 50 2 
1-6 60-30 N 1108 6 45 36 13 

30-0 N 1078 1 14 42 43 
0-30 s 1201 1 16 66 16 
30-60 s 0 0 0 0 0 
60-90 s 0 0 0 0 0 
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Abstract. The spacebome POLDER instrument provided the 
first quantitative measurements of the Earth reflectance 
polarization characteristics. Many POLDER images of 
polarized light show cloudbow type features over cloud 
fields for scattering angles between 150 and 170°. This 
unexpected observation is attributed to the polarized radiance 
generated by single scattering by cloud droplets. It shows 
that, in many cases, the cloud droplet size distribution is very 
narrow. The multidirectional polarized radiance 
measurements can be inverted for an accurate estimate of the 
cloud droplet radius. 

Introduction 

The POLDER instrument (Deschamps et al., 1994) was 
launched on the ADEOS platform in August 1996. Its 
measurement principle is based on a bidimensional CCD 
detector, a rotating wheel which carries optical filters and 
polarisers and a wide field of view optics. At present, 
POLDER is the only spaceborne instrument which provided · 
quantitative measurements of the reflected sunlight 
polarization characteristics. Unfortunately, due to electrical 
failure, the ADEOS platform died on June 30th, 1997. 
Nevertheless, eight months of measurements have been 
acquired which allow new investigations on the usefulness of 
polarization and directionality for Earth remote sensing. In 
this paper, we show unanticipated observations in polarized 
light. Further investigation demonstrate that, in favorable 
conditions, the cloud droplet radius can be retrieved from 
POLDER measurements with a very high accuracy. 

Observation 

Figure l is a three color composite (Blue : 0.44 1J.111; Green : 
0.67 J.Lm; Red: 0.86 J.Lm) of the radiance measured by the 
instrument CCD detector over a l600x2200 km2 area located 
across the west coast of Africa, south of the Equator. The 
image center location is approximately (20°8, l0°E). The 
black/white !ines overlaid on the figure indicate the 
scattering angle in lOo increments (angle between the solar 
incident and the viewing directions) as weil as the principal 
plane. The top figure shows the total radiance and is similar 
to what would be observed with an instrument without 
polarization capabilities. On the right side of the image 

Copyright 1998 by the American Geophysical Union. 

(East) is the African continent, with more vegetation to the 
North (top) which is evidenced by the redish color (larger 
reflectance at 0.86 J.UD). A few cloud fields appear as white 
areas over the land. On the left side of the figure is the 
Atlantic ocean, which is covered by a variable amount of 
clouds. This area is weil known for a very high occurrence of 
stratocumulus. 

The bottom image corresponds to the exact same area, but 
displays the perpendicular component of the polarized 
radiance. In the Stokes vector representation of radiance 
(I,Q,U,V), it is the second component of the vector (Q) where 
the reference direction is the plane of scattering (defined by 
the solar and viewing directions). The white band which 
follows the 140° line of scattering angle corresponds to a 
maximum in the polarized radiance around this direction, 
which is characteristic of water droplets radius larger than the 
wavelength (Goloub et al., 1994). The intense cloudbow 
along the 140° scattering angle line is an unambiguous 
indication of the presence of liquid water droplets at the 
cloud top. For larger scattering angles, color bands indicate a 
scattering process which is highly directional and spectrally 
dependent. This is peculiar since, in the spectral range of 
interest (0.44-0.86 IJ.m), cloud reflectances are usually 
expected to be roughly white. 

To investigate further this phenomenon, we present in Fig. 
2 the same image (only the polarized radiance is shown), but 
where the three spectral bands have been separated. The same 
general features are apparent. In the 140-170° range, 
oscillations of the polarized reflectance as a function of the 
scattering angle are apparent. Note that the number of 
oscillations vary with the spectral band. There are about 
twice as many in the blue band (0.44 J.UD) than in the near 
infrared (0.861J.111). The difference in the position of the maxima 
and minima between the spectral bands explains the 
"cloudbow" features displayed in Fig. l. 

Interpretation 

Radiative transfer simulations show that single scattering 
provides the main contribution to the polario.:ed radiance. 
Multiple scattering polarization is very small (H~·nsen, 1971 ). 
Assuming a plane parallel cloud, no absorption, and no other 
scattering processes, the single scattering contribution to the 
polarized reflectance is : 

R~' = 1-exp(-r(1/.Us +1/.Uv)] Pp(y) 
4(.Us +.Uv) 

(1) 

Paper number 98GL01221. 
0094-8534/98/98GL-O 1221$05.00 where r is the cloud optical thickness, Pp is the polarized 
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Figure 1. Three color composite (Blue : 0.43 f.UU, Green : 0.67 
J.lffi, Red : 0.86 J.lffi) of POLDER measurements acquired by the 
CCD matrix over the Atlantic ocean and Southem Africa on 
Nov. 3rd, 1996. The top figure is for the total reflectance, 
whereas the bottom figure represents the polarized reflectance. 
The curved !ines indicate the scattering angle in 10° 
increments (smaller radius tine is for 170°). The straight line 
is the principal plane. For each spectral band, the scale is from 
0 to 0.8 in reflectance, and from 0.08 in polarized reflectance. 

scattering phase function of the droplets, J..ls and J..lv are the 

eosines of the solar and zenith angles, respectively, and y is 
the scattering angle. In most cases, the cloud optical 
thickness is such that the exponential takes negligible 
values. Equation ( 1) th en reduces to : 

(2) 

Therefore, the polarized reflectance measurement is directly 
linked to the polarized phase function. Such functions are 
calculated using the Mie theory. Fig. 3 shows the po!arized 
phase function Pp(y) computed for severa! cloud droplet size 
distributions as (Deirmendjian, 1969 ) : 

Figure 2. Same as in Fig. 1 but the three bands have been 
separated and only the polarized reflectance is shown. The 
spectral band is 0.44, 0.67 and 0.86 f.UTI from top to bottom. 
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n(r)=(_c_J-
3 

exp[-
1 [ln(_c_J _ _c_+1]] (3) 

reff a eff reff reff 

where n(r) is proportional to the droplet number 

concentration, and re.ff(effective radius) and Oeff (effective 
variance) are two parameters which define the size 
distribution. 

The polarized phase function shows local maxima and 
minima in the range 150-170°. Note that, as on the POLDER 
measurements, there are about twice as many oscillations at 
0.44 Jlm than at 0.86 Jlm (Fig. 3a). As the size distribution 
broadens ( Oeff increases), the amplitude of the oscillations 
decreases. For effective variances of 0.1, they are smoothed 
out. 

These results provide a simple interpretation of the 
observed cloudbow features. The observation of similar 
cloudbows over many large areas indicate th at 1) an 
homogeneous cloud droplet size distribution is a frequent 
phenomenon, and 2) the size distribution over these areas is 

relatively narrow ( Oeff5, 0.05). 

Inversion 

To investigate further this phenomenon, and its 
implication for the remote sensing of cloud droplet radius, we 
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the size distribution variance. 
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Figure 4. Two examples of model-measurement comparisons 
after a successful inversion of cloud droplet effective radius 
from POLDER spaceborne measurements. In both cases, the 
dispersion Oeff is 0.02. 

have separated the POLDER swath into 200x200 km2 boxes. 
For each box, we make use of the directional capabilities of the 
POLDER instrument (each pixel is viewed from up to fourteen 
different geometries during a single satellite overpass). For a 
given pixel, the scattering angle sampling is on the order of 
5°, which is not sufficient to observe the oscillations. The 
spatial agregation is therefore necessary, assuming 
homogeneity, because the various pixels in a given box are 
observed with slightly different viewing angles. A minimum 
size of 150xl50 km2 yields an homogeneous sampling of the 
scattering angles. However, if the cloud droplet distribution 
is heterogeneous within the area, the measurement variation 
with scattering angle is noisy, and the inversion is 
impossible. 

The measurements are first corrected for Rayleigh scattering 
with the assumption that the cloud top height is about 1 km : 

(4) 

where Tm is the molecular optical thickness above a 

theoretical 1 km high cloud top, and R';01 , the result of 

radiative transfer simulations, is the polarized reflectance 
generated by molecular scattering in the atmosphere. A 
normalization for the viewing geometry [i.e. multiplication by 
4(,us+ .Uv)] is then applied. In the single scattering 
approximation, the normalized measurements are roughly 
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proportional to the polarized phase function. We then 
average ali corrected measurements within a given box as a 
function of the scattering angle. 

The polarized phase functions Pp have been computed for a 
large number of size distributions defined by (3). The 

measurements are fitted by a function F(l, J? where À is the 
wavelength : 

ln eq. (5), a, band c are three pararneters which are inverted 
through a !east square procedure (minimization of the squared 
difference between the measurements and the function defined 
in (5), for a given range of scattering angle). "a" accounts for 

the cloud fractional coverage; b y+ c accounts for the 

polarized radiance generated by aerosol above the cloud, 
inaccuracies in the molecular scattering correction and 
contributions from the glitter. The cloud droplet mode! which 
best fits the three wavelengths measurements for a range of 
scattering angle between 150° and 170° is retained. The 
inversion is successful if "a" is greater than a threshold and 
the measurement-model RMS error is lower than another 
threshold. 

Fig. 4 shows two examples of results which yield effective 
radius of 8 1UJ1 and l 0 IJ.Ill. Note that position of the maxima 
and minima are very different for the two cases when the 
effective radii differ by only two microns. This is an 
indication of the sensitivity of the method to changes in 
effective droplet radius. The agreement between mode! and 
measurements is excellent. The position of the maxima is 
accurately reproduced by the mode! for the three bands. The 
agreement in Fig. 4b is not as good for the 0.44 J.1lll band than 
for the two others. This may result from an inacurate 
correction of the molecular contribution to the polarized light 
which is much larger at this wavelength than at the others. 

The agreement is not as good close to 145° of scattering 
angle. This angle corresponds to the main cloudbow which 
shows a larger and wider maximum in the polarized phase 
function. We have made multiple scattering simulations of 
polarized light for plane parallel cloud using a code 
developed by Garcia and Siewert (1986). These simulations 
show that the single scattering approximation used in the 
inversion procedure (eq. 2 and eq. 5) is very accurate for local 
maxima in the range 145-1 70° but underestimates the 
polarized radiance in the main cloudbow. This 
underestimation results from photons which are scattered 
with a scattering angle around 145° and again with a very 
small angle (forward peak of the phase function), or the 
opposite. Such photons, which are not accounted for in the 
single scattering approximation, have a polarization similar to 
those single scattered and contribute to the polarized 
radiance around 145°. Because the secondary cloudbows are 
narrower in terrn of scattering angle, this double scattering 
process is smoothed out in the 150-170° range. 

Discussion 

The observation of severa! cioudbows in the 150-170° 
range of scattering angles is much easier in polarized light 

than in total radiance. For most clouds (optical thickness 
larger than =2), the total reflected radiance is mostly generated 
by multiple scattering within the cloud. In such case, single 
scattering is a small contribution to the radiance and the 
relative amplitude of the reflectance variations with scattering 
angle is small (Spinhime and Nakajima, 1994). On the same 
scenes as those presented in this paper, we have not been able 
to measure a variation of the total radiance with a change in 
scattering angle which is significant with regard to the 
spatial variation (see Fig. la). 

The proposed inversion method is applicable only if the 
droplet size distribution is relatively narrow. For broad size 
distributions, the phase function maxima and minima are 
smoothed out and the effective radius retrieval is impossible. 
Another limitation of the method is that it only probes a 
cloud layer of optical thickness less than about l located at 
the cloud top. On the other hand, this may be seen as an 
improvement to other methods based on the spectral 
signatures of clouds, for which the radius estimate is an 
indefinite average over the cloud layer. Nevertheless, for 
favorable conditions, the method is extremely sensitive and 
yields an unambiguous measurement of the cloud top effective 
radius. When the inversion is successful, the method also 
demonstrates that the size distribution is narrow. 

The inversion method will now be applied to the full 
POLDER dataset. We will attempt a comparison of inverted 
radius with available in-situ measurements. We will also 
analyze the global distribution of retrieved droplet size in 
relation to atmospheric parameters such as aerosol loading 
estimates. 
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Chapitre 4 

Observation et caractérisation des aérosols troposphériques 

Cette dernière partie concerne la télédétection de certaines propriétés optiques et 
microphysiques des aérosols. Nous montrons comment la mesure de polarisation permet 
d'améliorer la détection et d'affiner la climatologie des aérosols, notamment au-dessus des 
continents. Avant de présenter les résultats, nous rappelons brièvement les différents types 
d'aérosols présents dans la basse atmosphère terrestre. 

A) Caractéristiques microphysiques des aérosols troposphériques. 

Les aérosols troposphériques sont constitués de particules liquides ou solides (diamètre 
moyen inférieur à 10 Jlm). Ils résident pour l'essentiel dans les 2 ou 3 premiers kilomètres de 
la troposphère. On a coutume de les regrouper en 4 catégories en fonction de leur 
composition: (i) poussières d'origine minérale, (ii) sulfates et nitrates, (iii) aérosols composés 
de sel marin, (iv) aérosols carbonés. Les aérosols carbonés sont souvent divisés en aérosols 
non-absorbants (aérosols d'origine organique, typiquement les fumées) et en aérosols 
absorbants (suie). 

Les aérosols se distinguent également selon leur dimension. Les figures 1 a,b et c 
présentent des exemples de distributions en taille déduites de mesures radiatives (réseau 
AERONET). 

(a) (b) 

1o• - ... o.os 

- ·l=0.12 
- .. ·l=0.19 
··•·•t=C.29 

1 o• 

0.1 

(c) 

yerde, 1994·1995 
i 

Figure 1 :Exemples de granulométries en volume (dV!dln r) pour des aérosols urbains et industriels 
(a), des aérosols de brûlis (b), et des aérosols désertiques (c). Pour chaque type, on a superposé les 
granulométries associées à des contenus en aérosols (épaisseur optique à 670nm) différents (d'après 
Kaufman, Remer et Ho/ben). Le rayon est donné en micromètre. 

De façon générale, on voit apparaître 4 modes dimensionnels. Le mode d'accumulation (r<0.3 
Jlm), un mode compris entre 0.3 et 0.8Jlm correspondant aux aérosols de la troposphère libre 
associés à d'éventuels aérosols stratosphériques et de poussières désertiques, un troisième 
mode compris entre 0.8 et 2.5 Jlm, correspondant aux aérosols marins ou désertiques et enfin 
un mode de grosses particules de rayon supérieur à 2.5 microns. 
Néanmoins, on a coutume de simplifier cette description à l'aide de deux modes (mode 
d'accumulation et mode grossier) dépendant du processus de formation des particules. 
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Les particules du gros mode ont un rayon supérieur à 1 J..Lm (figure le) et sont constituées 
de façon majoritaire par les aérosols primaires, c'est-à-dire, des aérosols formés par 
injection dans l'atmosphère de particules de poussières produites par le vent (figure 2), 
des aérosols marins produits par embruns océaniques, et des particules de cendre produites 
par les feux (figure la). 

Figure 2 :) Soulévement de poussières désertiques observé pendant l'expérience HAPEX (d'après D. Tanré, 
LOA). 

Les aérosols du mode d'accumalation ont un rayon inférieur à 1 J..Lm et sont 
majoritairement formés au cours de processus atmosphériques tels que (i) la conversion gaz
particule (ii) la condensation hétérogène, (iii) la coagulation et (iv) après évaporation au sein 
des nuages. Ces aérosols secondaires sont la plupart du temps des sulfates et des nitrates. Les 
particules de suie et de fumée, qui sont des aérosols primaires, constituent l'exception car 
elles sont de taille sub-micrométrique. Les aérosols d'origine anthropique sont essentiellement 
des particules sub-micrométriques résultant à la fois de processus de formation primaire et 
secondaire. Ils ont pour origine la combustion de biomasse et de fioul fossile, et constituent la 
plus grande part des fumées, suies, sulfates et nitrates présents dans la troposphère (figure 3). 
La formation du smog au-dessus des grandes villes est une manifestation de leur présence. Le 
bilan en masse des émissions anthropiques est plus faible que celui des poussières minérales 
ou des aérosols marins, cependant leur taille sub-micrométrique affecte davantage le 
rayonnement solaire et par suite le bilan radiatif de l'atmosphère. 

Figure 3: (a) Photographie d'un nuage de pollution survolé au sud de l'Inde (d'après R. Rocca, Laboratoire de 
Météorologie Dynamique), dans la région des Maldives (hémisphère Nord), durant l'expérience INDOEX, le 
20/03/99. La superficie du nuage est estimée à 500lcrn x 500/an, son épaisseur à 3km. Ce nuage brunâtre est 
composé d'aérosols soufrés, de suie et de poussières diverses. (b) Photographie d'un feux de biomasse en 
septembre 1992, durant l'expérience BASE-A (Biomass burning Airborne and Spaceborne Experiment) au Brésil 
(d'après D. Tanré). 
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B) Caractérisation des aérosols au-dessus des océans à l'aide d'imageurs satellitaires. 

La caractérisation fine des aérosols en routine à l'échelle globale à partir de l'imagerie 
satellitaire, validée par des observations au sol, constitue la seule solution pour réaliser une 
climatologie des aérosols (contenu, distribution en taille, forme, indice de réfraction, 
distribution verticale) requise pour étudier leur contribution au changement climatique. 
Jusqu'à récemment, on ne pouvait observer en routine les aérosols qu'au-dessus des océans, à 
partir de l' AVHRR (Advanced Very High Résolution Radiometer). En effet, l'observation des 
aérosols à partir d'un satellite est basée sur la lumière solaire qu'ils renvoient vers l'espace. Or 
il s'agit d'un signal faible et, pratiquement, on ne le mesure avec précision qu'au-dessus des 
surfaces océaniques, à des longueurs d'onde rouge et/ou proche-infrarouge où l'eau est 
absorbante. Les cartes d'abondance moyenne en aérosols déduites de ces données ont permis 
de mettre en évidence les principales sources d'injection d'aérosols sur les océans (évènements 
de poussières désertiques, brûlis, pollutions industrielles continentales) et d'en indiquer les 
variations saisonnières (Husar et al., 1997). On notera que ces résultats sont basés sur une 
mesure unique (1 seule direction de visée) de l' AVHRR, dans son canal large à 670 nm, ce 
qui nécessite des hypothèses sur les caractéristiques des aérosols. En effet, la lumière solaire 
rediffusée par les aérosols dépend de la quantité de particules intégrée sur la colonne 
atmosphérique mais également de leur probabilité à diffuser la lumière vers le satellite, 
probaliblité (fonction de phase) qui varie largement avec la nature des particules. Puisqu'on 
ne peut pas préciser le type de particules rencontré, on estime leur abondance en se basant sur 
un modèle de diffusion moyen a priori; l'incertitude résultante est assez forte. Signalons deux 
tentatives, récentes, d'utilisation des deux canaux 1 et 2 d' AVHRR pour améliorer les 
climatologies aérosols (Nakajima et al., 1998 et Mishchenko et al., 1999). 

La caractérisation des aérosols au-dessus des océans est réalisée de manière plus complète à 
l'aide de POLDER. En effet, ses capacités mu1tispectrale, directionnelle et polarisée 
permettent de mieux contraindre les inversions en fournissant, en plus de l'épaisseur optique 
'ta, un indicateur de taille (le coefficient d' Angstrôm a) et l'indice de réfraction. En 
collaboration avec M. Herman, JL Deuzé, A. Marchand et D. Tanré, j'ai entrepris la 
validation des résultats obtenus au-dessus des océans (P.3-1). La première version de 
l'algorithme mis au point par J.L. Deuzé et M. Herman (P. 3-2 et P. 3-3) fait appel à des 
modèles mono-mode de particules aérosols. En dépit de la «simplicité» restrictive de ce 
choix et du faible nombre de points de validation disponibles, la restitution de l'épaisseur 
optique est satisfaisante. Le coefficient a est sous-estimé à hauteur de 30%, ce qui revient à 
sur-estimer la taille moyenne des particules. Ce travail de validation a montré les limites de 
1 'hypothèse de distribution en taille à un seul mode pour certaines situations géophysiques. La 
sous-estimation du coefficient d' Angstrôm, constatée avec les modèles à un mode, est due à 
une sous-estimation du nombre de petites particules. Dans la gamme d'angle de diffusion 
utilisée (80°-120°), la polarisation des modèles à un seul mode est inférieure à celle qui est 
mesurée, ce qui traduit la sous-estimation du nombre de petites particules par les modèles. 
L'introduction de modèles bimodaux (modes d'accumulation et grossier) avec, pour le gros 
mode, la prise en compte de particules non sphériques diffusant et polarisant de façon plus 
isotrope en retrodiffusion, devrait permettre d'améliorer l'interprétation des mesures de 
luminances et de polarisation. 
Dans le même temps, nous avons comparé les produits POLDER et TOMS au-dessus des 
océans (P. 3-4). 
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C) Caractérisation des aérosols au-dessus des terres émergées. 

Au-dessus des continents, la lumière diffusée par l'atmosphère est généralement noyée 
dans la lumière beaucoup plus intense réfléchie par les surfaces. Là encore, la méthodologie, 
tout à fait innovante, utilisation la polarisation (Deuzé et al., 1993, Herman et al., 1997; 
Deuzé et al., 2000) a été évaluée à l'aide des données photométriques. La comparaison a 
montré, sur les points de validation disponibles, une forte surestimation du coefficient 
d' Angstrom et, corrélativement, une sous-estimation de l'épaisseur optique (Deuzé et al., 
2000). Les résultats témoignent également du faible niveau de polarisation généré par les 
particules aérosols d'origine désertique, ce qui avait déjà était observé suite à la campagne 
aéroportée POLDER/HAPEX en 1992. Cependant, dans de vastes régions d'Asie (Inde, 
Chine, Japon), d'Afrique équatoriale, ou d'Europe de l'est, les observations en lumière 
polarisée montrent des niveaux de polarisation assez élevés. 
Un indice aérosol, noté Ai, défini comme le produit des quantités 'ta et a peut être déduit des 
mesures de polarisation. On constate, en effet, sur les mesures réalisées au sol que cet indice 
aérosol est corrélé à la lumière polarisée mesurée (figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Luminance polarisée à 60° en fonction de l'index aérosol à 865 nm. 

Pour Ai=O (pas d'aérosol), seules les molécules contribuent à la polarisation, ce qui explique 
que cette dernière ne s'annule pas en ce point. Cet indice sera peu sensible à la présence de 
grosses particules (mode grossier) (a=O) et permettra de remonter à la quantité d'aérosols 
sub-micrométrique (a>l). 

La validation, à l'aide des mesures photométriques, de l'index aérosol déduit des mesures 
POLDER est présentée dans la publication P.3.5. L'accord entre les valeurs sol et satellite est 
nettement meilleur. D'autre part, la continuité spatiale entre la terre et la mer est mieux 
respectée. On constate, par ailleurs, que la restitution de l'épaisseur optique s'améliore 
lorsque les aérosols sont de petite dimension (particules émises par les feux de biomasse, 
aérosols de pollution). 
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L'analyse géophysique des cartes moyennes de l'index aérosols POLDER est en cours. On 
notera par exemple la mise en évidence de très forte pollution dans toute la vallée du Gange, 
ou encore un déplacement saisonnier de grandes zones de pratique de brûlis de 1 'Afrique du 
sud et de Madagascar en novembre, en Amérique centrale en Mai. Nous avons également 
montré qu'il existait une très bonne corrélation entre l'occurrence et la fréquence des feux de 
biomasse et l'index aérosols POLDER (P. 3.6, P. 3.7). 
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Validation of the First Algorithm Applied for 
Deriving the Aerosol Properties Over the Ocean 

U sing the POLDER/ ADEOS Measurements 
Philippe Goloub, D. Tanré, J. L. Deuzé, M. Herman, A. Marchand, and Francois-Marie Bréon 

Abstract-Giobal map of aerosol parameters (optical thickness, 
Angstrom exponent, and refractive index) are derived from the 
POLDER instrument on board the ADEOS-1 platform. This pa
per focuses on aerosol optical thickness and Angstrom exponent 
retrievals that are based on visible and near infrared back scatter
ing measurements. Assessment of the retrieval quality is achieved 
by means of comparison with AERONET sunphotometer data. 
The results show that the POLDER measurements can be used to 
distinguish severa! aerosol types from their Angstrom coefficients, 
in addition to a precise estimate of the aerosol optical thickness. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

AEROSOLS are suspected to play a major role in climate 
change by counterbalancing the warming effect due to 

greenhouse gases, (for review see, e.g., [2] and [7]). There is 
a need, therefore, for getting more information on their ra
diative and physical properties at a global scale using satellite 
remote sensing. The present sensors on board the geostationary 
satellites (GOES or METEOSAT) or the AVHRRINOAA 
instrument can provide the total atmospheric aerosol loading, 
assuming other aerosol properties such as the size distribution, 
refractive index, and shape (e.g., [12], [6], [34], [21], [19], 
[31]) and very recently an estimate of the aerosol size from 
the two channels of the NOAA/AVHRR instruments [18]. 
With the new generation of sensors, POLDER (Polarization 
and Directiona1ity of the Earth's Reflectances), TOMS (Total 
Ozone Mapping Spectrometer), and OCTS (Ocean Color and 
Temperature Scanner) on board the ADEOS (ADvanced Earth 
Observing System) launched in August 1996, the planned 
launch of EOS-AM1 (Earth Observing System) with MISR 
(Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer), MODIS (MOD
erate resolution Imaging Spectro-radiometer), and CERES 
(Clouds and the Earth' s Radiant Energy System) in 1998 
and ENVISAT (ENVIronmental SATellite) in 2000, more 
measurements are available for deriving additional aerosol 
parameters as reported in [22] and [33]. 
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In the present paper, we analyze the inversion of aen 
optical parameters from the POLDER instrument [50]. 1 
optical radiometer, launched in August 1996 on board 
Japanese heliosynchronous ADvanced Earth Satellite Sys 
(ADEOS) collected data un til end of June 1997. lt inclu 
eight narrow-band channels, three of which have polariza1 
capability. The instrument design allows up to 14 di: 
tional radiance measurements over the same target dm 
a single satellite overpass which last approximately 4 n 
It is expeoted that the use of the spectral, directional, 
polarization signatures of the reflectance measurement lea< 
a characterization of the aerosol type, in addition to an accUJ 
estimate of the atmospheric aerosol Joad. The validation 
the aerosol optical thickness and the Angstrom expor 
is achieved against independent ground-based sunphotom 
measurements from worldwide station network [3], [20]. 

In this paper, we first describe the algorithm for the im 
sion of aerosol parameters from the POLDER measuremé 
over the oceans. The POLDER data as weil as the grou 
based data acquired during eight months are summarized 
Section III and compared in Section IV. Discussion of 
assumptions, like the selection of the aerosol models and 
aerosol shape, is given in Section V. Examples of the retrie' 
aerosol parameters are provided in Section VI. 

Il. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM 

The retrieval of aerosol properties is based on a lookup ta 
(LUT) approach. The measured Stokes vector (L, Q, U; s 
e.g., [46]), in the 670- and 865-nm channels are compa 
with the results of numerical simulations performed us 
the successive orders of scattering code [27] for reali~ 

atmosphere (aerosolloading, size, and composition). This C( 

takes into account multiple scattering and the bidirectio 
surface reflection of the rough ocean. The algorithm consi 
of retrieving the aerosol optical thickness, the size distributi' 
and the refractive index that minimize the averaged quadn: 
difference between measured and simulated radiances, bt 
total and polarized, over the two wavelengths and the availa 
view directions. A full description of the algorithm can 
found in [10]. 

A. Theoretical Background 

The solar radiation L>. reaching a satellite results fr, 
photons that are backscattered by molecules and aerosols ( 
spectively noted Lmol and Laer) and reflected by the surfa 
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"' 
Over ocean, the ocean reflection includes three contribu-

tions, the sunglint reflection Lsc due to Fresnel reflection 
on the waves, the water leaving radiance Lw coming from 
underwater scattering, and the reflection L f by foam. Note 
that Laer includes both tropospheric (L~~~po) and stratospheric 
( L strato) contributions 

aer · 

Let us mention that hereinafter, the POLDER measurements 
as weil as the radiative transfer calculations are expressed as 
normalized radiance Lnorm defined by 

7rL>-. 
L>-.norm = E (1) 

À,s 

where E>-.,s is the solar irradiance in the spectral band À. 

The gaseous absorption which may occur along any scat
tering path should formally be computed using a full radiative 
transfer code. Compared to other optical instruments such 
as AVHRR, POLDER has narrow filters (between 10 and 
40 nm) that have been selected in order to minimize gas 
absorption (except the 763-, 765-, and 910-nm channe1s which 
are used as atmospheric probes). Thus, the POLDER radiances 
are affected by ozone absorption in the Chappuis band only. 
Since ozone is an atmospheric gas located at altitudes where 
molecules and aerosols are sparse, the radiance is computed 
without accounting for it and corrected for by a simple 
multiplicative term. 

Conceming the reflection on the water surface Lsc, it 
strongly depends on the wind speed [8]. Since the sun glint 
radiance can be much larger than the aerosol contribution, 
there is no aerosol retrieval over pixels viewed under directions 
close to the specular direction. The sunglint mask test con
sists in selecting direction having pure sunglint contribution 
(calculated from the actual wind speed derived from the 
meteorological data) smaller than 0.0005 x cos(Bs) where Bs is 
the sun zenith angle, which is of the order of the instrumental 
noise. Thus in the example shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the 
threshold used leads to the rejection of direction corresponding 
to a scattering angle smaller than 98°. 

For the surface contribution L f, the foam reflectance is 
assumed independent of the wavelength within the POLDER 
spectral range used in the inversion scheme, i.e., from 670 
to 865 nm. The present values are taken from [49] but if 
new data [ 13] are confirmed, they can easily be replaced. 
The percentage of the sea covered by foam depends on the 
wind speed and is taken from [25]. Finally, the water-leaving 
radiance L,. is taken equal to zero in both channels, which is 
justified in open ocean conditions [32]. In coastal zones, the 
aerosol parameters are also determined but are clearly affected 
by the uncertainty in the water-leaving radiance at 670 nm due 
to inorganic particles within the water. 

B. Lookup Table (LUT) 

The radiative transfer simulations have been performed for 
five values of the aerosol optical thickness Ta at 865 nm. 
T" = 0.0 corresponds to a pure molecular atmosphere, T" = 
0.075, 0.15. and 0.30 are representative of intermediate aerosol 
loading, and an extreme case (T" = 0.60) is used for high 
aerosol content as observed during dust storms or in smoke 
plumes resulting from biomass burning. Linear interpolation 
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Fig. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 but for the polarized radiances. 

is applied to estimate the reflectance for intermediate values 
of the optical thickness, and linear extrapolation is applied for 
optical thickness larger than 0.6. 

The wind speed is set at 5 m-s- 1 . As said above, the glint 
contribution to the reflectance varies strongly with the wind 
speed, and the corresponding measurements are not used. On 
the other hand, the contribution resulting from the coupling 
of surface reflection and atmospheric scattering is almost 
independent of the wind speed, which justifies the choice of 
a single value for this parameter. Similarly, we assumed a 
typical scale height value of 8 km for the molecules and 2 km 
for the aerosols; the actual values of these parameters have a 
very small influence on the radiative transfer computations. 

The top of atmosphere reflectances are computed for a 
large number of view directions and stored in the LUT with 
a resolution of 5° in azimuth and 3.7° in zenith angles. 
Multilinear interpolation is applied between these values which 
cover the full range of possible azimuth and zenith angles. 
Computations have been performed for wind speed of 5 m/s 
only, which is a sufficient assumption far from the specular 
direction since the sky light reftected by the waves is almost 
independent on the wind speed (9]. If the actual wind speed 
is different from the assumed 5 mis wind speed, the impact 
on the aerosol optical thickness retrieval is smaller than 1% 
( 6.T /T < 0.01 ). On the contrary, if the only availab1e direction 
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TABLE 1 
PARAMETERS OF THE LOG-NORMAL AEROSOL SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS USED IN THE LOOKUP TARLE (LUT) 

Aenb\.)1 \led1an radiu- St,md Llc'\ 

mc1del (~Ill) rr 

0.27 2.~7 

2 (l.l-l 2 . .-;; 

:'\ O.o7 2."17 

-l 0.03 2 .. lï 

5 0.22 
1 ,_ 

-··'' 
6 0.12 2.:17 

7 0.06 1 ·--··'' 

8 0.02 
1 ,_ 

-·-'' 

9 0.18 2..'7 

10 0.10 2.37 

Il 005 2.17 

12' 0.02 1 2.37 l 

for inversion is not so far from the specular direction, the 
assumption of 5 mis can yield bias on the retrieved optical 
thickness of the order of 5% for wind speed lO mis and even 
IO% in the extreme case of a 15-mls wind speed. The impact 
on the retrieved Angstrôm exponent is, then, of the order of 
20%. 

C. Aerosol Models 

The selection of the aerosol models is a key issue since 
ali aerosol types should be included in the LUT. Aerosol 
particles originate from different sources (sea-salt, windblown 
mineral particles, sulfate, organic, combustion material) which 
yield a large variability in physical properties (size distribution, 
refractive index, and shape) that are ali impossible to consider 
for computational time reasons. 

Generally, an aerosol model is considered as a mixing of 
severa! basic aerosol components, each of them defined by its 
size distribution n( r) and its refractive index rn. As shown in 
the Iiterature where many experimental data are reported [ 41], 
[ 1], [51], [52], we can assume that the aerosol size distribution 
follows a log-normal law defined by two parameters, the 
median radius r, and the geometrie standard deviation a 

2 
dn(r) N0 1 1 (lnr-lnrm) 

--;;;= Jhina·~·exp(-2 {Ina-Y ). (2) 

The values of the radius (Table l) have been selected for 
covering the accumulation mode (small particles) as weil as 
the coarse mode representative of maritime particles and dust 
(iarger particles). They have been adjusted for giving the 
same values of the Angstrôm exponent. i.e., 0.0, 0.3. 0.8. and 
1.4. without regard to the assumed refractive indexes. The 
standard deviation a is the same (a = 2.37) for ali models. 
Aerosols are considered nonabsorbing. i.e., the imaginary part 
of the refractive index is 0.0 and three values of the real part 
are selected (Table 1). 1.50 is representative of mineral dust, 
1.40 of organic particles when 1.33 is the extreme value for 
high humidity conditions. Since the wavelengths used in the 

.\n.;,II\'111 l·tft'dl\L' 1\.,tdlu-. 1\. ... ·tr.ldl\\.' 

"'l'<111L'i1t ~~un l l 111d<'' 

(\.il 1 :-~ 1 ''-il (lill 

tU l' ~ll 1.:n-n.Pili 

il.~ tl.-!~ 1 .. >:'\-ll.l\(li 

u i\.14 1 .. i:'\-0.00i 

tl.O Ul 1.-!0-0.00i 

03 llïï Ull-O.ùOi 

O.t' lUt' 1.-ll1-llll0i 

u 0.19 1.-!0-tl.llOi 

0.0 1.15 1 50-0.0!li 

0.3 0.6-l 150-lWOi 

0.8 lU2 150-0.llO! 

u 1 0.13 J 1.50-0.00i 

inversion are close, there is no need for considering a spe• 
dependance of the refractive indexes. 

Let us mention that, although POLDER is measuring s. 
tral radiances, we always refer to the classical Angst 
exponent a computed from the spectral optical thicknessc 

a = _ln ( 
7 670) 1 In ( 67~). 
7863 86o 

As suggested by Van de Hulst [46] and shown by Har 
and Hovenier [ 15], the parameter of the aerosol size di: 
bution which is better retrieved from remote sensing in 
visible, is the effective radius defined in 

The corresponding values are then also reported in Tab 
and can only be connected with spectral behavior in the cast 
monomodal size distributions. The computations of the aere 
radiative properties are performed using the Mie theory si1 
particles are assumed spherical. 

D. Ancil/arv Data 

There are still three quantities which need to be determir 
for getting the tropospheric aerosol contribution L;:;,~P": 1 

ozone transmission T". the stratospheric aerosol contributi 
L~:.r;•to, and the foam radiance L f. 

The ozone column abundance U0 :3 needed for performi 
the correction T" is provided by the total ozone mappi 
spectrometer (TOMS) instrument also onboard ADEOS ale 
with POLDER. If the simultaneous TOMS/ADEOS measu 
ments are not available, grided data derived from ECM\ 
meteorological fields are altematively used. The transmissi 
of ozone T03 is expressed as a function of Uc>3 [28] de ri\ 
from accurate computations using a line-by-line model [40 
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TABLE Il 

AERONLT STAJïONS AVIIII.!IBI.F DI'RINC; Tl IF. POLDER LIIT.TIMI'.. (1) MJ->\NS 1111\T Till'. Srsnm; IS ON AN lsJ.ANll (C) Mh\NS Tl\Ar 1111'. STAriON ls ON TIIE SHORE 

c,,,,,tryNtllllt' 

Atlantic Ocean (1) Asœnsion Islands 

Atlantic Ocean (!) Barbados 

Atlantic Ocean (!) Cap Verde 

Atlantic Ocean (C) Sénégal 

Atlantic Ocean (!) Guadeloupe 

Atlantic Ocean(!) Las Cardes 

Pacifie Ocean (!) Hawai 

Indian Ocean (1) Maldives 

Mediterranean. Sea {1) Cret a 

Mediterranean. Sea (C) Ital y 

English Channel (l) En gland 

Background stratospheric aerosol contribution ( L::::'l.to) is 
corrected using information derived from SAGE-II (Strato
spheric Aerosol and Gas Ex periment) data [29 J for the single 
scattering assumption and a prescribed aerosol mode! [28]. 

Since large aerosol emission, such as those of the El Chi
chan or the Pinatubo volcanoes, did not occur, the correction 
remains very small. 

Wind speed needed for getting the percentage of foam 
coverage is also derived from the ECMWF meteorological 
fields. Then, the foam contribution is easy to consider [5] since 
its reflectance is assumed lambertian [35]. 

Ill. DATA SETS 

For validation, the aerosol properties ( optical thickness 
and Angstrom cxponent) derived from satellite are compared 
with sunphotometer measurements. A large range of aerosol 
conditions was sampled during the POLDER lifetime, ranging 
from clean conditions to large aerosol content off the African 
coast resulting from dust transported from the Sahara over the 
Tropical Atlantic Ocean. In the next section, POLDER and 
ground-based sun/sky photometer measurements performed by 
AERONET (AErosol RObotic Network) are presented. 

A. POLDER Data 

Due to the unanticipated ADEOS failure, only eight months 
of POLDER data are available, from October 30, 1996 to June 
30, 1997. The global aerosol characterization is performed 
using the leve) l data stream, i.e., the calibrated Stokes 
parameters ( L, Q, U) projected on a reference earth equal-area 
grid at 6.2-km resolution. There are no onboard calibration 
sources and the POLDER in-flight radiometrie calibration is 
based on terres trial targets [ 14]. The accuracy of the absol ute 
radiometrie calibration, which affects the optical thickness 
retricval, is reported to be between 2% up to 4% from the 
blue to the near-infrared channels. The calibration accuracy of 
the polarized channels is of same order of magnitude. The 
relative calibration of the 670- and 865-nm bands, which 
impacts the retrieval of the aerosol mode!, is around 1% 

l tlt'dlitll/ ,'\llflll•t'l' r>l .\!rorll•a ot 

/1/(lfC/tl'::, ch·ar nwfdH•::. 

14.4 I;J 8.0 s 2.t 0 

59.5 \'1 l3. 2 N BS 5 

22.9 \'1 16.7 N 175 27 

16.9 \'1 14 .4 N 116 18 

58.5 ~·J 16. J N -!0 0 

'/1.3 \'] 30.2 s 27 0 

157.0 \v 20.8 N 10 0 

7 3. 5 ~ 4.2 N 161 0 

25.6 \-v 35.3 N 53 17 

12.5 E 45.3 N 24 5 

4.0 \•1 50.2 N 20 2 

[14], which gives us an error in the Angstrom exponent of 
0.04 for spectrally independent radiances and of 0.024 when 
the Angstrom exponent is 2.0. The resulting impact on the 
retrieved size distribution is so very limited. 

The spatial resolution of POLDER is 6.2 km after data regis
tration. Cloud detection is achieved at the original resolution. 
The cloud-free pixels are averaged over a 3 x 3-pixel box 
( 19 km), if at )east five pixels are found in the box. Spatial 
averaging is achieved in order to reduce radiometrie noise 
since the horizontal scale of aerosol load is expected to be 
larger than 20 km in most cases. 

The three aerosol leve! 2 products over ocean are the 
optical thickness at 865 nm T,~at, the Angstrèim exponent 
n 5

M computed from the 670 and 865 nm channels, and the 
refractive index. The global processing of the leve) l data for 
producing the leve] 2 products is very timeconsuming and for 
validation purposes, the algorithm is applied on reduced data 
sets. Extractions of leve! 1 data over an area of l 00 x 100 
km2 have been performed near the sun/sky photometer stations 
(Table Il). It allows us to run severa! times the algorithm for 
adjusting the threshold values used in the cloud screening and 
to develop alternative inversion schemes for getting a better 
match with the ground-based measurements. 

Due to the POLDER concept [50], the pixels may be viewed 
over 14 directions in each spectral band. Due to the glint 
over the ocean, severa) directions may be contaminated and 
rejected. To still benefit from the angular information, which 
constrains the aerosol mode! retrieval, 3 of the 14 directions 
have to be glint free. Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the concept. 
The total (Fig. 1) and polarized (Fig. 2) radiances in the three 
spectral bands (443, 670, and 865 nm) are plotted as a function 
of the scattering angle r which is given by 

cos( r) = -cos((),) cos(()., - sin( f)s) sin( ()v) cos( cp) (5) 

where (), is the sun zenith angle, (),, the view zenith angle, 
and </J the relative azimuth angle between both directions. 
The data are acquired above the sunphotometer in Crete and 
the sun angle is 60°. At a scattering angle of around 80°, 
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the spectral behavior clearly shows the contribution of the 
glint since both radiances in the three channels are equivalent 
due to the strong spectrally independent surface contribution 
generated by the specular reflection. The contribution from 
the glitter is variable and much larger than the aerosol signaL 
Therefore, ali directions which are significantly affected by 
the glitter are not used in the aerosol inversion. The shaded 
areas represent the scattering angle range that is rejected in 
the inversion scheme. 

B. Aeronef Data 

Simultaneously to the POLDER overpass, ground-based 
sun/sky radiometers are operating through the AERONET 
network over the globe [20]. 

Both satellite and sun-photometers measurements depend 
on the aerosol optical properties, but they have different sen
sitivities because the surface contribution and the geometrical 
conditions are obviously not the same for both observations 
[3]. Sun-photometers measure the extinction in four channels 
(443, 670, 865, and 1020 nm) from which the optical thickness 
and Angstréim exponent are derived. 

In order to validate satellite-derived optical thickness, it is 
essen ti al to have weil calibrated instruments. Typically, the 
absolute uncertainty in the aerosol optical thickness t:,., from 
a newly calibrated field instrument under cloud-free conditions 
is ±0.01 for À> 443 nm and< ±0.02 for shorter wavelengths 
[20]. The resulting accuracy on o:, based on (3), is between 
0.045/1865 for o: = 2 and 0.055/Ts65 for o: = O. 

For validation of a worldwide product, it is important that 
sun/sky radiometers are located in different aerosol regimes. 
We would like to have measurements representative of i) 
urbanlindustrial aerosols, ii) biomass burning aerosols, iii) 
marine aerosols, and (iv) mineral dust, i.e., dust coming from 
the continent and transported over the ocean. During the 
POLDER lifetime, severa! oceanic and coastal sun photometer 
instruments have performed continuous measurements. The 
location and total amount of operating days are reported 
in Table IL If the total number of POLDER/sunphotometer 
matches is significant, about 780, only 72 matches are left 
after the selection (see Section IV). Due to the early ADEOS 
end of operation, there is no measurements during the North
ern Hemisphere summer season, and no biomass burning or 
urban/industrial polluted events have coïncident satellite and 
ground-based measurements; most of the data concern Saharan 
dust plume and marine aerosols. 

IV. RESULTS 

Evaluation of POLDER aerosol products, optical thickness 
at 865 nm and Angstréim exponent calculated from the 670-
and 865-nm bands, are achieved by direct comparison of the 
parameters derived from surface and spaceborne measure
ments. Since ali the parameters cannot be simply matched, we 
first explain the principle of our comparison. Then, the data 
processing is described and global con{parison is provided. 

A. Principle 

The total optical thickness ,;-P is derived from sun
photometers while it is the scattering optical thickness wo .,,~at 
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Fig. 3. Aerosol optical thickncss measured by the sunphotometer 
Sai/Cape Verde on March 20, 1997, as a function of the Universal Ti me 
spectral bands: 443 and 865 nm. The POLDER time overpass is also reç 

that is derived from POLDER, the comparison is so deper 
on the single scattering albedo values w 0 assumed in the 1 
There is presently no means for deriving single scatt1 
albedo from satellite over ocean [221 when there are se 
attempts f~om ground-based measurements [20], [ 11], 
Nevertheless, since the aerosols included in the LU1 
nonabsorbing, it means that sorne discrepancies may o. 
The Angstréim exponent has the same shortcoming since 
computed from the total optical thicknesses for the gro 
based measurement, while it is estimated from the scaW 
optical thicknesses for satellite measurements. How1 
according to very recent results [24], dust is shown to 
a negligible absorption between 670 and 865 nm, whi( 
consistent with the good agreement related here. 

B. Screening of Sun-Photometer Data Set 

The optical thickness measurements acquired within 
min of the satellite overpass time are selected and avera 
The sunphotometers acquires about four optical thick 
measurements during this time window. Then, only days 
a threshold value of O. 10 on the ratio (J( 1) (where (J is 
variance and ( 1) the averaged optical thickness at 865 
are selected. Fig. 3 is a good illustration of the seree 
capability. It provides the optlcal thicknesses at 865 and 
nm measured at Cape Verde on March 20, 1997 as a func 
of the time. It shows an example of variability with a rati 
0.05 for this specifie day. Only stable da ys that pass the 
are then considered. 

In a second step, to prevent undetected subpixel cl 
contamination, systematic analysis of sky radiances meast 
in the solar principal plane at 865 nm before and < 
the POLDER overpass are performed. Clear sky provid( 
uniform and relatively dark background that can be use( 
detect cloud presence. The downward radiance measure( 
865 nm is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the scatte1 
angle for the conditions reported in Fig. 3. It clearly sh< 
that, for this specifie day, the sky was ideally cloud-f 
After both screenings are applied, only 72 days and 
stations are left (Table II). The representativeness of 
sample can be estimated from Fig. 5 where the Angstr 
exponent o:s-P is plotted versus the optical thickness ~~ 
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Fig. 5. Aerosol Angstrüm exponent n cornputed from the 670- and 865-nm 
spectral bands, as a function of the optical thickness T measured at 865 mn 
for the six stations selected in our validation data set. 

There is clearly a Jack of data for large optical thickness 
produced by small particles (large Angstrom exponent) as 
observed for biomass burning or pollution events. However, 
to overcome this bias, the aerosol product retrieved over the 
eastern United States Atlantic region will be compared in 
Section VI with sunphotometer measurements performed at 
Goddard Space Flight Center/NASA in Greenbelt, MD, about 
100 km upwind. 

C Processing of the POLDER Data 

Specifie treatments have been applied to Cape Verde and 
Dakar stations. In the standard cloud screening, one of the 
cloud detection tests rejects as clouds dust events with optical 
thickness lm-ger than 0.6 at 865 nm. Since these two sites are 
often contaminated by dust plumes, the corresponding cloud 
threshold has been set larger so as to run the aerosol inversion 
scheme in these turbid conditions. 

The POLDER products are averaged over 5 x 5 boxes of 3 
x 3 individual pixels each, with a resulting spatial resolution 
of 100 x 100 km2 . In case of coastal sites, offshore pixels 
only are used to prevent as much as possible uncertainties in 
the water leaving radiance due to the presence of sediments. 
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Fig. 6. Aerosol optical thickness r"'' as a fonction of the optical thickness 
r'P measured by the sunphotometers. The comparison is performed at 865 
nm. The meaning of the error bars is given in Section IY-D. 
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Fig. 7. Same as in Fig. 6 but for the Angstrom exponent computed from the 
6 70- and 865-nm spectral bands. 

D. Results 

Comparisons between satellite retrievals and sun photometer 
measurements are presented in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, 
for the aerosol optical thickness and the Angstrom exponent. 
The error bars on the x-axis (sunphotometer measurements) 
COITespond to the standard deviation computed over time, i.e., 
within ±30 min around the satellite overpass. On the y-axis, 
error bars co!Tespond to spatial standard deviation over the 5 
x 5 boxes. 

A good agreement between the satellite and sunphotometer 
measurements can be observed in Fig 6. A linear regression 
gives 

Tsat = 0.96Tsp + 0.028 (7-a) 

with a correlation coefficient R = 0.98. It can be noticed that, 
for aerosol content above T >O. 7, the dispersion is Iarger. As 
already mentioned in Section II-B, the largest value included 
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in the LUT is 0.6, which means that the larger values are 
linearly extrapolated. Depending on view conditions, a linear 
interpolation can lead to an underestimate orto an overestimate 
on the reftectance, which explains the observed dispersion. 

Fig. 7 shows a similar comparison for the Angstrèim expo
nent. A linear fit gives 

(Ysat = O.G5CY'P + 0.08. (7-b) 

There is clearly a correlation (R = 0.87) between the 
two quantities and no bias (offset is 0.08), but we observe 
a systematic underestimate of the Angstrôm exponent derived 
from POLDER for small particles (large o:). lt can be noticed 
that the largest value of o: included in the LUT (see Table II) 
is 1.4, but this cannot exp lain the low value of the slope. This 
result is discussed in the next section. 

V. DISCUSSION 

A. Aerosol Optical Thickness 

The POLDER retrieval is excellent for optical thickness up 
to 0.7. The improvement, compared with previous retrievals 
using NOAA/AVHRR or geostationary satellites, is clearly due 
to the capability of the instrument to simultaneously derive 
the aerosol mode! and the aerosol content. When the LUT is 
limited to aerosol models with a given refractive index, the 
slope of the regression is lower, respectively 0.97, 0.77, and 
0.6 for 1.33, 1.40, and 1.50 than when we allow the algorithm 
to derive it from the polarized channels. The operational 
algorithm gives very frequently a refractive index of 1.33. 
If such a value is expected in regions where most of the 
optical thickness is due to condensed water [ 17], Saharan dust 
should return more likely 1.40 or 1.50. Although 1.40 is more 
often retrieved over the Senegal station, we cannot state that 
the present algorithm works properly regarding the refractive 
index. Severa! issues need to be addressed like the selection 
of the aerosol models in the LUT, and the algorithm itself that 
should balance the weights of each piece of information with 
respect to the aerosol parameters. 

As noted in Section IV -C, there is a larger dispersion for 
large optical thicknesses. These cases are observed over the 
Cap-Verde and Dakar stations and correspond to dust transport. 
This may result from the extrapolation process, but it can also 
be connected to the shape since this aerosol type is known to be 
nonspherical. Nonsphericity affects the aerosol phase function 
and may generate large errors in the aerosol optical thickness 
retrieval [30]. However, recent results [24] based both on 
satellite- and ground-based data indicate dust particles behave 
like sphere; nonsphericity may impact the phase function by 

<· 
20% only. 

The larger dispersion can also result for subcloudy pixels 
within the 5 x 5 boxes since the cloud screening was Jess 
severe and the sunphotometer may not observe clouds that are 
on the edge of the 100 x 100 km2 area. A definite statement 
will be made after the LUT will be modified; a careful analysis 
of the polarized light will be also performed since it is very 
sensitive to particle shape. 
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Fig. 10. Location of the selected geographical zones. 

B. Angstrom Exponent 

Fig. 8 is the same as Fig. 7 but limited to matches \\ 
an aerosol optical thickness larger than O.l. Obviously, 
accuracy on the Angstrôm exponent is poor when the aero 
optical thickness is small. Although the slope is not imprm 
(0.63) because of the weight of many small values of o: 
the regression, the comparison is much better for ex > 1 
Nevertheless, the POLDER values are obviously still und 
estimated. 

Then, to overcome the Jack of large aerosol contents 
sociated with small particles in our data set validation, 
made a specifie study over the eastern United States Atlan 
region in the early summer. This region is frequently cove1 
by pollution events coming from the continent [37], [3 
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In Fig. 9, we plotted the Angstrom exponent as a function 
of the optical thickness for two zones off the coast and 
at the latitudes of Washington and New York City. The 
images were acquired on June 21, 1997, and the corresponding 
sunphotometer measurement, performed at GSFC/NASA, is 
also reported. First of ali, POLDER algorithm can produce 
very large Angstrom exponent, as large as 2.0, which means 
the systematic underestimate is not due to a shortcoming in 
the LUT. Then, the sunphotometer data better fit the scatter 
diagram for the zone off Washington than for the zone off 
New York City. This result was anticipated from the wind 
direction analysis performed from the meteorological data. 
On the other hand, ground-based measurement, acquired in 
the region of New York, during TARFOX [39], have shown 
Angstrüm exponent values up to 1.8 [45], which is compatible 
with POLDER retrieval. 

Nevertheless, the POLDER Angstrêim exponent seems again 
to be underestimated. 

There is clearly, from ali the situations we analyzed, a 
systematic underestimate of nsat. If we examine the obvious 
assumptions that are questionable in the present version of the 
algorithm, i.e., the presence of sediments, the updated spectral 
dependence of the foam, the possible aerosol absorption at 
865 nm, they ali would result in a smalier value of the 
slope by decreasing the aerosol contribution at 670 nm or 
by increasing it at 865 nm. We do not presently have strong 
evidence of possible physical processes that are missing and 
would improve the relationship. 

VI. FEW EXAMPLES 

Severa! examples of the retrieved aerosol parameters are 
given in this section. We selected geographical areas (Fig. 1 0) 
where different aerosol types are expected: i) a region off the 
Western Africa on November 4, 1996, ii) the Eastern United 

States Atlantic region on June 21, 1996, iii) the Mozambi 
Channel between East-African and Madagascar on Noverr 
20, 1996, and iv) a region in the Bay of Bengal and off Wes1 

ln dia on November 27, 1996. 
Maps of optical thickness and Angstrêim exponent are gi 

in Fig. 11 for the three first zones. A dust event mov 
over the ocean is detected on the first image [Fig. Il ( 
large optical thicknesses associated with very low Angstr 
exponents can clearly be attributed to Saharan dust [L 
[1], [42], [43], [47]. A pollution event, confirmed by 
analysis of the wind fields, can be seen in Fig. Il (b) v; 

a very high Angstrüm exponent. The aerosol event obsen 
in Fig. 11 ( c) can be connected to biomass burning ac ti viti 
November is the fi re season in the region [ 16], and the anal y 
of the wind fields confirms that the plume originated fn 
inside Madagascar. The range of observed Angstrom expon• 
(0.8-1.6) is compatible with spectral extinction measured 
the case of Southeast Asian forest tire haze [48] and w 
similar observations performed off west Mexican coasts duri 

spring 1998. 
A scatter diagram of the aerosol Angstrêim exponent rY 

a function of the optical thickness T measured at 865 nm 
reported on Fig. 12 for the three regions discussed above. T 
area off the eastern United States coast is split into two zon 
at the latitudes of Washington and New York City. 

The arca in the lndian Ocean is also split into two regim 
one in the Bay of Bengal and one off Western India. T 
Western India area exhibits Angstrom exponent within t 
range of 0.7-1.0. Sun-photometer data acquired during 195 
in Kaashidhoo Island, indicate Angstrüm exponent varyi 
from 0.5-1.2 [38] which seems to be compatible with t 
POLDER retrieval. We retrieve the typical signature of Sa~ 
ran dust; for urban/industrial aerosols (off the Eastern Unit 
States), we have a classical behavior with larger partiel 
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associated with l;u·gcr optical thickncss 1361: for biomass 
burning aerosols, thcrc is no obvious rclationship between the 
optical thickness and the Angstriim exponent as weil as for 
the zone off Western lndia: aerosols over the Bay of Bengal 
seem to follow the industrial/urban pollution behavior but 
our analysis is in too carly a stage for making a definitive 
statement. These results show thal the POLDER measuremcnts 
can be used to distinguish severa( aerosol types from their 
Angstrüm coefficients, in addition to a precise cstimate of the 
aerosol optical thickness. 

VII. CONCLliSION 

Spectral, directional. and polarized satellite radiances have 
been analyzed in terms of aerosol parameters, which are 
then validated against ground-based measurements widely 
distributed over the worlcl. From the present study, we can 
conclude that the present inversion algorithm gives excellent 
results for the optical thickness. The Angstrom exponent 
estimate allows the ditlerentiation of severa! aerosol types; 
however, the comparison with sunphotometer measurement 
indicates a significative underestimate. 

Some issues still need to be acldressed: 

1) selection of the aerosol models: 
2) impact of the number of view directions on the retrieval: 
3) the sensitivity of the size distribution retrieval to the 

scattering angle: 
4) impact of the vertical distribution of the aerosol layer; 
5) nonsphericity effects: 
6) absorbing aerosols. 

ln addition, we did not use the sky radiances measured by 
the sun-photometers, as weil as the polarized channel at 865 
nm, for comparison with the POLDER radiance; it will be one 
of our next priorities. 
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Abstract. POLDER (POLarization and Directionality of the 
Earth's Retlectance) is a French instrument, launched in August 
1996 onboard the Japanese sun-synchronous ADvanced Earth 
Satellite System (ADEOS). Data were acquired until the loss of 
the platform June 30th 1997. This paper describes information 
on the global distribution of tropospheric aerosol over the ocean 
derived from the POLDER instrument. The aerosol remote 
sensing algorithm yields the aerosol optical thickness at 0.865 
J..lm. t and the Angstrôm exponent, a, which allows the retrieval 
the aerosol sizes. Monthly synthesis of the global aerosol 
characteristics over the ocean are presented and described here 
for three months: November 1996, February, and May 1997. 
The major and most persistent feature is the Saharan dust 
outbreaks off West Africa. Biomass burning aerosols are 
observed during May off the western Mexican Coast and during 
November in Madagascar. Asian, lndonesian and eastern US 
pollution are also observed. For sorne of these areas, statistical 
distributions of 1 and a and their spatial variability are 
discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Although mi nor constituents of the atmosphere. aerosols are 
suspected to influence the Earth's radiative budget, directly 
through backscatter and absorption of solar radiation and 
indirectly through possible modification of the cloud properties. 
The effect of aerosols, although largely uncertain, might 
counterbalance global warming due to greenhouse gases 
(Char/son et al. 1992). However, the large variability of the 
aerosol properties and of their distribution over ti me and space, 
makes estimates of their impact quite difficult. Marine aerosols. 
dust from desert or scmi-desert areas, anthropogenic aerosols 
from urban pollution, smoke from biomass burning, aerosols 
from chemical reactions differ in their physical and chemical 
properties and result in different radiative forcing. 
Global maps of the aerosol content over the ocean, which are 
presently derived operationally from NOANAVHRR (Husar et 
al., 1997), clearly display the main aerosol features. The aerosol 
rctrieval, however, is based on the assumption of a single 
aerosol mode!, which prevents discrimination of the aerosol 
type. An improved characterization of the aerosol optical 
properties is therefore a key issue for new instruments such as 
POLDER and OCTS (Nakajima et al., 1998) on ADEOS or 
MODIS (Tanré et al., 1997) on EOS. POLDER is a wide field 
of view imaging radiometer (Deschamps et al., 1994) that 
provides the tïrst global systematic measurements of spectral. 
directional and polarized characteristics of the solar radiation 
retlected by the Earth/atmosphere system. These innovative 
observation capabilities open up new perspectives for analyzing 
tropospheric aerosols. The POLDER data are processed in order 
to determine global maps of different geophysical products, 
cspecially for sorne properties of the aerosols in arder to classify 
them and study their variability and biogeochemical cycles. 
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Description of the POLDER data and the aerosol retrieval 
algorithm over the ocean are brietly presented in section 2. 
Then. monthly mean products of the aerosol content and size 
variability are shown in section 3, and their behavior over sorne 
specifie selected regions is discussed. Detailed analysis is not 
presented in this paper. Here, the main objective is to show 
POLDER is able to detect aerosol properties and their 
variability, even if the current algorithm is still being improved. 

2. POLDER data and aerosol retrieval over ocean 

The aerosol retrieval over the open ocean is mainly base~ on 
the radiances measured in the narrow channels centered at (1.'670 
and 0.865 J..lm. in the directions where the sunglint contribution 
is very small. Since the water leaving radiance is negligible at 
these wavelengths. the measurements depend mainly on the 
aerosol scattering. The spectral variation from 0.670 to 0.865 
J..lm allows the derivation of the aerosol size and thus their 
scattering phase function; then, the aerosol optical thickness is 
derived. Moreover. the polarization provides sorne information 
on the aerosol refractive index, which improves the 
determination of the scattering phase function. The algorithm is 
based on look up tables (LUT) of the POLDER directional. 
spectral and polarized measurements for severa! aerosol models 
(total content, particle mean dimension, and refractive index). 
The etlects of foam and sea surface reflection are derived 
n:spectively from the Koepke (1984) and Cox and Munk (1954) 
models. according to the wind speed derived from 
metcorological fields. The inversion scheme is applied to the 
cloud-free POLDER pixels, according to the cloud-screening 
algorithm developed by Bréon and Colzy (1998). To reduce the 
noise leve!, 3x3 POLDER pixels (i.e. about 20km x 20-km 
areas) are considered. From the best fit between the LUT and 
the measurements, the optical thickness at 0.865 J..lm. 1. the 
Angstrôm exponent, a, and the refractive index, rn, of the 
aerosols are derived. The leve! 2 POLDER aerosol products 
consist in daily maps of t, a, 111 at this 20km x 20 km resolution. 
The levet 3 products are gridded and averaged over a 1 0-day 
period or over a month. Great attention has been paid to the 
val id at ion of the t and a leve! 2 products. They have been 
comparcd with ground-based measurements provided by 
AERONET (Holben et al., 1998). The retrieved aerosol content 
and Angstrom exponent are consistent with sun-photometer 
measurements even in the case of Saharan dust observation 
whcn non-sphericity effect may occur. The accuracy on the 
aerosol optical thickness is 0.05 rms for t < 0.8. The Angstrorn 
exponent derived from POLDER data weil correlated with the 
AERONET data, although it is systematically underestimated by 
30% (Goloub et al., 1999). 

3. Results 

Examples of global distributions of t and a are presented on 
figure! for November 1996. February and May 1997. Refractive 
index is not presented. Figure 1 shows the large heterogeneity of 
the aerosol distribution over the ocean. As the Angstrom 
exponent increases when particle size decreases, dark area' 
correspond to large particles white areas in red represent srnall 
particles. When the aerosol cptical thickness is lower than 0.1. 
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Figure 1 : Monthly composite of aerosol optical thickness (0.865!J-m) and Angstrom exponent for November 1996, February and 

May 1997. 

the spectral effect between 0.670 and 0.865 f.Jm channels is too 
weak to permit the retrieval of the aerosol size. ln this case. a=O 
is prescribed for the calculation of 't. The corresponding data are 
shown as black areas in the Angstrom exponent chans. 
Sorne major features in figure 1 correspond to weil documented 
aerosol events, which permit assessment of the consistency of 
the POLDER results, especially the reliability of the Angstrom 
exponent. For few regions indicated on tïgure 1, we have 
rcported in Table 1 the statistical parameters relative to the T and 
a distributions corresponding to percentiles 10%, 50% (median) 
and 90% and their average values over the who le area. 
Over the ocean, the major aerosol type is composed of desert 
mineral matter coming from continents. Figure 1 shows that 
these areas are characterized by almost persistent large values of 
"C correlated with small values of a. The most prominent feature 
is offshore the West African coast. lt corresponds to mineral 
dust generated within the Saharan desert and transported over 
the Atlantic Ocean up to the American continent. Due to the 
threshold used in the cloud detection scheme. only dust 
outbreaks with aerosol optical thickness lower than 0.8 are 
detected, which may lead to sorne systematic underestimation of 
the mean aerosol content. The small values of a (typically 0.25-
0.3) are very consistent with com·se particles (D'Almeida, 1987). 
For West Africa-N area, in Table 1, the largest aerosol loading is 
observed in February while the mean value of the Angstrom 
exponent is small and very stable (0.3). Arabian Sea also 
exhibits nearly permanent aerosol content associated with small 
Angstrom exponent, in agreement with desert aerosols coming 
from Arabian Peninsula or Thar Desert depending on the wind 
orientation. Continuous incrcase of 1; is observed from 

November to May, as previously observed by Husar et al. 
( 1997). Angstrom exponent is found to be constant, with a of 
about 0.3. 
8iomass burning is another important source of aerosol 
particles. ln May. an extensive pattern with high Angstrom 
exponent associated with moderate 't is observed in Central 
America, off the west Mexican coast (tigure 1 ). The large 
Angstrom exponent (Table 1, Central America region) is very 
consistent with submicronic smoke particles (Kaufman et al., 
1994) and with the sunphotometer measurements performed in 
the same region in May 1998 (Remer 1998, persona! 
communication). This period corresponds to biomass burning 
season (forest tires) in this region (Hao and Liu, 1994) and the 
observations are consistent with dominant westerly winds. 
Another region where submicronic particles are observed is over 
the Mozambique Strait (offshore east of Madagascar) in 
November. Figure 1 shows that smaller particles stand between 
Africa and Madagascar. They correspond to tïre, either in 
Madagasca1· or in Africa depending on the wind direction. This 
is consistent with easterly monthly mean wind direction in 
November, which corresponds to the end of biomass burning 
activity period (Hao and Liu. 1994). 
Fi nally, modera te Angstrom exponent associatcd to mean (0.1-
0.2) aerosol content is measured off west !ndia, mainly in 
November. Very litlle tire activity occurs near the lndian West 
Coast in November and these particles are probably pollution 
aerosols coming from the lndia suh-continent, in agreement with 
wind direction. 
Similarly. large pollution plumes with moderate to large 
Angstri)m exponenl, probably linked to anthropogenic aerosols, 
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T;lhlc 1 . Statistical paratnctcrs relative to 't and a distributions ( 10%. 50% (median) and <JO% perccntiles) (li nes 1 and 2) and 
nHmthly average V<llucs ovcr the wholc arca (line 3). 

November February May 

10% 50% 90% 10% 50% 90% 10% 50% 90% 

W. Mexico !t 0.04 0.08 0.17 1 0.03 0.08 0.17 0.16 0.31 0.57 

( 16"N,99"W) 

(500' 500km2) a 0.0 0.4 0.9 0.2 0.6 1.2 0.7 l.l 1.7 

Average t,a (0.10. 0.4) (0.36. 1.2) 

Madagascar 1 t 0 08 0 18 0 361 0 03 0 09 0 24 1 0 01 0 05 0 18 

(600~'.-:j~ ___ o_<l___1~ _ ___1_1_ oo ~03 _:_: __ ~--~--
(!25"S,45"E), ~ 

A"'"&' l t,a 10 2t . l.ll [<o 13. -O 11 10 08. o 101 

W.Africa N lt 
(12"N,22"W) 1 

(500x600km2) i a 

Average t,a 

W.Africa S i t 

po•N,11.5''W)I 

(60Qx600km2) a 

Average t,O: 

0.2 

0.1 

0.27 

0 

0.36 0.60 1 0.36 

1 
0.3 06_ 1~ 1 

(0.39. 0.3) 

0.3 0.5 

10.28 

1 
jO.I 

0.59 0.86 0.44 0.67 

0.3 0.5 

(0.61. 0.3) 

0.39 0.56 1 0.50 0.67 0.871 0.21 0.39 0.62 

0.6 0.9 0.2 0.4 0.6 ~ 0.6 1.0 

(0.42. 0.6) (0.69. 0.4) (0.43. 0.7) 

arc ohscrved in May and June over the Midlatitude North 
Atlantic Ocean. especially along the East Coast of the United 
Stmes. The corresponding aerosol loading and angstrom 
cxponent are very consistent with in-situ and remote sensing 
observations performed during TARFOX experiment (Tanré et 
al. 1998) in the same arca. However the pollution peak should 
occur rather du ring the summer in the region (Husar et al, 1997). 
From a careful analysis of the a and t behaviors, it seems 

possible to detect mixing between the main aerosol types. 
( i) An unusual pattern is the spatial gradient of a observed. 
offshore Senegal and Guinea coasts (south of Dakar) in 
November 1996 and May 1997 that can be explained by mixture 
ol mineral Just with smoke particles. Table 1 shows 
'ystematically values of a larger for the West Africa-S area than 

in the West Africa-N one. Larger values of a observed southerly 
arc consistent with ground based measurements performed in 
Sai Island and in Dakar. Large a (up to 0.8) occur during the last 
week of November and even during December. Good 
correlation in temporal evolution is observed between POLDER 
and in-situ measurements. On the contrary, only a small a mode 
is observed in February both for POLDER and in-situ data at 
Cape Verde and at Dakar sites (a =0.2). 
ln May. larger values of a (a =0.6-0.7. Table 1) are observed in 
the West Africa-S arca. This result seems to indicate the 
sensiti vit y of POLDER to the presence of mixing aerosols. Fi res 
activities are reduced in May, however fires are observed over 
Scnegal according to ERS-2/ATSR-2 3.7 ~rn channel 
saturation technique (Arino et al, 1999). These larger values 
occurred in the West At'rica-S area, but only half the previous 
value (a =0.3) is observed very near to Dakar site which is 
rather consistent with sunphotometer measurements preformed 
there. 
(ii) ln the Arabia region, Table 1 (see Arabia region) shows also 
larger a in February and May 1997, suggesting mixture of desert 
Justs transported from arid regions with smaller aerosols. 
Dominant south-westerly winds in May could transport biomass 
hurning aerosols from east Africa while North Easterly 
dominant winds in February could transport pollution aerosols 
from the lndian sub-continent (Savoie et al., 1989). 
(iii) Another increase of t correlated with a decrease of a is 
ohserved off west lndia, from November to May. Presumption 
that smaller a (0.4) is due to mineral dust transported from 
Arabian peninsula. Thar desert or Northem lndia peninsula to 

Novernber February May 

10% 50% 90% 10% 50% 90% 10% 50% 90% 

Arabia 0.03 0.10 0.24 0.08 0.18 0.36 0.10 0.24 0.43 

1 13"N,58"E) 

!450,450km2) a -0.1 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.3 0.7 0.0 0.2 0.6 

-Average -r:a---oi""0.-:-:13:-.-;;o"'.2~1 --r--"'<o".2·""2'. o".J~I -··t----;I0".2"'7'."'o.'-31--

0.1 0.17 0.27 0.08 0.18 0.30 [0.17 0.25 0.52 W.India l' 
(10SN,58.3~E) 

~400x~OOkm2) 1 ~-- 0.4 

Average ~ t,a 

0.80 1.2 0.1 0.5 1.0 0.1 0.3 0.7 

(0.20. 0.8) (0 2. q.6) (0.31 ,0.4) 

Bengal 't 0.10 0.18 0.29 ! 0.10 0.20 0.33 1 0.09 0.24 0.43 

{16.2~N.87.3"E) 

135

:~:~7i:'~-~ :a: _ __o_:(o2~o6)~~;o:~~:~...:=_<o.2~~-o5~ 
lapan 1, 0.02 0.07 0.151 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.05 0.13 0.31 

{43"N,t47"E) 

(250x250km2) a -0.1 0.2 0.7 1 0.0 0.5 0.9 0.4 1.0 1.6 

Average it,a (0.09. 0.24) 
1 

(0.13. 0.5) (0.17 . 0.95) 

West lndia arca is consistent with North Westerly wind. This 
hypothesis is in a good agreement too with the maximum 
aerosol loading observed over Arabian region as previously 
mentioned. 
(iv) Finally, the aerosol content observed near Japan (Table 1. 
Japan) is continuously increasing from November 1996 to May 
1997 whi le the parti cie size correlatively decreases. up to mean 
Angstrom exponent 1.0. The maximum of spatial spread out is 
ohserved in April-May 1997. Pollution aerosols are expected to 
he carried from east coast of Asia according to strong westerly 
llow and transportcd eastward over Pacitlc and Japan (Savoie et 
al. 1989). Sun photometer measurements performed in Japan 
during April-May-June period (Nakajima et al, 1999) are 
attesting the presence of small particles (a ranging from 0.5 to 
1.7). On the other hand, according to previous regional studies 
(Tanaka al., 1989), during the same period, Chinese yellow sand 
events (larger particles) could occur and be transported over the 
Japan. However, POLDER observations indicate very frequently 
the presence of small particles which could be interpreted as a 
mixing between continuous emission of polluant with sporadic 
yellow sand event. -
Let us tïnally consider the characteristics of the Saharan dust 
aerosol layer as a function of the distance from the African 
coast. We have considered two identical latitude bands of 3°
latitude wide ranging from 10°W to 60°W centered at 10°N and 
1 x oN. For these bands the monthly mean 1: and a are plotted 
versus African coast distance. The variations of t and a arc 
shown in Figures 2 a. b, c, d. They show regular decreases both 
or T and a away from the African coast. Note that this trend is 
contïrmed by examination of the sun-photometer data acquired 
at Cape Verde/Dakar and Barbados, although very few data are 
available for validation. 
The general decrease of a could indicate that the dry deposition 
is not the only process that determines the size distribution. We 
can also note in Figures 2a.c that the decreasing rate of the 
aerosol loading is lower in June 1997 than in November 1996 
while. correlatively. the Angstrom exponent in June is nearly 
constant (Figures 2b.d). As the altitude of the transported 
aerosol layer is known to be higher during spring (Jaenicke and 
Schütz, 1978. Chiapello et al. 1995), this feature may 
correspond to weaker interaction of the aerosols with the lower 
atmosphere in June than du ring other seasons. 
Larger Angstrom exponents observed near the coast and for the 
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Figure 2 : Evolution of 1 and a versus distance tn west African 
coast in 2 latitude bands centered at I8°N (a) and (b) and at 
1 OON (c) and (d). The 2 bands have a 3°-latitude wide. 

souther band (!0°) in November and May may indicate the 
presence of smoke or mi xing (co-occurrence) of smoke with 
dust in the region. 

4. Conclusion and Outlook 

These early results are the tïrst step showing the capability of 
POLDER to estimate the particle size. Samples of 1 and a 
spatial and temporal distribution patterns have been presented. 
Some large Angstrom exponent (small particles) patterns 
obscrved in Atlantic Ocean (North America and Europe) and in 
Asia are associated to polluant emissions. Other small particles 
observed in Central America and in Madagascar correspond to 
biomass burning aerosols. On the other hand, large particles 
observed off West African coast associated with high aerosol 
optical thickness are consistent with dust originating from 
Desert sources. Finally. early evidence of aerosol mixture 
(biomass burning/mineral dust) and (anthropogenic/mineral 
dust) have been presented (West Africa-S and West lndia). 
Although a complete identification of aerosol types is not 
pcrformcd, this analysis demonstrates that POLDER provides 
very pertinent global observations that can be uscd for aerosol 
rcmote scnsing and associated clirnate studics (Boucher ct al. 
1':>')')) 
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ABSTRACT 

The wide field of view imaging spectroradiometer POLDER (POLarisation and Directionality of the Earth's 
Reflectance) developed by CNES (Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales) and operated aboard the Japanese 
heliosynchronous platform ADEOS (ADvanced Earth Observation Satellite) from October 30th 1996 till June 30th 
1997, provided the first global systematic measurements of the spectral, directional, and polarized characteristics of 
the solar radiation reflected by the Earth/ atrnosphere system. These original observational capabilities offer an 
opportunity to enhance the characterization of severa! components of the global environment, especially the oceanic 
and terrestrial vegetal primary production, the aerosol physical and optical properties, and the tri-dimensional 
structure and rnicrophysics of clouds. Here we examine the remote sensing of aerosols over the oceans. In a first 
step, the aerosol optical thickness and Angstrôm exponent are derived from the radiance measurements. In a second 
step, the polarization measurements are used for the retrieval of the aerosol refractive index. The inversion 
algorithm assumes spherical, non-absorbing particles with monomodal log-normal size distribution. The adequacy 
of this modeling is discussed for a representative set of aerosol observations. Successful retrieval is generally 
achieved in the presence of small aerosols with Angstrôm exponent larger than about 1.0. For such particles, 
polarization may provide information on the particle refractive index. As the Angstrôm exponent of the particle 
decreases the data fitting residual errors increase, especially in polarized light, which prevents the retrieval of the 
aerosol refractive index. The trends of the discrepancies point out two shortcornings of the aerosol modeling. The 
theoretical results systematically underestimate the contribution of small polarizing particles in the polarization 
measurements for side-scattering angles ranging from 80° to 120°. This indicates very probably that aerosol models 
have to follow bimodal size distribution. On the other hand, the systematic trend of the directional behavior of the 
upward radiance and the Jack of significant rainbow effect in the measurements result probably from non-sphericity 
of sorne large aerosols. Confirmation of these points requires improved analysis of the POLDER data. 
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1-INTRODUCTION 

Although minor constituent of the atmosphere, aerosols are known to contribute substantially to climate forcing 
and geochemical cycles (Hansen and Lacis, 1990; Charlson et al., 1992), and there is increasing interest in their 
global distribution. Many efforts have been devoted to remote sensing of the aerosols from Earth-orbiting satellites 
(Fraser, 1976; Quenzel and Koepke, 1984; Rao et al. 1989; Higurashi and Nakajima, 1999). Global maps of the aerosol 
content over the ocean are presently derived routinely from NOAA/ AVHRR (Stowe et al., 1992; Husar et al., 1997) 
by using a one channel algorithm, which needs the choice of a mean aerosol mode!. Moreover, qualitative 
monitoring of UV -absorbing aerosols, both over land and ocean, has been achieved recent! y by using the ultraviolet 
measurements of TOMS/Nimbus 7 (Herman et al., 1997; Torres et al., 1998). Given the large variability of the 
aerosol physical and chemical properties, improved characterization of the particles is a key issue for new remote 
sensing instruments, like POLDER and the Ocean Color Temperature Scanner (OCTS) (Nakajima et al., 1999) on the 
Japanese ADEOS platform, the NASA's Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) (Gordon and Wang, 
1994) and the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on the NASA Earth Observing System 
(EOS) (Tanré et al., 1997). 

The wide field of view imaging spectroradiometer POLDER performs multispectral observations of the 
directionality and polarization of the solar radiation reflected by the Earth. A wide field of view optics and a matrix 
array detector provide both along and cross track viewing directions, so that the same terrestrial target can be 
observed from different viewing geometries during the same orbit. A rotating filter wheel provides radiance 
measurements in 9 channels, ranging from 443 to 910 nm. Moreover, the channels centered at 443, 670 and 865 nm 
are equipped with polaroïds, which permits measurements of the polarized light (Deschamps et al., 1994). These 
unique capabilities are expected to allow better characterization of different geophysical parameters concerning the 
terrestrial biosphere, the cloud radiative impact, and the ocean color. Particularly, they should offer new 
possibilities for characterizing the terrestrial aerosols from space. 

POLDER was operating successfully aboard ADEOS from October 30th 1996 till June 30th 1997. The data have been 
processed by using inversion algorithms which were developed before the POLDER launch and implemented at the 
POLDER Processing Center, except for minor adjustments after the launch. The various POLDER geophysical 
products obtained by this way are available from the POLDER Processing Center at CNES. We address here the 
retrieval of the aerosol properties over the oceans. They consist of the aerosol optical thickness for wavelength 
Âo = 865nm, ÔO, Angstrôm exponent, a, and refractive index, m, where a and m are column-averaged 

values. A preliminary validation of the ÔO and a retrievals has been achieved (Goloub et al, 1999) and preliminary 
results have been published (Deuzé et al., 1999). The object of this paper is to detail the inversion algorithm, 
examine its performances and limitations, and discuss the specifie problems linked to the polarization analysis. 

The main !ines of the inversion scheme are described in Section 2. The algorithm assumes spherical, non-absorbing 
particles with single log-normal size distribution. In a first step, the retrieval of Ô() and a is achieved using only 
the radiance measurements in two aerosol channels. In a second step, the refractive index retrieval is attempted 
from the polarization measurements. The algorithm performances are examined in Section 3. The residuals of the 
experimental data fitting by the theoretical models are analyzed for a representative sample of aerosol observations. 
In Section 4, the limitations of the present algorithm with respect to the aerosol modeling are discussed. 

2-PRINCIPLE OF THE AEROSOL ALGORITHM 

2-1-POLDER data 
The processing line starts from the POLDER leve! 1 data for each POLDER ground pixel. A pixel size of 6kmx6km is 
obtained after resampling on a latitude-longitude predefined grid. The data are multispectral radiances and 
polarized radiances at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) measured in 13 or 14 different viewing directions. The 

* * POLDER data are normalized radiances, L;,. = JCL;,_ 1 Es, where Es is the solar irradiance at TOA and L;,. the 

radiance; À is the central wavelength of the channel. The aerosol retrieval over the oceans is based on 
measurements in the two near infrared channels centered at Âo = 865nm and ÂJ = 670nm, where the water

leaving radiance is negligible. Measurements at shorter wavelengths, especially in the 443nm channel, are 
discarded because of the possible significant contribution of the water-leaving radiance. 
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Cloud-free POLDER pixels are firstly selected according to the cloud screening algorithm of Bréon and Colzy (1999), 
which is based on thresholds on the reflectance in the 443nm channel, examination of the surface pressure 
derived from the POLDER channels centered in the oxygen absorption band, and seeking for the presence of the 
rainbow arising from liquid clouds. The 0, abundance derived from TOMS is used for correcting the 670nm channel 
data for the ozone absorption. The Hp content derived from the POLDER measurements in the 910 nm and 865 nm 
channels (Vesperini et al., 1999) is used for correcting the 865nm channel data for the water vapour absorption. 
Final! y, the data are corrected for the stratospheric aerosol contribution using radiative transfer computations of this 
effect. The computations were based on a standard modeling of the stratospheric aerosols, with the global 
distribution of the aerosol optical thickness derived from a two year analysis of SAGE II data (Lafrance and 
Herman, 1998). Thus, the inputs of the aerosol algorithm are cloud-free pixels corrected for gaseous and 
stratospheric contaminations. Moreover, 3x3 POLDER pixels (i.e. about 20kmx20km areas) are considered to reduce 

the noise leve!. The noise equivalent polarized radiance, NEDf$., is about 1.25 10-3 in !eveil data (Hagolle et al., 

1999; Nada!, 1999), that is about 4 10-4 for the 3x3 pixels used here. 

Although the algorithm takes into account the reflection from the sea surface, we select measurements in viewing 
directions where the sunglint contribution is negligible. The POLDER viewing geometry is illustrated in Figures la 
and lb. Figure lais a schematic 3D illustration of the POLDER imaging mode. Figure lb shows in polar coordinates 
the sampling of the bidirectional reflectance of the surface target according to the location of the target within the 
POLDER swath. The corresponding scattering angles are indicated. The radiance of the sunglint is estimated by 
using the Cox and Munk (1954) modeling of the rough sea surface and measurements are rejected when this 
radiance is larger than one tenth the molecular radiance at 865nm, which roughly corresponds to an equivalent 
aerosol optical thickness of 0.01. White and black dots in Figure 1 b indicate viewing directions respectively rejected 
and selected. Figure lb shows that the number of viewing directions N, selected by this way and the resulting range 
of scattering angle vary large! y through the POLDER swath with the best observational conditions for pixels located 
west off the orbit. 

2-2-Principle of the aerosol retrieval. Aerosol models. 

The aerosol retrieval consists in a two-step approach. In the first step, the Angstrôm exponent and optical thickness 
of the aerosols are derived by a classic way from the radiance measurements in the two aerosol channels. The 
polarized radiance measurements, whose the reliability is more questionable and has still to be proved, are only 
used in the second step for the retrieval of the particle refractive index. The procedure for retrieving ÔO and a is 
quite similar to that used by Gordon and Wang (1994) for SeaWiFS and Nakajima et al. (1999) for OCTS. The 
Angstrôm exponent of the aerosols (i.e., typically their mean size) is derived from the mean spectral dependence of 
the radiance. This yields the aerosol mode! and hence the aerosol phase function, which permits to derive the 
optical thickness from the radiance leve!. As the radiance measurements are not sensitive enough to the particle 
refractive index to provide valuable information on m, the retrieval of m is attempted in a second step from the 
more sensitive polarization measurements. 

The algorithm is based on look up tables (LUT) of the directional, spectral, and polarized radiances calculated for 
different aerosol models with different optical thicknesses. The choice of the models used to build the LUT is a key 
issue. According to ground based and airborne observations, many aerosols exhibit multimodal size distributions 
(e.g. Shettle and Fenn, 1979; Nakajima et al., 1986; Hayasaka et al., 1990; Kaufman et al., 1994; Remer and Kaufman, 
1998). Such distributions have been used for the data processings of SeaWiFS (Gordon and Wang, 1994), OCTS 
(Nakajima et al., 1999), and the future MODIS (Tanré et al, 1997). The present algorithm uses simple monomodal 
log-normal distributions in the form 

dN(r) =-!-exp[-.!.(lnr-lnr)
2

] (1) 
dlnr a5 2 a 

Non-absorbing, spherical particles are considered, with three different values of the real refractive index: m = 1.33, 
1.40 and 1.50. Variation of the refractive index from 670m to 865nm is ignored. The standard deviation of the 
naturallogarithm of the radius is fixed to (J = 0.864 in equation 1. This gives 0.375 for the standard deviation of 
the decimallogarithm, which is consistent with the typical values given by Shettle and Fenn (1979). The different 
models are for values of r in equation 1 which yield a ranging from 0.00 to 1.40 (see Section 2.3). Linear 
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interpolation between, or linear extrapolation from, these data were shown to provide correct estimate of the 
radiances for Ângstrôm exponents ranging from -0.5 to 2.0. 
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The major improvement expected from the present generation of satellite sensors cornes from the estimate of the 
Ângstrôm exponent 

(2) 

where 8,1. is the aerosol optical thickness, thanks to the multiple near-infrared channels. The aerosol contribution in 

the TOA radiance is about O;tP/\.(8), where P).(8) the aerosol scattering phase function for scattering angle 8. 
Th us, measurements at wavelengths À() and Îl1 provide typically R = o 11.

1 
P/\.

1 
1 o À() p À() where p Â stands for 

sorne mean value of P/\.(8). 

Figure 2 shows the relationship between a and R and Figure 3 the relationship between p À.O and R for our 

monomodal models and for bimodal models. The bimodal size distributions are taken from Higurashi and 
Nakajima (1999) (for the analysis of the NOAA/ A VHRR measurements) and from Tanré et al:... (1997) (for the 
analysis of the MODIS measurements over the oceans). For the bimodal models, the parameters r and (J of the 
two modes are fixed and the relative weight of the modes is varied. The a:Eosol refractive index varies from 1.40-
0.0035i to 150-0.005i depending on the mode!. For the monomodal models, r is varied in equation 1 and results are 

shown for m =1.40 and 1.50. Here p Â is defined as the phase function averaged within 100° < 8 < 160°. 

Bimodal size distributions are more realistic and versatile than monomodal ones, but Figures 2 and 3 show that an 
inversion scheme based on monomodal models should give significant results in a first approximation. Moreover, 
Figure 3 shows that uncertainty in the particle refractive index may be as important as the actual shape of the size 
distribution and impacts also the estima te of the aerosol optical thickness. 

2-3-Detailed algorithm 

The LUT are built for 12 aerosol models: for the 3 values of m, 4 values of r have been adjusted in equation 1 to 
yield Ângstrôm exponents a= 0.00, 0.30, 0.80 and 1.40. The values for r are reported in Table 1. For each aerosol 
mode!, the TOA radiances and polarized radiances are calculated for 4 values of the aerosol optical thickness at 
865nm, 8o = 0.075, 0.15, 0.30, and 0.60, for a set of observation geometries (8S'8v,c/J)' where es is the solar zenith 

angle, ev the viewing zenith angle, and qJ the relative azimuth angle. We assume linearly poiarized light, so that 

the LUT consist of the Stokes' parameters (LÀ, QÂ, U Â). 

The computations were made with the successive order of scattering method (Deuzé et al., 1988), taking into 
account molecular scattering, aerosol scattering, and specular reflection from sea surface. The molecular scattering 
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is estimated according to a standard atmosphere and the aerosols and molecules are distributed with the altitude 
according to exponential density profiles, respectively with 2 km and 8 km scale height. In order to test the influence 
of the vertical structure of the atmosphere, computations were conducted with uniform mixing of aerosols and 
molecules, i.e. with the same scale height, and the aerosol contributions derived from the two computations by 
correcting the results for the molecular contribution were compared. For an aerosol optical thickness Ô0 =0.1, the 

largest relative discrepancy was 3% in the radiance and 1% in the polarized radiance at wavelength À =670nm, for 
Bs =Bv = 60°. Because of the small contribution of the molecular scattering at the near-infrared wavelengths here 
considered the impact of the vertical structure of the atmosphere is not very large. The specular reflection from the 
rough ocean surface is derived from the mode! of Cox and Munk (1954) for a fixed wind speed V = 5 m 1 S . 

Calculations show that the results are nearly insensitive to V for the selected viewing directions. In contrast, the 
glitter mask is estimated according to the prevailing wind speed provided by the French Meteorological Agency. 
White caps are assumed to exhibit lambertian reflectance, p !' with p 1 derived from Koepke (1984) as a function of 

the prevailing wind speed. The contribution of this lambertian reflection at the bottom of the atmosphere is added 
to the radiance of the LUT by taking into account the diffuse and direct transmissions of the atmosphere, as 
explained in Tanré et al. (1990). The contributions of the water-leaving radiance is neglected. 1t is certainly negligible 
at Â=865nm and is very small at Â=670nm where its reflectance, however, may amount to Pw(670)=0.001 

according to Morel (1983). Ali of the results reported in this paper have been obtained with Pw(670)=0, which 
may lead to slight overestimation of the Ângstrôm exponent for aerosol optical thichness lower than 0.10. 

In the first step, for each value of m the radiance measurements are compared with the theoretical radiances of the 
LUT until a best fit is obtained. This provides the parameters a and Ô0 of a « best » monomodal mode!. 
More precisely, we first derive N estimates of a by fitting the two normalized radiances in the N selected viewing 
directions. We retain for a the average over these estima tes. For this value of a, we derive then N estimates of the 
optical thickness from the radiances at 865nm. We retain for Ô0 the average over these estimates. Finally, the 

upward radiances and polarized radiances corresponding to retained values of a and Ô0 are derived from the 
LUT. Ali of these calculations are processed by using double linear interpolation (extrapolation) between the four 
a and four Ô0 values of the LUT . 
estimated. 

The best models obtained for the three values of m yield to nearly similar values of a and slightly different values 
of Ô0 , but the residual discrepancies between the radiance measurements and the theoretical results are nearly the 
same. Therefore, in a second step the polarization measurements at 865nm are compared with the theoretical 
results. The polarization measurements at 670nm which prove to lead to similar results are not considered. On 
contrary to the residual discrepancy in the radiances, the residual discrepancy in the polarized radiances differs 
generally according to m . Interpolation on the refractive index, however, does not seem justified as discussed in 
section 3-2 and we select the refractive index which leads to minimum residual error in the polarized radiance, with 
the associated values of a and Ô0 . Finally, the impact of the polarization analysis on Ô0 is typically 20%, 
corresponding to the typical dependence of the aerosol phase function on m . 

Note that another inversion of the POLDER data has been performed through another LUT based on a set of 12 
aerosol models of Shettle and Fenn (1979). For each mode! (i.e. with the value of a fixed), the radiance 
measurements are compared with the theoretical radiances of the LUT. The best fit now is obtained by adjusting 
only Ô0 and we just retain this mode! which leads to the minimum residual error, with the associated value of a 
and Ô0 . This processing leads to similar order of magnitude of the residual error but, probably because no 

interpolation here is conducted between the 12 models (hence, between the corresponding values of a), the 
inverted monomodal mode! gives quite systematically smaller residual error. Here we will restrict our study to the 
analysis of the monomodal inversion. 

No thresholds were considered in the original algorithm but preliminary processings showed that the retrieved 
Ângstrôm exponent was systematically small and slightly negative for very clear pixels (typically, with aerosol 
optical thickness lower than about 0.05). For such conditions, because the uncertainty in the a retrieval is large, a 
is no longer calculated and instead Ô0 is estimated with a =0. These conditions appear principally over the open 
ocean, and this value of a is consistent with large maritime aerosols. 
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3-RESULTS 

3-1-Examples oflevel2 POLDER results 

The leve! 2 POLDER aerosol products, a, Ô0 and m, provided by the CNES POLDER Processing Center are 

derived according to the previous algorithm. Leve! 3 products are temporal syntheses (decade or month) of these 
results at global scale. 

Validation of the a and Ô0 retrievals has been examined in Goloub et al. (1999) from comparison with correlative 
measurements provided by AERONET (Holben et al., 1998). The retrieved aerosol optical thickness proves to be in 
agreement with ground-based measurements within about 0.05 rms for 80 <0.8. The Angstrôm exponent derived 
from POLDER is systematically slightly underestimated but is weil correlated with the estimate of a derived from 
AERONET using the same wavelengths as POLDER. No validation of the aerosol refractive index as a self standing 
POLDER parameter has been considered. Typical examples of leve! 3 products of 80 and a have been published 
(Deuzé et al, 1999). The main geographical and seasonal features observed in these global maps are consistent with 
the properties of the aerosols derived previously from the A VHRR data with respect to their mean content (Stowe et 
al., 1992; Husar et al., 1997) or size (Higurashi and Nakajima, 1999). Here, we examine the consistency of the 
inversion scheme by using the multi-directional and polarized capabilities of POLDER to estimate the accuracy of 
the data fitting depending on the kind of aerosol which we are observing. 

The POLDER leve! 2 aerosol products are detailed here for four aerosol patterns, over areas a few hundred 
kilometer wide, with aerosol loading large enough to make clear the aerosol signature in the measurements. The 
scenes have been selected westward of the POLDER swath in order to test the consistency of the results over an 
extended range of scattering angles (see Figure 1). For eastward pixels at mid-latitudes, the few viewing directions 
no more exhibit significant directional effect and merge practically into 3 data (radiances at 670 and 865 nm and 
polarized radiance at 865 nm) that may be fitted with the free parameters of the algorithm. The four cases are 
representative of the performances, from the best to the worst, obtained by the present inversion scheme according 
to the aerosol type. 

Plate 1 shows an area near Madagascar, on November 20, 1996 (orbit 3248), Plate 2, an area over the Arabian sea, 
west off the Indian continent, on December 04, 1996 (orbit 3447), Plate 3, an area near China, on April25, 1997 (orbit 
7131), and Plate 4, an area over the Atlantic ocean, west off the African coast, on March 01, 1997 (orbit 5522). The 
Plates first display images of the 80 and a retrievals. The large value of the mean Angstrôm exponent (about 1.40) 
in Plate 1 is consistent with biomass burning aerosols between Madagascar and South Africa at the end of the 
biomass burning period. The moderate value of a (0.60) in Plate 2 corresponds probably to pollution aerosols 
coming from the Indian continent, according to the prevailing mean wind direction. Large Ângstrôm exponents are 
observed again over the Chinese area (1.40). Finally, the small Angstrôm exponent (0.30) in Plate 4 is consistent with 
desertic particles from the Sahara. The refractive index retrievals are not presented. The retrieved value is nearly the 
same, m =1.33, ali over the areas of Plates 1, 2 and 4, and ranges from 1.33 to 1.40 over the area of Plate 3. 

3-2-Radiance analysis 

Let us first consider the consistency between the radiance measurements and the theoretical results. For one single 
pixel of Plates 1 and 2, the measured radiances and the best theoretical results for each value of m have been 
reported as a function of the scattering angle, respectively in Figures 4 and 5. For comparison, the radiances 
calculated without aerosols in the atmosphere (molecular terms) have been also reported. Note that different 
viewing directions may lead to the same scattering angle while the air mass differs, as for the Madagascar case. The 
three theoretical results are very close in both figures which shows that it is difficult to derive information about the 
aerosol refractive index from directional and spectral radiance measurements. As outlined in section 2-3 the 
retrieved Ângstrôm exponent (respectively 1.45 in Figure 4 and 0.39 in Figure 5) is nearly independent on the 
assumed refractive index and the retrieved optical thickness (respectively 0.33 in Figure 4 and 0.51 in Figure 5) is 
typically 20% lower (respectively larger) for m =1.50 (respectively m =1.33) than for m =1.40. In any case, Figures 4 
and 5 show that the directional feature predicted by the aerosol mode! which fits the mean bispectral radiances is 
roughly consistent with the measurements. However, while the results are very good for the Madagascar case, sorne 
discrepancies appear in the Indian one. 
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To extend the comparison to the whole scenes, the lower left images (c) in Plates 1 to 4 display the relative residual 
error in the radiance for each image pixel, i.e. Ml'[, where ï is the radiance averaged over the 2N measurements 
(N selected viewing directions in the 2 aerosol channels), i.e. 

and tJ.L the residual quadratic error 

l N 1 
L=-2,2,Lf.(ei)' 

2N i=lj=O 1 

I~~m c 2· AL= -4.4-(L,t.(E>j)-L,t.(E>j)) 1 

ZN i=lj=O J 1 

(3) 

(4) 

Lm ,c -- Il f h :.1, and LJt stand, respectively, for the measurements and the computations. IlL/ L has been ca cu ated or t e 
three values of m and the smallest value is reported. 

The results of Plates 1 to 4 are representative of the global results. The directional properties predicted by our 
monomodal models are in excellent agreement with the measurements for the case of small aerosols with large 
Ângstrom exponents, as shown here in Plates 1 and 3. However, as larger particles are present, although the 
retrieved values of Ô0 and a are still consistent with the ground-based measurements, increasing discrepancies 
are observed in the directional features : the residual error in the radiance data fitting increases from a few percents 
as in Plates 1 and 3, up to 5% as in Plate 2 or 10%-15% as in Plate 4. 

3-2-Polarization analysis 

ln the second step, the Stokes' parameters derived from the LUT for the best mode! associated to each value of m 
are compared with the measurements. Instead of the Stokes' parameters (Q,t ,U ..t ), let us consider the equivalent and 

more physical parameters (L~, VI).) where L~ is the normalized polarized radiance (r!J..=~QX +UJ), and VI Jt the 

angle between the polarization direction and the normal to the scattering plane (formed by the solar and 
observation directions). 

Let us first consider the Madagascar pixel. The measured polarized radiance, L~, and the three best theoretical 

results have been reported in Figure 6a as a function of the scattering angle. For comparison, the polarized radiance 
calculated without aerosols in the atmosphere have been reported too. Figure 6b shows the same comparison for the 
polarization angle VI Â. Note that single scattering within the atmosphere should give a polarized vibration either 

perpendicular ( lfl;. =0°) or parallel (VI;. =90°) to the scattering plane. Figure 6b, however, shows that multiple 
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scattering and scattering of the polarized light reflected from the sea surface may produce large departures of lfl;. 

from 0° or 90°, special! y in backscattering directions. 
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The large differences between the three theoretical results in Figures 6a and 6b illustrate the sensitivity of 
polarization to the particle refractive index (Hansen and Travis, 1974). On the other hand, both the amount of 
polarized light and the polarization direction here are nearly consistent with the theoretical results for m =1.33. The 
results are summarized in Figure 6c which shows the residual error in the polarized light as a function of the 
scattering angle, i.e. 

(5) 

for the three values of m. Note that the lowest residual error for m =1.33, about 15% that is roughly 0.0015 in terms 

of normalized polarized radiance, is larger than the NEDL~, 0.0004, which suggests that the present retrieval 

could be improved by using more flexible aerosol models in the algorithm. To extend to the whole scene an estimate 
of the error, the lower right image (d) in Plate 1 displays the mean residual error in the polarized light 

(6) 

obtained for each image pixel with the best value for m (here, m =1.33 for most pixels of the scene). The results are 
correct ali over the area. Images (c) and (d) in Plate 3 show that similar conclusions are obtained for the aerosols 
observed near China which correspond to small aerosols as the aerosol type observed near Madagascar. 

On the contrary, the matching of the polarization data may be much more questionable or meaningless as 
illustrated by Figures 7a to 7c for the pixel of the Indian scene of Plate 2. 
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The agreement here is rather poor for the three values of m . The results are even worse for the African scene as 

indicated by the large value of ALl 1 Lf in Plate 4. Clearly, in such cases the analysis of the polarized light fails 

and the retrieved refractive index is meaningless within the present inversion scheme when larger aerosols are 
observed. 

4-DISCUSSION 

4-1-Behavior of the residual errors 

As shown in section 3-2, the data fitting achieved with the present algorithm leads to increasing errors in the 
retrieved polarization and directional radiance when the aerosol dimension increases. Concerning the directional 
radiance, comparison between observations and calculations clearly shows that our aerosol models tend to 
overestimate the dissymetry of the phase function of large aerosols, as seen in Figure 5. On the other hand, 

comparison between observations and calculations of L~ and '1/f À gives no straitghforward indication about the 

defect of the modeling with respect to the polarization. 

To clarify, let us discard '1/f À and only consider the polarization ratio, Ll 1 LÀ, which should no longer depend 

on the aerosol optical thickness and should be controled by their single scattering properties. More precisely, let us 
correct the measurements for the molecular contribution and consider the apparent polarization ratio of the light 
scattered by the aerosols, 

(7) 

where LÂ01,Qro1,lft01 stand for computations without aerosols within the atrnosphere. Although the multiple 
scattering and surface reflection effects are not corrected for in equation 7, comparison between Pf and theoretical 

calculations, say I1 (with ti.QÂ,UÂ in place of LT,Qf', ur in equation 7), should help us to undertand the origin 

of the discrepancies. Figures 8 and 9 compare PÀm and J1 for the Madagascar and Indian cases, respectively. 
Figure 8 shows the same agreement as seen in Figures 6, but Figure 9 clearly displays the origin of the discrepancy 
for the case of the Indian aerosol. In Figure 9, the measurements exhibit the typical signature of sub-micrometric 
particles whose the polarization increases regularly when the scattering angle decreases, while the theoretical 
results exhibit principally the rainbow-like feature of large spherical particles within the range 140° < 8 < 180°. In 
these directions single scattering gives a polarized vibration parallel to the scattering plane (i.e. '1/f À =90°) (Hansen 

and Hovenier, 1974), which results in large polarized reflectances with lf'Ào far from 0° as illustrated in Figures 7a, 

7b and 9. Concerning the polarization, the main shortcoming of our models therefore consists in an underestimation 
of the polarized light at side-scattering angles, within the range 80° < 8 < 120°. 
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To assess the validity of this comparison, the single scattering polarization ratios corresponding to the theoretical 
models used in Figure 9 have been reported in Figure 10. Comparison of Figures 9 and 10 confirms that If roughly 
mirrors the single scattering properties of the particles. Note also that if we proceed inversely and search direct! y for 
aerosol models consistent with the large values of Pin in Figure 9, the retrieved models yield radiance ratios, 

4,70 / Lg65 , about 7% larger than the measured ratios. According to Hagolle et al. (1999), the accuracy of the 
interband calibration between the two aerosol channels is 2%. Therefore, the 7% departure is not due to 
measurement errors but must be attributed to the aerosol models. 

These trends are persistent features throughout the POLDER data set. The eight months of POLDER data over 
various areas ali over the oceans have been processed and Figure 11 and 12 shows the resulting relationships 

between the retrieved Àngstrôm exponent and the residual errors Ü~ 1 If and U/ L, respectively. In these 

Figures, the results are for ground pixels with Ô0 > 0.20 and with 8 ranging over an intervallarger than 30°, 
which allows valuable control of the data fitting accuracy. The results are shown in the form of normalized 
frequency of occurrence. 
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In the presence of small aerosols the theoretical results are consistent with the observations, with Liq 1 If"' 0.10 to 

0.30 and Ü/ L ::::0.01 to 0.03 for a larger than about 1.0. In the presence of larger particles, the polarization 

analysis (Figure 11) tends to fail progressively, with Ü~ 1 If as large as 80% to 100% for large desertic particles 

(a< 0.20). Figure 12 shows that increasing errors in the directional radiances are observed correlatively. 

4-2-Analysis of the polarization defect 

Firstly, let us consider the underestimation of polarized light for side-scattering angles by using our models. As 
polarization is very sensitive to the properties of the particles many explanations for the failure of the polarization 
analysis may be suggested, including non-sphericity of the particles which may entai! large departures from Mie 
theory calculations. However, departure from sphericity tends generally to lower the polarized light scattered by 
the particles (Cai and Liou, 1982; J. De Haan, 1987; Brogniez, 1992; Masuda and Takashima, 1992; Mishchenko and 
Travis, 1994a and b). Therefore, it may be expected that our spherical models should lead to an overestimation of 
the polarized light in the presence of non-spherical particles. Moreover, polarization at side-scattering angles is 
mainly generated by very small particles (Hansen and Travis, 1974) whose the scattering properties are not too 
sensitive to shape effects (Mishchenko and Travis, 1994a, 1994b). The defect of the present modeling, hence, very 
likely consists in an underestimation of the sub-micrometric particles in the assumed aerosol size distribution, 
which seems indicative of bimodality of the aerosols. 
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Figure 14 

Let us consider bimodal aerosol size distributions drawn from the dynamic models of Remer and Kaufman 
(Kaufman et al., 1994; Remer and Kaufman, 1998) and consisting of a small (S) and a coarse (C) modes of particles, 
both of the modes being in the form of a log-normal function according to equation 1. In what follows the 
calculations are for a coarse mode with modal radius i'c = 0.80Jll1l and a small mode whose the modal radius rs may 

range from 0.05f.1m to O.l0f.1m, with identical standard deviations Ge =Gs =0.60 for the two modes. Ali of the 
calculations are for spherical particles with real refractive index m =1.40. Figures 13 and 14 show the typical phase 
functions and polarized phase functions of these small and coarse modes for wavelength Ài) =865 nm. Calculations 
(not presented here) show that changing m or changing largely re does not change the main following statements. 
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Figure 15 compares the polarization ratios for single scattering computed for the monomodal mode! r = 0.04,Llm, 
(J = 0.8635, and for different bimodal models which were obtained by mixing the previous coarse mode with 
different small modes, the contributions of the two modes being adjusted to yield the same radiance ratio R as that 
yielded by the monomodal mode! (here, R =1.27 ). The polarization ratio at side-scattering angles is systematically 
Iarger for all of these «equivalent» bimodal models than it is for the monomodal mode!. This is rational. Let us start 
with very small particles. To adjust R with an assumed monomodal distribution, the size distribution is translated 
toward larger dimensions which entails vanishing contribution of the small polarizing particles, while with an 
assumed bimodal distribution, R is changed by increasing the weight of the coarse mode which preserves the 
polarized light from the small aerosols. 

The previous trend is systematic. The polarized phase function for llo and for 8 =110° was calculated for various 
monomodal models (say qm ). In each case, different bimodal models obtained as in Figure 15 were adjusted to yield 

the same radiance ratio R as yielded by the monomodal mode!, and the polarized phase functions for Â.o and 

8 =110° of these equivalent models were calculated (say qb ). Figure 16 shows the resulting relationship between 
the Angstrom exponent of the monomodal mode! and the departure between its polarization ratio and that of its 
equivalent bimodal models 

(8) 

The order of magnitude of !.lq 1 q and its behavior as a function of a in Figure 15 are consistent with the residual 

error M.,~ f Lf in Figure 11, which confirms that the observed failure in the polarization retrieval is likely indicative 

of bimodality of the aerosols, with the parameters of the bimodal models in rough agreement with those of the 
dynamic models of Remer and Kaufman (1998) . 
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4-3-Analysis of the directional radiance defect 
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Figure 18 

Then let us look at the discrepancy in the directional radiances. It may be thought that bimodality of the aerosol 
size distribution should explain also this systematic defect by the way of the small particles whose the phase 
function is nearly isotropie in backscattering directions, as seen in Figure 13. Figure 17 compares the phase functions 
of the monomodal mode! and equivalent bimodal models used in Figure 15. Sorne choices for rs in Figure 17lead to 

a phase function of the bimodal mode! a little bit more isotropie than that of the monomodal mode!, but this effect is 
not systematic and, especially, as the mean size of the particles increases the difference between the phase functions 
of a monomodal mode! and of an equivalent bimodal mode! decreases. 

Let us estimate the dissymetry of a phase function by D= p(I60°)/p(I 10°) where p(ll0°) and p(160°) stand for 

the average value of p(E>) over the ranges 100° < 8 < 120° and 150° < 8 < 170° respective! y. For the same 
cases as in Figure 16, Figure 18 shows the relationship between the Ângstrôm exponent of the monomodal mode! 
and the departure between its dissymetry and that of its equivalent bimodal models 

(9) 

where Dm and Db are the dissymetries of the monomodal and equivalent bimodal models respectively. As a 
decreases, the influence of the small mode decreases and !1D 1 D vanishes since the aerosol phase function tends 
toward that of large spherical particles whether a monomodal or a bimodal mode! is assumed. The resulting 
behavior of !1D 1 D as a function of a in Figure 18, therefore, is nearly the opposite of that of Ül I in Figure 12. 
Th us, bimodality of the size distribution of spherical particles cannot exp lain ali of the trends of the results. 

Therefore, we are faced with polarization measurements at side-scattering angles which require aerosol size 
distributions with two modes when the particles start to be larger. When a decreases, however, either bimodal or 
monomodal size distributions of spherical particles lead to directional effects larger than those which are observed. 
Since the upward radiance is more and more representative of the coarse mode of particles when a decreases, the 
trend of our directional radiances may be explained by assuming that the phase function of the coarse mode of 
partides is more isotropie than that of spherical parti des. 

As shown in Hansen and Travis (1974), the phase function dissymetry of large enough spherical particles (say, with 
effective radius 2rcreffl ,1,-10 or more) cannot be changed significantly by changing the size distribution or the 

refractive index of the particles. On the contrary, it is weil known that non-spherical particles tend to exhibit nearly 
isotropie phase function in side- and backscattering directions (see e.g. Cai and Liou, 1982; J. De Haan, 1987; 
Brogniez, 1992; Masuda and Takashima, 1992; Mishchenko and Travis, 1994a; Labonotte et al. , 1998). The 
observed trend, therefore, may be indicative that the large mode of aerosols consists partly of non-spherical 
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particles. Note that this should be consistent also with the systematic lack of large rainbow features in the POLDER 
measurements, within the range 140° < 8 < 180°, since non-sphericity is known to remove the rainbow of 
spherical particles (see e.g. Cai and Liou, 1982; J. De Haan, 1987; Brogniez, 1992; Masuda and Takashima, 1992; 
Mishchenko and Travis, 1994a) 
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Figure 19 

To more quantitative! y test this assumption of non-spherical particles, the theoretical behavior of !J.D 1 D as a 
function of a was calculated again but substituting a << non-spherical >> coarse mode for the previous coarse mode! 
of spherical particles, as suggested by Mishchenko et al.'s (1997) mode! of polydisperse, equiprobable shape mixture 

of prolate and oblate spheroids of large enough dimensions. Let p~ (8) and p~s (8) stand for the phase function of 

the spherical and non-spherical coarse modes respectively (with p:(8) derived from Mie theory for re= 0.80,um). 

Weassumed 

p:;s(8) = p~(e) for 8 < soo 
p~s (8) = p~ (80°) for 8 > 80° (10) 

according to the typical trend of the phase functions for polydisperse large spheroids with 2rcreff 1 Âo larger than 

about 10 in Plate 5 of Mishchenko et al. (1997). Moreover, the spectral dependence of the scattering coefficient of this 
« non-spherical » mode was assumed to be the same as that of the spherical coarse mode, which is a reasonable 
approximation according to Figure 4 in Mishchenko et al. (1997 ). The new relationship between !J.D 1 D and the 
Angstrôm exponent of the monomodal mode! is shown in Figure 19. The« non-spherical »mode! (cross symbols in 
Figure 19) leads to a dramatic modification of the behavior of !J.D 1 D whose the trend is now consistent with the 
results in Figure 12. However, the efficiency of this mode! (100% non-spherical particle case in Figure 19) is 5 to 10 
times larger than the effect observed in Figure 12. So, we have also reported in Figure 19 results obtained by 
substituting only 25% and 50% of the previous « non-spherical » mode! of particles to the spherical particles of the 

coarse mode (i.e. with the coarse mode phase function, Pc, given by Pc= (1-x)p~ +xp~s, with x =0.25 and 
x = 0.50 ). Despite the crudity of these estima tes, the discrepancy in the directional radiance retrieval achieved by 
the present algorithm could be probably accounted for by assuming an aerosol coarse mode consisting partly, for 
10% to 20%, of non-spherical particles. It must be noticed that the pixels corresponding to large values of Ml L in 
Figure 12, which are principally relevant of the previous analysis, mostly correspond to desertic dust particles 
transported over the tropical Atlantic ocean, for which the sphericity assumption is questionable. 

5- CONCLUSION 

The spectral, directional and polarized characteristics of the solar radiation observed by POLDER over the oceans 
have been processed so far assuming spherical non absorbing aerosols with monomodal log-normal size 
distributions. As shown previously (Goloub et al., 1999), the optical thickness and Angstrôm exponent of the 
particles derived this way, principally from the radiance measurements, are consistent with ground-based 
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correlative measurements, except for sorne systematic underestimation of the Ângstrom exponent by POLDER. The 
multi-directional and polarized capabilities of POLDER also permit to control the validity of the aerosol models. 
The present in depth analysis of the measurements over surface target with favorable observation geometries points 
out the following general trends. 
Small aerosols with Ângstrôm exponents larger than about 1.0 exhibit generally directional and polarized effects 
consistent with the assumption of a single mode of particles. For such cases, improvement in the retrieval of the 
parti de refractive index will be searched for by sim ply using an extended set of monomodal models. 
As larger and larger particles are present, corresponding to smaller Ângstrôm exponents, monomodal models lead 
to increasing discrepancies both in the directional and polarized features of the aerosols. Compared with the 
predictions of monomodal models, the data exhibit generally an aerosol phase function slightly more isotropie in 
backscattering directions and a much larger polarized phase function in side-scattering directions. The 
underestimation of the polarized light in side-scattering directions by the theoretical models is an indication of the 
bimodality of the aerosol size distribution, as previously derived from ground-based radiance measurements 
(Remer and Kaufman, 1998}. Bimodality of the size distribution of spherical particles, nevertheless, seems unable to 
explain the overestimation of the dissymetry of the directional radiance by the models. This trend, which is 
principally observed for saharan dust, can be explained by assuming a coarse mode consisting partly of non
spherical particles. The systematic Jack of pronounced rainbow feature in the POLDER data would be also 
consistent with non-sphericity of the large particles. Confirmation of these point requires an improved analysis of 
the POLDER data and an improved inversion code of the POLDER data based on such bimodal models is present! y 
developed. 
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Figure caption 

Figure la: Schematic of the POLDER imaging mode. The CCD (Charged Coupled Deviee) matrix and the positions 
of the images of the same ground target are shown for two successive snapshots. The target is observed from 
zenith viewing angle, 8v, and viewing azimuth angle, l/J, which change according to the snapshot. A ground 

target appears in about 13 successive snapshots during the same orbit. 

Figure lb: Typical sampling of the bidirectional properties of the atmosphere from POLDER. The target latitude is 
20°N, the solar zenith angle is 38°. The target viewing directions are reported in a (8v,l/J) polar diagram 

(radius: viewing zenith angle; angle: viewing azimuth relative to the sun direction). The antisolar direction 
( 8 s, 0) is indicated. Each series of about 13 dots indicates the different viewing directions corresponding to the 

target during the same orbit. The 6 series, from the top to the bottom, are for 6 different positions of the target 
through the POLDER swath, from west to east respectively. White dots indicate viewing directions within the 
glitter. Iso-scattering angle curves are indicated for 8 =100deg to 160deg in 20deg increments. 

Figure 2: Comparison of the relationship between the mean radiance ratio, R (see text), and the Angstrôm 
exponent, for monomodal and bimodal aerosol models. Monomodal models (Mon.): lognormal size distribution 
with standard deviation (J fixed and modal radius r varied; results are shown for real refractive index of the 
particle m =1.40 and 1.50. Bimodal models (Bim.): two lognormal size distributions with standard deviations 
and modal radii fixed, and with the percentages of the two modes varied. Bim. N&H: ~ = 0.0437,um; 
r2 = 0.3685,um, Œ1 =0.673, Œ2 =0.863, m = 1.50-0.00Si for the two modes (Higurashi and 

Nakajima, 1999). Bim.l T&al.: ~ = 0.040.Um; G = 0.600J1m, CJ1 =0.600, CJ2 =0.800, 
m = 1.45- 0.0035i for the two modes. Bim.2 T&al.: ~ = 0.080.Um ; T2 = l.OOOJ1m, Œ1 = 0.600, 
Œ2 = 0.600, m = 1.50- 0.0035i for the two modes (Tanré et al., 1997). Here R was calculated by using 

for P.:to the phase function averaged within 100° < e < 160°. 

Figure 3: As in Figure 2, but for the relationship between the mean radiance ratio and the mean aerosol phase 

function P;toi llo= 865nm. 

Plate 1: The observed area is between Madagascar and South Africa. From POLDER orbit 3248: November 20, 1996. 
Land and cloud y pixels are in white. For each cloud free ocean pixel : the upper left picture (a) gives the derived 
aerosol optical thickness, 50 , the upper right picture (b) gives the Angstrôm exponent, a, the lower left 

picture (c) gives the residual relative error in the radiance retrieval, ALI [, and the lower right picture (d) 

gives the residual relative error in the polarized radiance retrieval, L1J.!;. /Lf. The color code is indicated. 

Increasing values from blue to red. 

Plate 2: As for Plate 1, but for an area west off India, on December 04, 1996. 

Plate 3: As for Plate 1, but for an area near China, on April25, 1997. 

Plate 4: As for Plate 1, but for an area west off Africa, on March 01, 1997 

Figure 4: Normalized radiances as a function of the scattering angle resulting from the viewing geometry, for a pixel 
near Madagascar (from Plate 1). The POLDER measurements in the 670 and 865nm channels are compared with 
the theoretical results for the three best models, for the three values of the aerosol refractive index (1.33, 1.40 and 
1.50). Retrieval: Angstrôm exponent 1.40; aerosol optical thickness 0.33 at 865nm for m=1.33. For comparison, 
the results for an aerosol-free atmosphere (mol.) are indicated. 

Figure 5: As in Figure 4, but for a pixel near Indian continent (from Plate 2). Retrieval: Angstrôm exponent 0.39 ; 
aerosol optical thickness 0.51 at 865nm for m=1.33. 

Figure 6a: Madagascar pixel of Figure 4. Normalized polarized radiance ( ~QÎ + UÎ ) as a function of the 

scattering angle. The POLDER measurements in the 865nm channel are compared with the theoretical results for 
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the three best models, for the three values of the aerosol refractive index (1.33, 1.40 and 1.50). For comparison, 
the results for an aerosol-free atmosphere (mol.) are indicated. 

Figure 6b: Madagascar pixel of Figure 4. As in Figure 6a, but for the angle, 'IJf À., between the polarisation direction 
and the normal to the scattering plane. 

Figure 6c: Madagascar pixel of Figure 4. Residual relative error in the retrieved polarized radiance, ~ 1 L f, 
according to the assumed particle refractive index (1.33, 1.40 and 1.50), as a function of the scattering angle e. 

Figure 7a: As in Figure 6a, but for Indian pixel of Figure 5. 

Fi~ 7b: As in Figure 6b, but for Indian pixel of Figure 5. 

Figure 7c: As in Figure 6c, but for Indian pixel of Figure 5. 

Figure 8: Madagascar pixel of Figure 4. Aerosol apparent polarization ratio (see text) as a function of the scattering 

angle. The estimate, P;..,m, derived from the POLDER measurements in the 865nm channel is compared with the 

theoretical result, ~ , for the best model obtained for the each value of the aerosol refractive index (1.33, 1.40 
and 1.50). 

Figure 9: As in Figure 8, but for Indian pixel shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 10: For the Indian pixel of Figures 5, 7 and 9, the polarization ratio for single scattering, PJo, for the three best 

models (m =1.33, 1.40, 1.50) is reported as a function of the scattering angle. Comparison of PJo with ~, in 
Figure 9, confirms that the apparent polarisation ratio reflects the aerosol single scattering features. 

Figure 11: For eight months of POLDER aerosol observations over different areas ali over the oceans, the residual 

error in the polarized radiance, Mf 1 If, is reported as a function of the retrieved Ângstrôm exponent for 

each pixel. Color indicates the frequency of occurrence of the result (arbitrary units). The results are for ground 
pixels with ôo > 0.20 and L\8 > 30° which provides significant test of the model consistency. The retrieval 
is rather succesful for small particles (a> 1.0) but the accuracy decreases systematically for larger particles. 

Figure 12: As in Figure 11, but for the residual error in the total radiance, M/ L. In the presence of large aerosols, 
the present aerosol modeling exhibits inadequacy both regarding the phase function and polarized phase 
function of the particles. 

Figure 13: Phase functions at wavelength llo = 865nm for the coarse mode (C) and three different small modes 
(S) of particles which are used for simulating bimodal aerosol size distributions. The particle refractive index is 
m =1.40. Note that the dissymetry of the phase function of the coarse mode is not changed significantly by 
changing m or re. 

Figure 14: As in Figure 13, but for the polarized phase functions of the coarse and small modes. 

Figure 15: Polarized phase functions at wavelength llo = 865nm for spherical particles with a monomodal size 

distribution (M : r = 0.04J1m, Œ = 0.8635; m =1.40; a= 1,15) and for spherical particles with three 

different «equivalent>> bimodal size distributions (Bl: rs = 0.05J..Lm, B2: rs = 0.07J.Jm, B3: rs = 0.09J.Jm; 
re= 0.80J..Lm, Œe = Œs = 0.60; m =1.40). For each bimodal model, the contributions of the two modes 

have been adjusted to yield the same radiance ratio R = Ô 'A.t P'A.l 1 Ô ÂQ p loO, as that yielded by the monomodal 

model ( R = 1.27 ). 
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Figure 16: Expected relationship between the Angstrôm exponent a of the retrieved monomodal model and the 
discrepancy 11q 1 q = (qb- qm) 1 qb in the polarized light retrieval near scattering angle e = 110°1 in the 

presence of aerosols with bimodal size distribution. For different values of a, qm and qb are the polarized 

phase functions qÀO (110°) for monomodal and «equivalent>> bimodal models which yield the same radiance 

ratio R. 

Figure 17: As in Figure 15, but for the phase functions of the monomodal model (M) and of «equivalent>> bimodal 
models (B). Depending on the choice for the small mode, the phase function of an «equivalent>> bimodal model 
may exhibit less dissymetry than the monomodal model one. 

Figure 18: Expected relationship between the Angstrôm exponent a of the retrieved monomodal model and the 
discrepancy 11D 1 D = (Dm -Db) 14 in the directional radiance retrieval, in the presence of aerosols with 

bimodal size distribution. For different values of a, Dm and Db are estima tes of the phase function 

dissymetries for monomodal and «equivalent>> bimodal models which yield the same radiance ratio R, with 
D = p À() (160°) 1 PÀo (11 0°) for the estima te of the dissymetry (see text). 

Figure 19: As in Figure 18, but with the coarse mode of the «equivalent>> bimodal models. Comparison between the 
polarized phase function (M) for spherical particles with a monomodal size distribution (r = 0.04,Um, 
(J = 0.8635 in equation 1 ; m =1.40) 
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PLATE 1: The observed area is between Madagascar and South Africa. From POLDER orbit 3248: 
November 20, 1996. Land and cloudy pixels are in white. For each cloud free ocean pixel : the upper left 
picture (a) gives the derived aerosol optical thickness, 80 , the upper right picture (b) gives the Ângstrom 

exponent, a , the lower left picture (c) gives the residual relative error in the radiance retrieva~ tlLIJ:., and 
the lower right picture (d) gives the residual relative error in the polarized radiance retrieval, 111!;./Lf. The 
color code is indicated. Increasing values from blue to red. 
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PLATE 2: As for Plate 1, but for an area west offlndia, on December 04, 1996. 
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PLATE 3: As for Plate 1, but for an area near China, on April25, 1997. 
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PLA TE 4 : As for Plate 1, but for an area west off Africa, on March 0 1, 1997 
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Abstract. In this paper we investigate the aerosol content rctrieved by Earth-Probe Total 
Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) and ADEOS POLDER over oceanic regions for the 
period November 1996 to June 1997. We combine the aerosol index (Al) derived from TOMS 
corresponding to UV -absorbing aerosols (desert dust and biomass-buming partiel es) and the 
POLDER aerosol optical thickness (AOT) and Angstrôm coefficients. The seasonal 
composited images from the two sensors show in general consistent spatial distributions of 
the aerosol over oceans, with the highest aerosol content retrieved over the north tropical and 
equatorial Atlantic. Over the different oceanic regions investigated (i.e., Atlantic Ocean, 
Mediterranean Sea, lndian Ocean, and Pacifie Ocean), TOMS and POLDER show a good 
correspondence in the aerosol seasonal variability. At ali sites with the exception of the region 
of the Sea of Japan, we show that during the time periods of maximum aerosol amounts, a 
linear correlation exists between the TOMS AI and POLDER AOT. For the Sea of Japan the 
influence of different aerosol types (i.e., desert dust and sulfates) is likely to complicate the 
TOMS detection. For the other oceanic regions, our results suggest a large variability in the 
relationship between the TOMS AI and the POLDER AOT, which is likely to be related to 
changes in aerosol composition and/or altitude. 

1. Introduction 

Despite its inherent difficulties, remote sensing of 
tropospheric aerosol from space remains a powerful method to 
provide good spatial coverage, or in sorne cases a global view 
of the atmospheric aerosol system. In recent years, severa! 
studies have investigated the retrieval of aerosol spatial 
distribution and variation with time using sensors such as 
Meteosat [Jankowiak and Tanré, 1992; Moulin et al., 1997a, 
1997b; Moulin et al., 1998], Advanced Very High Resolution 
Radiometer (AVHRR) [Swap et al., 1996; Husar et al., 1997], 
and Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) [Herman et 
al., 1997; Torres et al., 1998). The derived information is of 
first importance to improve the current knowledge of the 
aerosol system and its effect on climate [Kaufman et al., 
1997]. 
Recently, different original approaches have been developed 
in order to progress in the field of aerosol monitoring from 
space. The total ozone mapping spectrometer (TOMS) and 
polarization and directionality of the Earth 's retlectances 
(POLDER) instruments provide new capabilities for deriving 
aerosol distributions. TOMS allows the real-time retrieval of 
the distribution of aerosols in the ultraviolet over both 
continents and oceans by means of a parameter known as 
aerosol index (Al), which is generally greater than zero for 
absorbing aerosols (desert dust, carbonaceous aerosols, and 
volcanic ash) and less than zero for non-absorbing aerosols 
(sulfate particles) [Herman et al., 1997; Torres et al., 1998]. 
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From the spectral information contained in Al, aerosol optical 
depth and single-scattering albedo can be derived [Torres et 
al., 19981. POLDER, through mutispectral, multiangular, and 
polarization measurements, improves the estimation of aerosol 
optical thickness (AOT) and provides additional information 
on aerosol properties through the Angstrôm coefficient 
[Goloub et al., 1999; Deuzé et al., 1999]. 
ln this context, it seems important to examine the consistency 
of the aerosol retrieval from these different approaches. By 
combining the aerosol observations from different sensors, one 
should be able to better understand the nature of the 
information retrieved by each instrument. ln the regions where 
the aerosol load is dominated by UV -absorbing partiel es (i.e., 
desert dust and biomass burnin.g) we expect good agreement 
between the geographical distribution of the aerosol as 
retrieved by the two sensors and good correlation between the 
aerosol content retrieved by POLDER and the positive values 
of the TOMS Al. A more detailed quantitative comparison of 
TOMS and POLDER optical depths is currently underway and 
will be published separately. 

2. TOMS and POLDER Aerosol Products 

Both POLDER and TOMS instruments were aboard the 
Japanese ADEOS platform (Advanced Earth Observing 
System) launched in August 1996 and which made 
measurements until June 29, 1997. Moreover, the TOMS 
instrument aboard the Earth-Probe platform made 
measurements at the same time as ADEOS and continues to 
provide data today. 
The POLDER algorithm for the derivation of the aerosol 
properties is detailed by Goloub et al. [ 1999] and Deuzé et al. 
[1999]. lt should be notcd that in the present algorithm the 
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aerosols arc considcrcd nonabsorbing, which means that the 
aerosol optical thickness (AOT) rctricvcd by POLDER should 
be considcred as a scattcring aerosol optical thickncss. The 
POLDER ADEOS aerosol products have been validated 
against ground-bascd Sun photometcr mcasurements from the 
Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) [Ho/ben et al., 1998]. 
The validation of the POLDER derived AOT at 865 nm over 
the ocean has shown that the POLDER rctricval is excellent 
for optical thickness up to 0.8. This agreement also suggests a 
limited contribution of the absorption to the global AOT. The 
Angstrom coefficient is weil correlated with the AERONET 
data, although undcrestimated (30%) [Goloub et al., 1999]. lt 
should be notcd that duc to the threshold used in the cloud 
detection schemc, only aerosol events with AOT lower than 1 
(at 865 nm) can be dctectcd by POLDER, which may lead to 
sorne systcmatic underestimation of the mean aerosol content 
[Deuzé et al., 1999]. 
A. detailed description of the TOMS aerosol index (Al) 
product is given by Herman et al. [ 1997] and Torres et al. 
[ 1998]. Briefly, the Al is a measure of the wavelength 
dependent change of Rayleigh scattered radiance resulting 
from the competing effccts of aerosol scattering and 
absorption relative to a pure Rayleigh atmosphere [Hsu et al., 
1999]. For the Earth-Probe TOMS and ADEOS TOMS 
instruments, the Al is calculated using the ratio of the radiance 
bctwccn the 331- and 360-nm channels. The Al is detined so 
th at positive values genera li y correspond to UV -absorbing 
aerosols and negative values to nonabsorbing aerosols. Since 
the UV surface reflcctivity is low ovcr both land and water 
[Herman and Celarier, 1997], this method allows the 
detection of aerosols over both kind of surfaces. Because the 
Earth-Probc TOMS Al measurements have bee.n found to be 
closely correlatcd to ground-based measurements of optical 
depth [Hsu et al., 1999], we choose to use data from Earth
Probe TOMS rather than ADEOS TOMS in this study, even 
though the difference in cquator crossing time between the 
Earth-Probc and ADEOS spacecrafts is about 35 min. Another 
advantagc of using Earth-Probe TOMS data is that the 
"footprint" size of the measurement is smaller compared to 
ADEOS TOMS (24 x 24 km2 instead 40 x 40 km2 at nadir). 
As a consequence, the daily data from Earth-Probe TOMS 
have bctter spatial resolution than othcr TOMS instruments 
but have gaps between orbits corresponding to 40% of the 
Earth 's surface. 
Correlative analysis of the TOMS-derived Al have been 
performed using both Sun photomctcr AOT measurcments 
from the AERONET nctwork and measurcments of mineral 
dust concentrations from different aerosol monitoring stations 
of the North Atlantic Ocean [Hsu et al., 1999; Chiapello et al., 
1999]. Thcse comparisons have dcmonstrated that there is a 
lincar rclationship bctween the Al derived from TOMS and 
the Sun photometer AOT over regions of biomass burning and 
African dust, even though the TOMS detection is dependent 
on the altitude of the aerosol layer and the nature of the 
aerosol, as predicted by theoretical simulations [Torres et al., 
1998]. 
For this study our comparison between the TOMS and 
POLDER aerosol products will be limited to the 8-month 
lifetime of POLDER ADEOS (November 1996 to June 1997). 
Howcver, it should be noted that additional flights of 
POLDER instruments are planned over the next decade. Since 
the POLDER aerosol products have not been validated over 

land surfaces, wc will limit our comparisons with TOMS 
oceanic regions. Finally, wc will consider only the posit 
values of the TOMS Al, so that the TOMS data will sh' 
mainly the UV -absorbing aerosols, th at is, desert dust a 
carbonaceous aerosols. ln sorne instances this will produce 
apparent discrcpancy between the TOMS data (with sulfa 
purposely omitted) and the POLDER retrieval that inclue 
both types. 
The POLDER aerosol products are delivered over a grid of 
x 18 km2, whereas the TOMS data used in this study < 

uniformly gridded 1evel-3 product ( 1 °latitude 
1.25°longitude, approximately Il 0 x 138 km2 at le 
latitudes). 

3. Global Aerosol Distributions Over Oceans 

Plate 1 shows the global distributions of the absorbing . 
derived from Earth-Probe TOMS (over both continents a1 
oceans) and of AOT at 865 nm and Angstrom coefticie 
(865-670 nm) derived from ADEOS POLDER (over ocea 
only). The results are presented in four maps of 2-mon 
averaged products, for the 8-month time period of da 
available for this study (from November 1996 to June 1997). 
Both POLDER and TOMS images show that over ocean 
regions most of the aerosol content is locatcd over the nor 
tropical Atlantic, west of the African coast. Accordingly wi 
observations from other sensors such as A VHRR [Husar c 

al., 1997], the north tropical Atlantic appears to be the oceani 
region where the larges! and more persistent aerosol amount 
are found. POLDER and TOMS show very consistent seasom 
shifts of the aerosol plume in this region. The plume is at it 
maximum extent in May-June, when it reaches into th 
Caribbean. During the winter (January-February) the plume r
located further south duc to the seasonal shift of th. 
Intertropical Convergence Zone. ln general, the POLDEF 
Angstrom coefficients show values lower than 0.6 in the nort! 
tropical Atlantic region, as expected under the influence o 
coarse mode particles of Saharan dust. Over the equatoria 
Atlantic, west of the Gulf of Guinea, the most intense plum< 
appears in January-February and is probably associated witt 
both dust and biomass burning aerosols. lndeed, it has been 
shown in this region that winter is the season when mineral 
dust from Sahara and Sahel is transported over the Gulf of 
Guinea in the low latitudes· and toward South America 
[Morales, 1979; Prospero et al., 1981 ]. lt is remarkable to 
note that over both equatorial and north tropical Atlantic the 
aerosol plumes retrieved by POLDER and TOMS have very 
similar dimensions and show the same seasonal variabilities as 
that observed by AVHRR [Swap et al., 1996; Husar et al., 
1997]. 
Both TOMS and POLDER show a biomass buming signal 
over the south tropical Atlantic, west of the coast of Angola. 
The plume appears in May-June, which corresponds to the 
beginning of the season of the southem Africa savanna and 
grassland tires, which occur mostly in July-September 
[Andreae et al., 1994]. The high Angstrom coefficients 
retrieved by POLDER in this region are consistent with 
submicronie tire smoke particles. For the other oceanic 
regions, both POLDER and TOMS show much more moderate 
aerosol amounts than over the Atlantic Ocean, with POLDER 
AOT below 0.4 and TOMS Al below 1. In general, POLDER 
seems to detect more aerosols than TOMS does, especially 
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Plate L Global distributions of Earth-Probe TOMS-derived absorbing aerosol index, ADEOS POLDER
derived aerosol optical thickness at 865 nm, and Angstrôm coefficient (865-670 nm) for the four 2-month 
ti mc pcriods bctween November 1996 and June 1997. Note th at wh en the POLDER-retrieved aerosol optical 
thickness is less than 0.1, no rctricval is made for the Angstrôm exponcnt. Thesc arcas corrcsponding to "no 
retrieval" arc in white on Plate 1. The TOMS aerosol index is retrieved over both oceanic and continental 
surfaces, whcrcas the POLDER products arc shown ovcr oceanic regions only. The white triangles indicatc 
the regions for which the rctricval of aerosol by TOMS and POLDER arc compared. 
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ovcr the lndian Ocean (off the coast of Arabia and lndia) and 
ovcr the Pacifie Ocean (off the coast of Asia). Th esc 
differences may be explained by the presence of non-UV
absorbing aerosols (sulfates particlcs, not included in the 
positive Al values) or the lower altitude of the aerosol layer 
which makes the TOMS retrieval of Al less sensitive to 
absorbing aerosols. Moreover, the transport of mineral dust 
particles over the Arabian Sea is known to occur mainly in 
summer (from July to August) [ Husar et al., 1997]. This can 
explain the rather moderate signal detected by TOMS and 
POLDER over this region during May-June, which is 
relative! y earl y in the dusty season. lt can be noted that Plate 1 
also shows noticeable aerosols over the north tropical Pacifie 
Ocean (just north of the equator) in spring and carly summer 
on the TOMS data, but missing in the POLDER AOT. 
lnterestingly, similar to TOMS data, noticeable aerosols have 
also been observed by A VHRR in March, April, and May in 
the same region [Husar et al., 1997]. Since this is a region 
with less influence from the aerosols originated over land, it is 
not clear whether this plume is related to a "real" aerosol 
signal or to other features (as a signal related to the 
information retrieved by each instrument, for example). 

4. Comparison for Selected Sites 

Based on the monthly images presented on Plate 1, we 
select eight oceanic sites under the influence of different 
aerosol continental sources and for which it is interesting to 
investigate the consistency of the TOMS and POLDER 
retrieval. The positions of these sites are indicatcd on the 
TOMS images shown in Plate 1 (white triangles). Three sites 
are located in the Atlantic Ocean (NW Africa, Gulf of Gu inca, 
and Angola), one site is located in the Mediterranean Sea 
(eastern Mediterranean), two sites in the lndian Ocean 
(Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal), and two sites in the Pacifie 
Ocean (East China Sea and Sea of Japan). For this comparison 
the positive values of the TOMS Al, the POLDER AOT, a~d 
Angstrêim coefficients are averaged ovcr a box of 2° in latitude 
and 2.5° in longitude. The latitude and longitude of the center 
of each box is given in Table 1. ln Table 1 the sites are 
classified by arder of inereasing averaged Angstrôm 
coefficients. Thus the lowest Angstrêim retrieved by POLDER 
are over NW Africa, Arabi an Sea, Gulf of Guinea, and eastern 
Mediterranean; this is consistent with the location of these 
regions, relatively close to desert areas. By contras!, the 
highest POLDER Angstrôm coefficients are retrieved over the 
Pacifie Ocean (Sea of Japan and East China Sea), Bay of 
Bengal, and Angola. ln these regions the aerosol content 
appears to be dominated by smaller particles, similar to thosc 
emitted by biomass burning fires (as in the Angola region). 

4.1. Monthly Variations 

Figure 1 shows the monthly mean values of the TOMS
derived Al and POLDER AOT at 670 nm for the eight 
locations described above. Since the TOMS Earth Probe 
continued to provide data after the POLDER ADEOS failure 
in late June 1997, the Al is reported until October 1997. 
Figure 1 shows, in general, a good correspondcnce betwcen 
the POLDER and TOMS temporal variability. 
Table 1 shows th at the NW Africa and the Gulf of Guinea are 
the regions whcrc the averagcd TOMS Al and POLDER AOT 
arc the highcst ovcr the pcriod Novcmber 1996 to June 1997. 

For the NW Africa box, Figure 1 shows that POLDER 
TOMS present maximums in Fcbruary and June, in agrccn 
with the Saharan dust transport ovcr this region that oc< 
bath in win ter and summer at higher altitude [ Chiapello et 
1995; Prospero and Carlson, 1972]. ln the region of Gui 
Guinea, the larges! aerosol amounts arc recorded from Jam 
to March, in agreement with previous observations f1 
A VHRR in this region [Husar et al., 1997]. This maxirr 
can be related to winter transport of dust over the Guli 
Guinea, but biomass-buming products are likely to contrit 
to the aerosol content as weil. For the SW Africa region 
the coast of Angola, TOMS shows a maximum Al occun 
in austral winter (June-September), the dry season in soutt 
Africa. This maximum does not appear as intense in 
variations of the POLDER AOT at !east for June. Howe 
the mean Angstrôm coefficient derived from POLDER c 
this region during May-June elearly shows the influencE 
small partiel es (see Table 1 ), as expected under the influe 
of biomass buming aerosols. The monthly averaged A 
derived from A VHRR in this region shows maximum val 
in austral winter (August-September) [Husar et al., 1997] 
agreement with the seasonal variations of the TOMS Al. 
eastern Mediterranean and Arabian Sea, two sites impacted 
desert dust, the aerosol contents retrieved by both TOMS ; 
POLDER appear more limited in intensity. Over 
Mediterranean region the maximum of POLDER AOT ; 
TOMS Al appear from April to June. This seasonality is 
agreement with the dust transport from North Africa whicl 
known to be the greatest during spring and sumr 
[Bergametti et al., 1989a, 1989b; Moulin et al., 1998]. For 
Arabian Sea region, the occurrence of maximum in June (fr, 
POLDER AOT) and July-August (from TOMS Al) is v' 
consistent with previous observations from A VHRR [Husat 
al., 1997]. ln the Pacifie region (i.e., for the sites East Ch 
Sea and Sea of Japan) the seasonal variations of the POLDI 
AOT and the TOMS Al show maximum during the spri 
months. Asia is known to be an important source of des 
dust, anthropogenic su1fur, and biomass burning produc 
Aerosol mcasurements in the North Pacifie Ocean have shm 
that the concentrations of these constituents general! y presE 
maximum in spring [Prospero et al., 1989; Savoie et al., 198 
Arimoto et al., 1996; Carmichael et al., 1997], in agreeme 
with the observations of TOMS and POLDER. ln the Bay 
Bengal both TOMS and POLDER record a peak in Marc 
Considering the rather high values of the POLDER Angstrô 
associated to this peak (about 0.8, see Table 1), we can suspe 
it to be related to biomass burning activities in Bangladesh ar 
northcrn Burma, which seem to occur during March throug 
May [Hao and Liu, 1994]. 

4.2. Relations Between the TOMS Al and POLDER AOT 

For each of the sites discussed above, Table 2 reports th 
correlation coefficients and slopes of the relationship obtaine 
between the TOMS Al and the POLDER AOT computed < 

440, 670, and 865 nm, along with the number of da) 
available with coïncident POLDER and TOM$ data for eac 
site. The POLDER AOT at 440 nm is computed from the AO 
at 865 nm and the Angstrôm coefficient, which is assumed t 
be unchanged over the ranges 670-865 and 440-865 nm. Th 
results are reported both over an 8-month ti me period and OV( 

a 2-month timescalc. Our rcsults indicatc that, dcpending o 
the season, the con·elation obtained between the TOMS Al an 
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Table 1. POLDER Mean Angstrom Coefficients (670-865 nm), POLDER Mean Aerosol 
Optical Thickncss at 670 nm, and TOMS Mean Aerosol Index for Each Oceanic Region 

Time Period 

Global 
Nov.-Dec. 
Jan.-Feb. 
March.-April 
May-June 

Global 
Nov.-Dec. 
Jan.-Feb. 
March-April 
May-June 

Global 
Nov.-Dec. 
Jan.-Feb. 
March-April 
May-June 

Global 
Nov.- Dcc. 
Jan.-Feb. 
March-April 
May-June 

Global 
Nov.- Dcc. 
Jan.-Fcb. 
March-April 
May-June 

Global 
Nov.-Dec. 
Jan.-Feb. 
March-April 
May-June 

Global 
Nov.-Dcc. 
Jan.-Fcb. 
March-Ap1il 
May-June 

Global 
Nov.-Dec. 
Jan.-Feb. 
March-April 
May-June 

POLDER POLDER 
Mean Angstrom Mean AOT 670 nm 

NW A.frica, /6°N, 22.5°W 
0.22 0.40 
0.22 0.28 
0.20 0.53 
0.26 0.44 
0.22 0.50 

Arabi an Sea. /8°N. 58. 75°E 
0.37 0.27 
0.31 0.18 
0.28 0.25 
0.51 0.28 
0.31 0.33 

Gu/( o(Guinea. 5°N, 20°W 
0.40 0.42 
0.49 0.26 
0.36 0.62 
0.41 0.42 

Eas/ern Medi/erranean, 35°N, 25°E 
0.53 0.19 
0.48 0.18 
0.35 0.14 
0.62 0.19 
0.65 0.23 

Easl China Sea, 2/ 0 N, 118.75°1: 
0.55 0.22 

0.58 0.28 
0.46 0.17 

Angola, 1 oos. 1 0°E 
0.68 0.25 

0.25 0.25 

0.83 0.26 
Bay o(Bengal, /9°N, 87.5°[ 

0.73 0.35 
0.71 0.29 
0.76 0.32 
0.81 0.40 
0.48 0.45 

Sea of Japan, 40°N, /32.5°E 
0.78 0.25 
0.53 0.17 
0.56 0.19 
1.03 0.31 
1.09 0.38 

TOMS 
Mean Al 

0.78 
0.70 
0.90 
0.58 
0.98 

0.30 
0.16 
0.25 
0.30 
0.46 

0.83 
0.74 
1.15 
0.76 

0.31 
0.36 
0.24 
0.21 
0.36 

0.29 

0.50 
0.15 

0.57 

0.77 

0.53 

0.43 
0.33 
0.28 
0.76 
0.36 

0.53 
0.49 
0.54· 
0.54 
0.60 

The rcsulls are rcported for the whole ti me period (November 1, 1996, to June 29, 1997, 
designatcd as "global") and for 2-month ti me pcriods. The li nes with no data correspond to the lack 
of coincident days for POLDER and TOMS observations during the period. The latitude and 
longitude of the center of the box in which the comparison is performcd are indicated in the first 
li ne. Each box has a size of2° in latitude and 2.5° in longitude. 
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the POLDER AOT vary significantly. Figure 2 reports for 
each site the data from the season giving the best correlation 
bctwccn the TOMS Al and the POLDER AOT at 670 nm. ln 
general, a good correlation is obtained during the period of 
maximum aerosol content detccted by TOMS and POLDER. 
Thus in the NW Africa region the correlation coefficients are 
high in January-Fcbruary and May-June (r abovc 0.84 at the 
thrce wavelcngths), which arc months associated with the 
maximum ofTOMS Al and POLDER AOT (sec Table 1 ). 

is the period of aerosol peaks associated with maximum dust 
transport. lt is striking to note that in the regions of Gulf of 
Guinea, East China Sea, and Angola, the correlation 
coefficients obtained when fitting the TOMS and POLDER 
data from the wholc pcriod are abovc 0.75 at 670 nm. 

Howevcr, Figure 2 shows that thcsc correlations improvc 
when plotting the data only for the period of the maximum 
concentrations. 

For the Arabian Sca and eastern Mcditcrranean regions the 
bcst correlation coefficients arc obtaincd in May-June, which 

For the Bay of Bengal region a good correlation is obtained 
bctween TOMS and POLDER for the March-April time 
period, corresponding to the aerosol peaks. The Sea of Japan is 
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figure 1. Monthly mean of Earth-Probe TOMS absorbing aerosol index and ADEOS POLDER aerosol 
optical thickness at 670 nm for various oceanic regions. The locations of the regions are reported in Table 1. 
Note that the aerosol optical thickness at 670 nm is computed from the POLDER aerosol optical thickness at 
865 nm and the POLDER Angstrôm coefficient (865-670 nm). 
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Table 2. Correlation Coefficients and Slopes of the Relationship Obtained Between the TOMS Al and the POLDER 
AOT at 865, 670, and 440 nm for Each Oceanic Region 

Numberof 865 nm 670 nm 440 nm 
Time Period Coïncident Days 

SI ope r SI ope r SI ope r 

NW Afi'ica 
Global 42 1.7 0.67 1.6 0.67 1.5 0.68 
Nov.-Dec. 20 1.4 0.48 1.4 0.52 1.3 0.57 
Jan.-Feb. 9 2.8 0.86 2.7 0.85 2.4 0.84 
March-April 5 0.9 0.66 0.9 0.71 0.8 0.76 
May-June 8 2.7 0.86 2.7 0.87 2.7 0.88 

Arabian Sea 
Global 62 1.2 0.65 1.1 0.64 0.8 0.59 
Nov.-Dec. 13 -0.1 0.05 -0.1 0.09 -0.2 0.15 
Jan.-Feb. 14 0.9 0.56 0.8 0.54 0.7 0.49 
March-April 19 0.4 0.24 0.3 0.23 0.2 0.19 
May-June 16 1.2 0.69 1.2 0.70 1.1 0.69 

Gulf of Guinea 
Global 27 1.9 0.74 1.8 0.77 1.6 0.81 
Nov.-Dec. 7 6.6 0.91 4.8 0.90 2.7 0.87 
Jan.-Feb. 10 2.2 0.86 2.1 0.88 1.9 0.91 
March-April 6 1.4 0.48 1.3 0.50 1.2 0.54 
May-June 4 

Eastern Mediterranean 
Global 67 2.6 0.74 2.2 0.70 1.4 0.56 
Nov.-Dec. 18 1.1 0.58 1.1 0.56 0.8 0.47 
Jan.-Feb. 16 -0.2 0.05 0.4 0.13 0.6 0.31 
March-April 10 2.1 0.81 1.5 0.69 0.6 0.42 
May-June 23 4 0.90 3.6 0.86 2.6 0.72 

East China Sea 
Global 20 2 0.71 1.8 0.75 1.4 0.79 
Nov.-Dec. 2 
Jan.-Feb. 1 
March-April 8 3 0.97 2.4 0.97 1.6 0.94 
May-June 9 0.1 0.08 0.1 0.11 0.1 0.16 

Angola 
Global 20 6.4 0.85 5 0.88 2.6 0.84 
Nov.-Dec. 3 
Jan.-Feb. 6 4.8 0.88 4 0.84 2.4 0.72 
March-April 0 
May-June Il 6.8 0.85 5 0.91 2.9 0.96 

Bay of Bengal 
Global 78 1.6 0.50 1.4 0.55 1 0.57 
Nov.-Dec. 22 0.1 0.06 0.1 0.07 0.1 0.08 
Jan.-Feb. 27 0.5 0.27 0.4 0.28 0.2 0.29 
March-April 21 3.6 0.78 3 0.86 1.8 0.87 
May-June 8 1.4 0.71 1.3 0.68 1 0.61 

Sea ofJapan 
Global 66 1.4 0.37 1 0.40 0.6 0.42 
Nov.-Dec. 19 2.3 0.55 2.1 0.58 1.8 0.61 
Jan.-Feb. 16 1.8 0.32 1.2 0.27 0.6 0.18 
March-April 22 1.4 0.30 1.4 0.43 1 0.58 
May-June 9 1.8 0.50 1.2 0.47 0.6 0.42 

The number of days available with coïncident TOMS and POLDER data is indicated. The results are reported for the whole 
ti me period (November 1, 1996, to June 29, 1997) and for 2-month ti me periods. 

the only site for which ali the correlation coefficients between 
POLDER and TOMS are below 0.6. Figure 2 shows that at 
this site the POLDER retrieved AOT is below 0.35, a rather 
moderate value. As a possible explanation to the absence of 
correlation between TOMS and POLDER at this site, severa! 
studies of aerosol in the Pacifie Ocean have indicated that this 
region is impacted by aerosols from different sources, 
especially mineral dust and sulfates from industrial activities, 
which are likely to be intemally mixed [Horai et al., 1993; 
Parungo et al., 1995; Dentener et al., 1996]. Such a mixture 
will complicate the use of Al from TOMS in this region. 

Figure 2 and Table 2 show that depending on the location and 
the wavelength we obtain different slopes for the relationship 
between the TOMS Al and POLDER AOT. At 440 nm the 
slopes of the best fit obtained for the NW Africa, Gulf of 
Guinea, and eastern Mediterranean sites range between 1.9 
and 2.7 (see Table 2). These values are in the same range as 
th ose obtained by Hsu et al. [ 1999] wh en comparing the 
TOMS Al to sunphotometer measurements of AOT performed 
in the Sahel and NW Atlantic regions. For the Arabian Sea 
region the slope of the fit obtained in May-June is significantly 
lower (1.1 at 440 nm). For the regions characterized by higher 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Earth-Probe TOMS absorbing aerosol index with ADEOS POLDER aerosol optical 
thickncss at 670 nm for the different oceanic regions described in Table 1 and for the time period which 
allows the bcst linear relation (sec Table 2). The solid !ines represent the regression fits to the data (POLDER 
AOT at 670 nm). The dottcd and dashed !ines represent the fits obtained with POLDER AOT at 440 and 865 
nm, respectively. The equations and correlation coefficients for the regression !ines are reported in Table 2. 
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Angstrom coefficients, that is, East China Sea, Angola, and 
Bay of Bengal, the slopes of the best fit range from 1.6 to 2.9 
at 440 nm. The value of 2.9 obtained for the Angola region in 
May-June is relatively high compared to the one retrieved by 
Hsu et al. [ 1999] using AOT measured in Zambia during the 
buming season (June-October). However, the differences in 
the season and range of AOT (ours are below 0.6) may be 
sufficient to explain these deviations in the relation between 
the TOMS Al and the AOT. 
Our comparisons suggest that, depending on the geographical 
situation, a given amount of aerosol optical thickness can lead 
to a large range of Al (overall the slopes range between 1.1 
and 2.9 at 440 nm). The two parameters which are known to 
play dominant roles in the relationship between the TOMS Al 
and AOT are the altitude of the aerosol layer and the single
scattering albedo (which depends on the nature of the aerosol) 
[Torres et al., 1998; Hsu et al., 1999]. These two parameters 
are likely to be variable from one region to another, which is 
probably sufficient to exp lain the variability of the TOMS Al -
POLDER AOT relationship. 

5. Conclusions 

ln this paper we investigate the relationship between the 
TOMS Al and the POLDER derived-AOT over oceans and in 
particular at eight sites located in the Atlantic Ocean, 
Mediterranean Sea, lndian Ocean, and Pacifie Ocean. ln 
general, the spatial distributions and monthly variations of the 
aerosol content derived from TOMS and POLDER are very 
consistent and also in good agreement with other instrument's 
observations over oceanic regions such as those from A VHRR 
[ Husar et al., 1997]. At ali sites, with the exception of the Sea 
of Japan, our results indicate that, during the time period of 
maximum aerosol content, a linear correlation exists between 
the TOMS Al and POLDER AOT. ln the region of the Sea of 
Japan we suspect the occurrence of mixtures of different 
aerosol types (i.e., mineral dust, soot, and sulfate) as an 
explanation of the poor correlation observed between TOMS 
and POLDER. Moreover, it can be noted that among ali the 
sites, the POLDER AOT at the Sea of Japan has the lowest 
maxtmum value, and the highest averaged Angstrom 
coefficient. 

Our results, although limited to an 8-month time period, 
suggest that TOMS and POLDER aerosol retrievals are very 
consistent over the oceanic regions under the influence of 
biomass burning aerosols and desert dust. The good 
correlation obtained between the POLDER AOT and the 
TOMS Al are remarkable considering the totally different 
approaches of the Iwo instruments and the uncertainties 
inherent to each method. The results of these comparisons 
confirm that mineral dust and biomass-burning aerosol 
distributions can be retrieved using different techniques, either 
in the UV or in the visible range. The main advantage of the 
TOMS detection in the UV is to offer the retrieval of aerosol 
distributions over both continents and oceans. The principal 
limitation of this method is that the aerosol optical thickness of 
UV -absorbing aerosols cannot be derived without an 
assumption of the altitude of the aerosol layer. ln contras!, 
POLDER allows the retrieval of physical quantities, that is, 
aerosol optical thickness and Angstrêim coefficients, but at this 
point only over oceans. lt certainly remains one of the main 
challenges in the field of aerosol remote sensing from space to 
retrieve optical thickness of aerosols over both continental and 
oceanic surfaces. 
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ABSTRACT 
The polarization measurements achieved by the POLDER instrument on ADEOS-1 are used for 
the remote sensing of aerosols over land surfaces. The key advantage of using polarized 
observations is their ability to systematically correct for the ground contribution whereas the 
classical approach using naturallight fails. The estimation of land surface polarizing properties 
from POLDER has been examined in a previous paper. Here we consider how the optical 
thickness, ôo, and Ângstrôm exponent, a, of aerosols are derived from the polarized light 
backscattered by the particles. The inversion scheme is detailed and illustrative results are 
presented. Maps of the retrieved optical thickness allow for detection of large aerosol features 
and, in the case of small aerosols, the ôo and a retrievals are consistent with correlative 
ground-based measurements. However, because polarized light stems mainly from small 
particles, the results are biased for aerosol distributions containing coarser modes of particles. 
To overcome this limitation, an aerosol index defined as the product AI= ô0a is proposed. 
Theoretical analysis and comparison with ground-based measurements suggest that AI is 
approximately the same when using ôo and a related to the entire aerosol size distribution or 
derived from the polarized light originating from the small polarizing particles alone. This 
invariance is specially assessed by testing the continuity of AI across coastlines, given the 
unbiased properties of aerosol retrieval over ocean. Although reducing the information 
concerning the aerosols, this single parameter allows a link between the POLDER aerosol 
surveys over land and ocean. POLDER aerosol index global maps enable the monitoring of 
major aerosol sources over continental areas. 
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1-INTRODUCTION 

Recognition of the climatic influence of the aerosols (Hansen and Lacis, 1990; Charlson et al., 
1992) has led to large efforts for improving their global monitoring from satellite. Over the 
ocean, where the aerosol remote sensing is tractable from measurements at near infrared 
wavelengths, the aerosol survey has been engaged long ago from satellite imagery (Fraser, 1976; 
Quentzel and Koepke, 1984; Rao et al. 1988; Higurashi and Nakajima, 1999). Presently, aerosol 
maps are derived routinely from NOAA/ A VHRR data (Stowe et al., 1992; Husar et al., 1997), 
and improved characterization of the aerosols are or should be derived from new remote 
sensing instruments like OCTS (Ocean Color Temperature Scanner, Nakajima et al., 1999), 
SeaWiFS (Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor, Gordon and Wang, 1994), POLDER 
(POLarization and Directionality of Earth's Reflectances, Deuzé et al. 1999), MISR (Multiangle 
Imaging Spectroradiometer, Kahn et al., 1998), or MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer, Tanré et al., 1997). 

By contrast, the aerosol remote sensing over land surfaces, where the main aerosol sources are 
located, is much less advanced because of the difficulty to discriminate the aerosol contribution 
from the ground one in TOA (top of the atmosphere) measurements. The problem has been 
approached by different ways, for example from the reflectance of clark targets (Kaufman and 
Sendra, 1988), the adjacency effect of the aerosols (Kaufman and Joseph, 1982; Tanré et al., 
1988), or their effect on the apparent temperature of desertic areas (Legrand et al., 1988). 
Recently, first monitoring of UV-absorbing aerosols, both over land and ocean, has been 
achieved by using the ultraviolet measurements of TOMS/Nimbus 7 (Herman J.R. et al., 1997; 
Torres et al., 1998). Here again, the new generation of remote sensing instruments should 
improve the characterization of the aerosols from clark dense vegetation reflectance (Kaufman 
et al., 1997a, b), multiangle imagery (Martonchik, 1997) or polarization measurements (Herman 
et al., 1997). Here we examine the capacity of directional polarization measurements, using the 
8 month data acquired by POLDER aboard ADEOS 1. The remote sensing of aerosols is based 
on the polarized light that they backscatter, by expecting that correction in TOA measurements 
of the polarized light reflected by surfaces should be more tractable than correction of the total 
reflected light. 

The wide field of view imaging spectroradiometer POLDER on ADEOS-1 provided, from 
November 1996 to the end of ADEOS, on June 1997, multispectral, multidirectional and 
polarized measurements of the Earth's reflectances. The wide field of view optics and the 
matrix array detector of POLDER provide bidimensional pictures of the Earth's surface that 
allow to observe every day every 6kmx7km ground pixel, from 13 different viewing geometries 
during the same orbit. A rotating filter wheel provides radiance measurements in 9 channels 
ranging from 443 to 910 nm. Moreover, the channels centered at 443, 670 and 865 nm, are 
equipped with polaroïds which permits measurements of the polarization (Deschamps et al., 
1994). 

The aerosol retrieval from these measurements is detailed in Section 2. The polarized light 
scattered by the aerosols is firstly estimated by correcting the molecular and surface influences, 
which needs convenient modeling of the POLDER measurements and surface BPDF 
(Bidirectional Polarization Distribution Function). By processing multitemporal series of 
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POLDER data, Nadal and Bréon (1999) have developed BPDF models of the land surfaces 
which have been entered in the inversion scheme. Presently, the 443 nm data are not used. At 
this wavelength, the molecular contribution dominates largely the measurements so that, 
because of the uncertainty in the calibration factor of the blue channel, there is too little 
accuracy in the remaining aerosol contribution to use in an aerosol inversion scheme. Finally, 
comparison of the aerosol polarization measurements in the 670 and 865 nm channels with 
calculations for a set of aerosol models provides the optical thickness of the particles at the 

wavelength Â0 =865 nm, 80 , and their Ângstrôm exponent, a, such that Ô1 = 80(~ 1 Âofa 
between wavelengths Âo=865 nm and Â1=670 nm. 

The applicability of the method is examined in Section 3 and examples of level 2 aerosol 
products, a and 80 , over land are shown. Sorne large aerosol features are recognizable in daily 
maps of the retrieved optical thickness. Section 4 present comparisons of the POLDER results 
with correlative ground-based measurements. The retrieved parameters a and Ô0 are 
significant in the case of small aerosols, like biomass burning events, but are generally biased. 
Because polarized light is mainly sensitive to scattering by small particles and cannat detect 
coaser modes of aerosols, a and 80 are probably related to the small mode of particles, leading 
to an overestimation of the Ângstrôm exponent and underestimation of the optical thickness in 
the case of bimodal size distribution of the particles. In a first approach it is proposed, in Section 
5, to combine the two parameters into a simple aerosol index, AI= aôo, which should be 
almost the same when using for a and 80 either the biased parameters derived from 
polarization or those corresponding to the whole size distribution. This aerosol index makes 
possible to link the two different aerosol surveys performed by POLDER over land and over the 
ocean, and global maps of AI provide a new monitoring of the major aerosol sources over 
continental areas, including desertic particles. 

2-AEROSOL RETRIEVAL FROM POLARIZED UGHT 

2-1- Scheme of the aerosol retrieval. 
The principle of the method has been discussed previously (Herman et al., 1997). Ground-based 
measurements suggest that the polarized light reflected by ground targets is small and stable 
enough to allow correction in TOA measurements, and we assume that these surface BPDF 
have been determined. Then, the POLDER data can provide at several wavelengths À, and for 
several scattering angles 0, the polarized light scattered by the aerosols, that is about Ô

0
q

0
(0) 

where Ô
0 

is the optical thickness of the aerosols and qa (0) their polarized phase function, i.e. 

{1) 

where Pa(E>)is the phase function and PaCE>) the polarization ratio for single scattering of the 
aerosols. The derivation of ÔaqaCE>) from the measurements is detailed in Section 2-2. We 
examine here how the aerosol retrieval may be achieved from Ô0 qa{E>), instead of Ô0 p0 (0) in 
the classical approach from total radiance measurements. 

The inversion seems more delicate because the polarized phase function q
0
(0) is more 

versatile than the normalized phase function p
0
(0). Ground-based measurements, however, 
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suggest that at near infrared wavelengths (À= 850nm to À= 1650nm) q/E>) is reasonably 
definite for many terrestrial aerosols (Verrneulen et al., 1999). Figure 1 shows examples of 
qa (E>) functions measured from the ground for different kinds of aerosols. Most aerosols 
exhibit rather stable polarized phase functions, except desertic particles whose polarization is 
typically 5 to 10 times lower. The POLDER measurements over ocean now will allow to enlarge 
estimations of q/E>) to a broader class of terrestrial aerosols. The present scheme is based on 
monomodal aerosol models whose polarization mimics the main behavior of the data set in Fig. 
1. Log-normal size distributions have been retained (see Section 2-3), with fixed value of the 
standard deviation Œ, and several values of the modal radius r, and refractive index m, of the 
aerosols. Figure 2 shows examples of the resulting polarized phase functions, for m =1.40. They 
agree reasonably with observations. 
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To select the best model from the measurements, one may look at the directional behavior of 
qa(E>) within the different viewing directions of POLDER, or/and to the spectral behavior of 
ôaqa(E>) in the 3 polarized channels. The interval of scattering angles varies from a few degrees 
to more than 80° depending on the target latitude and localization within the POLDER swath 
(Bréon et al., 1997). As explained previously, the present results are obtained by using only the 
670 and 865 nrn data. (The measurements at 443 nrn are not retained because of the difficulty to 
perforrn correction of the large molecular contribution in this channel). In these conditions, Figs. 
3 and 4 show that retrieval of the aerosol model is rather delicate. 
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For a few models, Figs. 3 shows how qa (8) 1 qa (1 00°) varies according to the particle refractive 
index and Ângstrom exponent (or particle mean dimension). Except for large particles which 
exhibit characteristic polarization features in backscattering directions, the expected directional 
effects are quite small. Practically, for a larger than 1.35, the q/E>) functions in Fig.3 differ 
on1y by a multiplicative factor. 
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On the other hand, for the same aerosol models, Figs. 4 show how the polarized light varies as a 
function of the observation wavelength. The spectral dependance of the polarized light is 
estimated here by 

(2) 

with 8 0 = 100° and Â0 = 850nm . The spectral information is much more relia ble than the 
directional one, although restricting to channels at 670 and 865 mn limits the sensitivity of the 
method. 

2-2-Modeling of the measurements 
We consider cloud free POLDER pixels, selected according to the cloud screening algorithm of 
Bréon and Colzy (1999). Preliminary correction of the influences of the gaseous absorption 
(Hagolle et al., 1999;Vesperini et al., 1999) and of the stratospheric aerosol contribution 
(Lafrance and Herman, 1998} is performed. To reduce the noise level, the aerosol algorithm is 
applied to 3x3 POLDER pixels (i.e. about 20 x 20 km areas). Moreover viewing directions 
corresponding to specular reflection within 3° are eliminated in arder to avoid contamination 
by the sunglint from sub-pixel water surfaces (lakes, bogs ... ). 

The partially polarized light at TOA is assumed to be linearly polarized, and the 3 
measurements performed in a POLDER polarized channel are converted (Hagolle et al., 1996) 
into the Stokes' parameters (/0,f2o,U0 ) with 

Io = L, Qo = Lp cos(21f! o), Uo = Lp sin(21f/ o) (3) 
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where L and LP are the normalized radiance and polarized radiance, i.e. L(LP) = nL' (L~) 1 E 

where E is the solar irradiance at TOA and L' (L~) the radiance (polarized radiance). Here, the 
Stokes' parameters are referred to axes linked to the meridian plane which contains the viewing 
direction; in eq.(3), lflo is therdore the angle between the polarisation direction and the 
meridian plane (-TC 12 < lflo <+TC/2). The accuracy of the polarization measurements have 
been controled by using observations of the sunglint over the ocean (Toubbé et al., 1999) and is 
estimated as about ±2 percent polarization (Hagolle et al., 1999). 

Given the uncertainties, the measurements are modeled in a simplified way by considering only 
the polarized light corresponding to single scattering by aerosols, single scattering by 
molecules, and direct reflection on the surface. Because primary scattering largely dominates 
the polarized light this approximation is sufficient to take into account most of the polarized 
light in channels centered at 670 and 865 nm, where molecular scattering is small, and for 
aerosol optical thickness smaller than about 0.25 (Bréon et al., 1997, Lafrance 1997). Single 
scattering by molecules or disordered particles gives polarized light perpendicular or parallel to 
the scattering plane, which contains the solar and viewing directions. Similarly, BPDF are 
modeled by assuming that the polarized light cornes from specular reflection on surface 
elements whose the normal bissects the solar and viewing directions. The resulting polarization, 
therefore, is perpendicular to the scattering plane also. Thus, by referring the Stokes' parameters 
to axes perpendicular and parallel to the scattering plane (i.e. with 1f1 =0 or TC 12 for the angle 
between the polarisation direction and the normal to the scattering plane), each polarized term 
reduces into its Q parameter, Q = LP cos(21f1) = ±LP, with 

Qa =8aqa(8)!(4cos8v), 
Qm = 8m (z)qm (8) /(4 cos8v), 

Qg =L~. 

(4a) 
(4b) 

(4c) 

where ev (es) is the zenith viewing (solar) angle and Q the sun incident angle on the surface 
element (i.e. (n- 8) /2 ); the molecular polarized phase function, qm (8), is positive while the 
aerosol polarized phase function, qa(8), may be positive or negative for polarization direction 

respectively perpendicular or parallel to the scattering plane; the BPDF modeling gives L~ 

positive; note that the molecular optical thickness, 8m(Z), is scaled according to the altitude of 
the target. Finally, the normalized polarized radiance at TOA, referred by this way, is written 

(5) 

where the exponential transmission terms account for the screening effects of the upper 
molecular layer and aerosol layer on the polarized light from lower layers ; f3 accounts for the 
large forward scattering of the aerosols which reduces their screening effect on the polarized 
light from the ground (Bréon et al., 1995; Lafrance, 1997). For typical surface BPDF and aerosol 
models, simulations of the TOA polarized radiance have been performed with vertical mixing 
of the molecules and aerosols. The aerosol and molecule number densities were given 
exponential profiles with respective scale heights 2km and 8km. The results show that, with 
f3 ""0.50, eq.(5) is accurate within about 0.0001 at 865nm and 0.0002 at 670 nm for aerosol 
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optical thickness smaller than 0.25 and viewing angles smaller than 60° (Lafrance, 1997). ). The 
accuracy of eq.(5) decreases for larger aerosol optical thicknesses. 

On the other hand, given COn, U0 ) and the observation geometry, the angle lfl meas between the 
observed polarization direction and the normal to the scattering plane is evaluated. Of course, 
because of the multiple scattering, scattering/ reflection processes, and measurement errors, 
lfl meas is not exactly 0 or TC 1 2. Numerical simulations, however, show that for the 865 and 670 
nm wavelengths, lflmeas should depart significantly from 0 or TC 1 2 only when the polarized light 

is nearly null. To be consistent with the simplified modeling, given L";as = ~ ~ + U~ and 

lfl meas' the measured Stokes' parameters referred to the scattering plane are approximated into 
the form 

êmeas = +1 for IV' meas 1< 45o 

êmeas = -1 for IV' meas 1> 45o 
(6) 

Given L~ and the known molecular term, the algorithm consists finally in fitting '4zeas by 
adjusting the aerosol parameters in 

2-3-Aerosol inversion 
Crude modelings only of surface BPDFs were known before the POLDER launch (Vanderbilt et 
al., 1990; Rondeaux and Herman, 1991; Bréon et al., 1995). From a preliminary analysis of time 
series measurements of the polarized radiance in the 865nm POLDER channel, Nadal and 
Bréon (1999) have developped improved BPDF models with L! in the form 

(8) 

where RP (.Q) is the Fresnel reflection coefficient for polarized light, calculated for refractive 
index m=1.50. a and f3 are empiric coefficients adjusted for the different classes of land surface 
according to the main IGBP biotypes and the NDVI (Nadal and Bréon, 1999). Equation (8) gives 
values of L! similar to the expected polarized radiance scattered by the aerosols, which 

explains why remote sensing of the aerosols in polarized light should be feasible. We assume 
that the polarized light reflected by surfaces is independent on the wavelength (Vanderbilt et 
al., 1990; Rondeaux and Herman, 1991; Bréon et al., 1995) and so the same BPDF is used in the 
670 nm channel. 

The aerosol modeling consists of tabulations of the q
0
(/l,8) functions and scattering coefficient 

S
0
(A) of the aerosols at 670 and 865 nm. We consider spherical non absorbing particles with 

monomodal size distributions in the form 

dN ( r) = 1 ex [-_!_ (ln r -ln r )2 
] 

d lnr a .J'ln p 2 cr 
(9) 
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Following Shettle and Penn (1979), a value of 0.864 is used for (J. Three values of the aerosol 
real refractive index are considered, rn= 1.33, 1.40 and 1.50, because of possible different 
behaviors of qa(8) in backscattering directions depending on rn (see Figs. 3). For each value of 
rn , 12 values of r are adjusted to provide Ângstrôm exponents ranging from 0.30 to 2.50. 

Given the 2N (2 wavelengths, N viewing directions) measurements, for each aerosol madel the 
error 

(10) 

is minimized by ajusting Ô0 • The retrieved aerosol parameters are the Ângstrôm exponent a 
and optical thickness Ô0 corresponding to the model which gives the smallest residual error 1]. 

Examination of the measurements shows that we never observe the large polarization features 
corresponding to the rainbow of large particles, in Figs. 2 and 3, which could provide valuable 
information on the particle refractive index. Therefore, the refractive index corresponding to the 
selected madel is not expected to be significant and will not be examined. 

3-RESULTS 

3-1-Preliminary qualitative results 

The ability to control the land surface contribution from satellite is a key point of the method. A 
qualitative illustration of this problem is shawn in Plate 1. For each ground pixel of a large 
geographie area, pictures A and B display the maximum and minimum values, over a 30 day 
period, of the polarized radiance measured in the 865 nm channel in the viewing direction 
corresponding to a constant scattering angle, e =120°. The measurements are corrected from 
the molecular term according to eq.(4b). By selecting constant e, thus constant Q, variations of 
the surface BPDF should be minimized. Scattering angle 8 =120° provides good repetitivity of 
the measurements at the considered latitudes and is far enough from the cloud rainbow 
direction (about 140°; Goloub et al., 1994) to prevent contamination of the polarized light by 
residualliquid clouds. 
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Plate 1 

A:Maximum B:Minimum 

Lp=0.02 

Plate 2 

June 23-A June23-B 
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The noiseless behaviors of the pictures give confidence in the results and the mean levels are 
consistent with the expected orders of magnitude. In picture A, with ôa = 4cos fJvLp 1 qa (120°) 
and q/120°) ::0.06 to 0.12 according to Fig. 1, the maximum values, LP = 0.0175, 
correspond to Ôa ::0.35 to 0.70. In picture B, mrrumum values ranging from 
LP = 0.002 to 0.006 are consistent with previous ground-based measurements of vegetation 
and bare soil polarizations (Vanderbilt et al., 1990; Rondeaux and Herman, 1991; Bréon et al., 
1995), and show that land surface polarization is generally no larger than the aerosol one. 
Moreover, the smoothness of the minimum picture confirms that land surface polarization 
exibits lower spatial variability than land surface reflectance, which makes the correction of the 
measurements easier. 
On the other hand, comparison of pictures A and B shows that very clear conditions probably 
never prevail over polluted areas like China or Ganga basin, which prevents estimation of the 
surface polarization by a simple minimum technique. The applicability of the method clearly 
needs sorne general modeling of the land surface BPDF according to the land surface geotype, 
as achieved in Nadal and Bréon (1999). 

Another qualitative example is provided by Plate 2 which shows composites of POLDER 
pictures acquired over occidental south Africa on June 4 and June 23, 1997, respectively at the 
very beginning and at the height of the biomass burning activity as confirmed by the ATSR-2 
fire products (Goloub and Arino, 1999). 
The viewing direction selected for each pixel corresponds again to a constant scattering angle 
(here, 8 =110°). Moreover, the two orbits differ from a few POLDER sub-cycles (about 4 days) 
so that the viewing geometries, and thus the surface contribution, should be nearly the same in 
the two pictures. For each day, images A and B display in true color the radiances and 
polarized radiances measured in the 3 channels. Because of the importance of the molecular 
polarization at 443 nm, the molecular contribution has been substracted from the polarization 
data. Clearly, from June 4 to June 23, the large increase of the extended plume of biomass 
burning aerosols is more discernible in the polarized radiance picture than in the radiance one. 
Note that the yellow color of the polarized picture is a quite persistent feature which shows that 
most aerosols scatter less polarized light at short wavelengths. 

3-2-Level2 aerosol products 

Let us first illustrate the algorithm functioning on typical measurements. Figure 5 shows the 
case of a pixel in the Ganga valley, near New Delhi. Rather than level 1 data (!!o, U0 ), Fig. 5 
display the polarization angle and polarized radiance, (z, Lp) as a function of the scattering 

angle. Figure Sa confirms that the polarization direction, as expected, is nearly orthogonal to the 
scattering plane except in backscattering directions where the polarized light becomes very 
small. In these directions, the aerosol single scattering contribution vanishes and multiple 
scattering processes make the polarization behavior more involved. In the present case, the 
aerosols exhibit probably negative polarization (parallel to the scattering plane) in a small 
angular range near e =170°, but analysis of such effects is out the scope of our simplified 
treatment 
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Figures Sb and Sc show the normalized polarized radiances. Different labels indicate 

respectively the raw measurements ( L;eas = ~ o6 + U 5 ), the molecular contribution 

(L; = Qm), the measurements corrected from the molecular effect ((L;eas- L~)eomM ), the 

ground contribution ( L~ ), and the retrieved signal Cl Qcal 1). The retrieved optical thickness here 

is 80 =0.44, with a=1.38. Over this highly polluted pixel the aerosol contribution is well above 
the molecular and ground ones and the inversion scheme allows to fit correctly the 
measurements. 

Plate 3 
India, Nov. 14, 1996 

Plate 4 
Mexico, May 27, 1997 
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Examples of global results derived by this way are shown in Plates 3 and 4 as maps of the 
retrieved aerosol optical thickness (picture A) and Ângstrom exponent (picture B). Plate 3 is for 
measurements over the whole Indian sub-continent on November 14, 1996 (2 consecutive 
orbits), Plate 4, for measurements over Mexico on May 27, 1997. For comparison, the results 
obtained over ocean by a very different way (Deuzé et al., 1999) are reported also. As these last 
results are derived from more confident radiance data and compare well with correlative 
ground-based measurements (Goloub et al., 1999), comparison allows an indirect validation of 
the land products. 

The global distribution of the aerosol optical thickness over lands is not unrealistic. In Plate 3 
for example, the known pollution prevailing within the Ganga basin contrasts with lower 
loading over the main Indian continent and the orders of magnitude of Ô0 and a are 
reasonable. In Plate 4, the large aerosolloading of small particles with large Ângstrom exponent 
is consistent with biomass buming activity in this region in May. However, while the results 
obtained over land and over the ocean are rather consistent in Plate 4, they differ markedly in 
Plate 3. Such discrepancy between the results of the two processing lines over coastlines is a 
common feature of similar comparisons. Except when the results over the ocean indicate very 
small particles with high Ângstrëm exponent, the inversion scheme over land generally 
underestimates the optical thickness while it overestimates the Ângstrom exponent, which 
suggests sorne systematic bias in the aerosol products over lands. 

4-COMPARISON WITH GROUND-BASED MEASUREMENTS 

The reliability of the results has been assessed more directly from comparison with direct 
measurements of 80 and a achieved by ground-based Sun-photometers. Data obtained during 
the POLDER overpass, with clear sky conditions according to the POLDER cloud mask, have 
been selected in the data bank of AERONET (Aerosol RObotic NETwork, Holben et al., 1998) or 
provided independently by T. Nakajima, R. Santer and V. Soufflet. Table 1 lists the stations 
where these correlative measurements were performed. Note that a lot of data concern desertic 
sites. 

The methodology of the comparison is explained in Goloub et al. (1999). Filtering of the sun
photometer data was performed in order to select measurements simultaneous to the satellite 
overpass within half an hour, corresponding to stable atmospheric conditions, specially 
controled to prevent undetected sub-pixel clouds, an with large enough aerosol content ; only 
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observations with 8o > 0.05 were retained. The POLDER results are averaged over a 
100x100km2 area around the ground station (average of 5x5 boxes of 3x3 pixel each) . 
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Comparison between the POLDER and Sun-photometer results is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, 
respectively, for a and 80 • Both results are extremely noisy as shown in Plates 3 and 4 by the 
very different qualities of the over land and over ocean products. This is not too surprising. The 

uncertainty on the surface contribution, typically ô.L~ = 0.001 to 0.002 according to Nadal 

and Bréon (1999) is noticable compared with the aerosol contribution, generally about 
L~ = 0.010. But the outstanding feature in Figs. 6 and 7 is the systematic bias in the a and 50 

retrievals which confirms the previous results over coastlines. In most cases the retrieved 
Ângstrom exponent is overestimated while correlatively the aerosol optical thickness is 
underestimated. For ail measurements, Fig. 8 shows how the optical thickness ratio 
<;:POWER/ ç:SUNPH • fun t' f Th l' f't . . d' t d Th 1 t' 1 u u · vanes as a c wn o a. e mear 1 IS rn Ica e . e aeroso op Ica 

0 0 

thickness derived from POLDER is largely underestimated for large aerosols and tends 
progressively toward consistent figures for very small aerosols as outlined previously. 

5-DISCUSSION - AEROSOL INDEX 
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5-1-Biases of the results and bimodality of the aerosols 
Let us focus on the polarized light scattered in side-scattering directions, say in the range 
80° < 8 < 120°, where polarization is large (see Figs. 5). Polarization features like the rainbow 
should deserve a specifie study. In side-scattering directions, it is well known that the 
polarizing efficiency of scattering increases when the particle dimension decreases (Hansen and 
Travis, 1974) so that polarization measurements allow to detect only the small particles of the 
aerosol size distribution. Therefore, the bias in the optical thickness retrieval indicates that the 
implicit relationship between [large/non polarizing] and [small/polarizing] particles entailed 
by our aerosol modeling is wrong. Two simple possibilities can be examined in a first approach. 
A first obvious explanation is that sorne particles, because they are non-spherical, provide less 
polarized light than expected according to Mie theory, which should explain the 
underestimation of the optical thickness. Another simple possibility is that by assuming 
monomodal size distribution we underestimate the number of [large/non polarizing] particles 
linked to the [small/polarizing] ones. This defect may appear for pronounced bimodality of the 
size distribution and ground-based observations have shown that many aerosols exhibit 
significant bimodality (Shettle and Penn, 1979; Nakajima et al., 1996; Remer and Kaufman, 
1998). 

Let us consider the POLDER observations over the ocean, which provide both the total and 
polarized light scattered by the aerosols. As explained in Deuzé et al. (1999b ), these 
observations are also analyzed with monomodal aerosol models but the inversion starts with 
the total radiance in the 670 and 865nm channels. These theoretical monomodal models allow 
to fit the radiance and lead to values of 80 and a consistent with ground-based observations 
(Goloub et al., 1999), but they tend to underestimate the polarized light measured in side
scattering directions (Deuzé et al., 1999b). This trend is inconsistent with the hypothesis of non
polarizing particles but is very understandable in the presence of bimodal size distribution of 
the aerosols. Let us consider according to Remer and Kaufman (1998) a size distribution 
consisting of a small accumulation mode and a large coarse mode. Mie calculations show that 
the coarse mode gives negligible polarized light in the range 80° < 8 < 120° while its 
contribution in the totallight is noticable. Then, as shown qualitatively in Fig.9a and confirmed 
by numerical simulations (Deuzé et al., 1999b), because the monomodal model has to take into 
account the contribution of the coarse mode in the total radiance, its adjustment is at the 
expense of the small particles which leads to underestimation of the polarized light. 
Conversely, we can understand that in the present algorithm where the monomodal model only 
accounts for polarized light, it adjusts on the accumulation mode as shown qualitatively in Fig. 
9b, at the expense of the large particles and of their contribution in 80 and a, thus leading to 
larger a and smaller 80 • 

ln(r) ln(r) 

Figure 9a Figure 9b 
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5-2-Aerosol index 
The discussion suggests that 80 and a derived from polarization are characteristics of the small 
mode of aerosols and correspond to the aerosol global properties only when the size 
distribution reduces to this mode. More precise assessment of the physical significance of 80 

and a requires further analysis of the POLDER data but the previous analysis may be 
supported indirectly by examination of the reduced parameter 

AI =a80 (11) 

which, moreover, could provide a convenient aerosol indicator. 

Let (a A, 8 A ) and (ac, 8 c) stand for the parameters of the accumulation and coarse modes of 
a bimodal model respectively. According to the previous considerations, let us assume crudily 
that the coarse mode corresponds to ac ~ 0 and gives negligible polarized light, so that our 
inversion leads to (a A, 8A ). As the Angstrôm exponents are derived from nearby channels Âo 
and Â1, with 8;.

1 
~ 8 ;.

0 
(1 + aLU 1 I) the Angstrôm exponent of the bimodal model is 

approxima tel y 

a= 8AaA +8cac = 8AaA +8çac 
8A +8c 8 

(12) 

so that, with ac = 0 
(13) 

As shown in Appendix, the crude previous derivation may be supported by a more refined 
analysis. Therefore, equation {13) suggests that simple comparison of AI values based on the 
true aerosol parameters with AI estimates derived on1y from polarization measurements 
allows to check the « bimodal » explanation of the observed biases in 80 and a. If this 
explanation is correct, the aerosol index AI should provide partial characterization of the 
whole aerosol size distribution from data related only to the small polarizing particles. 

5-3-Validation-Aerosol survey over lands and ocean 
The 80 and a parameters reported in Figs. ~and 7 have been combined according to eq.(ll) in 
order to compare aerosol indices derived from direct Sun-photometer measurements with those 
derived from the correlative POLDER data. Figure 10 shows that the results are reasonably 
consistent and that the systematic biases in 80 and a are reduced in the resulting AI. 

The same transformation has been applied to the aerosol parameters 80 and a reported in 
images A and B of Plates 3 and 4, and the resulting aerosol indices are reported in images C of 
the Plates. The systematic discrepancies between the POLDER aerosol results of the two 
independent processing lines disappear large! y when expressed in terms of aerosol index. 
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Therefore, these comparisons support the possibility of combining the present POLDER aerosol 
results over land in a single aerosol indicator, AI, which, despite providing only a reduced 
information about the particles, is related to the entire aerosol distribution. 
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It is worthwhile to examine the behavior of the AI for the particular case of desertic particles. 
These aerosols are known to consist partly of non-spherical and slightly polarizing particles, so 
that the ability of polarization measurements to detect this important component is 
questionable. The results of Fig. 10 have been dispatched in Figs. 11a and 12a according to the 
Angstrom exponent of the particles. Figures 11a and 12a correspond, respectively, to a >0.50 
and a <0.50 according to the ground-based values. Most values of a <0.50 correspond to the 3 
African stations of AERONET and are very likely associated to large dust events as suggested 
by the histograms of the Angstrom exponent in Figs. llb and 12b. 
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Strikingly, Fig. 12a shows that the aerosol index is sensitive to desertic particles, with a lot of 
events showing significant values of AI, larger than 0.05 to 0.10. Despite the systematic bias in 
Fig.12a between the POLDER and Sun-photometer results, which may be indicative of the 
inadequacy of Mie theory for such particles, the aerosol index derived from polarized light 
allows qualitative detection of desertic particles. 

Finally, Plate 5 shows global maps of the aerosol index derived from the two aerosol processing 
lines, over land and over ocean respectively. The results are average values of AI over one 
month, for November 1996 and May 1997. The consistency between the two kinds of results is 
impressive. More extensive and in depth analysis of these results should be developed in 
another paper, but Plate 5 shows that Al evidences sorne large and well known pollution 
sources over lands, such as the Indian continent, Sahara and China . Major areas of biomass 
burning activity are particularly well detected, over Madagascar and South Africa in November 
and over Mexico and China in May. 

Plate 5 

November 1996 
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May 1997 

a= 0.00 a= 0.50 

A dedicated analysis of these specifie aerosols (Goloub and Arino, 1999) highligths good 
correlation between times series of Al with fire occurrences derived from the ATSR infrared 
channels, which provides independent confirmation of the Al reliability. Moreover, the main 
geographical and seasonal aerosol features derived from the POLDER data over the oceans 
(Deuzé et al, 1999) are consistent with the properties of the aerosols derived previously from the 
NOAA/ A VHRR data with respect to their mean content (Stowe et al., 1992; Husar et al., 1997) 
or size (Higurashi and Nakajirna, 1999). Although a reduced information about the aerosols, Al 
appears as a powerful key to achieve an unified global survey of aerosols both over land and 
ocean. 

6-CONCLUSION 
Remote sensing of aerosol over land surfaces is examined by using the polarized light measured 
by POLDER at near infrared wavelengths, after due correction for the surface contribution. The 
polarized light scattered by the aerosols is analysed through monomodal models of spherical 
non absorbing particles to derive their Angstrom exponent a, and optical thickness 50 • 

Comparisons with in-situ measurements show that the retrieved parameters are meaningful for 
small aerosols, specially biomass buming aerosols, but otherwise are generally biased, with 
systematic overestirnation of a and correlative underestirnation of 50 • Since polarized light is 
mainly sensitive to scattering by small particles, the biases are probably linked to birnodality of 
the aerosol size distribution, with the retrieved parameters related to the smaller accumulation 
mode of particles. 
POLDER measurements over ocean, which allow more in depth analysis, will be processed 
with a bimodal inversion scheme. Further examination of these improved results near coastlines 
should allow to assess more precisely the significance of the individual parameters a and 50 

retrieved over land. In a first approach, an aerosol index Al = aôo is proposed. It permits to 
link the POLDER aerosol surveys over land and over ocean so that global maps of Al allows 
sorne monitoring of the main aerosol sources over continental areas, including desertic 
particles. 
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Appendix 

Equation (13) may be supported by a more refined analysis. In order to estima te more precisely 
how the present algorithm performs with bimodal aerosols, we have computed the Angstrom 
exponents, a, and polarized phase functions, qa(Â,8), for various monomodal and bimodal 
size distributions. Given the lack of directional information (see Figs.3), we have just calculated 
qa(Â) for the fixed scattering angle e =100°. 
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Since the algorithm operates mainly with the ratio of polarized light 

X= Lp(Ât) = Da(ÂJ)qa(ÂJ) 

L~(Âo) Da(Âo)qa(Ào)' 
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Figure A-1 firstly displays the relationship between X and a for monomodal and bimodal 
models respectively. According to Figure A-1, by fitting with a monomodal model the X ratio 
corresponding to bimodal aerosols will generally lead to overestimation of the Ângstrom 
exponent, which is the general trend of the present algorithm. Then, Fig. A-2 compares the 
relationship between X and q0 (ÂQ) for the two kinds of models. Figure A-2 shows that q0 (À()) 
is generally smaller for bimodal than for monomodal models. Thus, given the polarized light 

L~(Âo) scattered by bimodal aerosols, the optical thickness, Do "" L~(Âo) 1 qa(Âo ), will be 

underestimated when assuming monomodal models. Finally, as AI= aDo ""(a 1 q(Âo ))L~( Âo), 

Fig. A-3 displays the direct relationships between X and alq
0

(Ào) for monomodal and 
bimodal models. Figure A-3 confirms that, given X, the biases in a and D0 compensate partly 
in the product aôo so that the aerosol index AI derived from the monomodal algorithm will 
not differ significantly from its true value. 
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Table 1 : List of the stations where the correlative aerosol measurements used for the POLDER 
validation have been performed, with the number of observations available according to the 
differe fil · nt termgs. 

Site Name Location Numberof 
filtered data 

Aire/Adour 43.7°N,0.2°E 24 
North Europ/ France 

North Europ 1 France Lille 50.5°N,3°E 5 
North Europ/France Wimereux 50.7°N, 1.6°E 30 

Asia/J apan Niigata 38°N, 139E 21 
Africa 1 Sene_gal Dakar 14.4° N, 16.9° W 40 

Africa 1 Burkina Faso Bidibahn l4°N, 0.5°W 27 
Africa 1 Burkina Faso Bondoukoui 11.8°N,3.75°W 39 

Africa 1 Niger Banizoumbou 3.5°N,2.6°E 57 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1: Observed polarized phase functions qa(E>), for different kinds of aerosols as a 
function of the scattering angle 8; qa(E>) is derived from ground-based measurements of 
the polarized skylight at wavelength Â = 865nm (Vermeulen et al., 1999). Results are shown 
for desertic dusts (Hapex campaign), aerosols from the Indian continent (Indoex campaign), 
and urban-industrial aerosols (La Crau campaign). 

Figure 2: Calculated polarized phase functions qa(E>) at Â = 865nm for the monomodal models 
used in the inversion scheme, according to the the corresponding modal radius, r, or the 
corresponding Angstrôm exponent, a. The assumed refractive index of the particles is 
m=1.40. 

Figure 3a: Directional dependence of the polarized light. Behavior of qa(E>)I% (100°) as a 
function of 8 for monomodal models with refractive index m=1.33. Large particles exhibit 
characteristic polarization features but for small particles ({X > 1.35 ) no information on r 
and rn (see Figs. 3b and 3c), hence on qa(E>), can be derived from the angular dependence of 
polarized light. 

Figure 3b: Same as Fig.3a, but for particle refractive index rn= 1.40. 

Figure 3c: Same as Fig.3a, but for particle refractive index m=1.50. 

Figure 4a: Spectral dependence of the polarized light. Behavior of (oaqa);J(oaqa);,.,
0 

as a 

function of Â for the monomodal models of Fig.3a. The scattering angle is fixed 
(8=100°) and Âo =850nm. The spectral behavior of polarized light is mainly linked to the 
behavior of Oa,À 1 Oa,Ào and allows retrieval of the particle dimension or Angstrôm 

exponent. 

Figure 4b: Same as Fig.4a, but for particle refractive index m=1.40. 

Figure 4c: Same as Fig.4a, but for particle refractive index m=l.SO. 

Figure Sa: POLDER observations over a pixel in the Ganga basin, near New Delhi. 
Measurements and calculations of the angle between the polarization direction and the 
perpendicular to the scattering plane, 'If/, as a function of the scattering angle corresponding 
to the viewing direction. Full dots and squares: measurements at 670 and 86S nm 
respectively. White dots and squares: calculations at 670 and 86S nm. The polarized vibration 
is perpendicular to the scattering plane, except in backward directions where multiple 
scattering and/ or changes in the aerosol polarization direction make the polarization 
behavior more complex. 

Figure Sb: As Fig.Sa, but for the polarized light at wavelength Â = 850nm . Measurements (full 
dots) compare weil with calculations for the retrieved aerosol model (fullline). The surface 
and molecular contributions are indicated. 
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Figure Sc: As Fig.Sb, but for wavelength À= 670nm. 

Figure 6: Comparison of the aerosol Ângstrôm exponent derived from POLDER with that 
derived from Sun-photometer measurements. Polarized light leads quite systematically to 
overestimation of a. 

Figure 7: As Fig.6, but for the aerosol optical thickness at 865 nm. Polarized light leads quite 
systematically to underestimation of 8o. 

Figure 8: The ratio 8{;older logun-Phot of the aerosol optical thicknesses derived from POLDER 

and Sun-photometers is reported as a function of the Angstrôm exponent of the particles. 
The solid line corresponds to linear regression. The POLDER results tend to consistent 
values for small particles with large Ângstrôm exponent. 

Figure 9a and 9b: In order to fit the radiance from bimodal aerosols, the monomodal model of 
the ocean processing line has to take into account the coarse mode of aerosols, at the expense 
of a lot of small polarizing particles (Fig. 9a). Inversely, in order to fit the polarized radiance, 
the monomodal model of the land surface processing line has mainly to take into account the 
accumulation mode of particles, at the expense of the large particles (Fig. 9b). 

Figure 10: Comparison of the aerosol index, AI, derived from POLDER with that derived from 
Sun-photometer measurements. The biases in 80 and a derived from POLDER (see Figs. 6 
and 7) are reduced in AI = a8o . 

Figure lla: As Fig.10, but the comparison between the POLDER and Sun-photometer AI is 
shown for the case of rather small particles; a>0.50 according to the ground-based values. 

Figure llb: Histogram of the Àngstrôm exponent (from ground-based measurements) for 
observations reported in Fig.11a. 

Figure 12a: As Fig.10, but the comparison between the POLDER and Sun-photometer AI is 
shown for the case of large particles; a <0.50 according to the ground-based values. Most 
results are from AERONET stations in Africa and correspond to saharan dusts. The POLDER 
AI estimates, while slightly overestimated, are significant which shows that detection of 
desertic particles from polarized light is possible. 

Figure 12b: Histogram of the Angstrôm exponent (from ground-based measurements) for 
observations reported in Fig.12a. 

Plate 1: For each ground pixel of the area, images A and B display the maximum and minimum 
value, respectively, of the polarized radiance LP observed over a one month period with 

cloudless conditions. In order to rninimize variations in surface reflection and air mass 
effects, LP corresponds to a viewing direction providing constant scattering angle 

( e = 120° ). Qualitatively, images A and B are expected to display the land surface and the 
largest aerosol contributions in polarized light. Image A confirrns that the land surface 
contribution does not exhibit large spatial variability, and comparison with image B shows 
that the aerosol contribution may be well above the surface one. 
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Plate2: True color composites (443nm: blue; 670nm: green; 865nm :red) of POLDER pictures 
over occidental south Africa, on June 4, 1997 (upper) and June 23, 1997lower), for radiance 
(images A) and polarized radiance (images B); polarized radiances are corrected for 
molecular scattering. The large plume of biomass burning aerosols, which appears on June 
23, is more discernible in polarized light. 

Plate 3: Aerosol parameters derived from POLDER. Comparison between the results over land, 
derived from polarized light (present paper), with the more confident results over ocean, 
derived principally from totallight (Deuzé et al., 1999b). The observed area is over India; 
POLDER orbits 3161 and 3162, on November 14, 1996. For each cloud free pixel, image A 
displays the retrieved optical thickness, c5o, image B, the retrieved Ângstrôm exponent, 
a, and image C, the product 5o a. The co lor codes are indicated; increasing values from 
blue to red. For these urban-industrial aerosols, the results over land and over ocean contrast 
over coastlines, indicating overestimation of a and undersestimation of 50 over land. Image 
C indicates compensation of the biases in the aerosol index AI = 50a . 

Plate 4: As Plate 3, but for an area over Mexico; POLDER orbits 8012 and 8013 on May 27, 1997. 
For these small biomass burning aerosols, the results agree reasonably on either sides of 
coastlines, indicating that POLDER results over land are consistent. 

Plate 5: One month average values of the aerosol index, AI = 50a. Upper map: November 
1996; lower: May 1997. While the POLDER aerosol processing lines over land and ocean lead 
to 5o and a results which may differ largely though coastlines, the aerosol index exhibits 
good continuity and allows to detect large pollution sources (lndian continent, China), areas 
of biomass burning activity (Madagascar and South Africa in November, Mexico in May), 
and saharan dusts. 

Figure A-1: For monomodal and bimodal aerosol models, typical relationship between the 
Ângstrôm exponent, a, and the ratio of polarized light, X (see text), which is the main 
information on the aerosols. Given X corresponding to bimodal aerosols, the estimate of a 
according to monomodal models leads generally to overestimation of a. Monomodal 
models: lognormal size distribution with the modal radius r varied and standard deviation 
fixed ( Œ=0.8735). Bimodal models (adapted from Tanré et al, 1997): two lognormal size 
distributions with the percentages of the two modes varied; mode 1: different modal radius 
(ÏÏ = 0.050, ( 0.0 15), 0, 11/.lm ), standard deviation fixed ( Œ1 =0.6); mode 2: modal radius and 
standard deviation fixed (12 = l.Oflm, 0"2 =0.8). For the two kinds of models: spherical non 
absorbing particles, with refractive index m =1.33, 1.40 and 1.50 

Figure A-2: As Fig.lO, but for the relationship between the aerosol polarized phase function, 
qaO·o), and X; qa(Âo) is calculated for 100° scattering angle. Given X corresponding to 
bimodal aerosols, the estimate of qa(Âo) according to monomodal models leads generally to 
overestimation of qa ( Âo), therefore to underestimation of the optical thickness 

5o ~ L~(Âo) 1 qa(Ào), where L~(Ào) is the polarized light. 
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Figure A-3: As Fig.10, but for the relationship between X and alqa(Â()), similar to the 

relationship between X and AI (AI= aôo::::: (a 1 q(ÀQ ))L~CÂ-o) ). Given X for bimodal 

aerosols, the estimate of AI according to monomodal models does not differ largely from 
the true value. 
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Abstract. 
The remote sensing of aerosol over land remains 
a difficult task. Global distribution of polarizing 
aerosols (urban, industrial, smoke particles) are ob
tained, over land, from POLDER/ ADEOS-1 visible and 
near-infrared measurements. In the paper, we study 
the correlation between POLDER aerosol index re
trieved over land from polarimetric measurements and 
fire products derived from ATSR-2/ERS-2 3.7 JLm chan
nel. At global scale, fire patterns and aerosol index 
distributions agree weil. A selection of 9 continental 
sites distributed in Africa, America and Asia have been 
studied. Monthly variations of aerosol index as well as 
fire occurence are presented. A good correlation is ob
served, in tradional biomass burning regions, between 
aerosol index monthly average and fire count. These re
sults clearly demonstrate POLDER capability to moni
tor biomass burning aerosol and also suggests polarizing 
aerosol presence in countries such as India or China. 

Introduction 

Aerosols have a large effect on the Earth Radiative 
Budget both directly through backscatter and absorp
tion of solar radiation and indirectly by playing an im
portant role in the formation of cloud condensation nu
dei. Aerosols sources, transport in the atmosphere and 
sinks characterization are of interest for biogeochimi
cal cycles studies and require global mapping of aerosol 
both over ocean and land. Although quantitative as
sessment is required, qualitative evidence of aerosol 
presence is the first step. Global monitoring of aerosol 
over land remains a challenge since aerosol contribution 
is generally smaller than the surface one. In this pa
per, we compare POLDER aerosol index [Deuzé et al., 
(submitted to J.Geophys. Res), 1999] and ASTR-2 fire 
count [Arino et al., 1995]. Examples of global aerosol 
index and fire maps are presented as well as preliminary 
analysis performed over 3° x 3° zones selected in Africa, 
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Asia and America. This early approach is not actually 
a validation, since it is not a quantitative comparison. 
However, correlations observed over biomass burning 
regions show the consistency of the aerosol index over 
such regions. 

POLDER Aerosol Index and ATSR fire 
detection 

Aerosol Index over land. 

Airborne POLDER experiments have shown previ
ously polarization capability for aerosols monitoring 
over the continents [Herman et al., 1997]. The prin
ciple of this approach is that the main contribution to 
the top of atmosphere polarized radiance is due to the 
atmosphere. Surface contribution to polarization is low 
but not negligible and parametrization of land surface 
polarization properties has been achieved by Nadal and 
Bréon, (1999) from analysis of two months of POLDER 
data. Basically, the algorithm makes use of 670 and 
865 nm polarized channels. Corrections from surface 
and molecular contributions are then performed to ex
tract aerosol spectral polarized contributions which are 
used to retrieve aerosol content and mode! [Leroy et 
al., 199?j. Since the difference between the two spec
tral bands is weak, only an aerosol index which is nearly 
the optical thickness at 865 nm corresponding to a stan
dard monomodal aerosol mode! with an Angstrom ex
panent a -:::::: 1, is provided. This aerosol index must be 
interpreted as an indicator of polarizing aerosols. Sorne 
validations against sunphotometric data have been at
tempted, mainly in urban (European/North American) 
and desertic sites. Unfortunately, no data were avail
able in biomass burning regions during ADEOS life
time. However, limited in-situ sky-polarized radiances 
measurements have been performed, during SCAR-B 
experiment in Brazil in 1995 [ Tanré, persona! commu
nication]. These data sets clearly indicated that smoke 
particles strongly polarize light. 

Fire detection with ATSR-2/ERS-2. 

To assess POLDER biomass burning aerosols detec
tion capability, we can take advantage of global daily 
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Figure 1. Histogram of POLDER Aerosol Index for 2 
distinct days over Thailand region. 

fire maps provided by ATSR-2. The nighttime (lOpm) 
fi re detection algorithm is based on ATSR-2 3. 7 fLm 

channel data. Spatial resolution of the sensor is lkm. 
A fixed threshold, 312K (sensor temperature satura
tion), on the 3.7 Jlm brightness temperature is used to 
fiag high temperature surfaces indicating fire presence. 
The use of nighttime data prevents from sunlight reflec
tion contamination but can bias the daily comparison 

with POLDER morning overpass (10.30am). Night.time 
overpasses have been processed over land surfaces for 
the whole POLDER dataset. 

Methodology, results and discussion 

Methodology 

Figure 1 shows aerosol index histograms over a 3° x 3° 
zone selected in Thailand (20°N,98°E) for two distinct 
days in term of aerosol content. We can clearly ob
serve th at high aerosol index ( :::0.6) is retrieved wh en 
fire activity is detected (:::30 fires). On the contrary, 
aerosol index is almost one orcier of magnitude lower 

when uo fire is detected. However, comparison on 
such a daily basis is not suitable because of the dif
fen~nces between POLDER and ATSR overpass times 
(10.30am and lOpm respectively) as weil as in swath 
width (2400krn and 500km respectively) that can bias 
correlation between fire count and aerosol index. Hence, 
comparisons, limitee! to nine 3° x3° zones, are per
formed on a rnonthly average basis that should mini
mize the overpass time shift and difference in satellite 
swath width biases. 

Results and Discussion 

Cornparison is, first, presentee! at the global scale 
(Figure 2). Global monthly aerosol index average as 
well as fire count rnaps are presented for March 1997. 
The main patterns consist in substantial amount of po
larizing aerosols over India, Bengal, South East Asia, 
Sub-Sahara and China. Most of them are well corre
lated with fires occurence, except, for example China 
exhibiting a large aerosol index without any fire de
tectee! by ATSR-2. This can be explainecl by fire asso
ciated to surface temperatures lower than 312K. Fuel 
wood use, coal burning, industrial pollution generate 
also large amount of aerosols in these regions but are 
not necessarily associated with detectable infrarecl emis
sion. On the reverse, infrared emission of continuons 
oil-refinery activity around Persian Gulf is detected by 
ATSR. According to POLDER, this oil-refinery activ
ity does not generate noticeable amount of polarizing 
aerosols. Moreover, frequent dust particles presence can 
yielcl complex aerosol mixing in this regions. 

Low aerosol index as well as very limited fire activ
ity arc observee! in Argentina and Brazil. In these re
gions the biomass burning period occurs later in .July
Septernber. In addition, one can note that in most 
places, a good ocean-land continuity is observee!, which 
is an other indicator of coherence. Finally, sorne bias 
in the aerosol index retrieval .arc observee!, mainly in 

Canada, Siberia and Himalayan regions that can be at
tributed to miss-detection of snow. 

Figure 2. Global distribution of POLDER Aerosol Index (ldt.) and ATRS-2 fin: count (right) in March 1997. 
Aerosol index color scale ranges from 0 (in blue) to 0.5 (in red). 
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Let us, now, focus our comparisons on limited zones. 
In Figure 3, we present the monthly variation of aerosol 
index as weil as fire count for 9 small zones in Africa, 
Asia and America. 

(i) Savanna and forest burning in Guinea region 
(10°N,l1°W) reach their maximum in February, as re
ported by Hao and Liu, {1994), and confirmed by 
fire counts derived from ATSR. This is consitent with 
POLDER aerosol index that exhibits a broad peak cen
tered in February. Three other zones have been consid
ered in the Southern Hemisphere. In Zaïre (7°S,24°E) 
maximum aerosol index observed in June is also consis
tent with fire occurence. However, another peak occurs 
in February when fire count is close to zero. This inter
esting feature can be explained by transport of srnoke 
particles coming from Sub Saharan regions that exhibit 
their maximum of burning activity in February as rnen
tionned previously or by another local aerosol sources. 
Another good correlation is observed in Novernber in 

0.3 80 0.5 

Zimbabwe (l8°S,29°E) and Madagascar (l7°S,47.5°E) 
where fire counts decrease and vanish within one month. 
Fire count is roughly the same for these two regions, 
however, the aerosol index is larger in Zimbabwe than 
in Madagascar, which can be explained by differences 
in fire efficiency and particles size. For both Zimbabwe 
and Madagascar, November corresponds to the end of 
the forest and savanna burning period Hao and Liu, 
{1994). 

(ii) In Asian zones, biomass burning peak period 
is Mard1-April according to fire occurence depicted in 
Figures 3 both for North East India (Orissa district, 
20.5°N,84°E) and Thailand (20°N,98°E). This fire ac
tivity are likely related to pre-monsoon agricultural 
burning. For these two regions fire count and aerosol in
dex maxima are in phase. Magnitude of these maxima 
are roughly the same for Orissa district and Thailand 
though the fircs occurence is almost double for the lat
ter. Interpretation relies upon fire efficiency, smoke par-
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Figure 3. Monthly variations of POLDER Aerosol Index (solid line) and ATSR-2 fire count ( dashed line) over 
9 representative zones. 
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ticles size. One can also notes that background aerosol 
index (0.10-0.15) is larger over Orissa region. Continu
ous intensive use of fuel wood as well as increasing in
dustrial pollution can explain this background aerosol 
component. 

The last Asian zone studied is in China, more pre
cisely in the Kiangsu district (33°N,l19.7°E), where in
creasing amount of aerosols is observed from November 
to June, with a maximum in March. However, surpris
ingly, no nighttime fire is detected. In this region, per
manent polarizing aerosols emission is linked to large 
consumption of coal as well as fuel wood that generate 
undetectable surface heating with ATSR 3.7 J.Lffi chan
nel. 

(iii) In Central America zone, located South of Mex
ico (16.8°N,98.3°W), maximum of aerosol index occurs 
in May and is also clearly connected to the forest burn
ing peak as indicated by fire count reaching also its 
maximum in May. Beside this noticeable period, fire 
count is close to zero in this area. The broader peak 
can be interpreted by the transport of smoke particles 
coming from neighboring regions where burning period 
is slightly shifted. The last zone studied in the Amer
ican continent is in Colombia (8.7°N,75.5°W), where, 
according to Rao and Liu (1994), forest and savanna 
burning season occurs in March-April. In this region 
again, a rather good correlation is observed between 
aerosol index and fire count. 

Conclusions 

Global scale comparison as well as local studies clearly 
indicate a good accordance between diurnal POLDER 
aerosol index and smoke particles presence traced by 
nighttime fire count derived from ATSR-2. Further
more, the absence of correlation, for example in China, 

li> 
suggests the presence of other polarizing aerosols, origi-
nating from fuel wood use and industrial emissions, un
detectable with ATSR 3.7 J.Lm channel detection. The 
main result of this study show that when fires occur 
in tradionnal biomass burning regions, then POLDER 
aerosol index is high. The improvement of the aerosol 
retrieval over land is currently under investigation. More-

over, missing in snow co ver detection as weil as overes
timation for dust particles yield artificial high aerosol 
index in sorne regions. 
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This paper provides the first climatology of anthropogenic aerosolloading at the near global scale, 
both over land and oceanic surfaces. Our results indicate that biomass burning is the main source 
of small particles in the atmosphere and that, at the regional scale, other anthropogenic activity bas 
a significant impact limited to China and India. Our aerosol index maps may be used to adjust the 
aerosol sources in atmospheric transport and climate models and to estimate the human impact on 
climate or in geochemical cycles. 

Sources and transport of anthropogenic aerosols in the atmosphere are an essential component of 
the geochemical cycles1

, atmospheric chemis~ (both tropospheric and stratospheric) and in climate 
modelling3

• The largest uncertainty of the anthropogenic radiative forcing4 on climate results from the 
impact of atmospheric aerosols both through direct and indirect effects5

• There is a lack of measurements 
on the aerosol sources, their transport and their radiative properties. Global distribution of aerosol optical 
thickness is as yet lirnited to oceanic areas, with limited information on aerosol type6

. Measurements in the 
ultraviolet spectrum by the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) instrument allow an estimate of 
aerosolloading both over land and oceans7

• However, the derived aerosol index is very much fonction of 
the particle absorption and the altitude of the aerosollayer8

. Although dust transport is weil depicted from 
the TOMS data and sorne of the aerosol events due to biomass burning activities are detected, severa! 
regions which are known to be highly polluted do not show high aerosol indices9

. 

The POLDER instrument10 (POLarization and Directionnality of Earth's Reflectances) onboard 
the Advanced Earth Observing Satellite (ADEOS) provides a new opportunity to identify aerosol presence 
both over land and oceanic areas thank to its polarisation capabilities 11

• Aerosolloading is retrieved using 
a new remote sensing technique based on the polarisation signature of scattered solar radiances and 
sensitive to the particles that are smaller than • 0.5)lm. A rough identification of aerosol origin is obtained 
from the concomitant detection of frres from A TSR2/ERS2 (Along-Track Scanning Radiometer/ Earth 
Remote sensing Satellite) space-bome observations. The eight months of POLDER data, from November 
1996 to June 1997, acquired before the failure of the ADEOS solar panel, have been processed to derive 
global maps of aerosol index which are used hereafter to discuss sources and transport of aerosol. 

In this paper, our analysis is focused on aerosols of anthropogenic origins such as biomass 
buming and industrial emissions. These particles have a size distribution with a significant fraction in the 
accumulation mode (around a few tenths of microns) when dust generated by eolian friction presents 
generally much larger sizes. 

Methods 

Over land, the contribution of the surface to the top of atmosphere reflected radiance is generally 
mu ch larger than that of the aerosol, which makes such measurements difficult to use for their monitoring. 
The polarisation capabilities of POLDER provide an attractive alternative sincc the polarisation of most 
aerosol types is much largcr than that ofnaturalland surfaces 12

. The polarised radiance is mostly generated 



by small particles. Therefore, the optical thickness derived from POLDER measurements over land is 
directly related to the accumulation mode of the aerosol loading. Inversion of optical thickness from 
polarised light measurements is based on a fixed aerosol mode! of small particles, similarly to algorithms 
widely used for the aerosol monitoring over the oceans from A VHRR or METEOSAT13

. This mode! 
represents a typical accumulation mode size distribution with an effective radius of O.l8j.im and a 
refractive index of 1.4, resulting in an Angstrom exponent of 1.4. These values are in good agreement with 
the urban14 and smoke15 aerosol models previously derived from sunphotometer measurements. The 
effective radius and the Angstrom exponent of the accumulation mode are respectively between 0.12 and 
0.19j.im and between 0.8 and 1.5 for industrial regions, depending on the pollution leve! and around 
0.18j.im and 1.6 for smoke aerosol produced by biomass burning activities. 

Over oceanic areas, the directional and spectral signatures of the reflected radiances measured by 
the POLDER instrument allow the characterisation of the aerosol type and optical thickness 16

• The size of 
the particles is roughly quantified by the Angstrom exponent u, which is close to 0 for large particles such 
as the coarse mode of dust, and close to 1 for the accumulation mode. Therefore, we compute an aerosol 
index, representative ofsmall particle loading, as the product of the retrieved 1: and u. This product yields 
small values in the presence of marine and dust type aerosols. Another advantage of this product for the 
analysis of aerosol transport over the oceans is the absence of cloud contamination (cloud contamination is 
mostly white), a problem apparent on most maps of aerosolload derived from optical remote sensing. 

The inversion algorithm is clearly different over land and oceanic surfaces. As explained above, 
both methods airn at quantifying roughly the accumulation fraction of the aerosol loading, but the 
continuity of the index at the landlsea boundaries is not granted. Nevertheless, the analysis of global maps 
of the aerosol index indicates that such continuity is obtained in most regions. Therefore, although our 
index cannot be claimed as fully quantitative, the numerical values have similar meanings over land and 
ocean and can be used to estimate the strengths of the sources and the resulting transport over the oceans. 

Ali cloud free POLDER observations have been processed. The eight monthly means have been 
computed with a spatial resolution of roughly 20 km, and binned at 0.5 degree resolution (Fig. 1). 
Although POLDER provides a daily monitoring of most of the Earth, cloud cover may strongly reduce the 
temporal coverage, in which case the monthly mean is based on a lirnited number of retrievals, 
representative of cloud free conditions only. Note that, such cloud free averages are those to be considered 
when computing the aerosol direct radiative etfect. When no clear sky measurement was available during 
the month, the corresponding areas are shown in grey. 

One identified shortcoming of our aerosol index is related to snow covered pixels. Snow 
generates more polarised light than vegetation that may be wrongly attributed to the presence of aerosol. 
Therefore, caution is necessary when interpreting POLDER aerosol index over area/month when snow 
may co ver the surface. 

Sources 

Since smoke and urbanlindustrial aerosol models have optical properties that are not 
distinguishable from the POLDER data, it is difficult to identify the aerosol type from POLDER maps 
only. A frre atlas coupled with our aerosol index maps can partly remove the ambiguity since the smoke 
aerosols are obviously related to the presence of frres. We have reported also in Fig.! the frre activity 
detected by the ATSR-2/ERS-2 instrumene 7 as white ellipsis. These ellipsis are centred on the barycentre 
of the frres located within the area, their orientation is adjusted on the main location of the frres and their 
surface is proportional to the total number of deteeted frres. An ellipse if shown if at !east 50 frres have 
been detected during the mon th in the area of interest. In the tropical regions, there is a strong relationship 
betwcen the aerosol index and the presence of fires. The largest aerosol indices are clearly related to 
biomass buming activity 18

. The synergy of the two satellite based products allow a rough identification of 
the aerosol sources. 



signal observed from January through March over the Eastern Europe as weil as over Canada, may result 
from pollution, but the index is here unreliable because the presence of snow contaminates the signal. This 
effect is difficult to correct for in the data processing. 

Transport. 

Over the oceans, aerosol loading as quantified by the POLDER aerosol index is clearly 
influenced by the sources described in the previous section. Significant values are observed downwind of 
the continents. Our results are analysed separately for the ocean basins. 

Atlantic Ocean: The North Atlantic appears very clear during the winter. Starting in April and 
increasing towards June, the influence of North and Central America is apparent. In the Gulf of Mexico, a 
very strong loading is observed during April and May, in coincidence with the sources ofbiomass burning 
in Central America. The aerosol originating from Central and North America hardly never reach the 
European continent. Aerosol loading appears small in the Eastern part of the basin, a result of the 
dominant winds from the West. Tropical Atlantic is affected by both dust from Sahara and Sahel and 
biomass burning from Sahelian regions. The later is apparent in coincidence with the sources activity, i.e. 
in January and February. Note that the size distribution of the dust is shifted towards smaller particles 
during the transport. Therefore, our aerosol index, which is little sensitive to dust close to the sources, may 
be more sensitive, for a given mass load, after long range transport. Our results confrrrn that of other 
studies indicating that dust crosses the Atlantic and reaches the Caribbean and Brazil. On the other hand, 
the high aerosol contents observed in winter time offshore of West Africa, that are generally attributed to 
the presence of dust, are also clearly related to aerosol resulting from biomass burning. Our present study 
does not demonstrate that dust is not present at all, but indicates that smoke is a major contributor to the 
high aerosol loading in the area in winter. The main source of aerosol loading over the South Atlantic 
appears to be biomass burning in South and Central Africa. It is in coïncidence with the sources discussed 
in the previous section. Note however that the transport is of shorter range than that of dust in the tropical 
North Atlantic. The November sources of Madagascar and Mozambique do not reach the Atlantic Ocean 

Indian Ocean: The South Indian Ocean is not influenced by African sources, except in the 
immediate South and East vicinity of Madagascar in November. This absence of contamination results 
from the direction of the trade winds in this region that blow towards the continent. In the Eastern part of 
the Indian ocean, the influence of Australia is apparent in November, which corresponds to the end of the 
biomass burning season in the Northem part of this Island. North Indian Ocean and the Bay ofBengal are 
widely affected by the sources in India. This influence is maximal in March, large from November to May, 
and decreases in June, in conjunction with the monsoon. 

Pacifie Ocean: The open Pacifie ocean appears mostly clear all year long. Nevertheless, three 
regions are affected by continental influence : 

• (i) North of Australia and Southem Indonesia in November and June, which correspond to the months 
when the frre activity is maximum. In addition, a stable aerosol layer can be observed over the Eastern part 
of Indonesia, during the eight months which may reflect anthropogenic activity other than biomass 
burning. 

• (ii) the oceanic regions surrounding Central America in May et April due to biomass buming. The 
oceanic area that borders the South Western part of Mexico is always affected by the presence of aerosol 
plume that can be attributed to pollution since no frre is reported in the vicinity 

• (iii) The North Pacifie, East of Asia. Long range aerosol transport affects the region from March to June. 
It even can reach the shores of North America in April and May. 



Biomass Burning Aerosol: 

The affected areas vary with the season, as it is clearly apparent, for example, over Africa: 
Madagascar and Tanzania show large values in November. Theo, from December to February, the largest 
aerosol index values are found in Western Africa, North of the equator. In May and June, the maximum 
has moved south of the equator. These temporal evolutions are consistent with the frre product as weil as 
previous observations ofbiomass buming activity19. During July to September, a period with no POLDER 
measurements, the potential area of biomass burning activity in Africa shifts from West to East, South of 
the equator. The frres observed in Libya as weil as around the Persian Gulf are due to oil industry and do 
not result in large smoke emissions. 

In Central America, a strong signal is apparent in April and May, whereas it is one month earlier 
in the Northern part of South America. The strongest period of biomass activity in South America occurs 
during late August and September20

, which are months missing from our dataset. Nevertheless, one cao 
depict sorne activity in November and December in North Brazil, again consistent with the period of 
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Biomass burning also occurs in south-east Asia and Eastern India in early spring with a maximum 
in March, which is clearly apparent on the aerosol index maps. In April, May and June, there are large 
aerosol indices over China and the south-western part of the Japan Islands. Previous observations21 show 
that yellow sand coming from the Eastern Asian desert cao affect the region at that time of the year. 
However, severa! factors22 indicate that dust is not a major contributor to the large aerosol index values 
observed over this region: (i) dust is composed oflarge non spherical particles that have little effect on the 
polarisation, and therefore on the POLDER aerosol index; and (ii) off the coast of East Asia, the Angstrom 
coefficient measured by POLDER indicates the presence of anthropogenic aerosol rather than dust 
particles. The TOMS aerosol index, which is sensitive to dust, indicates also rather small, if any, aerosol 
loading in this region. The aerosol index may result from a mixing between urban/industrial aerosols and 
smoke but we cao argue that the large aerosol index values over East Asia should be attributed, in a large 
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In Northern Australia, smoke aerosols are present in November and December. For the other 
months, the smoke emission is low compared to that of other regions and do not result in large aerosol 
index values. 

Urban/Industrial Aerosol: 

The strongest signal that cao be attributed to pollution is observed over the Ganges valley, from 
November until February with a maximum in December and January. In spring, the pollution is less severe 
because of the scavenging by monsoon rain but sorne aerosol traces cao still be observed ail year long. In 
March, the aerosolloading results from a mixing ofboth aerosol types. In June, the aerosol index is strong 
again, with no detected frre, which indicates a pollution origin. Over the Eastern part of China, in February 
and March, our measurements indicate a high load of urban/industrial aerosol, since the frre activity is 
limited, although a contribution of smoke aerosol cannot be totaily ruled out. In April, the aerosol loading 
is shifted northwards and, according to the prevailing wind in the area, results from the frres depicted from 
ATSR data. 

The Western part of North America does not show any significant aerosol loading during our 
eight months of measurements. A small signal cao be observed on the Eastern part in June but much 
weaker than over the Asia continent. Again, duc to the unexpected failure of ADEOS, the July and August 
months are missing in our data set when the pollution leve! is expected to be maximal in this region. 
Central Europe is also affectcd by pollution events with a maximum in April and May. The large aerosol 



Conclusion and final comments 

At the global scale, it appears that biomass buming activity is the major source of anthropogenic 
aerosols. At the regional scale, pollution aerosol type appears significant in China and lndia and, at a lower 
level, over Central Europe, the northem part of Central America and Eastern United States. These 
conclusions are based on eight months of measurements that exclude the summer period when pollution 
may become more significant in Eastern United States and Western Europe. Besides, our study does not 
quantify the possible anthropogenic fraction of dust load. 

Our study brings a very innovative aerosol data set. The aerosol index derived from POLDER 
measurements provides a sound description of the global aerosol load needed in aerosol sources and 
transport models. The monthly maps can be also used to assess the radiative impact of aerosol at the global 
scale. 
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Figure 1 : Maps of the monthly mean aerosol index derived from POLDER space-borne 
measurements. Grey pixels over land indicate areas where permanent cloud caver prevented 
an estimate of the aerosol parameters. The fire activity is reported by the use of white ellipsis. 
They are centred on the barycentre of the fires located within the area, their orientation is 
adjusted on the main location of the fires and their size is related to the total number of fires 
and their spatial extension. An ellipsis is drawn when more than 50 fires have been detected 
during the month. 
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Chapitre 5 

Conclusions et perspectives. 

Depuis plus d'une dizaine d'années, le laboratoire est fortement impliqué dans l'expérience 
POLDER. En dépit de la durée limitée de la mission, des données d'une grande richesse ont 
pu être acquises. Aujourd'hui, même si l'ensemble des données n'a pas encore été analysé en 
détail, les résultats obtenus indiquent que le bilan de cette expérience est très positif. Après 
une phase de mise en route difficile, du fait de la nouveauté de l'instrument et des problèmes 
à résoudre tant sur le plan technique, algorithmique, que scientifique, plusieurs résultats 
originaux ont été obtenus. 

Ma contribution à 1 'expérience a essentiellement porté sur « 1 'aspect » polarisation de cette 
expérience. Dans un premier temps, j'ai travaillé sur la version aéroportée de l'instrument et 
participé à l'élaboration de techniques d'étalonnage en vol. Ensuite, je me suis impliqué dans 
l'analyse des observations relatives aux nuages et aux aérosols. Les résultats obtenus ont 
permis des avancés sensibles dans la connaissance de leurs certaines propriétés optiques et 
microphysiques. 

La phase thermodynamique des nuages (liquide ou glace) au sens de POLDER, c'est-à
dire déterminée indépendamment de la température ou de toute mesure infrarouge, constitue 
un produit original, validé à l'aide de lidars et radar au sol ainsi qu'à l'aide de données 
synoptiques. La limite intrinsèque de la détection de phase apparaît dans les systèmes 
nuageux multicouches pour lesquels le nuage de glace coiffant l'ensemble des nuages bas et 
moyens est très fin. L'autre limitation est due à la qualité de la détection nuageuse, 
notamment au-dessus des continents, que l'on peut obtenir à l'aide d'imageurs tels que 
POLDER ne fonctionnant que dans le visible et le proche infrarouge. 
La caractérisation des propriétés microphysiques des nuages de glace (forme de cristaux) 
présentée dans ce document pourra, à l'avenir, être affinée. Depuis la publication de ces 
premiers résultats, la détection nuageuse et la détection de phase ont été nettement améliorées. 
De plus, les progrès récents dans la modélisation des propriétés optiques de cristaux, 
notamment en polarisation, devraient permettre d'introduire des modèles de cristaux plus 
réalistes (Labonnote et al., 2000). 

Si 1' on considère les particules aérosols au-dessus des océans, les mesures directionnelle 
et polarisée réalisées à 0.670 et 0.865 J..Lm permettent de caractériser plus finement les 
aérosols. L'utilisation initiale de modèles granulométriques d'aérosols à un seul mode a 
permis, dans certaines situations, d'interpréter correctement les observations. Néanmoins, la 
validation photométrique a montré les limites de ce type de modèle. La sous-estimation du 
coefficient d' Angstrom constatée avec les modèles de type mono-mode est due à une sous
estimation du nombre des petites particules. Dans la gamme d'angle de diffusion utilisée (80°-
1200), la polarisation des modèles à un mode est inférieure à celle qui est mesurée, ce qui 
traduit la sous-estimation du nombre de petites particules par les modèles. 
L'introduction de modèles bimodaux (modes d'accumulation et grossier) avec, pour le gros 
mode, la prise en compte de particules non sphériques devrait permettre d'améliorer 
l'interprétation des mesures de luminances et de polarisation. 



Au niveau des continents, l'index aérosol POLDER, même s'il n'est qu'un produit 
préliminaire correspondant à la fraction de l'épaisseur optique associée au petit mode, permet 
de repérer depuis l'espace certaines sources d'aérosols (anthropique et les feux de biomasse). 
L'apport de l'indice aérosol pour la mise en évidence des aérosols de pollution est indéniable, 
comme le montre les premiers résultats obtenus sur l'Inde. Cependant, peu de mesures 
optiques sont disponibles dans cette région du monde et, par conséquent, il apparaît nécessaire 
de caractériser les aérosols sur le sous-continent indien en préparant une campagne de 
caractérisation optique des aérosols dans la vallée du Gange. 

Le travail de validation ainsi que l'analyse des produits POLDER réalisés à ce jour ont fait 
apparaître certaines limitations du concept POLDER et suggèrent des pistes pour l'avenir. 
(i) Au-dessus des continents, des limitations apparaissent très clairement dans la détection des 
aérosols. La première est liée à la contribution du sol, la seconde aux bandes spectrales 
polarisées trop proches pour rendre compte correctement des propriétés spectrales des 
aérosols. Il semble aujourd'hui nécessaire d'étendre les mesures de polarisation vers 
l'infrarouge moyen, c'est-à-dire jusqu'à 2.2 J..Lm. A cette longueur d'onde, l'atmosphère 
devient transparente ce qui permettra de mesurer la polarisation intrinsèque de la surface et de 
la corriger instantanément aux longueurs d'onde plus courtes, obtenant ainsi beaucoup plus 
précisément qu'avec POLDER-1, la polarisation de l'atmosphère de 0.490 à 1.6 J..Lm. La 
réalisation de l'instrument « microPOL », version unidirectionnelle de POLDER, mais 
étendue jusqu'à 2.2 J..Lm est en cours. Des campagnes aéroportées légères ont déjà été réalisées 
sur une version prototype étendue jusqu'à l.6J..Lm et nous permettent de caractériser 
spectralement la polarisation des surfaces afin de vérifier leur neutralité du visible à 2.2J..Lm, 
neutralité qui est fondamentale pour éliminer très précisément la contribution du sol dans 
1 'inversion des aérosols sur terre. 
(ii) Pour 1 'étude des nuages, la présence de canaux polarisés supplémentaires entre 0.865 J..Lm 
et 2.2 J..Lm permettrait, d'une part d'améliorer la détection de phase, notamment pour les 
nuages bas dans certaines conditions de visée pour lesquelles la contribution moléculaire peut 
biaiser la détection et, d'autre part, de contraindre davantage les procédures de restitutions des 
propriétés microphysiques (taille des gouttes, dimension et forme de particules de glace) en 
utilisant la réflectance et la polarisation directionnelle. 

Les confrontations, réalisées dans ce travail, entre les mesures et/ou les produits 
provenant de différents instruments en orbite, POLDER, TOMS et ATSR-2 pour l'étude des 
aérosols, ou au sol (réseau de lidars, radar, photomètres), démontrent l'intérêt de développer 
de telles synergies pour mieux discerner les différentes facettes des objets que nous 
observons. Très récemment, la combinaison de la phase POLDER et des résultats des 
classifications nuageuses déduites des canaux infrarouges d'ATSR-2 a permis de préciser 
certaines limites de ce type de classification et de mettre en évidence la relation entre la 
température et la phase (Giraud et al., 2000, soumis), confirmant les résultats obtenus, 
localement, en combinant les mesures de POLDER, d'un radar et de radiosondages. 
Vers 2004, de nombreux instruments complémentaires d'observation de l'atmosphère seront 
en orbite et, pour certains comme PARASOL, PICASSO-CENA, MODIS-Aqua et 
CLOUDSAT, sur des orbites très proches. Ce regroupement de moyens d'observations 
spatiaux sera unique. Par ailleurs, les réseaux sol de photomètres (AERONET) et de lidars 
(EARLINET) devraient, alors, être pleinement opérationnels. Ce jeu de données unique 
permettra de réaliser des comparaisons, de nombreuses mesures et produits satellitaux. Les 
profils verticaux de dépolarisation fournis par le lidar spatial donneront accès à la forme des 
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particules nuageuses ou aérosols. Dans le cas des nuages, il sera très intéressant de comparer 
la forme des diffusants au sommet des nuages avec le produit phase déduit par différentes 
méthodes (infrarouge multispectrale, polarisation proche infrarouge). Il en sera de même pour 
les propriétés microphysiques des nuages de glace. La combinaison de la phase POLDER et 
de la température radiative déduite des mesures infrarouges de MODIS ou IIR permettra 
d'approfondir les résultats obtenus avec ATSR-2. 

En situation de ciel clair, la dépolarisation lidar sera également très utile en fournissant un 
indicateur de la sphéricité des aérosols. Cette information sur la forme des particules aérosols 
aidera à l'interprétation des mesures satellitales comme dans le cas des aérosols désertiques 
par exemple. D'autre part, les profils d'extinction obtenus à 0.532 et 1.064 J..l1I1 donneront 
accès à l'épaisseur optique intégrée sur la colonne atmosphérique ainsi qu'à la répartition 
verticale du coefficient d' Angstrôm, tous deux utilisables pour la validation des produits 
aérosols POLDER ou MODIS, sur terre comme sur mer. Une expérience préparatoire 
(SHADE) devrait se dérouler en septembre 2000, au large des Iles du Cap Vert. Elle mettra en 
œuvre le simulateur aéroporté POLDER, le lidar aéroporté LEANDRE, des photomètres au 
sol conjointement aux observations de MO DIS-Terra. Elle permettra de constituer une 
première base de données regroupant des mesures directionnelles, spectrales et polarisées 
avec POLDER, moyen-infrarouges et infrarouges avec MODIS, et de profils de dépolarisation 
avec le lidar. 
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Sorne Web sites 

POWER 
http://www-projet.cnes.fr:8060/POLDER/index.html 

TOMS 
http:/ /toms. gsfc.nasa. go v/ 

ATSR-2 Atlas 
http://sharkl.erin.esa.it/ ATLAS/ 

PICASSO-CENA 
http://www-picasso-cena.larc.nasa.gov/picasso.html 

MO DIS 
http:/ /modarch.gsfc.nasa.gov/MODIS/ ATM!index.html 

Clouds: 
htq?://www.arm.gov/docs/sites/sgp/sgp.html (ARM Southem Great Plains CART Site) 
htq?://www-loa.Ul'liv-lillel.fr/-riedi/ (Information of cloud top retrievalfrom POLDER data). 
htq?://www.gewex.com (GEWEX) 
htq?://asd-www.larc.nasa.gov/frre/index.html (First ISCCP Regional Experiment (FIRE)) 

Aerosols: 
htq?://www.lrz-muenchen.de/-uh234anlwww/radaer/gads.html (Global Aerosol data Set). 
htq?://aeronet. gsfc.nasa.gov:8080/ (AERO NET) 
htq?://capita.wustl.edu/CAPIT A/DataSets/GlobalAerosoVglobaer.html(GlobalAerosol 
Information Network). 
http://acd.ucar/-zchu/datal (IGAC Atmospheric-Biospheric Chemistry). 
htq,://gacp.giss.nasa.gov/ (GACP) 
http://www.giss.nasa.gov/datalrsp air/ (RSP, US Radiometer Scanning Polarimeter) 
http://www .iap-kborn.de/optik/aer trop/Earlinet/EARLINET.htm (EARL/NET) 
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